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PREFACE TO THE FIRST ISSUE OF 
MAIMONIDEAN STUDIES 

It is with a sense of institutional fulfillment as well as personal pleasure 
that I welcome the appearance of this first issue of our new annual, Mai
monidean Studies, edited by my learned and wise colleague and teacher, 

Professor Arthur Hyman. 
The reason for this experience of fulfillment is the appropriateness, the 

very rightness, of a scholarly series on Maimonides at Yeshiva University. 
Yeshiva's mission, indeed its uniqueness among the world's institutions of 
higher education, is Torah Umadda-the encounter of religious teaching 
and worldly knowledge. And who more than the Sage of Fostat embodied 
this convergence of Torah and Wisdom, of sacred learning and learning that 
is sacred? Jurist and philosopher, physician and communal leader, he remains 
the pre-eminent model for the possibility of the unification of all knowledge 
and, hence, the validity of an institutional effort at the ultimate compatibility 
of "Yeshiva" and "University." 

History has been kind to Moses Maimonides. Even his harshest critics 
during these past eight hundred years-and they have been, occasionally, 
unsparing-have been forced to grant his intellectual preemi!'lence. Hala
khists, even those who feel deeply uncomfortable with his speculative 
achievements, revel in resolving a shverer Rambam. And the philosophically 
inclined, who may be indifferent to his vast talmudic erudition and his im
mortal codification of Jewish Law, continue to debate the meaning, inten
tion, and relevance of his Guide of the Perplexed. Both agree with the judg
ment of the ages, "from [the Biblical] Moses to Moses [Maimonides] there 
arose none like Moses [Maimonides]." 

But Maimonides has been equally kind to history. He has bequeathed to 
it not only the fruits of his creative genius, but also his peculiarly powerful 
intellectual and axiological capaciousness, what in the hands of a less gifted 
individual might seem an impossible marriage of opposites. Depth need not 
congeal into narrow specialization, he instructs us, and breadth need not 
dissipate into dilettantism. Tolerance is not the enemy of commitment, and 
passion does not necessarily lead to bigotry. The cognitive disciplines of the 
sacred and the profane are different from each other, and the integrity of 
their individual noetic modes and methodologies must be respected ; but that 
does not at all mean that they are alien to each other, for ultimately they 
are interdependent. 
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lt is, thus, as an act of discharging a loving obligation, expressing grati
tude, and experiencing a sense of ideational propriety that Yeshiva University 
becomes the home of the first such annual devoted exclusively to Maimo

nides and Maimonidean scholarship. 
All of this could not have come to pass without the perceptive philan-

thropy of Mr. Michael Scharf, Trustee of Yeshiva University and benefactor 
of the publication trust that bears his name; the academic leadership and in
defatigable efforts of Professor Hyman, himself a renowned Maimonides 
scholar; the committed assistance of his Editorial Board; and the distin
guished scholars who submitted their literary efforts to this pioneering issue, 

thus expressing their confidence in its future. 
To all of them-our profound gratitude. 

Yeshiva University 
August 4, 1989 

NORMAN LAMM 

INTRODUCTION 

The quality and quantity of contemporary Maimonides research have 
shown that the time has come to found a publication devoted to this field. In 
publishing Maimonidean Studies, an international, interdisciplinary annual, 

Yeshiva University has undertaken to fill this need. 
Maimonidean Studies conceives its area of interest in broad terms and 

will be hospitable to articles on a variety of subjects. In the field of Halakhah 
it will carry interpretations of Maimonides' legal works, studies dealing with 
their talmudic and geonic antecedents, the influence of his legal writings on 
subsequent commentators and decisors, and comparative legal studies. In the 
field of philosophy it will publish interpretations of Maimonides' philosophic 
writings, and studies of their Greek, Hellenistic, and Islamic antecedents, as 
well as their impact on Jewish philosophy in the later Middle Ages, on Latin 
scholasticism, and on the philosophy of the Enlightenment and the Haskalah. 
Besides these, Maimonidean Studies will carry articles on Maimonides as 
Bible commentator, physician, scientist, and communal leader, and on the 
history of Maimonides' time, the Maimonidean family, and the Maimo
nidean controversies. The annual will also publish articles on the language of 
Maimonides' Hebrew and Arabic writings and bibliographic information. 

Since Maimonidean Studies is largely intended for an English-reading 
audience, its primary language is English. Since, however, a substantial part 
of Maimonides research is being conducted in Israel, each issue will contain 
some articles in Hebrew. As the need arises, there will also appear articles in 
French and German. There will be English summaries of articles in lan

guages other than English. 
Maimonidean Studies is not committed to any one interpretation of 

Maimonides' work; its editorial policy is determined by the very history of 
Maimonides research. As is true of the work of any seminal thinker, that of 
Maimonides has given rise to a variety of interpretations and has found , from 
the very beginning, its adherents as well as its critics. One need only think of 
Maimonides' own controversy with Samuel ben Ali, the hassagot of Abraham 
ben David, the various commentaries on the Mishneh Torah, the Maimo
nidean controversies, down to the controversy in our own days between 
Julius Guttmann and Leo Strauss concerning the interpretation of Maimo
nides' philosophic views. The sole criteria governing the editorial policy of 
Maimonidean Studies are: defensible thesis, cogent arguments, proper docu
mentation, and the observance of scholarly proprieties. 

3 



• AHTHUR HYMAN 

It is my pleasant task to thank all those who had a share in making Mai
monidean Studies possible. First and foremost is Dr. Norman Lamm, Presi
dent of Yeshiva University and its Jakob and Erna Michael Professor of Jewish 
Philosophy, who conceived of the idea of such an annual and gave the project 
his unstinting support. Dr. Leo Landman, Dean of the Bernard Revel Gra
duate School, Professor of Jewish History, and Editor of Yeshiva University 
Press, served faithfully on the editorial board and gave generously of his time 
in guiding the administrative tasks connected with the annual. Dr. Jeffrey S. 
Gurock, Libby M. Klaperman Professor of Jewish History and Academic 
Assistant to the President, served as liaison with the Michael Scharf Publica
tion Trust of Yeshiva University Press. Dr. Yaakov Elman, Assistant Professor 
of Judaic Studies generously shared his extensive publishing experience and 
served as liaison with KTAV, our publisher. 

I have been fortunate in my choice of an editorial board. While most such 
boards often do little more than grace the fly-leaf of a publication, mine was 
actively involved in every stage of our project. Members of the editorial 
board had a part in setting editorial policy and they gave generously of their 
time when called upon to referee an article in their field of specialization. My 
thanks are extended to them. 

On the technical side I benefited from the help and advice of Mr. Sam 
Hartstein, Director of Public Relations at Yeshiva University, and his staff. 
Mr. Bernard Scharfstein of KTAV, and his staff faithfully and with their usual 
expertise saw the volume through the press. I am grateful to all of them. 

Last but not least, my special thanks are extended to Mr. Michael Scharf, 
patron of Jewish learning, whose generous support through the Michael 
Scharf Publication Trust of Yeshiva University Press made this volume pos
sible. 

As we present this first volume of Maimonidean Studies to the public, it is 
our hope that our annual will be a worthy link in the chain of Maimonides 
research and that it will help to stimulate research in its chosen field. With 
the Psalmist of old we pray: i1tvYoi 1J'?Y ;,m::, iJ'1' i1tvY7Ji iJ'?Y U'P?N 'i1 CYJ 'i1'i 

,mm u,,, (Psalm 90:17). 

ARTHUR HYMAN 
Yeshiva University 

ABRAVANEL ON MAIMONIDES' CRITIQUE OF 

THE KALAM ARGUMENTS FOR CREATION 

by 

SEYMOUR FELDMAN 

I 

In the last few decades we have become more aware and informed of the 
importance of the philosophical theology of early Islam known as Kalam. 
This is especially true in regard to the subject of the creation of the world, 
which for medieval Islam and Judaism was perhaps the most important topic 
in theology and philosophy. The research of Harry A. Wolfson and, more 
recently, that of Herbert Davidson has given us much information on the 
nature and development of the Kalam imprint upon later medieval cosmolo
gical thought. 1 It would appear that there was hardly an argument for crea
tion that is not found in the Kalam. We also now know that the Kalam argu
ments were in fact indebted to the profound and radical critique of Aristotle 
leveled by John Philoponus, the sixth-century Alexandrian Greek-Christian 
exegete, philosopher, and theologian. Most recently Richard Sorabji and his 
associates have added to the pioneering research of Wolfson and Davidson on 
Philoponus' influence upon the Kalam, particularly with reference to the 
question of creation. 2 However, in this paper I shall not discuss origins or 
influences; rather, I shall be concerned with the philosophical results and 

1 Harry A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam (Cambridge, Mass., 1976); The 
Repercussions of the Kalam in Jewish Philosophy (Cambridge, Mass., 1979). Herbert 
A. Davidson, Proofs for Eternity, Creation and the Existence of God in Medieval Isla
mic and Jewish Philosophy (Oxford, 1987). William L. Craig, The Kalam Cosmologi
cal Argument (London, 1979). 

2 Richard Sorabji. Time, Creation and the Continuum (Ithaca, 1983); Philoponus 
and the Rejection of Aristotelian Science (Ithaca, 1987). Christian Wildberg, Philo
ponus' Contra Aristotelem (Ithaca, 1988). Herbert A. Davidson, "John Philoponus as 
a Source of Medieval Islamic and Jewish Proofs of Creation," JAGS 85 (1965): 318-27. 

5 
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success of these arguments. Indeed, my attention will be focused upon a late 
medieval thinker who still operates within the Kaliim framework. It is not 
only that he makes use of Kaliim material; more importantly, he thinks and 
argues like a Mutakallim, although he gazes at this tradition with a critical 
eye and uses a surgical scalpel. He is the Spanish-Jewish statesman, exegete, 
and theologian, Isaac Abravanel (1437-1509).3 

What is it to think like a Mutakallim? It is not merely to use Kaliim argu
ments, for a philosopher like Gerson ides also used some Kaliim arguments to 
prove creation but did not think like a Mutakallim. Maimonides gives us a 
nice working definition of how a Mutakallim operates. Three defining marks 
single out and indeed differentiate the Mutakallimun from the Faliisifa: 
(1) the M utakallimun antecedently assume the truth of a divinely revealed 
scripture and are concerned to defend this body of dogma by means of philo
sophical arguments; (2) these arguments may come from any philosopher or 
school, i.e., the Kaliim is not worried about philosophical doctrinal purity or 
consistency; and (3) the Mutakallimun usually begin their theological discus
sions with the topic of creation.4 Invidiously comparing the philosopher with 
the theologian, Maimonides gives a summary characterization of the Kaliim 
by means of a citation from the pagan fourth-century Greek commentator on 
Aristotle, Themistius: " ... the matter is as Themistius puts it: that which 
exists does not conform to the various opinions, but rather the correct opin
ions conform to that which exists."5 Less invidiously and more specifically we 
should say that the Mutakallimun take creation to be not only a fundamental 
dogma of religi011 but also a root belief from which most, if not all, the 
remaining dogmas can be derived. This predilection for the subject of crea
tion, and the primacy given it, reflects a logical-metaphysical awareness that 
cosmology precedes theology, indeed may very well be identical with it. 

In Abravanel the theme of creation is both dominant and pervasive, and 
he explicitly states that if Judaism has any dogmas at all, creation ex nihilo is 
the primary one. To this theme Abravanel devoted several works, including a 
large comprehensive treatise, The Deeds of God (Mif<alot Elohim), in which 
the whole philosophical history of this problem is critically commented 
upon. 6 But it is not only the centrality of creation that entitles us to charac-

3 Benzion Netanyahu, Don Isaac Abravanel: Statesman and Philosopher (Phila-
delphia, 1972). 

• Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed l. 71 and 73. 
5 Maimonides, Guide 1.71. 
6 Abravanel, Mif'alot Elohim (Lemberg, 1863). 
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terize him as a Kaliim-type thinker; the arguments for creation themselves 
are Kaliim in origin or nature, suitably modified as a result of what he learned 
from his predecessors' use of this material. Accordingly, Abra vane I's argu
ments for creation can be regarded as a revised formulation of Kaliim, in 
which the unacceptable aspects of the atomistic physics and the extreme 
occasionalistic metaphysics of Kaliim are either dropped altogether or weak
ened considerably. I shall try to develop this general thesis by means of an 
exposition of Abra vane!' s " metacritique" of Maimonides' earlier critique of 
the Kaliim arguments for creation and then offer an analysis of his own re
deployment of several Kaliim arguments to prove the dogma of creation. 

II 

As Wolfson showed several decades ago, virtually all the Kaliim argu
ments were readily available and clearly stated in two classical Judeo-Arabic 
texts : Saadia Gaon' s The Book of Beliefs and Opinions and Maimonides' 
Guide of the Perplexed.7 In Saadia there are four arguments; Maimonides 
lists seven, but three of them are restatements of the arguments given by 
Saadia. Thus, we have eight distinct Kaliim arguments for creation. 8 Prior to 
his critical exposition of these arguments Maimonides provides a concise 
summary of the Kaliim "philosophical" presuppositions on which, presum
ably, these arguments are based.9 These presuppositions amount to twelve 
theses that express the Kaliim appropriation of the Epicurean natural philos
ophy of atoms together with the doctrine of direct divine causality. However, 
as Maimonides' exposition of the Kaliim creation arguments will show, the 
most significant of these premises are theses that have nothing or little to do 
with Epicurus or occasionalism. They are propositions 10 and 11: the former 
states that possibility is a function of imaginability; the latter denies the exis-

7 Harry A. Wolfson, " The Kalam Arguments for Creation in Saadia, Averroes, 
Maimonides and St. Thomas," Saadia Anniversary Volume, American Academy of 
Jewish Research, Texts and Studies, vol. 2 (New York, 1943) 197-207; reprinted in a 
revised form in Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam 373-455. Saadia Gaon, The 
Book of Beliefs and Opinions l.l. Maimonides, Guide 1.74. Some of these arguments 
also appear in Bab ya' s Duties of the Heart, bk. 1, and Halevi' s Kuzari 5.18. Wolfson, 
Repercussions of the Kalam, chap. 6. 

8 Philoponus presents several of these arguments. Sorabji, Time 210--31. Davidson, 
Proofs, chap. 4. 

9 Maimonides, Guide 1. 73. 
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tence of any infinite magnitude. We shall see later how these two proposi
tions serve as the foundations of virtually every Kalam argument. 

But before I begin this analysis, there is another point that needs to be 
noted, although I do n~t propose to discuss it in detail here. The first of 
Saadia' s arguments-the argument from destructibility-is not mentioned at 
all by Maimonides. It is one of Philoponus' main arguments against the eter
nity thesis, 10 and will resurface in Abravanel. 11 In my view, as well as Abra
vanel' s, it is a strong argument against Aristotle's position. Why, then, didn't 
Maimonides use it? Assuming that he knew of it-after all he could have, and 
probably did read Saadia's Book of Beliefs and Opinions-I suggest that he 
intentionally omitted it. For this argument is incompatible with his own cos
mological thesis that although the universe had a temporal beginning, it has 
no temporal end. The Philoponian argument demonstrates, however, that 
the inherent destructibility of the world proves its creation. In other words, 
whereas Philoponus accepts Aristotle's theorem that generation and destruc
tion are mutually implicatory but uses it against him, Maimonides rejects it. 12 

Accordingly, this argument is not available to him. Nevertheless, Abravanel 
himself considered Philoponus' argument so good that he called it "almost a 
decisive proof" for creation. Since I have discussed this argument elsewhere, 
I shall say no more about it here. 13 

Let us now return to Maimonides' evaluation of the Kalam arguments 
and Abravanel' s metacritique. It is important to note at the outset that Mai
monides' discussion of the first three of the seven arguments he lists is mini
mal; he doesn't even bother to criticize them. The first argument is analogi
cal: it infers the generation of the whole cosmos from the generation of a 
particular man or date tree. If in the latter instance the generation and devel
opment of the organism require some external cause, so too in the former. 
The second argument also begins with a particular case of generation, but 
instead of drawing an analogy with the whole natural order it proceeds to 
trace the series of causes for this case of generation back to one ultimate 
generator; for the series of generating causes cannot be infinite. Indeed, this 
generating cause, the argument concludes, generates the whole universe ex 

10 Davidson, Proofs, app. A. 2. L. Judson, "God or Nature? Philoponus on Genera
bility and Perishability," Philoponus and the Rejection of Aristotelian Science, ed. 
Richard Sorabji, chap. 10. 

11 Abravanel, Mif<alot 9.9. Seymour Feldman, "On the End of the Universe in 
Medieval Jewish Philosophy," AJS Review 11 (1986): 67-77. 

12 Maimonides, Guide 2.27. 
13 See Feldman, "On the End of the Universe." 
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nihilo. The third argument, Maimonides claims, is based upon the Kalam 
natural philosophy of atoms in motion: the atoms are compounded or separ
ated by some external agent, since in and of themselves they do not exhibit an 
innate tendency for either composition or separation. So what accounts for 
the fact that some are compounded and others are separated? A nonatomic 
cause which is the creator of the whole system. 

As stated above, Maimonides' exposition of the first three arguments is 
noncritical. Perhaps he believed that their fallaciousness is apparent. The 
fourth argument, however, is given more attention, and Maimonides criti
cizes it explicitly. The starting point of this argument is the existence of acci
dents, which for the Kalam include all the properties of a substance, or atom. 
Now, by nature accidents come and go, i.e., they are generated. But if all the 
properties of a thing are generated, so is the thing, or substratum, in which 
accidents inhere or to which they are joined. And this is true for the whole 
universe. Perhaps it will be objected that the series of generated accidents 
could proceed ad infinitum while their substratum is ungenerated and unper
ishable. The Mutakallimun quickly reply that such an infinite series is 
again impermissible. Maimonides' analysis of this argument is fuller than his 
previous remarks, and in particular he accuses it not only of making weight} 
use of the Mutakallimun's physics, but, worse still, of begging the question. 
For the defender of eternity explicitly makes the accidents <?f motion an 
exception to the usual course of accidents. Unlike all other accident, circular 
motion for the Aristotelian is a continuous and eternal property of the 
heavenly bodies. Accordingly, the Mutakallimun would have to show by an 
independent argument that this accident in particular cannot be infinite in 
duration. Failing to do this, they have not proved creation by means of this 
argument. 

The arguments that interest Maimonides the most are 5, 6, and 7. But 
since the sixth argument is, he claims, a modified form of the fifth, we can 
treat them together. These two arguments make common use of a certain 
principle that has not yet been invoked by the previous arguments and that 
will be of the utmost importance to us. Like the second and fourth arguments 
the seventh argument, on the other hand, concerns the infinite, more precise
!, the impossibility of an infinite collection, which the Mutakallimun believe 
the eternity thesis entails. This argument too will have a successful career, 
and Abravanel will respond to it. 

The underlying principle of arguments 5 and 6 is the principle of admissi
bility, or the tenth premise in the Kalam' s philosophy. It asserts that any
thing imaginable is possible. Since we can imagine any feature of the uni
verse to be different from what it in fact is, we need to explain why it is as it 
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is. Thus, we have to invoke a "principle of determination," or "the principle 
of particularization," to explain such contingent facts. Alternatively, in the 
sixth argument the very existence of the whole world is a contingent fact: we 
can surely imagine it to be nonexistent. So what accounts for the" preponder
ance" of existence over nonexistence? The need to provide a "particularizer" 
(meyafied) and a "preponderator" (makhri<a) both imply the existence of a 
Creator. Maimonides himself admits that the fifth argument-the argument 
from particularization-is the "best" argument for creation and that he will 
make use of it later in his own defense of creation. In this context he offers no 
criticism of it. He also admits that the sixth argument is "very forcible," since 
it is really a variation of the fifth argument. Yet he believes that in its usual 
form the sixth argument is misleading, especially in its use of the term" possi
ble." The Falasifa too admit that the universe is a possible existent; but they 
claim that it is eternal. So the argument is guilty of the fallacy of equivoca
tion. In his own presentation of the case for creation Maimonides will use a 

modified form of the fifth argument. 
Maimonides' discussion of the seventh argument-the proof from im

mortal souls-is the most detailed, since he realized that it is one of several 
variations of the philosophical theme of the impossibility of an infinite mag
nitude, series, or collection. In this particular version the Kalam argument 
states that if the universe were eternal a parte ante there would be in actu an 
infinite number of immortal souls. But for an Aristotelian an actual infinite is 
impossible; so past time must be finite. Maimonides' opening move on this 
argument is to point out that it presumes too much: how can we prove one 
difficult metaphysical problem by appealing to an even more obscure one, 
the problem of immortality? He also mentions in passing a philosophical 
solution to the latter difficulty-the thesis that all immortal souls are in 
reality one entity, and hence the problem is dissipated. In the next para
graph, however, Maimonides goes on to discuss briefly the Kalam position 
against the infinite, and mentions several versions of the Philoponian thesis 
that there cannot be an infinite magnitude of any kind. Unfortunately, he 
abruptly ends his discussion, and in lieu of a critique simply mentions 
approvingly Alfarabi' s refutation of this doctrine. For both Alfarabi and 
Maimonides, the Philoponian "paradoxes of the infinite" were, then, only 

pseudo-paradoxes. 14 

14 The arguments against eternity based upon the impossibility of an infinite series 
are based upon Philoponus (see the Sorabji and Davidson materials cited in nn. 1 and 
2). Philoponus' arguments did not go unanswered: Alfarabi undertook to refute them 
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With this brief exposition of Maimonides' discussion of the Kalam argu
ments for creation, I now turn to Abravanel' s evaluation of this critique. In 
general, his attitude toward the Kalam arguments is far more positive than 
Maimonides' position; in particular, Abravanel believes that several of these 
arguments are stronger than Maimonides had claimed, especially if we use 
the hermeneutic principle of charity to reformulate them in the strongest 
form they are capable of having. Consider the first argument, which Mai
monides hardly took time to state: in its present form it is indeed an analogi
cal argument that purports to infer the creation of the whole world from the 
creation of one of its parts. 15 Abravanel, however, restates it in a more 
rigorous form as follows: 

If a microcosm is generated, so is the macrocosm (i.e., the world). 
Man is a microcosm of the world and is generated. 
Therefore, the macrocosm (i.e., the world) is generated. 

Concerning this argument Abravanel makes the following observations. 
First, it does not presuppose any of the twelve Kalam premises, and thus is 
really independent of the Kalam' s atomist physics and occasionalist meta
physics. Second, even in its analogical form the argument, albeit not demon
strative, is useful as a counter-reply to Aristotle; for Aristotle himself often 
makes use of analogies in his arguments against creation. Co~sider the fol
lowing argument against creation ex nihilo: since in any particular case of 
generation we observe that the product is generated out of something else, it 
must be true for every case of generation that what is generated must be 
generated out of something else. 16 Here, Abravanel argues, an analogy is 
made to warrant a universal generalization. Why then is it illicit to use an 
analogy to show that the generation of one member of the universe is evi
dence for the generation of the whole world? Abravanel admits that this 

in his no longer extant book On Changeable Beings, and Maimonides refers to this 
counterargument. In recent years Alfarabi's reply to Philoponus, as gleaned from var
ious surviving sources, has been studied by the following: Muhsin Mahdi, "Al-Farabi 
against Philoponus," J NES 26 (1967): 233--60; Shlomo Pines," An Arabic Summary of 
a Lost Work of John Philoponus," IOS 2 (1972): 320-52; Joel Kraemer, "A Lost Pas
sagt' from Philoponus' Contra Aristotelem in Aral?ic Translation," JAOS 85 (1965): 
.'318-27. 

15 Efodi anticipated Abravanel in characterizing this argument as analogical 
(Guide 1 74 ad loc.) . 

16 Maimonides, Guide 2.14, second argument of the philosophers. 
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argument is not demonstrative; but he likes it as an ad hominem reply to 
Aristotle. 17 

Although the second Kalam argument mentioned uncritically by Mai
monides looks like the first insofar as it begins with an individual case of 
generation, the nerve of this argument is the impossibility of an infinite series 
of generators. Thus, it rest upon the eleventh Kalam premise, which denies 
the existence of any kind of infinite magnitude. Unafraid to put words in the 
mouth of his master, Abravanel supplies a Maimonidean critique of this argu
ment. He emphasizes that, unlike the Kalam, Maimonides did recognize the 
validity of the Aristotelian distinction between essential and accidental in
finite causal series. An accidental causal series is one in which the cause is 

only the productive cause of its effect; an essential causal series is one in 
which the causes are not only productive but conserving causes of their 
effects. The Aristotelian admits, Maimonides states, the legitimacy of the 
former but not of the latter, since an essential infinite series would be an 
actual infinite in which each member would exist simultaneously with its 
effect; for in such a series the cause conserves its effect. 18 By conflating these 
two very different kinds of infinite series, the Kalam constructed this invalid 
argument, failing to see that the endless series of generators asserted by Aris
totle is only an infinite series in which the individual members merely suc
ceed each other, and thus is possible. 

The third Kalam argument for creation was rejected by Maimonides 
because of its atomist assumptions. Abravanel, however, points out that this 
argument can be reformulated without any atomist premises. Indeed, he 
claims, we find such an argument in Saadia, who was not an atomist at all. 19 

It would appear that Maimonides' formulation of this argument owes more to 
the Ash'arite Kalam (with which he was more familiar) than to Saadia. The 
former was consistently atomistic, the latter was not. Most, if not all, of the 
Kalam premises listed and discussed in the chapter preceding his exposition 
of the Kalam arguments for creation are doctrines in Ash'arite Kalam. And so 
Maimonides quite understandably formulated these arguments within an 
Ash'arite framework. Yet in essence the third argument is a version of the old 
argument known variously as the argument from design or the teleological 
argument. In some·authors it is used to prove the existence of God, in others 

17 Abravanel, Mif'alot 9.4 :67a. 
18 Abra vane!, Mif'alot 9.4 :67c. Maimonides, Guide 1.69 and 73, eleventh premise. 
19 Abra vane!, Mif'alot 9.5:68c. This is Saadia' s second argument. 
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the existence of a Creator; for Kalam it does both. In Saadia' s version of this 
argument the variety and diversity in nature are singled out as evidence for 
its creatureliness; in Maimonides the mere fact that there are both composi
tion and separation in nature is testimony to creation. In either case, the core 
of the argument is that the present arrangement of the physical universe is 
proof of its having been composed, or created, by an intelligent and purpose
ful agent. This argument is, according to Kant, the best of all the arguments 
for the existence of God; it is still advocated by some philosophers. 20 We shall 

see later that Abravanel himself will use it. 
Maimonides had claimed'that the fourth Kalam argument was question

begging. For the Mutakallimiin presuppose that the accident of motion, even 
celestial motion, is by definition a generated thing, and hence the celestial 
substratum must be generated; whereas the defender of eternity claims that 
although many, perhaps most, accidents are generated, the accident of 
motion is not, at least in the case of the heavenly bodies. Unlike Maimonides, 
Abravanel shows more respect for this argument. It is not a petitio principii, 
for the thrust of the argument is not, as Maimonides had claimed, the acci
dent of motion, which the Aristotelian wants to prove eternal. Rather, the 
Mutakallimiin are concerned with accidents in the sublunar world, such as a 
particular shade of red or a specific degree of heat. This argument contends 
that if all the accidental qualities of a red apple come and go, so does the 
apple; for the substratum of these accidents cannot be eternal while all the 
accidents are generated, since the eternal and the generated are contraries, 
and contraries cannot be joined together. Moreover, Abravanel insists against 
Maimonides that this argument does not assume an atomist physics. No mat
ter whether the substrata are atoms or Aristotelian substances composed of 
form and matter, if the accidents are generated, so is the substratum. 21 

Although Abravanel is satisfied that this argument, as he construes it, is 
stronger than Maimonides had believed, and thus that the Mutakallimiin 
were, as Maimonides reported, entitled to feel proud of it, nevertheless it is 
not valid. For, as we have seen, it presupposes the Kalam finitist physics, 
which does not recognize the difference between a cause that is simultaneous 
with its effect and a cause that is only temporally prior to its effect. The 
former cannot, Abravanel contends, proceed ad infinitum; the latter can, 

20 Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Pure Reason A624 and B652. Richard Swin
burne, The Existence of God (Oxford, 1979), chap. 8. 

21 Abravanel, Mif'alot 9.5 :68d-69c. 
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even if each cause in the series is efficacious for its effect. If all the accidents 
of a substance were coexistent with it, then an actual infinite would ensue, 
and this is an impossibility for the Aristotelian as well as the M utakallimun. 
But the accidents of a substance are not all simultaneous with it; most just 
come and go. Thus, they could be infinite. Moreover, such an infinite series 
of successively generated accidents could be joined to a substratum without 
entailing the generation of the substance itself. For, although each and every 
accident is itself generated, the whole series, ex hypothesi Aristotelis, can 
continue ad infinitum and hence is eternal. This would mean that an eternal 
but successive series of generated accidents could be joined to an eternal sub
stratum. The fourth argument fails, then, to prove the generation of the 
world. 

I shall now deviate from the present course of exposition and skip Abra
vanel' s critique of the fifth and sixth Kalam arguments, turning directly to 
the last of the Kalam arguments, the argument from infinite souls. I shall 
defer my treatment of Abravanel' s analysis of the fifth and sixth arguments to 
my presentation of his employment of these arguments as part of his own 
"proof" of creation. 

As I indicated earlier, the argument for creation based upon the impossi
bility of any infinite magnitude is Philoponian in origin. Philoponus attempt
ed to prove the inherently paradoxical nature of all infinite magnitudes; in 
particular, he tried to show that the notion of infinite past time is absurd. For 
example, Philoponus had argued that although ex hypothesi Aristotelis time 
is infinite a parte ante and a parte post, any part of infinite past time is also 
infinite; yet the part is supposedly smaller than the whole. But how can one 
infinite be smaller than another?22 Assuming that one infinite cannot be 
larger or smaller than another, Philoponus concluded that the notion of in
finite time is absurd. 23 This argument, as well as variations upon it, had a 
long history in medieval Jewish philosophy. Levi hen Gershom (Gersonides) 
made important use of it; 24 but l:lasdai Crescas, who claimed that the infinite 
has a different logic, and that our vocabulary should reflect this fact, rejected 
it. 25 

22 Davidson, " John Philoponus as Source." Sorabji, Time, chap. 14; Philoponus 
and the Rejection, chap. 9. 

23 Sorabji, Time 214-18. Davidson, Proof, chap. 4. 
24 Seymour Feldman, "Gersonides' Proofs for the Creation of the World," PAAJR 

35 (1967): 113-37. 
25 l:lasdiii Crescas, Or Adonai, bk. 1. Harry A. Wolfson, Crescas' Critique of Aris

totle (Cambridge, MA, 1929), chap. 2. 
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Although not mentioning Crescas at all in this context, Abravanel' s reply 
to this Philoponian paradox is taken virtually verbatim from his acute coreli
gionist. The terms "equal," "greater," and "smaller" simply do not apply to 
infinite magnitudes. Indeed, the "classical" principle that one infinite mag
nitude is not greater than another infinite magnitude should be understood 
as implying not that they are equal to each other but that these comparative 
terms are not applicable to infinite magnitudes as such. In a sense Abravanel 
is using the via negativa here to avoid the Philoponian paradox.26 Although 
the proper solution to Philoponus' paradoxes had to wait another three 
hundred years, when Georg Cantor opened up for us the realm of the trans
finite, several medievals27 (along with Galileo, Descartes, and Spinoza) 
sensed that there was something wrong in Philoponus' facile application of 
the vocabulary of finite mathematics to the infinite. The seventh argument of 

the Kalam is therefore not acceptable. 

III 

I now return to Abravanel' s discussion of the fifth and sixth Kalam argu
ments, which will serve as an introduction to his own defense of creation. In 
spite of their initial attractiveness, Maimonides had rejected these arguments 
because of their reliance upon the admissibility thesis, which, for him, opens 
the door to the domain of possibility too widely and yet too narrowly; for 
there are things we can imagine that are, however, impossible; inversely 
there are things that are possible but unimaginable. Indeed, Maimonides 
contended, the Kalam offered no clear-cut criterion of possibility,28 and this 
failure undercuts the preponderance argument and weakens the particulari-

26 Abravanel, Mif<alot 9.7:74c. 
27 John Murdoch, "Infinity and Continuity," The Cambridge History of Later 

Medieval Philosophy, ed. Norman Kretzman and others (Cambridge, 1982), chap. 28. 
28 Maimonides, Guide 1.74, fifth and sixth methods, 3.15. For some recent discus

sions of Maimonides' concept of possibility, see Harry Blumberg, "Ha-Rambam 'al 
musag 'al-tajwiz' be-shitatam she) ha-mutakallimun," Tarbiz 39 (1969-70): 268-76; 
Nahum Rabinovitch, "Ha-musag 'efshar' be-mishnato shel ha-Rambam," Tarbiz 44 
(1974-75): 159-71; Alfred lvry, "Maimonides on Possibility," Mystics, Philosophers, 
and Politicians: Essays in Jewish Intellectual History in Honor of Alexander Altmann, 
ed. Jehuda Reinharz and others (Durham, N.C., 1982) 67-84; Shalom Rosenberg, 
"Hekhrebi we-'efshari ba-filosofiah ha-beinaimit," lyyun 28 (1987): 103-55. 
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zation argument. Nevertheless, as Maimonides himself admits, the latter 
argument has its merits, and he will employ it in a more restricted form. 29 

Abravanel claims that Maimonides was right in not accepting the particu
larization argument in its standard Kalam formulation. For the latter was too 
general: it encompassed all kinds of features of the world, including the sub
lunar world. According to Maimonides, Abravanel explains, the latter can be 
adequately accounted for: there is no need to appeal to any supranatural 
cause to explain why the grass is green. What are problematic are certain 
facts in the celestial domain, features about, say, Jupiter, such as its big red 
spot. Why does Jupiter have it and not Venus? A strictly deterministic astro
physics, which Maimonides believes is entailed by Aristotle's cosmology, is 
unable to explain this fact, and this renders the eternity theory suspect. So, 
according to Abravanel, Maimonides' criticism of the Kalarn' s particulariza
tion argument was relatively minor: in its Kalam form it was just too sweep
ing. ao 

Maimonides' rejection of the preponderance argument was, we have 
seen, more radical; Abravanel is, however, more charitable. He is puzzled as 
to why Maimonides was so harsh: if, as Maimonides believed, the preponder
ance argument is just another form of the particularization argument, then 
why is the former so much weaker than the latter? In truth, Abravanel 
argues, the preponderance argument is neither equivocal nor question
begging. Both the Kalam and the Falasifa use the term "possible" in this 
context in the same sense: that which is dependent upon something else, i.e., 
the contingent. Moreover, both the Kalam and the Falasifa go on to assert 
that the universe as a whole is contingent, and thus needs something to cause 
it-a "preponderator." They depart from each other insofar as the Kalam 
asserts that the preponderator is a creator who voluntarily created the world 
absolutely, i.e., at a first instant, whereas the Falasifa deny this and claim 
only that the world has a First Cause. Although Abravanel has "cleansed" 
this argument, it is, he admits, not strong enough to prove creation in the 
sense of the finite duration of the world a parte ante. Thus, Maimonides was 
right to dismiss it, but his explanation of its defectiveness was incorrect. 31 

Let us return to, and take a closer look at, the particularization argument, 
which Maimonides himself did not hesitate to employ at least in a more re
stricted form. Abravanel contends that Maimonides' version of this argu-

29 Maimonides, Guide 2.19. 
30 Abravanel, Mif'alot 9.5:69c-d. 
3 1 Abravanel, Mif'alot 9.5:69d-70b. 
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ment is sufficiently" strong and true to demonstrate and prove that the world 
is consequent upon God's will and intention, not upon necessity, as Aristotle 
had maintained."32 Maimonides was then, according to Abravanel, 
unduly-and uncharacteristically, we might add-modest in disclaiming that 
he had a proof for creation. But perhaps Abravanel is too quick to pass judg
ment here. Isn't it possible to explain these astronomical anomalies scientifi
cally, even though Aristotle failed to do so? Couldn't we revise Aristotle's 
cosmology in such a way that sufficient explanations for these phenomena 
will be forthcoming? Indeed, couldn't a different astronomical system be 
constructed that would do the job? The first alternative was attempted by 
Averroes and his Jewish disciple Moses Narboni; the latter by the Muslim 
astronomer Al-Bitruji. Abravanel' s attempt to counter these objections to the 
Maimonidean version of the particularization argument requires us to make 
use of a different work of Abravanel, his treatise New Heavens (Shamayim 
Hadashim), which is in part a commentary upon the chapter in the Guide 
wherein Maimonides presents his own version of the particularization argu
ment. Indeed, the very title of this small treatise is revealing: the Hebrew 
word for "new," fwdash, can also mean "created." 

The nerve of the particularization argument is the question, Why this, 
and not that, if either alternative is logically possible? Since the Aristotelian 
has failed to answer this question by means of his deterministic system, the 
door is open to the explanation by means of the divine will. But perhaps Mai
monides was a bit too hasty. Why should we retreat so quickly to the asylum 
ignorantiae? This was the reply of Narboni, Maimonides' Averroist commen
tator. Aristotelian answers are at least logically possible, if not now at least in 
the future. Indeed, Maimonides himself left the matter in the same sea of 
ignorance as did Aristotle. For to explain Jupiter's red spot by saying that it is 
attributable to the divine will is no better an answer than the Aristotelian's 
more modest ignorabimus. In either case, no specific solution to the question 
has been provided. The Aristotelian has given us at least a promissory note on 
some future answer; the creationist, however, has told us not to look for an 
answer at all, at least not from a scientist. Why should we think that the latter 
approach is any better than the former?33 

32 Abravanel, Mif'alot 9.5:7lc. 
33 Moses Narboni, Commentary on Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed, ed. J. 

Goldenthal (Vienna, 1852; rpt. in Sheloshah Qadmonei Mefarshei ha-Moreh [Jeru
salem, 1961 I) on Guide 2.19. Abravanel, Shamayim Jjadashim (Roedelheim, 1828) 
1:106. 
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To this persuasive objection Abravanel replies that the defender of crea
tion is on this point in a stronger position than the defender of eternity. The 
latter is in a fatally embarrassing situation: he claims that everything in the 
world follows natural laws according to strict necessity. But what is his evi
dence for this general priniciple? Specific instances of law-determined 
natural phenomena. But if there are lacunae in nature, if there are natural 
phenomena that are not law-covered, then this general principle is 
weakened, indeed falsified. The eternity theory, as it is interpreted by Mai
monides and Abravanel, cannot really admit any anomalies, since any epis
temic dangler is evidence against its basic premise of nomic, i.e. , law
covered, determinism. The defender of creation, on the other hand, need not 
be so easily embarrassed if he is asked why God put a red spot in Jupiter and 
not in Venus. Not committed to any kind of natural determinism, the defend
er of creation does not have to come forth with a scientific answer. Leaps and 
gaps in nature do not disturb him; indeed, they are precisely the things that 
he expects, since on his hypothesis nature is not a completely deterministic 
system. If God is regarded as having will, then astronomical irregularities are 
to be expected; if nature is presumed to be a system of pure nomic necessity, 
anomalies are signs that it is not. Thus, the defender of creation is permitted 
to say "I don't know" ; the defender of eternity is forbidden. 34 

This epistemic handicap is especially embarrassing to the defenders of 
eternal creation, such as Averroes, Narboni, and Crescas, all of whom admit 
that God is a voluntary agent who creates the world, albeit eternally. 35 In 
chapters 20-21 of part 2 of the Guide, Maimonides had already argued that 
this theory is an incoherent hybrid of two radically different natural philoso
phies, suggesting that like the mixing of seeds prohibited in Jewish law this 
theory is to be shunned. Abravanel agrees ; but he claims that this conflation 
can be avoided if we adopt the Kal:im distinction between the terms" agent" 
(po'el) and "cause" (<ilah), a distinction Maimonides had rejected. The term 
"agent," Abravanel insists, implies creation, whereas the term "cause" 
merely connotes productive efficacy. The former entails a voluntary act; the 
latter implies a necessary causal nexus. Had this distinction been appreciated 
and adhered to, the illicit marriage between the creation and eternity cosmo
logies would have been detected and annulled. In this respect Abravanel 

14 Abravancl, Shamayim 1 :l0b-lla. 
:is Seymour Feldman, "The Theory of Eternal Creation in l:lasdai Crescas and 

Some of llis Predecessors," Viator 2 (1980): 289-320. 
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anticipates Spinoza's argument that teleological cosmology and deterministic 
physics are utterly incompatible, except of course that Spinoza eliminated the 
former whereas Abravanel rejected the latter.36 

But the defenders of eternity still might reply that astronomical anomalies 
are at least in principle explicable. Averroes and Narboni were aware of these 
problems and attempted to solve them. To rto avail, answers Abravanel, who 
in the second essay of New Heavens gives a detailed analysis of their attempt 
to provide Aristotelian answers to eight of these puzzles. To illustrate the 
character of the debate I shall give one example. Maimonides had already 
raised the following objection about the heavenly spheres: each heavenly 
sphere really comprises two very different types of bodies-the sphere itself, 
which is transparent and self-moving; and the star, which is nontransparent 
and non-self-moving but is carried along with the movements of the sphere. 
Now, how is it that two such different kinds of things are united together? 
What is responsible for this union?37 Aristotle had made no distinction be
tween the nature of the star and the nature of the sphere: both are quintes
sential. Yet he claimed that the star is the best part of the sphere insofar as it 
emits light and hence is dense and nontransparent. In this respect the star is 
like the eyes of an animal: even though the eyes do not move they are carried 
along with the animal's body.38 Averroes and Narboni substantially repeat 
this explanation. 39 

Abravanel rejects this solution. If the star and the sphere are so different 
that one body is dense whereas the other is transparent, and the one is essen
tially at rest whereas the other is always moving, the more natural conclusion 
is that these are two radically different kinds of bodies, not two bodies of the 
same simple, homogeneous nature, as Aristotle had maintained. Nor is the 
analogy with the eyes of an animal relevant. Animals are composite bodies 
made up of very different kinds of parts and organs. No heavenly body is like 
this. Moreover, the eyes are for the purpose of helping the animal survive in 
its environment. ls there anything comparable in the heavenly domain? 

36 Abravanel, Shamayim l :2b, 12b. Maimonides, Guide 1.69. Spinoza, Ethics, pt. 
1, app. 

37 Maimonides, Guide 2.19. This is the fifth of eight questions discussed in detail 
by Abravanel in Shamayim 2: 16a. The point seems to have been originally raised by 
Philoponus in his De Opificio Mundt, ed. G. Reichardt (Leipzig, 1897) 4.15: 190. 

38 Aristotle, On the Heavens 2.2, 7-8, 12. Abravanel, Shamayim 2:22a. 
39 Averroes, De Substantia Orbts, ed. and trans. Arthur Hyman (Cambridge, 

Mass, 1986) 2:92-93. Moses Narboni, Commentary on Guide 2.19. 
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Surely not. So let us drop this analogy altogether. Indeed, why should anyone 
seriously think that the heavenly bodies are at all animate?- To be sure, this 
was a venerable notion, suggested by some of Aristotle's remarks and devel
oped into a full-fledged doctrine on his behalf by his earliest commentators, 
and it was widely believed throughout the Middle Ages by the most respecta
ble philosophers and astronomers. Yet, Abravanel argues, it is a mistaken 
belief; indeed, it is not even Aristotle's authentic view. Accordingly, Mai
monides ' particularization question still stands: who or what is responsible 
for the combining of these two different types of bodies? The most reasonable 
reply is, God's will. 40 

Suppose someone were to admit that the Aristotelian system cannot 
answer these questions. Nevertheless, another system can; or at least it has 
not yet been shown that there may not exist some other naturalistic cos
mology which can explain these alleged anomalies. In raising this question I 
am not necessarily alluding to some modern system such as Newtonian or 
Einsteinian physics. In the Middle Ages a rival astrophysics to Aristotle's had 
been proposed, and for a few centuries it had been seriously discussed by 
astronomers and philosophers. It was the astronomical model put forth by the 
astronomer AI-Bitruji, or, as he was known in the Hebrew, "the one who 
thunders forth a new astronomical system." 41 Avoiding both epicycles and 
eccentrics this system was more closely wedded to Aristotle's strictly 
homocentric system of nesting spheres. Al-Bitruji claimed that all these 
spheres moved in the same direction, east to west, although with varying 
velocities based upon their distances from the diurnal sphere: the closer an 
inner sphere is to the diurnal sphere the faster its velocity. Moreover, all 
heavenly bodies had the same number of movements and spheres. According 
to Abravanel, this model avoids at least three of the alleged anomalies specifi
cally adduced by Maimonides, and claims in principle to have answers to the 
others. So perhaps this is the model to adopt. 

Relying upon more expert testimony than his own, Abravanel cites the 
astronomical arguments against Al-Bitruji supplied by Gersonides, a person 
whom Abravanel usually criticized more often than he praised. In general, 

•o Abra vane I, Shamayim l: 16b-17a. Philoponus too rejects this idea in his De 
Opificio Mundt 1 12, 6.2 231-33. 

41 Salomon Munk, Melanges de Philosophie Juive et Arabe, rev. ed (Paris, 1955) 
518-22. J. L. Dreyer, A History of Astronomy from Thales to Kepler, 2nd ed. (New 
"'lork, 1953) 264-67 Bernard Goldstein, Al-Bitruji: On the Principles of Astronomy, 2 
vob. (l\e,\ Haven, 1971). 
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Al-Bitruji's system is counterintuitive and inconsistent with sensory experi
ence. In particular, Abravanel cites two objections, since, as he says in jest, 
Jewish law requires testimony from at least two witnesses. First, on this 
model each sphere would have a composite, or spiral, motion resulting from 
its own motion on its axis and its motion consequent upon the diurnal 
motion. So the Ptolemaic system of diverse motions has not really been avoid
ed. Second, according to Al-Bitruji the closer a sphere is to the diurnal sphere 
the quicker its velocity. But this is simply wrong, Abravanel contends. Just 
look and see. So there is no advantage in accepting this system. 42 

. Now if Averroes and Narboni, on the one hand, failed to provide ade
quate Aristotelian explanations for these anomalies, and if, on the other hand, 
the rival astronomical system of AI-Bitruji is even less satisfactory, there 
seems to be no good reason for not accepting the Kalam's particularization 
argument as a compelling proof for the doctrine of voluntary creation. What 
complicates this question is the fact that the particularization argument was 
used by Gersonides in such a way as to amount to a demonstration of the 
world 's creation. So why wasn't it compelling enough to convince Mai
monides of its probative force? Abravanel now undertakes a detailed critique 
of Gersonides' version of the particularization argument with the aim of find
ing an answer to this question. However, since a full discussion of his critique 
would take me beyond the scope of this paper, I shall make use of only one of 
its results. 

Gersonides' version of the particularization argument is stronger than 
Maimonides' employment of it in two respects. First, it is formulated as a 
strictly deductive argument, whereas Maimonides' version is inductive. 
Second, the main thrust of Gersonides' formulation is its contention that the 
various properties of the heavenly bodies, even the anomalies, have benefi
cial consequences for the sublunar world; indeed, the heavenly bodies exhibit 
these properties in order to benefit the earthy domain.43 As Abravanel cor
rectly notes, Maimonides explicitly rejected the latter contention. Although 
he subscribed in general to the Aristotelian teleological natural philosophy, 
Maimonides vigorously rejected extreme anthropocentric versions of this 
general framework, as for example the formulation in Saadia, for whom 

42 
Abravanel , Shamayim 3:23b-24b. Cersonides, The Wars of the l,ord 5.1.40. 

Bernard Goldstein, "Preliminary Remarks on Levi ben Cerson's Contributions to 
Astronomy," Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Proceedings 3.9 (1969)· 
246-47 

43 Gersonides, Wars 6.1.7-9; 5.2 6-9. 
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everything in the universe was created for man.44 In Gersonides the particu
larization argument is even more anthropocentric and has been virtually 
transformed into the argument from design. Indeed, in Gersonides' exposi
tion the particularization argument is sandwiched between two forms of the 
teleological argument for creation, which suggests that for him there is hard

ly much of a difference between the two arguments. 
Abravanel claims that Gersonides' strongly anthropocentric interpreta

tion of the particularization argument stems from a fundamental mistake, in 
particular his failure to distinguish between the two formulae "X intends to 
benefit Y" and "some benefit accrues to Y from X." In several languages, 
there are certain conjunction-particles that are ambiguous; they can intro
duce a purpose-clause or a result-clause. For examples, consider ut in Latin, 
hos in Greek, fiattii in Arabic, and kedei in Hebrew. Abravanel accuses Ger
sonides of conflating the difference between these two uses of such conjunc
tion-particles; in other words, Gersonides did not distinguish between results 
and intentions. For, although it may be true that the acts of an agent that 
result in a benefit are intended for that benefit, the converse is not true. Not 
all beneficial results are intended. Accordingly, even if it is true that the par
ticular character of the lunar orbit has beneficial consequences for man, it 
does not follow that these benefits were intended by it. Thus, Maimonides' 
criticism of this unwarranted anthropocentrism still stands: the more superior 
body would, on the Gersonidean theory, be subordinate to the inferior body. 
Accordingly, sensing, perhaps prophetically, the anthropocentric ramifica
tions or connotations of the particularization argument, especially in some of 
its forms, Maimonides used it in a weaker form, more as a polemical argu
ment against Aristotle than as a demonstrative proof for creation.

45 

Abra vane\' s criticism of Gersonides provides an appropriate introduction 
to one of his own arguments for creation. This argument turns out to be a 
"combination of forces" insofar as it assimilates the particularization argu
ment to the argument from design, without, however, retaining the anthro
pocentric features of Gersonides' version of the latter argument. It is worthy 
of note that the very term Abravanel uses to characterize his argument, hit
a(iadut, is close in syntax and perhaps in semantics to the Hebrew term for 
"particularization," hityafiadut. Whereas the latter word connotes unique-

44 Maimonides, Guide 3.13. Saadia Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions 4, 

introd. 
45 Maimonides, Guide 3.13. Abravanel, Shamayim 3:29b-30. Gersonides, Wars 
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ness or particularity, the former signifies unity. One could say that these are 
two sides of the same coin: the one stresses the fact that the universe is an 
ordered, unified system; the other focuses upon its unique properties. 

Let us grant, Abravanel begins, that for Aristotle the telic influence of the 
heavenly bodies is not intentional but merely consequential. Nevertheless, 
we observe in nature a complicated network of diverse yet unified micro
systems all working toward one goal, i.e., the maximum perfection of the 
macrosystem. The question is not so much who or what intended this system 
a~ who or what is responsible for it. As Abravanel says, 

... there is no doubt that we cannot say with respect to the entire system that 
this [integration of the microsystems) results from the power of their own 
nature. For, although each one of them acts according to its own nature, [ we 
must ask] who put them together in such a way that their actions agree with 
each other to bring forth in cooperation that benefit? [This question cannot be 
answered] unless we posit one thing outside these systems that arranged them 
in a unified, cooperative act or actions. It is this [cause) that gave them that 
unity by virtue of which the benefit and good [in the world] derives. 46 

Indeed, for Abravanel this unity (hitahadut) is the effect of one particulariz
ing agent (meya(ied) who has created the whole system. Indeed, Aristotle 
himself admitted that every composite implies a" composer."47 ln this par
ticular case, i.e., the diverse and complex celestial system, the composer has 
so made and arranged the system that from these bodies beneficial conse
quences ensue, without the benefits having to be the particular purposes of 
these bodies. This argument avoids the question that vexed Maimonides: is it 
proper that the higher heavenly bodies exist for the lower earthly bodies? 
This problem is relevant, according to Abravanel, only if the former are un
related and independent units. But since they are all parts of a unified system 
all of whose parts are ordered by one agent, the distinction between "upper" 
and "lower" no longer has any validity. After all, the eye is "higher" than the 
heart; but without the latter the eye cannot do its job. And without the 
arteries and veins in the legs, the heart will cease to function. So what is the 
point of this invidious distinction ?48 

46 Abravanel, Shamayim 3:3la. 
47 Aristotle, Metaphysics 12.7:1072a23. Maimonides, Guide 2, pref., prop. 21 and 

2.1. 
48 Abravanel, Shamayim 3:3lb. 
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Actually, Abravanel claims, the argument from unity was not unknown to 
Maimonides and indeed is implicit in chapter 72 of part 1 of the Guide. In 
that chapter Maimonides describes the analogy between man the microcosm 
and the world as the macrocosm in such a way that the difficulties in Ger
sonides' version of the particularization argument are avoided. Nevertheless, 
Maimonides did not explicitly employ this argument as a proof for creation, 
since the defenders of eternity also made use of the analogy between man and 
the universe. Instead, he was content to show the invalidity of the Aristo
telian arguments against creation and the inability of the eternity hypothesis 
as understood by Aristotle to explain the astronomical anomalies. Yet in 
essence, Abravanel contends, Maimonides' polemical use of the particulariza
tion argument in part 2 of the Guide and the implicit statement of the unifi
cation argument in part 1 of the Guide constitute one decisive proof for 
creation. 

For if the master were asked about the celestical anomalies and he were to 
determine that they cannot be explained by nomic necessity but only by means 
of will and intention, [i.e.,] from a divine will that intended to make them in 
this way, the unification method [emphasis added] has been demonstrated. For 
God has created them according to that agreement, relation, and unity which 
they exhibit. 49 

I conclude with the suggestion that Abravanel' s unification principle may 
be stronger than he himself thought, since together with some genuine Aris
totelian premises it implies that the whole universe is generated. Consider 
this argument: 

l. Some species K is perishable. 
2. K is generated. 

[Aristotle's theorem that everything that is generable is perishable, and 
conversely (On the Heavens 1.12).] 

3. The unification principle. 
4. If some species is perishable, all species are perishable. 
5. If all species are perishable, they are all generated. [Aristotle's theorem.] 
6. All species are generated. 

The crucial premise in this argument is item 4. In its favor one could argue 

49 Abravanel, Shamayim 3:32a-b. 
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that if some species is perishable, why not any? No one species would seem to 
be more privileged than another with respect to perishability or imperishabil
ity. We see individuals from all kinds of species perish indifferently. So 
perishability seems to be a universal property of all species. Moreover, if all of 
nature constitutes an integrated ecological system wherein each species is 
"tied together" with every other species, directly or indirectly, the fate of 
each part is" inherited," so to speak, by the whole. And this is precisely what 
Genesis 1 tells us. so 

Conclusion 

Leo Strauss maintained that Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed is a 
book of Kalam.51 Although a bit extreme, this remark possesses at least a 
grain of truth when it is applied to Maimonides' defense of creation. Abra
vanel' s analysis of Maimonides' critique of the Kalam arguments for creation 
does, I believe, support Strauss' s thesis. Using Maimonides' own suggestion 
that the Kal:i.m particularization argument, properly interpreted, is a good 
argument for creation, Abravanel went on to formulate this argument in a 
more comprehensive form, combining it with another Kalam argument, the 
argument from composition, to produce a proof from unification. Through
out the history of this problem from Saadia to Gersonides, the imprint of 
Kalam cosmogony was pervasive and deep. Abravanel' s philosophical cri
tique of this history makes this fact quite plain. 

Rutgers University 

so Abravancl, Mif 'alot 9.4 :68b. 
51 Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing (Glenc(){', LL. , 1952) 40-41. 
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Of the forgotten figures of Jewish history whose veil of oblivion has been 
lifted by contemporary research in the field of Genizah, I:Ianan' el ben 
Semii' el, ha-Dayyan, is one of the most remarkable. After centuries of 
obscurity, I:Ianan' el, often confused with his illustrious namesake, l:lanan' el 
ben I:Iu~i' el, now emerges as having been an outstanding personage of his 
time, an intimate adept of the Maimonidean inner circle and an authority on 
the Rambam' s halakhic and philosophical writings. Yet until recently scarcely 
anything was known about him, beyond the precious little the •l:lida had to 
report. 1 It was only in the last century that Carmoly was able to add, from 
some as yet unlocated source, the following details: 

He was an outstanding scholar and in the year 1215 he was head of the yt'mbah 

in Fostiit, where he ended his days. His disciple Periibyiih b. Nissim took his 

place. R. I-;lanan' el left commentaries on the Babylonian Talmud, as I found 

written in the novellae on Maimonides by the ancient authorities.2 

1 •• l:lanan' el b. Semu' el. I have seen his commentaries on several talmudic 
treatises on vellum in a very old manuscript." .Sem ha-gi}dolim, s.v. "I:Ianan'el." 

2 "Zi~r6n la-ri'fonim we-gam la-'abar6nim," ha-Karmel 6.12, p. 94. For once, 
Carmoly' s wording has a ring of authenticity. See also M. Steinschneider, Die 
arabische Literatur der juden (Frankfurt am Main, 1903) 227-28. As for S. H . Kook's 
claim in his article "R. Ya' aq6b Siqili ti-sefiiriiw," Yi}rusiiliiyim 13 (1919): 69, that R. 
l:lanan 'el was R. Ya'aq6b as-Siqili's father, it cannot be sustained for chronological 
reasons. On R. Perabyah b. Nissim, see I. Suna, Peri.ls Rabbenu l:lanan' el b. S~mii.'el 
ha-dayyiin 'al ha-RIF (Jerusalem, 1970) 11-12; Goitein, Tarbiz 50 (1980-81 ): 393-94 
and Mas' ud I-;layy R6qab, Ma' aseh Roqeah (Venice, 1742) 2c ( = Q6be~ ttBiib6t ha-

27 
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Recent research has identified him as the signatory of several Genizah 
documents which situate his activity in the last quarter of the twelfth century 
and the first half of the thirteenth. He indeed lived in Fostii.t, where he seems 
to have been a notable and a prominent member, or even the principal, of the 

nagid 's bet din. 3 

It has long been known that manuscripts of two of his talmudic commen
taries had been preserved, and these have of late been published. 4 Isaac 
Suna, who edited his commentary on Qiddu~in, endeavored in his introduc
tion to sum up for the first time all that was known about R. 1:1.anan' el. 

From his writings it is clear that R. I:Ianan' el had several pupils, and it is 
now recognized that he did indeed have a substantial literary output which 
included commentaries in the areas of halakhah, biblical exegesis, and ethics. 
Apparently a man of means,5 he was a scion of an important dynasty, the 
Am~ati family, 6 and it seems that, like Maimonides, he was also of Andalusian 
extraction. 7 Of considerable interest in their own right, his works are of prime 

RMBM, ed. Lichtenberg (Leipzig, 1859) 53b, where it is stated that R. Pera\:iyah com
posed a commentary on the treatise Sabbat in the year 1247. It would not be surpris
ing if some of the novellae in this collection, partly based, according to 8. Goldberg 
(Ma'aseh nissim [Paris, 1867) xvii), on a Ginzburg manuscript (now Moscow, Ginz. 
322.7, fols. 64a-70a; Jerusalem, Inst. Microfl. reel 27966), were actually written by R. 
l;lanan' el, who seems, in fact, to be mentioned in Lichtenberg 57d, line 7 and 62a, 
line 9, the latter according to a manuscript originating from Egypt. 

3 This accounts for his having been entrusted with the master-copy of the Mifoeh 
Torah after the Rambam' s demise, a fact that can be ascertained by R. l;lanan' el' s 
having taken the liberty of writing a poem on the fly-leaf at the end of this precious 
manuscript, now preserved in Oxford, Hunt. 80. H. Edelman, Treasures of Oxford 
(London, 1850) xxi-xxii, was the first to identify R. l;lanan' el b. Semu' el as the author 
of the inscription. 

4 His commentary on RlF' s version of TB QiddiBin, preserved in Bodleian Hunt. 
252 (Neubauer 438, dated 1307), and first studied by S. Assaf ("Qobe~ peru~im 
le-Talmud u-le-hil~ot ha-RIF," KS 23 [194_6): 233-38) was published by I. Suna, 
Perils Rabbenil I:Ianan' el ha-dayyan hen Stirna' el 'al ha-RIF, masse~et Qiddusin 
(Jerusalem, 1970). His commentary on the RIF TB 'Erubin (BL Add.27.197) was pub
lished by M. J. Blau, ed., Perils Rabbenu I:I anan' el IE!-masse~et 'erubin: Si.tat ha
qadmonim (New York, 1980). Neither of these manuscripts is an autograph. 

5 In a Genizah letter published by J . Horovitz, "Ein arabischer Brief an R. 
Chananel," ZfHB 4 (1900): 155-58, the sender, Mifa'el b. Uzzi'el, turns to him for 
financial assistance. 

6 See article cited below, n. 8. 
7 This is suggested principally by his handwriting and his close association with 

the Maimonidean clan. Goitein submits that he hailed from Tunisia, which does not 
preclude a Sefardi origin. 
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significance for the insight they provide into the intellectual tendencies of the 
times and the impact and understanding of Maimonides' thought in the very 
milieu in which the great doctor resided. 

In one of the last fruits of his pen, the late Shlomo Dov Goitein made the 
first in-depth study of R. I:Ianan' el the Dayyii.n based on new documentary 
evidence from the Genizah. In this article he pointed out that R. I:Ianan' el 
was not only a member of R. Abraham's bet din but also the latter's father
in-law, Abraham Maimonides having married R. I:Ianan' el' s daughter. 8 

We know that I:Ianan' el continued to act as dayyii.n under David Mai
monides and is mentioned in a document as late as 1249.9 Supposing 1:1.anan
. el' s daughter to have been born in 1195, he himself could feasibly have been 
born around 1170 and lived into his seventies or eighties. He would then 
have been in his early thirties when Maimonides passed away at the age of 
sixty-six. The key to the discovery of his family connection with the Mai
monides dynasty lay in the correct interpretation of the Arabic word ~hr, 
which in one of its meanings can designate a father-in-law. 

Goitein also surmised that in addition to being bound by family ties, the 
Dayyii.n was probably also affiliated to Abraham's pietist circle. Goitein could 
have recalled in this connection the text of a letter which he himself had pub
lished over thirty years previously in which Abraham's father-in-law is 
referred to by the very term tihr. 10 In this document, which is a report on the 
agitation fomented by the opponents of Abraham's pietist practices, R. 

I:Ianan' el is portrayed as overtly acting in defense of the movement side by 
side with his son-in-law. 11 As is known, the adherents of this tendency were 
persecuted by the Egyptian Jewish establishment, 12 which even went as far as 
to denounce Abraham to the Muslim authorities. In a newly discovered let
ter, which apparently dates from this troubled period, Abraham Maimonides 
informs I:Ianan' el' s son 1:1.ayyim of the great danger which threatens both 

8 "Chief Judge R. l;lanan'el b. Samuel, In-Law of R. Moses Maimonides," Tarbiz 
Jubilee Volume 50 (1980-81): 371-95. The marriage possibly took place between 1210 
and 1222, when Abraham begot David at the age of thirty-six. 

9 S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society (Berkeley, 1971) 2:515. 
10 "New Documents from the Cairo Genizah," in Homenaje a Mil/as Vallicrosa, 

vol. l (Barcelona, 1954 ) 707-20, esp. 717, line 14. For an annotated French translation 
of this document, see my Deux Traites de Mystique Juive (Paris, 1987) 84-85. 

11 Goitein, "New Documents" 717, lines 14-23: "[Abraham) summoned his co
religionists with the help of the elders, his valet and his father-in-law .... As for the 
petition which the ra'is drew up, your servant met with Rabbi l;lanan' el ... and I 
declared that the drawing up of this petition was a sign of weakness." 

12 See my Deux Traites 81-89. 
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him and his father-in-law-they were possibly being held in custody
imploring him to pray for them. 13 Similar circumstances may also plausibly 
explain why R. l:fanan' el was later compelled to go into hiding when the 
synagogue and bet din of his grandson David Maimonides, where l:fanan' el 
also officiated, were closed by the government, as a result perhaps of an act of 
denunciation in connection with his pietist activities. 14 

Following up Goitein' s study with a contribution based on literary 
sources, the present writer was able to corroborate R. l:fanan'el's pietistic 
sympathies from the remnants of his literary production, which evinced a 
definite Sufi proclivity. 15 Consequently it comes as no surprise that l:fanan' el 
is referred to in several Genizah documents as "the Pietist" 16 and "the God-

13 This important letter is published in appendix 1 to the present article. The 
troubles took place before the end of Malik al-'J\dil' s reign (1218), when Abraham 
was about thirty years of age. His brother-in-law, R. l:layyim, though addressed by 
Abraham as a senior, was probably of the same age. He was still active after 1265, as 
can be shown from a letter to him which cites David but no longer formally 
mentions R. 'Obadyah Maimonides (d. 1265) (See below, n. 22). Though the name 
}:layyim was fairly rare at the time, it was borne by at least one other member of the 
al-Am~ati family. Indeed, the name of R. l:fayyim b. I:Ianan'el, alias Fa<;la'il b. Abu 
'Ali(?) b. Ibrahim al-Am~ati, was inscribed in the year 1182 on the venerated Bible 
Codex formerly preserved in the synagogue at Maballa al-Ku bra. This l:layyim had a 
brother named Samuel. Was the latter I:Ianan'el's father? See A. Yallouz, "Relation 
d' un voyage d' etudes a Meballa El-Kobra," Bulletin de la Societe d' Etudes Histo
riqttes Juives d' Egypte l (1929): 49-52 (reproduced in M. Fargeon, Les Juifs en 
Egypte l Cairo, 1938) 283-86). See also 1. Ben-Ze' ev, Sefunot 6 (1962): 267, and B. 
Richler, Alei Sefer 5 (1978): 185. On another possible member of the family, Daniel 
Ibn al-Ma~ita, author of a critique of the Guide, see my article in RE} 145 (1986): 
279-94. 

14 T-S 6J7.3, published by Goitein in Tarbiz 34 (1965): 240-43: "Our allies pre
sented a petition [ to the authorities] so that they closed the ra"is' court. Since no wor
shippers remained at his [private synagogue]. he came to the Great Synagogue, 
notably for the fast. As for R. l:fanan' el, he has gone into hiding because of the dispute 
between our allies and the ra'is. Some say he left for Qus, while others claim he went 
to Alexandria, and still others say he is hiding in Fostat itself. His son [l:layyim ?] is 
giving the lectures on the Sabbath." 

The closing of the ra'is' synagogue rather suggests a liturgical motive behind the 
conflict. R. David is not explicitly mentioned in this document, which is only tenta
tively dated to his period by Goitein. It could possibly also refer to Abraham Mai
monides in connection with the events described in the preceding note. 

15 "More on R. }:lanan' el b. Samu' el, Chief of the Pietists" [Heb.]. Tarbiz 55 
(1985): 77-107. 

16 E.g., T-S NS 321.13. 
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fearing ascetic," 17 and it would seem that he even occupied a position of 
importance within the circle, since he is also styled "the ensign of the Rabbis, 
the chief of the Pietists." 18 As we have shown elsewhere, this epithet was not 
merely an honorific title but designated an individual who followed the doc
trines and practices of the Jewish pietists, who were largely influenced by the 
spiritual model of their Sufi contemporaries. 19 

One of these borrowings was the practice of a spiritual retreat (lwlwa) for a 
period of forty days ('arba<un) still followed by Sufis of the NaqSabandi order 
in present-day Egypt. By chance a letter referring to "the noble dayyan" in 
connection with the practice of this spiritual exercise was preserved in the 
Genizah. The scholarly editor of this letter, published together with a 
Hebrew translation, failed to recognize either its mystical import or the per
sons it referred to, believing it to be commercial correspondence concerning a 
business trip. 20 However, the technical terminology used in the text clearly 
shows that the theme is that of a spiritual journey (safar), whose significance 
in Sufism is well known. 21 The letter is addressed to one l:fayyim by a mem
ber of the pietist circle who also sends greetings to David and 'Obadyah 
Maimonides. Now this Rabbi l:fayyim is known to us from another letter 
wherein condolences are tendered to him and David Maimonides, a fact 
which led Goitein to suppose that the two were somehow related. 22 It seems 
more than likely that this R. l:fayyim, who was also a judge at David Mai
monides' bet din, was none other than l:fanan' el b. Samu' el' s son, 'and thus, if 
our identification is correct, David and 'Obadyah Maimonides were in fact 
his nephews. Moreover, in the letter, the sender quotes one of I:Iayyim' s 
father's allegorical interpretations in order to reassure his correspondent 

17 In the Genizah fragment from Frankfurt am Main, published by J. Horovitz; 
see above, n. 4. 

18 T-S 8}10.5. 
19 P. Fenton, The Treatise of the Pool (London, 1981) 5-6, and my Deux Traites 

38-40. 
20 The letter was published by E. Ashtor, History of the Jews in Egypt and Syria 

(Jerusalem, 1970) 3:28-32. See also S. D. Goitein, "Genizah Documents from the 
Mameluke Period," Tarbiz 41 (1971-72): 77-79. I offered a French translation of 
the same in my Deux Traites 63-65. 

21 E.g., see al-Gazzali, Il,.yii' 'ulum ad-din 2.7 (ed. Beirut, n.d.) 244. 
22 CUL Or 1080 J 179, published by Goitein in Tarbiz 34 (1965): 252. This letter 

possibly concerns the demise of R. 'Obadyah, and thus is to be dated 1265. Bodi. Heb 
b.13.43 is another letter addressed to l:fayyim, wherein David ha-nagid and "the wise 
and perspicacious R. 'Obadyah the prince" are again mentioned. 
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about the imminent departure of the dayyan ( R. l:Ianan' el) to a spiritual 
retreat ([ialwa). As the quotation is in keeping with what is already known 
about R. I:Ianan' el' s exegetical method, it was not deemed superfluous to 
offer an English rendering of this letter in appendix 2 of the present article. 

As has been said, l:Ianan' el' s pietistic tendencies are also evidenced by 
those of his writings which have recently come to light in the Genizah. Frag
ments of his autographs, easily recognizable by their Andalusian cursive, are 
so numerous that it may well be that his personal archives along with those of 
the Fostat bet din were deposited in the Genizah. The autograph letter, T-S 
Glass 16.293, published by Goitein23 contains a typical sample of his hand
writing and signature, and could serve as a useful touchstone. Judging by 
their frequent scorings and additions, most of the fragments which have so 
far been located are drafts. These remnants convey a fair idea of his rich liter
ary output and include commentaries in Hebrew on the Talmud, as well as 
compositions in Arabic on the Bible, the Mishnah, Sifri, Sifra, rabbinical 
literature, halakhah, and ethics. Indeed, his exegesis is of particular signifi
cance for his use of philosophical allegory, betraying a distinctly Maimo
nidean resonance together with a pietistic emphasis typical of the writings 
of Abraham Maimuni. Furthermore, remains of his commentaries on the 
Sefer ha-Mi~wot and the Misneh Torah have been located, which make R. 
l:lanan' el in all probability the very first Maimonidean commentator. 

Here is a tentative classification of the fragments so far identified. It goes 
without saying that this list is far from complete. 

Arabic Commentary on Pentateuch 

BL Or 5566 B 14 (Exod. 35) 
T-S Arabic 23.32 (Gen. 1) 
T-S Arabic 50.136 (Deut. 25:8) 
T-S Arabic 50.137 (Deut. 21:11) 
T-S Arabic 53.52 (Deut. 21:11) 
T-S F3.148 {Num. 34) 
T-S Misc 22.152 (Gen. 49) 
T-S NS 308.152 {Gen. 49) 

23 Tarbiz so (1980-81): 389-92. 
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Biblical Commentaries 

T-S NS 308.107 {Isa. 17:14) 
T-S Misc 20.211 {l Chron. 28:8) 
Moss III.ll0 (Isa. 29:8) 

Arabic Commentary on Sifri 

Moss II 1.148 
Moss V.293 {Lev. 22:4) 
Moss VI.119.2 {Lev. 16:18) 
BL Or 5566 B 28 {Lev. 27:14) 
T-S Arabic la.11 {Lev. 19) 
T-S Arabic 27.26 
T-S Arabic 46.51 {Lev. 27:26) 
T-S Arabic 47.148 {Lev. 16:14) 
T-S Misc 5.70 {Lev. 13) 
T-S Misc 7.155 (Lev. 24:18) 
T-S NS 164.78 (Lev. 13:39) 
T-S NS 307.10 
T-S NS 307.20 (Lev. 19:4) 
T-S NS 308.75 (Lev. 27:27) 
Bod Heb c 108.27 (Lev. 15) 
Moss IV.148 (Lev. 22:27) 
Moss V.293 (Lev. 22:4) 
Harkavy 66 R2 (Lev. 13) 

Arabic Commentary on Sifra 

Moss III.49 (Num. 33) 

Arabic Commentary on Misnah 

T-S Arabic 48.74 (I:Iullin) 
T-S Misc 22.89 (Sukkah) 
T-S Misc 25.56 (Sukkah) 
T-S NS 90.26 (Kila'im) 
T-S NS 100.67 (Sukkah) 
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T-S NS 100.70 (Sukkah) 
T-S NS 220.109 (Sukkah) 
T-S NS 310.7 (Qiddu~in) 
Moss III.68 (Hil~ot Genebah) 
ENA NS 33.6 (Baba Qama') 
ENA 684.3 (Sukkah) 
ENA 2967.2 (I:Iullin) 
ENA 3257.l (Baba Qama') 

Commentary on Talmud 

Moss lll.117 

Commentary on Mifaeh Torah 

T-S l0Fal (Hil~ot Ma<asey ha-Qorbii.not 3....:8, Hil~ot Temidin 6) (16 
pages) 
T-S Arabic 47.206 (Hil~ot Seb,i_tii.h) 

Commentary on Maimonides' Sefer ha-Mi$Wot 

Moss Vl.119.1 negative mi$wiih 89 
ENA 2976.5 
ENA 3512.2 
BL Or 55548.5 mi$WOt 60-61 ( = Maimonides 155-56) 
T-S Misc 10.46 
T-S Misc 25.51 (positive mi$Wii.h 38) 
T-S AS 160.270 (positive mi$wii.h 149) 

Responsa 

Moss.V 200 

Miscellaneous 

T-S Misc 24.181 
T-S NS 185.28 
T-S NS 308.107 hii.lii.~ii.h 
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Moss Vl.120 
ENA 2967.2 

Theological Treatise 

Moss V 293.3 

Treatise on Prayer 

T-S Arabic 43.1 
T-S Arabic 43.102 

Treatise on Repentance 

ENA 3281.4 
BL Or 5563 E 4 

Ethical Treatise 

Moss 111.91 
AIU VA 76 

Quotation from Yosef hen Qorion 

BL Or 5554A.41 

It is known from other sources that R. l:lanan' el was the author of certain 
other works besides the foregoing. The Genizah fragment T-S AS 170.111 
contains the beginning of his commentary on the Haftarot, whereas T-S 
Arabic 26.107 has preserved a fragment dealing with the pericope 'Ab,arey 
mot (Lev. 16), derived from his commentary on the Pentateuch.24 However, 

24 It is noteworthy that A. Geiger knew of a manuscript commentary on the Penta
teuch ascribed to Rabbi I:Ianan' el. Cf. Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift fur ]iidische 
Theologie 3 (1837): 428. See "More on R. l:lanan' el" 95. In addition to the sources 
given there, mention should be made of the marginal glosses in Hunt. 597 (Neubauer 
625) on folios 34a, 106b, 160a, 164a-166b, 171b, 173b, 174a-b, 185a, and 213a. These 
make use of R. l:lanan' el' s lexicographical observations on the vocabulary of the Mi~-
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our richest source for the knowledge of R. I:Ianan' el' s writings has hitherto 
been the works of his descendant David ben Joshua Maimonides II. The lat
ter quotes his commentary on the Haftarot and also attributes to him com
mentaries on the Psalms, on the liturgy, and on the tractate ½bot. 25 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of R. l:lanan' el' s writings, evident 
above all in his exegetical writings of a theological character, is, as we have 
already shown, the strong mystical tendency in his thought, which seems to 
draw its inspiration from contemporary trends in Sufism. 

Ajudeo-Arabic Commentary on the Hafttirot 

Of I:Ianan' el' s writings, the most frequently and extensively quoted by 
David Maimonides is his Commentary on the Haftarot. As far as can be 
gathered from these extracts, R. I:Ianan' el' s exegetical method was allegorical 
and colored with a distinct philosophical and mystical hue that betrays the 
deep influence of Maimonides. Now, British Museum manuscripts Or 2583 
(A) and Or 2584 (B) comprise a Judeo-Arabic commentary on the Haftarot 
by an author. whose style and method are closely akin to those of our 
dayytin.26 Moreover, a number of indications, both internal and external, 
make a strong case for the ascription of this commentary to him. According to 
the entrance records of the British Museum, these manuscripts were acquired 

nah and Misneh Torah, suggesting that they possibly derive from his commentaries on 
these works. It has now been ascertained that these glosses are also in the hand of R. 
David ha-Nagid. This is proof that this volume, like so many others collected in 
Aleppo by Huntington, originated from R. David's library. To the list of such mss. 
mentioned in my article "The Literary Legacy" 41-43 (see following note) must be 
added Hunt. 597, in which a poem on the fly-leaf and folios 164a-166b, l 78b-182a, 
are written in David's hand, as well as Hunt. 503 (Neubauer 814), which contains 
marginal notes (59b, 69a, 81a), a text (fol. 84b), and a treatise (Pereq 'arab; 'al hilkbot 
ha-RIF) (fols. 94a-117b) in his hand. 

25 See my articles "The Literary Legacy of David ben Joshua, Last of the Mai
monidean Negidim," ]QR 75 (1984): 22 and "More on R. l;lanan'el" 96-103. I take 
this opportunity to add to the list of R. David's writings the following manuscripts 
which I have located since the appearance of these articles: Commentary on the 
Liturgy: ENA 2160.75 (= Hunt 447.5), Commentary on Aboth: ENA 1069.3, ENA 
1498.2, ENA 2282.4,21, ENA 2991.1-2, ENA 3036.23, ENA 3202.5, ENA 908.1. 
Tagrid al-1:iaqa'iq 11:10 ENA 3113.5. 

26 G. Margoliouth, Catalogue of Hebrew and Samaritan Manuscripts in the British 
Library, pt. 1 (London, 1899) 185-87, nos. 247 and 248. 
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together with a lot of Judeo-Arabic pieces from Shapira on 8 July 1882 and 
presumably derive from the Genizah. Despite the very strong probability that 
they do, should these commentaries not stem from I:Ianan' el' s pen, they 
nonetheless emanate from a circle close to Maimonides in time, space, and 

spirit. 
Manuscript A contains the Commentary on the Haftarot of the Book of 

Exodus. Bound in quires of five, the fifty folios of Oriental paper, measuring 
17.5 X 12.5 centimeters (text 13 X 8.5 ), are written in an Egyptian square 
hand to the rate of fifteen lines to the page. The manuscript is acephal; the 
first complete quire, numbered in Hebrew characters, is the sixteenth. The 
manuscript is, however, complete at the end. 

Manuscript B contains the Commentary on the Haftarot of the Book of 
Numbers and a fragment from the commentary of Leviticus. Bound in quires 
of five, the 129 folios of Oriental paper, measuring 20 X 13.5 centimeters 
(text 14 X 9), are numbered in Arabic characters. The fifteen to eighteen 
lines of writing per page are in a thirteenth- or fourteenth-century Oriental 
square hand which differs from that of A. The manuscript is incomplete both 
at the beginning, where there is a lacuna after the first folio until the thir
teenth quire, and at the end. Folios 114 to the end are written in a later hand. 
Judging from the style and subject matter, B is obviously a later part of A. 

No ascription is given within the manuscripts, and Steinschoeider, who 
briefly referred to this work, suggested Tanbum Yerufalmi as its author. 27 

However, it is not known with any certainty whether Tanbum wrote a com
mentary specifically on the Haftarot. On the other hand, there are a number 
of indications which support R. I:Ianan' el' s authorship. As for the place of 
writing, from the phrase 'indanti fi mi~r, which occurs in A folios 46 and 6a, it 
is obvious that the author lived in Egypt. As for the date of the work, the 
paleographical evidence of manuscript B would seem to indicate the thir
teenth century. This is corroborated by the fact that the latest authority 
quoted by the author is Maimonides, with whose Misneh Torah he shows 
close familiarity. In A folios 5a and 56; for example, he leaves a space for the 

27 M. Steinschneider, Die Arabische Literatur der Juden (Frankfurt am Main, 
1902) 287, n. 96. S. Poznanski (RE] 41 [1900]: 48 n. 3, p. 305) suggests their compari
son with Hunt. 607 (Neubauer 178 ). See also his remarks in Orientalistische Literatur
zeitung 7 (1903): 15. A Judeo-Arabic commentary on the Haftarot attributed to Tan-
1:ium is reported to exist in the Fikovil: collection in Leningrad. Unfortunately the 
extracts apud A. Harkavy, l;fadasim gam ye§anim 10 (Warsaw, 1896): 21-29, do not 
cover any part of the BL mss. 
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diagram of the sanctuary as represented by Maimonides in his Commentary 
on the Misnah, Middot 4.4. In A folios 10a and 146, space is left for Mai
monides' diagrams of the altar as represented in his Commentary on the 
Misnah, Zebafiim 5. Moreover the author repeatedly refers to Maimonides in 
the manner of a close disciple and calls him rabbenit Moseh Z$l. On the other 
hand he refers to Rashi as rabbenit Selomoh zl. Both of these forms of appella
tion are commonly used by R. l::lanan' el. 28 

The author also refers to his own commentary on the Pentateuch (B 466: 
sarfi at-Torah). As far as is known, besides R. David Maimonides II, R. 
l:lanan' el was the only prominent author at this time and place to have writ
ten a Judeo-Arabic commentary on both the Pentateuch and the Haftarot, 
as well as, it might be added, a commentary on the Misneh Torah. In his writ
ings, David Maimonides II refers to these commentaries as one would to a 
well-known work. It is therefore surprising that no manuscript of them has 
yet been located. Among the other sources quoted by the author are Targum 
Yonathan, Sifra, Talmud, Rashi, Ibn Canal), Ibn <Ezra, and Moses Ibn Chiqa
tilla (B, fol. 906). The quotations from the Targum and Sifra are particularly 
probative, since they are R. I:Ianan' el' s favorite authors. He also refers anony
mously to "the translator" (al-mufassir) and "the commentator" (as-sarili) 
without our being able to ascertain to whom these references pertain. Some 
of the latter correspond to Ibn Canal)' s observations. 

The commentator's first aim is to establish a lexicographical understand
ing of the verse under study, mainly by way of comparison with other verses. 
Sometimes he resorts to the comparative method and alleges Arabic exam
ples. He is principally concerned with the literal meaning and ubiquitously 
adduces the "virtual sense" (taqdir) rendered fashionable by Mu<tazilite 
rationalist hermeneutics. 29 On rare occasions he evokes a midrashic explana
tion, as in B 1146 (cf. Pesiqta de-Rab Kahana 112, parallels between Moses 

and Jeremiah). 
Long ethical developments with a heavy didactic or moralizing tone, such 

as that in A folios 36b-37a, are not uncommon. In a more mystical vein, he 
occasionally contrasts the outer (;;ahir) and inner (ha.tin) senses of a verse 
(e.g., A fol. 5a) in which he has recourse to an allegorical interpretation. This 
is often the case when he desires to express some philosophical or spiritual 

28 Cf. Suna, Perus Rabbenu ]:lanan' el 2, 3. 
29 R. l:lanan' el also makes frequent use of this exegetical category. See my "More 

on R. l:lanan' cl" 89, n. 28. 
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notion. As we shall see, these interpretations not infrequently have Maimo
nidean overtones or even a Sufi coloring. These two traits are characteristic of 
R. l:lanan' el' s writings, which, as we have already stated, have pietist lean

ings. 
In order to convey an idea of the author's method we shall at present 

provide some conspicuous examples, culled from the theme of prophecy, 
which best illustrate his Maimonidean and Sufi leanings. It seems that, fol
lowing Maimonides, he held that individual providence is vouchsafed to 
mankind alone. However, it is noteworthy that like the pietists, who were 
concerned with the collective renewal of prophecy, which they believed 
imminent,30 the commentator shows himself to be particularly preoccupied 
with the categorization of divine providence as a preliminary to prophecy. 
The principal prerequisites for the obtention of divine protection from bane
ful vicissitudes of human, animal, and celestial origins are obedience to and 
love of God. Unlike Maimonides, whose attitude toward astrology was entire
ly negative even though he did admit a planetary influence of a general 
order, the author subscribes to the theory of astral determination, from which 
the obedient individual is delivered through providence. Of particular inter
est is his allegorical explanation of "food" and "nakedness," which he in
terprets respectively as symbols of "prophecy" and "lack of providence." 

Typology of Providence 

Haftarat Mas' aey, ~s. B. fol. 1286 

JUDEO-ARABIC TEXT 

n ciNl c:mN :r,N 

l7Up' illN f:J1V?N illN::>' T~ T~ Cl?' TN N~:) Cilll7 i1M'Nll7 l7!J1 TY il:J 'll7' :J'1?N Niil!J 

TN c,itn,, 'l!J •ninoni i11,n?N '!J ?Np 7,;,, ,,,,N T~ il'?N il?:lP TN, N~ illY 

30 Deux Traites 75-76. A noteworthy example of pietist writings on providence is 
the Genizah ms. II Firkovich NS 1223 (same text in NS 1006 fol. 24), which proposes 
(fol. 17a) seven levels of providence : (1) universal ('iniiya 'iimma), (2-3) particular 
(!u'i$$a), that of the $addiqim, (4) independent (mustaqilla), that of the fwsidim, 
(5) retributive (giiziyya), that of the 'anawim, (6) complete (kiimila), that of the proph
ets, (7) perfect (tiimma), that of Moses. 
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NimJ1 'lNOlN?N Y1l?N 1'N0? i11':JNY i1'NlY Ni1ll':J TN!l 1':l::> f1l Ni1? Yli i1i1'NlY 

Oi11::JN1 nm 7,m ?lil':J ONl?N yN:;lVN Tl':J T"l':Jn Tl':J 1;,:, ?l':Jnum 'n?N i1l':S:j?N i1'NlY?N 

i1YN1'?N '?Y i1?1':JnlVl':J?N 'lNOlN?N Y1l Tl':J i1j'1!l::J i1:SN:j?N i1'NlY?N 71;,i:,1 iiY U'::JN 

.i1?? 

TRANSLATION 

"Wherefore I will yet contend with you, saith the Lord" (Jer. 2.9). 

This contention alludes to the withdrawal of Divine Providence from 
them as is necessarily [detracted] from a person when he enters into conflict 
with another. [For] the latter will withhold from him the good which he 
hitherto bestowed upon him. Likewise it is written in the Pentateuch: " I shall 
hide My face" (Deut. 31 :17). 31 Know that the [term] providence has various 
meanings: general providence, which includes the whole of mankind ; special 
providence, which includes outstanding individuals such as Enoch, Noah, 
and the Patriarch Abraham, and particular providence, which concerns a 
group of people encompassed by divine obedience.32 

The Conditions of Providence 

Haftarat Ba-Midbar, ms. B. fols. 5a-7b 

JUDEO-ARABIC TEXT 

i1'n'l':Jm i1'l yiN:, i1'nlVi ,:::111:J::> i1'nl':JlV1 n,,,n 01':, i1'nl:sn, i11':J1Y i1l1''lV!lN T!l 

Nl':Jl::J 

31 This is also the interpretation of this verse proposed by Maimonides, Guide 3.51 
(ed. Qafib 682). 

32 The theory here exposed conforms to that expounded by Maimonides in Guide 
2.17-19, according to which the human species alone is the object of particular provi
dence, and individuals are singled out for prophetic inspiration by virtue of their intel
lectual and moral qualities. Whereas Maimonides thought, above all, in terms of the 
individual, the author extends his third category collectively to the whole of obedient 
Israel. This may be referring to collective protection from the influence of the stars 
(see below, n. 34); alternatively the author may have been influenced by the Muslim 
notion of 'i$mat al-umma or the mystical waltiyat al-umma. 
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Tl':J n1?l?N ?Nn '!l 1NO 'i?N '?Y '1l' i1'N!l::> i1'!l Nl':J i11':Jj'l?N Tl':J i1'!l ?1j'?N i1ii1 1i1NU 

Y!J1 i1::J ,:sp' i1l1'N::J1 Nli1 l'Jli Nl':Jl':J OUYN 1i1 Nl':J ':lO?N ?Nn '!J ::JNiY?N Tl':J1 1;,np?N 

i1'NlY?N 7,n TN? lV11p OY1 i1?1l0 CY 1Nl Ni1::J 'n?N i1l'l:j?N /5b/ i1'NlY?N 

ONl?N :::i ... i,i,,N Tl':J ,:;N Y'll Oi1lN (N1Y)l1' ,nn i1YN1'?N '?Y Nm:>' TN::J m,npl':J 

'i?N ONl?N Tl':J o;,,;,, ,;,l':J 1;,:, Tl':J Oi1? i1'Nj'1?N 'i1 i1'NlY?N ;,i;, 71;,i ,pnnoN ;,:ii 

Tl':J Oi1? 'i'11':J1 'l1 ,,, Tn' ':iN111':J1 '::>1n!l o:,')!)::J IV'N :ll'n' N? ?Np Nl':J::> Oi1NiN ,,:sp' 

:::110)1':J?N 111':JTl':J?N '!J Yli i111':JN1N 1;,linl':Jl':J '!) ?Np Nl':J:i i1'iil':J?N nNlN1'n?N 1'N0 

pwn ':l ,:, ;,1;,ip:::i 7,i 1;,1;,yi T'lni ,,!):, 011:Jin 7,,,n Tn!:li 1;,nu., 1;,y iiY u,:::i, i11Vl':J? 

Yli /6a/ i1'!J j'IVY?N ,m i1::Jnl':J?N i1'Nl 'i1 'n?N i1j''1Vn?N::J ;,1;, i1!ll1 Oi1!lN11i11'?!JN1 

n,n,Nl':J1 ?Np, ,,, np, o:,nN, 'l1 ,,, p,n 11VN ?Np Nl':J::> 7N?!JN?N nN1'nNn Tl':J 

'i'11':J ,n ,;,N :::i,n,N:, 7,i ?'lil':Jn '!l 10?N ,n ;,;;, o;,;, 0'1li1 ,nn' ,:, ,nnn ?N O'l':J1Vi1 

i1'nlli11 ;,1;,ip, ,w:::i1;,1;, nn'i!J 'i'::J' TN T1:J ;,n,,Y, inNo, i,:::i,N, Ol':JIV?N ,n Tl':J p:::i1;,1;, 

Y1Ni1 1;,y lli1 i1?l1 .,:, ;,nol N? 11VN ;,1;,ip:, ;,:,in, 'IV?N Yl1 i1lli1 i1U!J? i11?1i1 01'::> 

iiY '':::11 i11Z)l':J 'll':J1 'l'O 1i1 11':JYl':J 1;,:::ip mN:, Nl':J::> 'lY' i11?1i1 01'::> i1'nnlm ;,,,,pn!:l 

'n'NlY Tl':J i1'?N:j 'lY' ,:::i,1:J:::i ;,1;,ip, TN'1Y 1i1 'i?N 11?11':J?N ?lil':J i1'NlY?N 7,n Tl':J i1'1Y 

Y~11':J '!J '::Jl?N ?lil':J 1j'1 [ ••• ] Nil?N Tl':J i1'?N:j?N N1!Jj'?N i1'1:l?N::J i1':l1V?N::> /6b/ 
O'N:l O'l':J' i1li1 ,:, ?Nj' Nl':J?N1 Nil?N /7a/ 01Y::J n1?l?N TNl':JT '!l i11::Jl?N 01Y 1:jN 

10!:ln 1NOlN?N TN Nl':J:,!) "' ,:::i, nN Y11':J1V? ON ,:, O'l':J? Nl':Jl N?1 on,, ::JY1 N? 'i1 ON) 

f1Y Ni1? .,,:;, 'i?N O'Ol?N 71;,i:, Ni1ll':J 1;,1;,nn Nl':J f1Y Ni1? 'i?N N1l?N 01Y 1lY .,,nn, 

'lNni,,N ?Y!J?N ?1':::1'1 i1::J yN:j?N Ni1Nil TY Ni1l.'N1'j'lN 1lY 71;,;,n Ni1l~ 1;,1;,nn Nl':J 

i11':J1N:j 'i1 'n?N i1'lN1'n?N O!Jl?N i1?Tll':J np1?N 71;,i '!J Ni1n?Tll':J 'j':ln1 Ni1::J Y,:S:j?N 

01!)):, 0:,01!:ll p:,n TN o:,:::i nl':J, 'llN Oi1? Y1j'l':J Yli i1lY ':ll?N ?Np 71;,;:,, Ni1? 

Ni1? 1;,:::i Ni1'!J / 7b / iliN' TN Tl':J i11':J1NY 'i11 i1!J'.11V i1?1':JN::> 01!:ll ,;, 'n?N :::i:,Ni:i,N 

N? i1n"l':J i11':JiNi 01!:ll 'p:::in 'i1!) 71;,i:, T,:,n TN o:,oi!ll? oni,N Nl':J1 Ni11'l '!J 1'1iNn?N 

,,:s,,N TY i1Y1'j'll':J i1ll':J i1?Y!Jll':J Ni11'l Tl':J i11liNnl':J 1;,:::i ,,nNn N?1 ;,:,in N?1 ?Y!J Ni1? 

O?NY '!J1 O?NY?N i1ii1 '!) 'lNOlN?N Y1l?N YN:jU.,N o:jN? i1i1::JNIVl':J i1'l0?N :::inN11':J?? 

N' Oi1!JN!J pn11:Jn 01N::> pN o:,1;,i:, T1'?Y 'l:::11 onN 0'i1?N 'n11':JN 'lN ,,p 71;,i Nj':l?N 

.71:Jil Tl':J fi''nOn TN Tl':J ,, YlNl':J?N :::iui?N ::JNin 7lY ?NT Tl':Jl':J m:, TN ,:;N 

TRANSLATION 

"Lest I strip he r naked, and set her as in the day that she was born, and make 
her as a wilderness, and set her like a dry land, and slay her with thirst" 
(Hosea 2:5). 

The exoteric meaning (tiihir) of this verse speaks clearly of retribution, 
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alluding to the massacres that would take plac« during the exile and the suf
ferings of captivity, more te rrible than those here described. 

However, its esoteric meaning (ha.tin) alludes to the withdrawal of the 
special Providence by virtue of which [Israel] became a "chosen people" and 
a " holy people" (Deut. 7 :6). For this Providence is dependent upon the ir 
being obedient so as to lead a different kind of existence ... and people, 
whereby they would deserve this Providence which protects them from the 
harm which could befall them on account of those that seek their ill. As it is 
written: "There shall no man be able to stand against you, the Lord your God 
shall lay the fear of you and the dread of you," etc. (De ut. 11 :25). It protects 
them from all noxious beasts, as it is written concerning him who observes 
His commandments in the psalm ascribed to our master Moses: "Thou shalt 
tread upon the lion and asp; the young lion and the serpent shalt thou tram
ple under feet" (Ps. 91:13). The reason given for this [protection] is " because 
he hath set his love upon Me; therefore will I deliver him" (Ps. 91:14). 
Comprehend the expression of "love" [employed here] which signifies 
extreme and passionate love of God.33 [It also protects them] from the 
heavenly influences, as it is written: " For the portion of the Lord is His 
people" (Deut. 32:9); " But you hath the Lord taken ... to be unto Him a 
people" (Deut. 4 :20). Is it not written: "and be not dismayed at the signs of 
heaven, for the nations are dismayed at them" (Jer. 10:2)?34 This is the inner 
meaning [alluoed to] in the comparison of this [phenomenon] to a garment 
which protects the body from the heat of the sun and the cold, and hides 
man's nakedness, concealing his shame from his fellow man. 

As for the expression "and set her as in the day that she was born," the 

33 C f. the interpretation of this verse given in Guide 3.51 (Qiifib 684) and Mai
monides' specification of the meaning of hafaq: "You know the difference between 
the Hebrew terms that signify 'to love,' 'ahab and fia§aq. When a man's love is so 
intense that his thought is exclusively engaged with the object of this love, it is 
expressed in Hebrew by the term fia§aq." See also Mifoeh Torah, Hil[dJt Tefftbah 
10.6. 

3• The author's exegesis is apparently based on Abraham Ibn Ezra's interpretation 
of the Tetragrammaton in his commentary on Exod. 23:21 (and also Deut. 4:19), 
where he contends that, when observing the Torah, Israel is preserved from astral 
determination. This doctrine was taught by R. l:lanan' el' s grandson 'Obdayah Mai
monides. See my Treatise of the Pool 76 and n. 10 thereon. For Maimonides' view on 
the influence of the planetary bodies, see Guide 2.10 (Qafib 292-94). The verse from 
Jeremiah, also quoted by R. l:lanan' el in the fragment I published of his Pentateuch 
commentary (" More on R. l:lanan' el" 91-92), later became a classical locus probans. 
See, for example, Gersonides, Milhamot ha-Um (Leipzig, 1866) 191. 
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verb " to set" (h<L$iigiih) signifies "to put down" and " to leave," like "would 
not adventure to set (h0$~eg) the sole of her foot upon the ground" (Deut. 
28:56). Its virtual meaning (taqdir)35 is " to leave her as in the day of her 
birth," i. e., as the [nation ] was prior to the revelation at Sinai and the coming 
of our master Moses-as void of providence as the nakedness of a newborn 
babe. The expression " desert" signifies "barren from providence," just as the 
desert and wilderness are devoid of sustenance [ ... ]. 

Elsewhere the prophet compared the absence of prophecy during the 
exile to lack of food and water, as it is said : " Not a famine of bread, nor a 
thirst of water, but of hearing the words of the Lord" (Amos 8:11).36 Just as 
bodies diminish and disappear in the absence of nourishment which replaces 
that which they expend, so too the soul, which has to replace that which it 
expends, withers when separated from its own sustenance, whereupon its 
particular spiritual activity ceases. Thereupon its level is that of the animal 
soul , which is [normally] subservient to it. Likewise the prophet rebuked 
them, saying" I desired that your souls resemble those of the stars which are 
perfect and noble souls, which suffer no influence but on the contrary 
influence others.37 Yet you did not desire your souls to be thus, and therefore 
they have become truncated and lifeless, devoid of action, motion, and 
influence, but [ on the contrary] passively influenced by others, incapable of 
attaining the elevated stations." They thus resemble the most abject of the 
human species in both this world and the next, as it is written: " I·said ye are 
godlike beings and all of you sons of the Most High. Nevertheless ye shall die 
like men" (Ps. 82:6). 38 Comprehend, my brother, if you be of those from 
whom the veil of sin has fallen, which prevents you from awakening from 
your slumber. 

The Election of the Prophet 

As in Maimonides' system, Divine Providence is bestowed upon indivi-

35 See above, n. 29. 
36 Cf. the interpretation of this verse in Guide 1.30 (Qiifib 66). 
31 It is not clear whether R. I:Ianan'el is simply alluding to the Avicennian concept 

of "heavenly souls" or whether he subscribes to the belief in the beneficial influence 
of the angelic souls attached to the stars, as taught in certain gnostic circles. Cf. Rasa' ii 
I!,cwan (J$-$afa' (ed. Bombay) 4:331-35. See also the passage ascribed to David Mai
monides cited in my Deux Traites 139. 

38 Cf. the interpretation of this verse offered in Guide 3.8 (Qafib 409). 
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duals who evince some predisposition toward prophecy, both by an appro
priate spiritual temperament and by a suitable physical constitution. 
However, in the last resort, the prophetical gift is not a natural faculty but 
remains a divine prerogative bestowed upon those who are predestined to 
take on a prophetic mission, even though they themselves have never striven 
toward that end. 

Haftarat Ma.tot, ms. B fol. 114b 

JUDEO-ARABIC TEXT 

7"nm C'1l? N':ll 7•mv,pil cn,c Nln C1t,:l1 7"nlM' Jt,:l:l 71lN C1t,:l 

nN C'il?N .,,, 1l'"1 10 pmvc 711:!lN il?ip, N":llil il"01' il?Np NC l'Jl1 NC Nli1 10 
,,,lnn TN il111lC?N il?:nvc,N m,p,N Ni::in / 115a/ TN ,::ip "lY" Jt,::i::i il?1p!:> ciNil 

"?Y ,,,:jn,N, 1::li?N1 1::l!:)?? "i?N Ni'YN?N ?::l1V JN::l "nC TN 7,;, Cil?::l1Vn, 7Ni'YN 

71,i JY Cf?'!:> il1illl "!:> .lNfC ?i'!:>N 1i'Y?N 71,i J1Nj:'" Cli JNOlN?N Y1l JC J1::l' NC ?i'!:>N 

"?Y ilniNc ::i,::,,n l'"Yn ,;,N r:jlZ,11,N 71,i P::l" TN "l:ll" NC "?Y .l"i:jn1,N 10n i1l1Npc::i 

10 il"?N ,,., NC ,,::ip, iln'"l:l iNiYnON ?NC:) "!:) n?Nl Nil:lONl" N01 il11l?N iliil 

"nc, 'Y":Jt,?N 10N?N "?Y il"1VN0 "il il11l?N iliil!:> il01::l1 il,,.i TY ,,Nl?N Yri ili'"!:> 

7,i ::inln "i?N il'NlY?N "!:) t.iYC?N ?"::20 '?Y 7,i 11::l" il11l?N iliil TY 10N?N ;i,:j 

7n"nN?l:l nc1,y "lY" 7•nn" il?1j:'!:> ilYNCl 1lN::l TN yN:jlVN?N 7"N?1N:l 1N y:j1V?N 

?.ii fY pn?N 11::l' TN p::,• JN ?:lj:' JC "1V?N:l NC?NY N?Y1 ilCON ?l illN? i11:ll?N ?1:lj:'? 

?::l1V cnN, ilN"il ?i'!:>N "?Y iliNC?N iliil? il111l0?N mp,N ?"::llVn '!:) iln'1V0 i'li'npN 

ili,,i, 1N iN,.iN?N1 N:lN?N 10 il? c,pn 10 n,::,r 7,i ::i::io p::,,, il:l il"NlY?N ?"::20 "?Y 

ilpi:j TN!:> ili' "?Y il"lN:l1?N ,,cN 10 i!:>l" / 115b/ NC i1!:>l1 il?C?N ,,::i,n "!:) np,,N 

iln'l:l 11:::,n TN ,m 7,i 1"l 10 il"Y":lt,?N ,,cN?? ::iipN 1i1 il11l?N iliil:l flYC?N 

,::iNp 1"l' ri•n::i t.iYC?N p1:j3,, '1:ll?N t'!:>?N ,,::ip, iln?Nl 1"l il"lNCO.i?N iln?Nl 

TN ,::ip ilniNc ;i::i l'J11V NC ,m c1V::i 7"nY,., 10 pn1V0 7"nY,., p::,, TN 1:::,0,, ( ... ) 7,;1, 

JN::l illN:j il"NlY 10 il:l Nil!:>11V NC:l p1,:jnn, il"lNOlN?N il11l?N Nil'!:) ?::ln1Vn 

1il1 i•ic NCN1 7'00j:' "?N N100j:'l" i11:ll?N Cil? ?lnn "i?N!:> N":ll J1::l" 1N Nilnl"nl 

,m ,,,c NCN1 C"N":llil "l:l cm Nil? iYno,, N"'iln", Nilj:'1t, '!:) 7,0., "i?N :l?Nt,?N 

illN ri"n:l •n, il"nN' TN "lYN ?N:l:l il? it,:jn N?1 Nil:l?t, '!:) il10Y "!:) 7,0., C? •i?N 

,,.,o, / 116b / Nil 71,i::,i 'lNn?N cop,N 10 iiY ;,,c,,, Yri il:lNl.i 10 :l"Nl?N c,y, 

ilpnc 1"l il?NC::l:l il10Y Til "!:> N?lnlVC JN::l i1l1::l "!:> "lYN ;iy U'::21 illVC 7'?010?N 

JN Tl' n '?N ilY'!:)1?N ilf'fY?N il?Nn?N iliil 'I!:) NTI.inoc ?f' c,, il"nN" '1:ll :lNt,:j "?N 

f N,:j '!:> il?NoiN l"Yn 71,i ,,.,::i en ;,,,,., ilY?t,N NC ,,,., ;,y1,t,, TN Yil il??N ilY l"Yn 

.il?C?N 
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TRANSLATION 

" Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee, and before thou earnest for th 
out of the womb I sanctified thee; I have appointed thee a prophet unto the 
na tions" (Jer. l :5 ). 39 

" I formed thee" is derived from "Then the Lord God formed man" (Gen. 
2:7). " In the belly" signifies before the commencement of the formative 
process and the constituting of the limbs. For if the limbs, [governed by] the 
faculties of reflection, recollection, and imagination, are formed in accor
dance with the best possible human model, and then combined with the best 
temperament in personality, it necessarily follows that, if provided with an 
appropriate education, the individual whose physical composition has been 
de termined in such a manner and those things relevant thereunto, will be apt 
th rough the perfect preparedness of his constitution to receive the divine 
influx emanating from His generosity and munificence. Now this form is t he 
result of natural phenomena, and any departure therefrom is a miraculous 
occurrence brought about through the action of providence which accom
panies this individual, or individuals, if they constitute a group. The expres
sion " I knew thee" signifies " I knew of your worthiness of receiving 
prophecy," for the Almighty has precognition of an event prior t9 its occur
rence, and the divine will predetermines providentially that the formative 
p rocess prod uces from this matter the best possible constitution. The cause 
may be an ancestral merit on the part of the individual, the political exigen
cies of the hour, or [ the need for] an instrument to execute the divine will. 
However, the miraculous aspect of his composition is closer to a natural 
phenomenon than anything else, since his makeup is receptive of things 
physical rather than the prophetic influx, the miraculous aspect taking place 
when he does in fact become receptive to it [ ... ] 

" I knew thee" may derive from [the similar expression used of Moses] " I 
know thee by name" (Exod. 33:12), which refe rs to the nobleness wi th which 
He infused his physical matter before He fashioned therein a human form 
and adorned it with the special providence with which He favored him, 
resulting in his becoming a prophet. 

Those that attain prophethood are of two sorts: e ither an aspirant (murid) 
who is a seeker wayfaring in its path, preparing and developing himself for it. 

39 Cf. the interpretation of this verse in Guide 2.32 (Qafil;i 393). 
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The latter are known as the "disciples of the prophets." 40 Or, on the other 
hand, an aspirant who has never in his life undergone a discipline in the quest 
of [prophecy], nor did its thought ever occur to him, that is, that he would 
receive prophetic inspiration so as to be endowed with the knowledge of 
divine mysteries. Jeremiah belonged to the second category. Similarly it 
transpired with the prince of prophets, our master Moses. I mean his having 
indulged throughout his life in his perfection without aiming for the endow
ment of prophetic speech and his having persevered in this precious and 
noble state of detachment41 until he was appointed by God to be granted a 
revelation and subsequently entrusted with the mission of saving his nation. 

The Prophetic Vision 

The author here follows Maimonides in the distinction he establishes 
between the prophetic vision experienced by all other prophets in a state of 
unconsciousness and the superiority of that experienced in a state of con
sciousness by Moses. 

Hafttirat Naso, ms. B fols. 23-24. 

JUDEO-ARABIC TEXT 

~N?n:JN i1'!J 11i1U?N i1ii11 Ni1? 7N?;,?N 11i1U 1i1 '1l1 (i1lV'Ni1 ?N) "' 7N?;, N1'1 i171p 

,,,N i1'7Y ,,, fp'no;, p:i' N;, ,n, 1i11 i1N1::lli1 i1Ni;,:::i ,,; TN ,,, T" cli rniNtv?N r:::i 

7?i T1:l' 1N 01:JN ?Y i1?!Jl ';,,in, Yi'N1;,?N fY::l '!J i1lY 71p'1 i10N1M C?NY TY ::l'l' N;, 

i:JiM c,'m:J / 24a/ :n,nM 1'7M ilM1~:J c•i~,, pii1M7 lili ?Mi' 7';,; TYi i17'7il ci,n:J 
1i1Y1 ?N lV'N 1::li' 1lVN:J ?Np N;,:J fni i1tv;, '10 i1'7N 7:i' C? 'lV '1' TNip' 1i11 ?::l 1::l 

'M17N i,11 ilY ;iy i1lN 1i1 1i1Y1 ?N lV'N 1::li' lV'N:J i171p TN ipnY' l'M1NlV?N fY::l1 

f:JlV T" CN?:J TNOlN?N '7Y ,,, N;,:i iYTl' N?1 m;, Y7i1' N71 ,n, i1lN ppnn' i1'7Y 

,:::i i11'l Ni17 7:i' c, i1ii, i1ii11 i1N10 '7Y i1?n;, ,,, c, 'lV i1'7Y TIN1?N T1:J y;, i1?n;, 

,:::i yr, m;, 1i1 ,,; TN 1Ytvn n'M::l O!Jl?N ,;y 7,i:i ,,, N? TNip' 1i11 'lV i1'7Y ,,, l(;,7:, 

i1?n;, 1i1 7?i TN up 7lV' N? 'nM i1Y,, 7:JN'1 j1;,7:,, i1?li;, f:JlV f:JlV?N 7,;, Yli 1i1U' 

40 On this expression, see Deux Traites 72-76. It is clear from the Sufi technical 
terms used by the author (murid, .tiilib, suluk, .tariq; see Deux Traites 39, 264), that the 
latter is not thinking exclusively in terms of intellectual preparation. 

41 On this Sufi technical term, see Deux Traites 208-9. 
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n,J;,7 '1i N;,:i 71i1 Yti' / 24 b / 7N?;, i1lN i1::l 1YlV' N;, ilY i1lN ,,n '?N ,;,ix f :JlV 

.lVNi1 ::li1? '!J i1Y1?U::l 7N?;, i1lN N1':JN Ci1!J N;, ilY 

TRANSLATION 

The verse "and the angel of the Lord appeared unto the woman" (J udg. 
13:3) alludes to the angel's having revealed itself to [Hannah]. This appear
ance is the subject of controversy amongst the exegetes. 42 

Some are of the opinion that this took place in a prophetic vision; i.e. , 
while the individual is in a state of [semi-]consciousness, he is visited by 
inspiration and becomes oblivious to the world of his senses. In one particular 
place this [state] is referred to as "a deep sleep fell upon Abram" (Gen. 
15: 12 ). Or this can occur in a nocturnal dream, as God said concerning this to 
Aaron and Miriam: "I do make Myself known to him [the prophet] in a 
vision, I do speak with him in a dream" (Num. 12:6). Alternatively the vision 
can take place in a state of ffull-]consciousness. None has attained this state 
save Moses, as it is said: "as a man speaketh unto his friend" (Exod. 33:11 ). 
One commentator considers the verse" as a man speaketh unto his friend" to 
mean that when prophetic inspiration came upon [Moses], though having 
realized it was inspiration, nonetheless he was not troubled or afrighted, but 
acted as a person hearing the speech of his fellow-man, despite the fact that 
nought similar to the inspiration of which he was the object had ever visited 
his fellow men nor had this state been attained by them. Moreover, on the 
contrary, if inspiration visited another one while awake, it did not come upon 
the soul in a manner by which he knew that this was coming from God, but 
He would reveal to this individual a person similar to himself43 who would 
converse and eat with him in such a way that he would not even doubt that 
this was [not] a human being such as himself. Notice how, when a person 

42 The author draws his inspiration from Guide 2.44-45. See also the commentary 
on this particular verse by Tan):ium Yi\riifalmi, Commentarii in Prophetas Arabici, ed. 
Th. Haarbriicker (Halle, 1842) l-2. 

43 Cf. Guide 2:44 (Qafi):i 428). The insistence on "similar to himself" rather sug
gests the type of mystical encounter studied by C . Scholem, "Eine kabbalistische 
Erklarung der Prophetie als Selbstbegegnung," MGWJ 74 (1930): 285-90. From his 
commentary on Exodus 24:10, ed. E. J. Wiesenberg (London, 1959) 381, it is clear 
that Abraham Maimonides also knows of the" created Light which reveals itself in the 
form of a man." 
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realizes that it is in fact an angel, he is overawed, as in the case of Manoah 
when he finally understood that he had spoken to an angel as the latter dis
appeared in a flame. 

Pietistic Elements 

The most discrete trait which evinces the author's pietistic leanings is to 
be found in the vocabulary he uses, which abound' s in technical terms char
acteristic of Sufi writings. These might have been considered commonplace 
in this type of writing were it not for other distinctive elements. Indeed, as we 
have mentioned elsewhere, one of the typical traits of the pietistic exegetical 
method was to attribute to patriarchs, prophets, and other biblical figures, 
ethical attitudes and pietistic comportments which were in fact inspired by 
contemporary Sufi ideals and models. 44 One of the reasons for this appropria
tion of Sufi practices was to demonstrate their orthodoxy insofar as they were 
suposedly of Jewish origin. The author of our Haftiiriih commentary follows 
this trend. Indeed, in several places he alludes to the practice of !,wlwa by the 
ancient prophets of Israel. One particularly suprising example is to be found 
in ms. B 786 (Haftiiriit J:fuqqat), which identifies Mizpah (Judg. 11:11) as a 
spiritual retreat ([wlwa) in an "elevated place," where Jephthah practiced 
solitary meditation (infiriid) and attained divine inspiration ((iulul 
as-se~inah) (Judg. 11 :29). 

In the following text the author refers to a very particular Sufi practice 
called tazayyuq45 which consisted in a special meditationary attitude 
designed to provoke theurgical inspiration. Obviously the author had 
observed this method amongst his Sufi contemporaries and claims it to be of 
Jewish origin. 

Haftarat Ki Tissa', ms. A fols. 37b-38a 

JUDEO-ARABIC TEXT 

1'::)1:J 7':J 1')!) CIZ.''1 illi1N 1ill'1 ?C1::li1 IZ.'N1 ?N il?Y 1il'?N1 

'?Y1 ?N11Z.'' YO il?Y!) NO '?Y il?? N1::)IZ.' f1N?N '?Y (il)1ill NC1 'lY' 1ill'1 il?1p1 

•• See Deux Traites 73-75. 
• 5 Cf. Dozy, Supplement aux dictionnaires arabes I :619: "un terme technique des 

Soufis qui signifie appuyer la tete sur Les genoux." The term twice occurs in an Egyp-
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il1YJ ye il!)N?:l?N ,,,nc '!) il?lio, ,uo?N ?ll' TN illC il:J?U1 ,, (sic) ':::11'N 7N?il 

J'::l 1')!) cw, iili 1il'?N 1Yp ,,; 1Y:J1 il'?Y ,ncN ilNlYC 'i?N ,,;y 1ill'1 ?NY Y1Z.''?N 

C'U?N Nii:,Ni n,iii:::i in NC? i::,o'iN Tiin, pi'i:,c ;::, JY niul Yup 7,i:::i ,iip, ,,::,,:::i 

n,,~,N iliil '?Y NillC inN17N 1Yp' li'n:J Nil:J N1?nn, Nil1?nnlN1 il11li?N Niil NlC 

.np,u 'lY' n:::i,li P'T '0 ililii ?CY illN 'lYC:J P"Tn?N cmlY '00'1 N?cN::, N1Nill 

TRANSLATION 

"And Elijah went up to the top of Carmel, and he bowed himself down upon 
the earth and put his face between his knees" (1 Kings 18:42). 

The verse "and he bowed himself" signifies "he threw his person" [lit. 
"exterior") upon the ground in gratitude to God for that which He had 
wrought for Israel and the destruction of God's enemies, and to implore of 
Him that the rain fall. Similarly it is said of him that assumed his succession, 
Elisha, "and he stretched himself upon him" (2 Kings 4 :34 ). Thereafter 
Elijah seated himself and put his face between his knees, intending thereby 
to turn away his attention from all creation and devote his meditation solely 
to his present pursuit. The nations [ = Sufis) have taken this practice over 
from us and have adopted it and adorned themselves with it (i.e., claim they 
originated this practice), whereby they sit in this position for a whole day. 
They call this tazayyuq, i.e., the concealing of one's face in the colfar, i.e., the 
hem of one's garment. 

APPENDIX 1 

A Letter from Abraham Maimonides to His Brother-in-Law, 
R. l:layyim ben l:lanan' el ha-Dayyiin 

Jewish Theological Seminary ENA NS 18.36 (40 X 14 cm.) 

JUDEO-ARABIC TEXT 

Recto 

C'C!Z.' il!Z.'1Y "' CYO '1TY 

tian context in Ibn Batu ta (Voyages d' Ibn Batouta, ed. Defremy and Sanguinetti 
[Paris, 1853] 1:37 and 64), where it is employed as a preliminary to a kariima 
(miracle)-once by a Kalander Sufi. This was indeed a practice among the ancient 
/wsidim; cf. TB Berakhot 34b and Hai Ga'on in B. Lewin, O~ar ha-Ge'onim 4.14. 
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[n::in C'']M U::21 'i'O C?Y il:J t,'M' ,;,N 

pilV?[N il'N]l ,;y 'CC?N TN nn,NYO il??N 

ye 'IV 'li?::>' N[? ']]ON?N il'Nl '!), nn,nNIVC? 

1u,, '?NmN ye '1lY TN ,;y, il?NinN il?':it!:ln 5 

['1]i1i?N '!:l ,,, i11::l!:l?N TY 'l?llV' NC 1?Ni?N ?NiMN 

[il'N]l 1Y:J '?N ninlVNi ncpN!:ln 1?Ni?N ?NmN TN? 

'::lMN TN y::,c, NCi n,,,l ill::lO:J C'1CiY ilMlNi 

YN?illN n1n::, C?YN 'llN? nN'NTi?N f'Y::l ,, 

N?i NillY ':ltlN TN n'N1!:l NilYCO N1N Nl1'0 10 

[N]Yi?N ye Nl1'0 Nl'?::l' N?!) NillC 'IV::l 7c?YN 

Nl1'0 :JnY NCNi ,c:itY 1'nC IVi:Jn Y,N TN? 

[ilM?]:itC '!) 1::l!)' N? nm, ::in::i?N :JNU il!)::l ye il'?Y 

[NC] '!) ,,u, Nl1'0 TN Niil '!) 11Y?N!) Nl1'0 

Niil TN Nl1'0 ,pny,, il'Nl '?N il? cn::in::,, ,;;N 15 

?it,? ilM?:itC?N Y'im CilnN1p TY TlY' ilM?:itC 

TN [ • . Jo?N '!:l ,;::, np, ciY pn?N pm TN? :JNn::i?N 

,;y ,m nNpiN?N f'Y::l ?:J 1N1p::l T:J::l ?::lN' 

i1!:l1N1nC?N i'N11V?N i11li::l? 1:J::l?N:J TN[ . . ]?N o,,, il'?l1 

:JNn::i ?::l!) c::,n ye TNM:JO!) i111Ni?N ync?N cuY, 20 

CillC 'IV N1P' c, illO?N iliil '!) Nl1'0 n::in::, TN 

il:JlN ?'??N '7:ltl 'CC?N ye :JYn 1Y:J CiliY:J N?N 

YlCn :JN:JON n,iyn, 1'0' N1P'!:l Ci1N1P' 

1'0' il'lp?N iliil 1':J1n Nl1'0 1N1N NiN!:l 

:J[NnJ::i?N ,;y nc,pc N?:J inN, ?:iti 't> ni:itNpc 25 

N1::>i Ni:, 'l1l ?:J '7:iti N?i mYl N?:J 

7 
?N:J 

Verso 

YU?N 

il'?N :JNn:itN 

[ .. • ]lO YlC [ . .. ]:J::l :JNn::l? 

Nl?Nln Y:Jlt' N? 7,i 1'l :JONl' N? .::,1 

7,i '!:l ,,::,Nn?N TY N'll Nl1'0 [?Jncm 5 

C?YN NlN 7,i ye, Nl1['0]? nnn1w NC? 
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NClNi ilY'Cl 7?i C?Y' Nl[i'O] TN 

c,,IV, 1'l N? 1::,ic NlN 

np::, 7,Nc, n,,o ,., ?:JP' 7,,cc?N 

ilC?lt' 10 

?N11t'':J ?i1li1 :J1i1 C"M U::21 U1C 

il'Nl '!) illN 'ill'i ii,::i::, ?1l'i ii,n c,1, 

nn,,py Y'!:l1 Nl1'0 1uN::i il!:l?::i ye ?b?N 

::2::20 y,::,, c,, nc,::i 7,,cc?N 1uo, c,, 

i'NW?N ye il:J C?NY 'i'O NC N?N 7?i 15 

[ •• Jp::i Nl'?Y ye, :i>n ,n!) Nil'!) ym ,;,N 

[7,,c]C?N 'illN ?NiMN?N iliil ye 1UNi::l?N 

[illNOMN] 1:itpi i1C'1::l?N i'?N ?':Jpn 1Y:J 7?i 

c,,IV, 

?:it!) 20 

,;;N il':J:it?N TY ?!:ll' N? TN Nl1'0 TNOMN ye 'ilnlVN 

p?p?N ye i'11t' i111V '!) Nl1'0i 'N::lT Nl::21 Nl1'0 n':J '!) 

[ • . ]?N ye Nil? :in:,, en 'IV illC f?::>n,, ilY'Ci 1:itMn!) 

(7]N?N CN1::lN '?Y ilM:itlN TN Nl1'0 lNnM' NC 

[ . • ]:J' N? TN, mi,?N ?::l:J i1CN1nnN, i1'1YO '1 25 

in 1CN?N Niil TN? [ •. ]CC 7?i '!) Nl1'0 

1Ul?N 7,;::,, n,i,?N Y'Cl ye :JONl' 'i?N 

(?) ?:itn il'?N [ , • ,] 'N?iC?N 1N?iN ?NinN '!) 

(nJlN::i '1'::l nn,::ic ppn' Nl1'0 TN? 

,, Ci11:JN m1, U,1:) :JNn::, 30 

Marg in 

/ Cill'Nm [Y'C]i '!:l 1NilniN?M M?M/ :JOMl' 1(1:)::l :JMM:itM?M ye 

/ CillY Mli'O ?!:ll'/ (M?) yMi CilnM1p '!:l 1Ul?Mi 

/[. ,)Ml'M 7,i::,,; ?MiMM?M [Y'Ci] '!:l 

;ye i:itp' 7,,cc?M/ [. ,J']:iti ,; y 

/ i'C?n?M (U,)C?? 'CM?O/ ?M:lt'M Ml1'0 TMOMM 

/ 1'i1Ci1 1!:liOil/ ']Oi , '1 7'::l1J?M 
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Recto 
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/'li:i ,;y ilni:itM/ l~ iM1nYM?Mi 

/[, , .]' '1'0 ?:l/ :lMn:i ii? :ln:JM C? 10,,w, il:i,,~~1 

TRANSLATION 

?MllM l'lY?M /1?i?M 7?i:iit 

/[, ... ] 

"My help cometh from the Lord, who made heaven" (Ps. 121:2).46 

This is to inform my lord, Rabbi I:Iayyim, may God establish his felicity, 
of his servant's great longing to see you and his extreme disappointment that 
you provided no details about your present state. My situation and the pre
occupation with the state of [your )47 father do not leave me time to think 
even of necessary things. For father's state has worsened and exceedingly 
deteriorated. Indeed we are in great danger. I cannot relate to you [even) the 
fewest details, for I can imagine what your great consternation would be 
upon hearing them. Thus have I seen fit to omit them and to mention to you 
nought thereof. May our master not leave off praying for us, "since a captive 
cannot free himself'' (TB Bera!.cot 86).48 

As for your lordship's rebuke concerning the brevity in reply to his letters 
and lack of concern for his welfare, we crave indulgence. Our master is 
extremely prolix in what he writes, thinking thereby to be useful. [However] 
it is impossible to read them, and by reason of their length their utility is lost. 
For in truth, there is scarcely time enough for your servant to taste a quiet 
morsel of bread, except at times while on his feet ... because of the constant 
hardship and the great misfortune which has befallen us. Blessed be the 

46 The regular 'aliima ("motto") employed by Abraham Maimonides on docu
ments emanating from his court is Isaiah 12:2. Is there some reason this was not used 
on the present letter? 

47 Abraham refers to his own father exclusively as abbii' mori. The fact that 
while addressing R. I:Iayyim he refers to R. I:Ianan' el as "father" rather than "the 
dayyan," indicates perhaps that he is stressing the family and affective bonds between 

them. 
48 As the context in the talmudic source refers allegorically to illness, it is not clear 

whether this aphorism is to be taken literally. 
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[Divine] judge! Every letter which our master has written in the course of the 
year has only been partly read, after great effort and your servant having 
remained awake half the night to read them. He read but a little for he was 
hindered by numerous obstacles. If our master desires to alleviate this diffi
culty, let him state outright his purpose in a single dispatch devoid of pre
liminaries, and the conventional civilities but [starting) instead with "My 
purpose is such and such" [ .... )49 

Verso 

allies ... . 
letter .... impeded 
will only be appropriate to this. Our lord's desire will not obtain satisfaction 
not to speak of the certainty of ... which I have explained to him. Despite 
this l know full well that you are aware of all this and am only reminding you. 

Peace. 

The servant50 Solomon,51 kisses his master's hand, our teacher and master 
Rabbi l:Iayyim, the great teacher of Israel, may his prestige increase and his 
honor be magnified. He informs him of his great shame at having worried his 
master, since he has not written a letter [ until now]. The reason being the 
hardship we are suffering, of which our master is aware. May God be gracious 
unto us by turning our thoughts from these circumstances. The servant con
veys this after having kissed his noble hand and wished him [ well]. 

Peace 

I52 ask his lordship to be so good as not to forget the [my?] girl in the 
house of our lord 'Rabbi Zakkay, for our lordship is greatly anxious [concern
ing her]. Let her perhaps prepare everything and be somewhat free of 
him .... There is no need for me to advise our lord to show honor and defer
ence to Rabbi Sa'dayah in every respect, even if our lord is not ... for this is 
what is appropriate in any case. May he also supervise the affairs of his 
master's children ... for our master will verify what the stay was like. 

49 The lower part of the letter has been torn off. 
50 A different hand. 
51 Written below the line. This was perhaps the nasi Solomon ben Yifay, who is 

known to have had close dealings with the Maimonides family. 
s2 Abraham's hand again resumes. 
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A letter to me from Rabbi Abraham. 53 

Margin 

amongst our friends as is appropriate. / Exertion in [all] their duties / and 
supervise their studies / so that our lord does not neglect them / in any of 
their needs. / Similarly, in the[ ... ]/. Your servant wishes our lord well and 
[ asks him] to convey our salutation to our master and diligent disciple Rabbi 
Yosef the able scribe, and may he excuse him for not having written him a 
letter, but our master [ will forgive?] his servant. 
Peace. 
And likewise to [his] dear son, l:lanan' el. 

APPENDIX2 

(The Judeo-Arabic text of this letter together with a Hebrew translation is 
found in E. Strauss-Asthor, History of the Jews in Egypt and Syria, vol. 3 

[Jerusalem, 1970] 28-32.) 

Cambridge University Library, T-S 13J9.12 

In the name of the Merciful 
His servant Benjamin 
informs his worthy lordship, our teacher and master, Rabbi l:layyim, the 
paragon of nobility and virtue, of his sorrow at not being able to see his excel
lency and his pain at being separated from him as well as from his noble and 
unique master, his father, the paragon of nobility and virtue. May God re
unite him with his excellency after having fulfilled all his wishes for happi

ness. 
May God be a protector and friend during his journey, a defender and 

succor, a companion and guide, just as he was for the prophets and saints dur
ing their journeys and retreats (balwatihim) by virtue of their contemplation 
of the Majesty, Beauty, Splendor, and Perfection of the Divine Presence. 

Theirs was a total passion for Him to infuse them with divine knowledge, 
to reveal to them the mysteries of His Holy Book, and to instruct them in its 

53 A different hand; probably that of R. l;layyim himself. 
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theory and practice. 54 For it is the way and the sign that leads to the divine 
path as far as man is capable. It is thereunto that the sage [Solomon] alluded 
when he declared: " If thou seek her as silver and search for her as for hidden 
treasures; then shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord" (Prov. 2:4-5) in 
accordance with what the noble dayyan, father of our master, had himself 
taught us in connection with the verse "He judged the cause of the poor and 
needy; then it was well. Is not this to know Me? saith the Lord" (Jer. 22: 16).55 

Especially if this "poor man" is a "poor man and wise in a little city with few 
men" (Eccles. 9:14). For it is accepted that it is well to care for this poor 
man's welfare, to assist and deliver him from his oppressor, to defend his 
cause and enable him to gain sway over him that was to unjustly dominate 
him. "ls this not to know Me? saith the Lord." 

Moreover, his excellency, Rabbi l:layyim knows well that even if the 
noble dayyan, his father, be far from the company of men during his journey, 
he remains in the intimacy of Him who created man, the angels and prophets 
and the bearers of his Torah, praying, " Open Thou mine eyes, that I may 
behold wondrous things out of Thy Torah" (Ps. 119:18).56 So have no fear for 
him throughout his journey, for God shall reward him. And He will reward 
you and those who miss him, who need and rely upon your father's genero
sity, and the support and assistance which will accrue from the benefits of this 
journey, since he has provided them with the profits of his previous journeys. 
Furthermore, these journeys and retreats were long, whereas the duration of 
this journey is short and the length of this retreat (balwa) is brief, like that of 
our master Moses, prince of all prophets, forty days and forty nights. 57 

Your servant met Abraham the physician upon the day of arrival. He said 
that he had sent the cloth to his excellency with Ibn 'Awdi. The latter was 
detained at length in Alexandria, but there was no other person of confidence 
besides him. Therefore the arrival has been delayed. 

Peace upon your holiness and upon the noble dayyan, father of our 
master, paragon of all virtues and qualities. [ Greetings to] his excellency, his 
highness, the crown and diadem, our lord and master, David the great 
prince, the nagid of the people of the Lord of Hosts, the outstanding master 

5• The vocabulary demonstrates beyond doubt that a spiritual retreat is being 
alluded to. 

55 See my "More on R. l:lanan' el" 85, where this verse is adduced. 
56 This was possibly one of the verses meditated during the spiritual retreat. 
57 This was the duration of the Sufi retreat know as 'arba'un. 
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and strong hammer, man of God, Mount Sinai who overturns mountains, 
crown of the sages and the wise, and diadem of the pietists. [ Greetings also) 
to his excellency, our glorious teacher and master, 'Obadyah, the eminent 
sage to whom all mysteries are revealed, in whom "light, understanding, and 
wisdom like the wisdom of the angels are to be found" (Dan. 5:11). "No 
secret mystifies him, he lies down and all is revealed to him" (Dan. 4:6), may 
he be exalted for evermore. The uterine brothers, the pure angels, the two 
great luminaries, the two tablets of the Torah, the two princes of the host of 
Israel, the two golden chains, the two Cherubim, may their position be mag
nified forevermore. Lastly our best greetings and respects to our noble and 
excellent master, the unique, virtuous, and perfect physician.58 

Universite de Lyon, France 

Research for this paper, carried out in 1987 at the Institute for Microfilmed 
Hebrew Manuscripts at the Hebrew University, was made possible by a fellowship 
from the Forcheimer Fund and a grant from the Memorial Foundation for Jewish 
Culture, to both of which I express my sincere gratitude. 

58 The mention of this physician together with David and Obadyah Maimonides 
lends support to Goitein's theory that Abraham may have had a third son. See Goitein, 
Tarbiz 34 (1965): 251-53 and Deux Traites 118. 

KING SOLOMON 

AND METAPHYSICAL ESOTERICISM 

ACCORDING TO MAIMONIDES 

by 

SARAH KLEIN-BRASLAVY 

One of the central characteristics of Maimonides' intellectual enterprise 
is his great attachment to the basic written texts of Jewish tradition-the 
Bible, the Talmud, and the Midrash-and his attempt to demonstrate that he 
is essentially continuing this tradition. The talmudic sages had the same 
sense that they were preserving the continuity of the Jewish textual tradition ; 
they demonstrated that they were, in essence, continuing an existing tradi
tion, and not making innovations, by citing biblical verses in support of their 
opinions. Borrowing his approach from the sages, Maimonides builds his 
system of philosophical-theological thought as a further link in Judaism's 
written tradition. 

Even though Maimonides adopts the principles of Aristotelian philosophy 
as taught by Alfarabi and Avicenna, he makes enormous efforts to demon
strate that the Aristotelian world-view is not foreign to Judaism, but is an 
integral element of its faith and principles, expressed in central texts of its 
literature. He accomplishes this by an interpretive process that invests tradi
tional Jewish texts with philosophical meaning. From this point of view, 

- Maimonides' enterprise may be seen as exegetical in the broad sense of the 
word: working within the framework of Aristotelianism, he reinterprets and 
gives philosophical meaning to fundamental theological terms, to biblical, 
talmudic, and midrashic texts, and to Jewish historical figures and the events 
that befell them. From the standpoint of exegesis, Maimonides is very close 
to the hermeneutical tradition of the sages. He frequently uses rabbinic Mid
rashim to interpret biblical verses, and he takes ideas from the sages regard
ing the exegetical connections between their views and the biblical texts they 
cite in support of them. 

One of the most interesting reinterpretations in the writings of Mai
monides is his exegesis of the esoteric doctrine of the sages, the locus classicus 

57 
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of which is Ein Dorshin, the second chapter of the tractate l:lagigah. Both in 
his halakhic writings and in the Guide of the Perplexed, Maimonides makes 
use of the esoteric tradition of the sages in his teaching, giving a philosophical 
meaning to their mystical basic concepts. He thus identifies the Account of 
Creation (Ma'aseh Bereshit) with Aristotelian physics, and the Account of the 
Chariot (Ma'aseh Merkavah) with Aristotelian metaphysics; he likewise 
interprets the "secrets" (sodot) or "mysteries of the Torah" (si.trei Torah) of 
ancient mysticism as being identical with philosophical ideas. It is from his 
reinterpretation of the basic concepts of ancient mysticism that Maimonides 
derives one of the legitimations for his reading of the biblical texts dealing 
with Ma'aseh Bereshit and Ma'aseh Merkavah as belonging to the same 
sphere of meaning as Aristotelian physics and metaphysics. 

But Maimonides is not satisfied merely to identify the contents of the 
sages' esoteric doctrine with the central elements of Aristotelian philosophy; 
he applies to his own teachings all of the formal rules which the sages lay 
down concerning the study of esoteric teachings and their transmission to 
others. Through his reinterpretation of the esoteric teachings, these rules took 
on a new meaning that made it possible to apply them to the study and teach
ing of physics and metaphysics, and to the interpretation of biblical passages 
and rabbinic sayings whose subject matter, according to Maimonides, is 
physics and metaphysics. By adopting the formal rules of the sages, Mai
monides was able to rely upon the Jewish tradition to justify the literary form 
of the biblical and midrashic texts whose significance, according to his 
interpretation, lies in the realm of Aristotelian physics and metaphysics; he 
was also able to argue that they convey philosophical content through sym
bolic language, in "parable and riddle." This literary form makes it possible 
to conceal "secrets" from those who do not deserve to receive them, and at 
the same time provides hints for those who are able to comprehend such lore. 
His acceptance of the formal guidelines of the sages regarding the transmis
sion of the Account of the Chariot to others also enables Maimonides to use 
Jewish tradition to justify his own way of writing about Ma<aseh Bereshit and 
Ma'aseh Merkavah, and to argue that, in writing in a concealing and allusive 
manner, he is continuing an existing tradition on how to convey "secrets of 
Torah."' 

There is an additional aspect to the adoption of the esoteric doctrine of 

1 Alexander Altmann, "Das Verhaltnis Maimunis zu der jiidischen Mystik," 
MGWJ 80 (1936): 305-30. See also Sara Klein-Braslavy, Maimonides· Interpretation 
of the Story of Creation [Heb.], 2nd ed. (Jerusalem, 1987) 27-34. 
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the sages in Maimonides' teaching. In Ein Dorshin, and apparently also in 
TB Ta' anit 7a, according to Maimonides' interpretation, the sages held that 
the warnings and words of wisdom of King Solomon referred to the conduct 
of a mystic, and not to that of an ordinary person or to practical, everyday 
conduct. They justify their own conduct or explain the conduct of other 
mystics by citing verses from the books traditionally attributed to Solomon. 
These verses can only be used in support of the mystic's conduct if it is impli
citly assumed that they are not to be understood literally, but as what Mai
monides calls a "parable" (mashal), i.e., as texts written in symbolic language 
which require interpretation in order for their true significance to be 
apparent Thus, by the very act of citing Solomon's words as pertaining to the 
conduct of mystics, the sages identify Solomon with ancient mysticism, impli
citly claiming that he was "wise" in the mystical sense, helped others to 
attain mystical knowlege, and spoke about the obligation to conceal its 
"secrets." 

Both in his halakhic works and in the Guide, Maimonides accepted this 
exegetical idea. But since he identified the mystic with the Aristotelian philo
sopher who strives to attain the maximal understanding of God possible for a 
human being, this idea took on a new meaning. For Maimonides, Solomon's 
words pertain to metaphysics, and not to mysticism, as in the sages' view. 

Thus Maimonides inherited from the talmudic sages an elaborate struc
ture for discussing esoteric doctrine. This structure included the idea of an 
exegetical connection between the conduct of the mystic and Solomon's 
words of warning and wisdom. In this respect, Maimonides is merely repeat
ing what was said by the sages who preceded him. But he reinterprets the 
structure and gives it a totally new direction. On the one hand, he adheres 
closely to the Jewish textual tradition that preceded him; on the other, he 
revitalizes it by giving it new meaning. 

In the course of doing so, Maimonides is not satisfied merely to borrow 
what the sages said about Ma'aseh Merkavah and the Solomonic sources they 
cited about the conduct of the mystic. Instead, he develops their fundamen
tal exegetical idea further by identifying Solomon with the metaphysician. 
He does this in two ways. First, for any given idea, he cites sources over and 
above those brought by the sages. Second, he substantiates the instruction on 
metaphysical matters given to the wise man with proof from Solomon's state
ments, deriving morals from the biblical stories or interpreting and de
veloping the sages' esoteric doctrine. 

The aim of the present paper is to trace the ways in which Maimonides 
adopts, interprets, and develops the exegetical tradition connecting Solo-
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mon' s warnings and wise sayings with the Account of the Chariot. In con
sequence, it will also discuss the identification of the Account of the Chariot 
with metaphysics, and with the instruction given the philosopher on the 
proper method of attaining metaphysical knowledge. 

Solomon's Warning Against the Public Teaching of Esoteric Doctrine 

The Babylonian Talmud, in its discussion of the prohibition of publicly 
expounding Ma<aseh Merkavah (l:lagigah 13a), gives an account of an actual 
incident, evidently an exemplary story intended to teach conduct worthy of 
imitation. Rabbi Joseph, we are told, studied the Account of the Chariot, 
while the elders of Pumbedita studied the Account of Creaton. Rabbi Joseph 
asked the elders of Pumbedita to teach him Ma<aseh Bereshit, which they 
did. They then asked Rabbi Joseph to teach them Ma<aseh Merkavah. He 
refused, basing himself on Song of Songs 4: 11 "Honey and milk are under 
thy tongue," which he interpreted as follows: "Those things which are as 
sweet as honey and milk should be kept under one's tongue"; in other words, 
esoteric matters like the Account of the Chariot, which are compared to 
honey and milk, are to be kept (figuratively) under one's tongue and neither 
discussed nor taught publicly. 

According to this story, Solomon originated the proscription against pub
licly revealing the meaning of the Account of the Chariot. Rabbi Joseph justi
fied his conduct by saying that he was following Solomon's warning; in other 
words, he based himself upon the authority of an earlier sage. Further on in 
the same story, Rabbi Abahu is said to have agreed with Rabbi Joseph that 
the proscription was of Solomonic origin, but to have derived it from another 
verse in Solomon's writings, "the lambs will be for thy clothing" (Proverbs 
27:26). Abahu read kevasim ("lambs") as kevashim, which is etymologically 
related to kivshon, "secret" or "hidden thing." On the basis of this reading, 
he interpreted the verse to mean, "Things that are secrets of the world (kiv
shono shel <olam) shall be beneath your clothing," i.e., things that are 
"secrets," the esoteric teachings of the Account of the Chariot, are to be kept 
to oneself and not freely transmitted to others. 

In his halakhic writings, though not in the Guide, Maimonides repeats 
the sages' exegetical claim that Solomon had condemned the public dis
semination of Ma<aseh Merkavah in Song of Songs 4:11 and Proverbs 27:26. 
Since, however, Maimonides holds that the Account of the Chariot is about 
metaphysics, Solomon's words are reinterpreted in his reading: they are 
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understood as support for the argument that metaphysics should not be 
taught in public, and not, as they were for the sages, as a prohibition against 
teaching mysticism in public. 

The fullest presentation of Maimonides' reinterpretation of the mishnaic
talmudic doctrine on the teaching of esoteric matters appears in Hilkhot 
Yesodei ha-Torah 2.12. After summarizing what the sages say in the Mishnah 
(l:lagigah 2.1) and the Talmud (TB l:lagigah 12a and 13a), he makes the fol
lowing brief comment: 

Our former sages commanded that one is not to expound these things [i.e., the 
Account of the Chariot) save to one person alone, and that [on condition that] 
he be wise and understand things by himself [from Mishnah }::lagigah 2. I). 
Thereafter, one conveys to him chapter headings [from R. }::liyya's remarks in 
TB }::lagigah 12a) and informs him of a bit of the thing, and he understands by 
himself, and comprehends the end of the thing and its profundity. 

Maimonides adds to this summary the lesson to be derived from the 
account of the four people who entered into Pardes (TB l:lagigah 146): "and 
these things are very profound matters, and not every intellect is capable of 
comprehending them." The term Pardes, like the other terms used for the 
sages' esoteric teachings, such as Ma<aseh Merkavah and Ma<as_eh Bereshit, 
is reinterpreted and given a philosophical meaning over and above its 
original mystical meaning in the sayings of the sages. In Hilkhot Yesodei 
ha-Torah 4.13, Maimonides explains that Pardes includes both Ma<aseh 
Bereshit and Ma<aseh Merkavah, namely, physics and metaphysics. Accord
ingly, the four who "entered Pardes" engaged in philosophical speculation. 
In the above-mentioned source, Maimonides explains in a general way why 
R. Akiva's three companions failed: "for even though they were great ones of 
Israel and great sages, not all of them had the strength to know and to 
comprehend all of these things fully." The "strength" of which Maimonides 
speaks here is intellectual power, meaning that some of them had not 
developed their intellects sufficiently to comprehend the contents of Pardes. 
He evidently alludes to this interpretation in his comments here, where he 
derives the more general conclusion that not every person has the appro
priate intellectual ability or preparation to comprehend metaphysical 
notions. 

After concluding his reconstruction and brief commentary on the words of 
the sages in l:lagigah concerning the public teaching of the Account of the 
Chariot, Maimonides goes back to cite the verses from Solomon with which 
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the sages justified their conduct. But Solomon's remarks are connected here 
with others concerning the nature of Ma<aseh Merkavah: "and these things 
are very profound matters, and not every intellect is capable of comprehend
ing them"; and Maimonides adds: "and concerning them (i.e., the same pro
found things] Solomon said ... " By placing his remarks in this context, 
Maimonides indirectly explains why Solomon warned that matters concern
ing the Account of the Chariot should be concealed: since these things are 
profound and not everyone is able to comprehend them, they should not be 
expounded in public. 2 

Maimonides prefaces two explanatory remarks to his citation of the verses 
from Solomon. First, he notes that Solomon said these words "in his wis
dom," i.e. , as a philosopher, and therefore they are to be read as the instruc
tions of a "sage" who preceded the sages of the Mishnah and the Talmud. 
The comment may also mean: and not as a prophet.3 Second, Maimonides 
claims here that Solomon's words were as in a" parable." It may be that the 
stress upon Solomon's saying these things" in his wisdom," and writing them 
in the form of a "parable," is an echo of Maimonides' claim, in the Introduc
tion to ijeleq, that "the great sages" wrote their words "in parable and 
riddle." Maimonides explicitly states there that Solomon, who was wiser than 
any other man, wrote words of wisdom "in parable and riddle." While in this 
passage Maimonides is discussing the contents of this wisdom and not its 
transmission, one may assume that he sees his statement as a general rule 
applying to all the words of the sages in reference to wisdom, and therefore to 
Solomon's words of instruction concerning the teaching of "wisdom" to 
others. On the other hand, the claim that Solomon wrote Song of Songs 4: 11 
as a parable is based upon the same exegetical assumption that underlies the 
interpretation of this verse by the talmudic sages, upon which their homiletic 
interpretation of the verse is based. 

Maimonides presents the verses quoted by the sages in Ein Dorshin in an 
order different from theirs. First he cites Proverbs 27 :26, "the lambs will be 
for thy clothing (li-levushekha)." Next, he could have cited the version of 
R. Abahu found in our editions of the Talmud, "the secrets of the world (kiv
shono shel <olam) shall be under (tabat ) your clothing," a wording that brings 

2 As we shall see in Guide 1.34, the argument that matters of the Account of the 
Chariot arc deep is attributed to Solomon himself. 

3 Following the midrashic tradition (in Canticles Rabbah and Ecclesiastes Rab
bah), Maimonides sees Solomon as a prophet. I devote my forthcoming article, 
"Solomon's Prophecy in the Writings of Maimonides," to this problem. 
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this verse in line with the phrasing of Song of Songs 4:11 , "under your 
tongue" (tabat leshonekh). Instead however, Maimonides cites Rabbi 
Abahu' s words in line with the original text of the biblical verse, "to your 
clothing," which is interpreted to mean, "they shall be to you alone, and do 
not expound them in public." He immediately observes that the source for 
this interpretation is a parallel Solomonic verse, Proverbs 5 :17, which con
tains the very same idea: " Let them be only thine own, and not strangers' 
with thee." 

Proverbs 5 : 17 is not cited in Ein Dorshin in support of the proscription 
against expounding Ma<aseh Merkavah in public, but in TB Ta' anit 7a it is 
interpreted as being concerned with the teaching of Torah to others. R. 

l:lanina bar I:Iama poses a question arising from an apparent contradiction 
between two consecutive verses in the Book of Proverbs. In 5:16 we read, 
"Let thy springs be dispersed abroad," while in verse 17 we read, "let them 
be only thine own." Like other sages cited in Ta' anit 7a, R. I:Ianina states that 
" water" is used in Scripture as an image for Torah. 4 Thus, he explains, both 
verses from Proverbs deal with the teaching of Torah ; they seem to contradict 
one another only because verse 16 requires the sage to teach the Torah to 
others, while verse 17 tells him to keep it to himself. R. l:lanina resolves the 
contradiction by adding an appropriate" condition" to each verse: "If he is a 
worthy student, 'let thy springs be dispersed outward'; and if [not], 'let them 
be only thine own."'5 According to R. I:Ianina b. I:Iama's inferpretation, 
Proverbs 5:16-17 revolves around the question of the conditions for teaching 
Torah to others: if the student is worthy, one is to teach him the words of 
Torah; if not, one should not teach him, in which case one should keep things 
to oneself. In Maimonides' view, R. I:Ianina is not speaking here about the 
teaching of halakhic matters, but about the teaching of "secrets of Torah," so 

4 R. l:fanina bar Pappa explicates two verses about water in a manner similar to R. 
l:lanina bar 1:1.ama's exposition of Prov. 5:16-17: "Unto him that is thirsty bring ye 
water!" (Isa. 21: 14) and "Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye for water" (Isa. 55: 1 ). 
R. 1:1.anina bar Pappa says," If he is a worthy student, they say of him,· Unto him that 
is thirsty bring ye water!·, and if not, · Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye for 
water."' It is quite possible that Maimonides had this homily in mind when he says in 
Guide 1.30: "Similarly they often designate knowledge as water. Thus:· Ho, every on(• 
that thirsteth, come ye for water'" (Joel 43; Pines 64; see below, n. 11 ). 

s This is, in effect, a "contradiction" of the fourth cause mentioned by Mai
monides in the Introduction to the Guide, where he argues that this is common in the 
books of the prophets. This argument relies on the sages' interpretation of verses 
\\hich they saw as contradictory, such as those found in TB Ta'anit 7a. 
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that his remarks apply to Ma<aseh Merkavah. 6 Accordingly, R. I:Ianina's 
statements in Ta' anit 7a parallel what the sages say in the second chapter of 
I:Iagigah, and thus Maimonides can add Proverbs 5:17 to the list of Solomon
ic verses cited by the sages there in support of the argument that Ma <aseh 
Merkavah may not be expounded in public.7 

After effectively interpreting Proverbs 27 :26 in light of the parallel to Pro
verbs 5: 17, Maimonides returns to the verse originally adduced by the Tal
mud against the public dissemination of Ma<aseh Merkavah, Song of Songs 
4: 11, as interpreted by Rabbi Joseph. He does not add any exegetical obser
vations of his own. 8 

Maimonides does interpret Song of Songs 4:11 in his Introduction to the 
Mishnah, where he again deals with the prohibition of public expositions of 

the Account of the Chariot:9 

And they [i.e., the sages]. of blessed memory, interpreted it, saying that the 
subject matter of this verse is that it is fitting that those sweet things which are 
pleasing to the soul, as the palate finds pleasure from honey and milk, not be 
spoken of or come upon one's tongue in any circumstances, and this is what is 
said, "under your tongue" -for these notions are not among [ the things] which 
should be taught or in which instruction should be given in the [public] schools 
of learning (ed. Kafab 35-36). 10 

6 Rashi explains it in the same way here:" and if he is worthy tell him the secrets of 
Torah." 

7 Maimonides gives this verse a different interpretation in Guide 3.54, where he 
says that it refers to the "true human perfection ... belonging to him alone [i.e. the 
individual]." See Joel 469 and Pines 635. 

8 In his Commentary on the Mishnah, l::lagigah 2.1, he explains this verse in the 
same manner as Prov. 27:26: "They already warned in the Talmud against teaching 
them in public [i.e., those matters which are fundaments of the bodies of Torah, i.e., 
Ma'aseh Merkavah]. and they were very strict about this. And they commanded that a 
person ought to teach them to himself by himself, and that he not pass them on to 
others. And they based this upon the saying of Solomon in this matter, by way of para
ble: · Honey and milk are under thy tongue'" (Kafab 378; see below, n. 10). Mai
monides stresses here an additional idea-that Ma'aseh Merkavah is a subject which a 
person studies by himself and does not learn from others. One concludes from this 
that the" chapter headings" which the teacher conveys to his disciple are only intend
ed to assist him in learning Ma'aseh Merkavah by himself. 

9 Here too, as in the Commentary on the Mishnah, l::lagigah 2.1, Maimonides does 
not mention any other Solomonic verses concerning this matter. 

10 The Introduction to the Mishnah is quoted from Mishnah 'im Perush Rabbenu 
Moshe ben Maiman: Maqor ve-Targum, translated from the Arabic by J. Kafab (Jeru
salem, 1972). On occasion, I have preferred the translation of Al-1::larizi or corrected 
the translation myself. 
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In the Introduction to the Mishnah, Maimonides not only mentions that 
Ma<aseh Merkavah is not to be expounded in public, but refers to the story of 
Rabbi Joseph and the sages of Pumbedita, although he does not mention its 
principals by name. By drawing inferences from this incident concerning the 
actual conduct of a specific talmudic sage, Maimonides hoped to derive con
clusions regarding the conduct expected of sages in general, namely: "that 
some of the sages, of blessed memory, withheld the secrets of wisdom from 
one another" ( ed. Kafab 35 ). He interprets Song of Songs 4: 11 here as imply
ing a prohibition against teaching Ma'aseh Merkavah to other sages, it being 
understood that this refers to cases in which the sages in question do not 
satisfy the requirements making it permissible to teach them these subjects. 
In order to make explicit the general argument that Ma'aseh Merkavah may 
not be expounded in public under any circumstances, Maimonides adds that 
not only is it prohibited to teach the secrets of Ma<aseh Merkavah to sages 
lacking the proper qualifications, but it is also prohibited to teach them to 
"foolish people." This supplementary argument is likewise derived from the 
words of Solomon, and in this case Maimonides himself cites the support for 
it rather than simply rely upon a verse already explained by the sages: 

Because if they set it before the fool, if they do not deride it in his presence it 
will certainly not be pleasing in his eyes; therefore, the wise man [i.e. Solomon] 
said, "Speak not in the ears of a fool, for he will despise the wisdom of thy 

words" (Prov. 23:9). (ed. Kafab 36) 

Maimonides here continues an exegetical line started by the sages, explaining 
Proverbs 23:9 on the basis of the assumption that Solomon warned against 

any public expositon of Ma'aseh Merkavah. 
Maimonides does not repeat this proof in the Guide of the Perplexed, 

relying instead on the words of the sages themselves in Ein Dorshin. 
Nevertheless, it seems to me that the Guide echoes the exegetical tradition 
associating Solomon with the prohibition of publicly disseminating the 
"secrets of Torah." In Guide 2.30, Maimonides tells his disciple how to inter
pret the story of the Garden of Eden. He states that he will explain this bib
lical text by means of the homiletical interpretation of the sages found in the 

Talmud and Midrashim, and then adds: 

Know that these things that I shall mention to you from the dicta of the sages 
are sayings that are of utmost perfection; their allegorical interpretation was 
clear to those to whom they were addressed, and they are unambiguous. Hence 
I will not go too far in interpreting them, and I will not set forth their meaning 
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at length. For I will not be "one who divulges a secret." (Joel 249-50; Pinrs 
355)11 

The words" one who divulges a secret" (megalleh sod), quoted in Hebrew in 
the Arabic text, are doubtlessly an allusion to Proverbs 11: 13, "He that goeth 
about as a talebearer revealeth a secret, but he that is of a faithful spirit con
cealeth a matter." Maimonides understands the word" secret" in this verse as 
referring to the "secrets of the Torah"; he therefore explains that Solomon is 
denouncing one who reveals those secrets. Like Rabbi Joseph in TB Hagigah 
13a, Maimonides justifies his own conduct by citing a Solomonic statement. 
He argues by implication that in conveying to others his interpre
tation of what the sages said about the story of the Garden of Eden, he has 
avoided following the examples of negative conduct pointed to by Solomon 
in Proverbs 11: 13. Maimonides therefore maintains here that by refusing to 
expound more extensively the words of the sages on Ma'aseh Bereshit, he is 
following a long-standing tradition that requires the concealing of these 
"secrets." 

Solomon's Instruction on the Apprehension of God 

ln his halakhic writings Maimonides presents Solomon as a "wise man" 
who warns against the public exposition of Ma'aseh Merkavah, i.e., as a sage 
engaged in conveying these "secrets" to others. In the Guide of the Per
plexed, however, he depicts Solomon as cautioning his readers against 
attempting to go beyond the Umits of human capability in the effort to ap
prehend God, and as guiding and instructing them toward a proper under
standing of God within their mortal limitations. 

Since Maimonides identifies Ma'aseh Merkavah, the secret doctrine of 
the sages, with metaphysics, it follows that instruction for the apprehension 
of God is synonymous with instruction toward apprehending the "secrets" of 
Ma'aseh Merkavah. This being so, Maimonides relies upon Ein Dorshin even 
in those chapters which deal with instruction concerning the attainment of 
metaphysical knowledge (Guide 1.31-34), implying that here too he is only 

11 Quotations from the Guide are taken from the edition of the Arabic text by S. 
Munk and I. Joel (Jerusalem, 1930-31 ); the English translation is from The Guide of 
the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo Pines (Chicago, 1963). 
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continuing, explaining, and explicating an existing tradition in Judaism, and 
not innovating anything. 12 

The Chapters of Instruction in the first part of the Guide deal with two 
central concerns: (1) the limitations of human knowledge (chaps. 31-32), and 
(2) why the subject matter of Ma'aseh Merkavah is concealed, the conditions 
under which it may be transmitted to others, and the method of transmission 
(chaps. 33-34). The former concern is developed by way of a commentary on 
the story of the four sages who entered Pardes, while the latter is developed 
through a commentary on what the Mishnah and Talmud say about Ma'aseh 
Merkavah in chapter 2 of l:lagigah. 

In the Guide as in the halakhic writings of Maimonides, we find the same 
basic model of discussion, namely one that connects the study of metaphys
ics, the commentary on the passages in Ein Dorshin dealing with Ma'aseh 
Merkavah, and support for these arguments from the words of Solomon. 
However, in the Guide, not only does Maimonides adopt an existing exe
getical structure of the sages by connecting Solomon and his writings with 
instruction concerning matters of Ma'aseh Merkavah, but he continues that 
exegetical tradition and develops it along independent lines. 

In Guide 1.32, Maimonides continues the discussion of the limitations of 
human knowledge that began in chapter 31. He opens the chapter with a 
general argument, noting that in sense perceptions, the attempt to overreach 
human capabilities has the effect of weakening the sense, preventing it from 
achieving even what would earlier have been within its ability. Similarly, 
when man attempts to achieve or understand something that is beyond the 
capability of the human intellect, not only is he unsuccessful, but he loses his 
former ability for intellectual apprehension, and thereby also for human per
fection, which is intellectual perfection. In light of this, Maimonides instructs 
his disciple: 

For if you stay your progress because of a dubious point; if you do not deceive 
yourself into believing that there is a demonstration with regard to matters that 
have not been demonstrated ; if you do not hasten to reject and categorically to 
pronounce false any assertions whose contradictories have not been demon
strated; if, finally, you do not aspire to apprehend that which you are unable to 
apprehend-you will have achieved human perfection .. (Joel 46; Pines 68) 

12 As we shall see below, one should also add to these chapters Guide 1.5, in which 
Maimonides· words of instruction are not connected with any esoteric doctrine of the 
sages. 
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These words of instruction are buttressed with historical exam pies. Mai
monides presents the contrasting patterns of conduct of two sages who 
attempted to apprehend God, R. Akiva and Elisha ben Abuyah, as related in 
the story of the four who entered Pardes (TB I;lagigah 146 ff.). The re
interpretation of the term Pardes suggested in Hilkhot Yesodei ha-Torah is 
assumed here. On this basis it follows that the four who entered Pardes 
engaged in philosophic speculation. According to Maimonides, R. Akiva and 
Elisha were at the highest level of philosophical speculation-metaphysics. 
R. Akiva serves as an example of a properly conducted attempt to attain 
metaphysical knowledge, for he acted in accordance with Maimonides' 
instructions to his disciple in this passage: i.e., he did not attempt to appre
hend that which is beyond the capability of the human intellect. Thus R. 
Akiva "· entered in peace and went out in peace' when engaged in the 
theoretical study of these metaphysical matters" (Joel 46; Pines 68), thereby 
achieving human perfection. Elisha, on the other hand, did not follow the 
right path; he attempted to attain that which is beyond human ability. 
Therefore, as Maimonides warned his own students, not only did he fail to 
apprehend God properly, but he lost the faculty of intellectual apprehension, 
and thereby his intellectual perfection, which is human perfection. 13 Elisha 
exchanged the intellectual apprehension he had previously possessed for its 
opposite, imaginative apprehension. As a result, his attempt to go beyond 
human limitations had consequences in the realm of practical conduct. His 
behavior was guided by the imagination and not by the intellect, and he 
tended toward matter and things defective, evil, and wicked (Joel 46; Pines 
68). 

As in his halakhic writings, here too Maimonides accepts the exegetical 
tradition connecting Solomon's words of instruction with ancient esoteric 
doctrine (I;lagigah, chap. 2). He comments that the verse "Hast thou found 
honey? eat so much as is sufficient for thee, lest thou be filled therewith, and 
vomit it" (Prov. 25: 16) refers to conduct like Elisha's, maintaining that the 
sages read it as a "parable" concerning Elisha. In the extant text of the Tai-

13 Maimonides covertly relies here upon TB l:lagigah 15a: '"Since that person [i.e. 
Elisha ben Abuyah speaking of himself] has been expelled from the next world, let 
him go and enjoy this world.' Thus Aber [Elisha ben Abuyah] became an apostate." 
One must remember that Maimonides identifies the next world with the survival of 
the soul, which is dependent upon the perfection of the intellect; he therefore under
stands the passage to mean: since he lost the perfection of the intellect and therefore 
the world-to-come, he turned toward the appetites of the senses. 
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mud, the sages apply this verse to Ben-Zoma, but Maimonides may have had 
another version in which it was applied to Elisha. 14 In any event, Maimonides 
understands that in the view of the sages, it was Elisha and not Ben-Zoma 
who sinned by overreaching in his philosophical speculations. This comment 
well serves his purposes in the chapter under discussion. 

Maimonides' contribution to the exegetical tradition that uses Solomon's 
statement about honey to explain Elisha's fate consists in his explanation of 
Proverbs 25:16. Maimonides fits Solomon's words to his own admonition to 
his disciple at the beginning of the chapter, where he referred to the conse
quences that might follow from a failure to obey the warning to keep meta
physical speculation within the natural limits of human knowledge: 

How marvelous is this parable, inasmuch as it likens knowledge to eating, a 
meaning about which we have spoken [in Guide 1.30). It also mentions the 
most delicious of foods, namely, honey. Now, according to its nature, honey, if 
eaten to excess, upsets the stomach and causes vomiting. Accordingly Scripture 
says, as it were, that in spite of its sublimity, greatness, and what it has of per
fection, the nature of the apprehension in question-if not made to stop at its 
proper limit and not conducted with circumspection-may be perverted into a 
defect, just as the eating of honey may. For whereas the individual eating in 
moderation is nourished and takes pleasure in it, it all goes if there is too much 
of it. Accordingly Scripture does not say, "Lest thou be filled therewith and 
loathe it," but rather says, "and vomit it." (Joel 46; Pines 69) . 

In his commentary Maimonides specifically stresses the second half of the 
honey metaphor, and not the first part, which embodies the actual warning 
given by Solomon in this verse. He speaks of the wise man's loss of the wis
dom he had before he attempted to grasp that which was beyond his compre
hension, or to decide on matters for which there is no rational proof, and of 
the consequent decline of his intellect as wisdom deteriorates to thought 
about imaginary things, which is the opposite and absence of rational 
thought. 

Maimonides had laid the groundwork for this parable in Guide 1.30, a 
lexicographical c;hapter devoted to the various meanings of the verb akhal 
("ate"), the noun ma'akhal ("food"), and of specific "foods," in particular: 

The term "eating" is applied figuratively to knowledge, learning, and, in 
general, the intellectual apprehensions through which the permanence of the 

14 Another, less likely, possibility is that Maimonides simply erred in arguing that 
the sages attributed this verse to Elisha. 
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hum .. n form endures in the most perfect of states, just as the body endures 
through food in the finest of its states. (Joel 43; Pines 63) 

As examples of the scriptural use of the verb "to eat" in this sense, Mai
monides cites, among other verses, Proverbs 25:27, which warns against over
indulging in honey (" It is not good to eat much honey"), and Proverbs 
24:13-14, which recommends eating honey ("My son, eat thou honey, for it 
is good, and the honeycomb is sweet to thy taste; so know thou wisdom to be 
unto thy soul"). The meaning of" eating honey" in the latter verse is inferred 
from the textual context: "honeycomb," which is parallel to "honey," is 
equivalent to wisdom. It follows that the eating of honey referred to in verse 
13 is intellectual apprehension. Maimonides almost certainly relies here 
implicitly upon the _t:xegetical tradition of the sages in chapter 2 of l:lagigah, 
where" honey" is a metaphor for Ma<aseh Merkavah (in R. Joseph's interpre
tation of Song of Songs 4:11, "honey and milk are under thy tongue"), and 
the" eating of honey" denotes the apprehension of matters relating to it (this, 
in the context of the claim that Proverbs 25:16, "Hast thou found honey? eat 
so much as is sufficient for thee, lest thou be filled therewith, and vomit it 
out," refers to Elisha). Maimonides applies the same exegetical principle to 
other Solomonic verses about "eating honey." 

In citing the two verses from Proverbs, Maimonides alludes to a central 
idea developed in Guide 1.32 and 34: that a person must guard against the 
temptation to apprehend that which is beyond his ability; the positive goal 
toward which one should strive is the rational apprehension of God in accor
dance with human capability. 

As in Hilkhot Yesodei ha-Torah 2.12, so also in Guide 1.32, Maimonides 
adds other verses from Solomon's writings to the Solomonic quotations cited 
by the sages in £in Dorshin. All of the passages teach the same central idea, 
but in this case, Maimonides no longer relies upon the rabbinic interpreta
tions, as he did in Hilkhot Yesodei ha-Torah. Instead he supplies the parallel 
verse in Solomon's words. By doing so, he strengthens and confirms the 
exegetical tradition received from the sages. The first verse Maimonides cites 
is Proverbs 25:27, "It is not good to eat much honey," used in Guide 1.30 as 
an example of the biblical use of "eat" in the sense of apprehension of the 
intelligibles. In 1.32, however, he discusses the whole verse and docs not 
simply infer the meaning of an equivocal term, as he does in chapter 31. Pro
verbs 25:27 is parallel in meaning only to the first half of Proverbs 25:16, the 
exhortation of Solomon. 15 

15 In 1/ilkhot De<ot 3.2, Maimonides interprets this verse as defining a norm for 
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Maimonides here adds to the two "parables of honey" (Prov. 25:16 and 
25:27) two other verses from Solomon's writings that allude to the same pro
hibition, Ecclesiastes 7:16, "neither make thyself overwise; why shouldest 
thou destroy thyself?" and Ecclesiastes 4: 17, "Guard thy foot when thou 
goest to the house of God." The first verse warns against overreaching in the 
attempt to acquire wisdom. Maimonides evidently understood "why should
est thou destroy thyself?" as parallel to" and vomit it out" in Proverbs 25: 16: 
why should you destroy yourself, i.e., make yourself devoid of intellectual 
apprehension and human perfection?16 The second verse, Ecclesiastes 4:17, 
indicates that one must follow the right path in order to aprehend "divine 
matters." In Guide 1.18 Maimonides explained the verb karov as meaning to 
advance or move forward in the realm of intellectual apprehension; now he 
indicates that "goest to" refers to approaching the realm of metaphysical 
knowledge, symbolized by "the house of God," through intellectual appre
hension. The caution that Solomon counsels in this verse, Maimonides says, 
refers to refraining from judgment in cases where the human intellect is 
unable to decide on the basis of definite proof, and to refraining from efforts 
to attain that which is beyond the capacity of the human intellect. 

In the Guide of the Perplexed, Maimonides ascribes further acitivity to 
Solomon in the area of providing instruction to the wise man regarding ques
tions of metaphysical knowledge, citing him as one who cautions against 
haste in the path toward apprehension of God, and who teaches the proper 
way of acquiring it. His discussion here differs from what we have seen so far. 
Instead of taking a ready-made model of discussion from the sages, he pre
sents his own words of instruction, in some cases derived from biblical 
interpretation, and in others presented by way of interpretation of the words 
of the sages in chapter 2 of l:lagigah. 

The warning against haste in attempts to apprehend God is first present
ed in Guide 1.5, This chapter does not belong to the Chapters of Instruction, 
and its r_nain purpose is not to guide the reader toward the proper apprehen
sion of God, but to complete the di5cussion of the ambiguous verbs ra'oh, 
habbit, and hazoh ("to see," "to look at,'' and "to vision") that began in 

conduct in everyday life. But even there it is seen as kind of parable, in which "hon
ey·· in Solomon's words is taken to refer to tasty foods generally. 

16 Babya ibn Paquda makes similar use of this verse in Duties of the Heart, Eighth 
Treatise, chap. 3. Babya also sees this verse as a restriction upon intellectual investiga
tion, but he limits such investigation to those sciences which lead to obedience to God 
and understanding of His wisdom and His power, recommending that one not engage 
in sciences which do not serve this end. 
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chapter 4. It does so by means of an exegesis of biblical stories in which these 
verbs are used as key words for understanding the description of the appre
hension of God. As is well known, the avowed purpose of the lexicographical 
chapters in book l of the Guide is to explain away the anthropomorphic 
descriptions of God occurring in the Bible. Maimonides points out that since 
the terms referring to God in the Bible have multiple meanings, the implica
tion that God is corporeal can be eliminated by reading biblical passages in 
which God is the subject or object in accordance with a meaning that does 
not convey this notion. There are two main ways in which the Bible's anthro
pomorphic descriptions of God occur: anthropomorphic descriptions of God 
Himself, and anthropomorphic descriptions of man's apprehension of God. 
The interpretation of biblical pasages devoted to man's apprehension of God, 
which appear in the lexicographic chapters of the Guide, have then as their 
primary purpose to remove anthropomorphic attributes from God. From 
another perspective, however, they can be viewed as passages dealing with 
prophetic apprehension. In the latter respect they form part of Maimonides' 
account of prophecy. Thus, in completing the discussion in chapter 4, chapter 
5 serves, at one and the same time, two functions: to remove anthropomor
phic atributes from God and to explain prophecy. 

One of the characteristic features of Maimonides' writings in general, and 
of the lexicographical chapters in book l of the Guide in particular, is that 
each chapter has several different goals, and may be read from several differ
ent perspectives and in the context of several different chapters or groups of 
chapters simultaneously. Another striking aspect of the discussion in chapter 
5 is the instruction toward proper apprehension of God. In this respect, 
chapter 5 must be read alongside the Chapters of Instruction in Guide 
1.31-34. Maimonides evidently anticipates in chapter 5 a number of the ideas 
to be presented in chapter 34 and, as in chapter 34, he brings Solomonic 
sources to support his words of instruction. 

Chapter 5 is similar in structure to chapter 32, which we have already 
analyzed. It consists of instructions to a disciple, contrasting models from the 
conduct of historical figures, and biblical verses which can be interpreted, on 
the one hand, as parallel to Maimonides' words of instruction, and on the 
other, as the conclusions to be derived from the historical incidents. 17 

17 On the interpretation of this chapter, see S. Regev, "The Vision of the Nobles 
of the Children of Israel (Exod. 24:9-11) in Medieval Jewish Philosophy" [Heb.], 
Me(iqerei Yemshalayim be-Malishevet Yisrael 4, nos. 3/4 (1985): 281-86. 
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At the beginning of chapter 5, Maimonides presents, in concentrated 
form, his own view concerning the proper mode of investigation to be adopt
ed by someone who wishes to attain proper knowledge of God in accordance 
with his ability to follow this path: 

... man should not hasten too much to accede to this great and sublime matter 
at the first try, without having made his soul undergo training in the sciences 
and the different kinds of knowledge, having truly improved his character, and 
having extinguished the desires and cravings engendered in him by his imagi
nation. When, however, he has achieved and acquired knowledge of true and 
certain premises and has achieved knowledge of the rules of logic and inference 
and of the various ways of preserving himself from errors of the mind, he then 
should engage in the investigation of this subject. When doing this he should 
not make categoric affirmations in favor of the first opinion that occurs to him 
and should not, from the outset, strain and impel his thoughts toward the 
apprehension of the deity; he rather should feel awe and refrain and hold back 
until he gradually elevates himself. (Joel 19; Pines 29) 

According to this passage, a certain degree of ethical preparation is required 
if one is to apprehend God in accordance with one's ability. It is necessary to 
restrain the desires of one's soul, to gradually learn the sciences, and know 
the rules of logic, which is an "instrument" for scientific investigation. 

The examples of correct conduct deserving of imitation, and of improper 
behavior to be avoided, are derived from the Bible, and not from the Talmud , 
as in chapter 32. Here, however, Maimonides interprets Scripture on the 
basis of the rabbinic exegesis found in the Talmud and the Midrashim to 
these texts. The heroes of the biblical accounts are not "sages" but 
"prophets" i.e., individuals who were worthy of divine revelation. Mai
monides equates their understanding, as well as that of the mystics in the 
second chapter of l::lagigah, with the intellectual apprehension of the philo
sopher. J:his being so, he sees them as both positive and negative examples 
for the "wise man" who wishes to apprehend God. 

The example of conduct worthy of imitation is Moses. Maimonides bases 
himself upon the sages, who connect God's revelation to Moses in the burn
ing bush, of which the Bible says, "And Moses hid his face ; for he was afraid 
to look upon God" (Exod. 3:6), with the description of Moses' vision in 
Numbers 12:8, "and the similitude of the Lord doth he behold." The Talmud 
comments: " As a reward for '(he was afraid] to look' (Exod. 3:6), he merited 
'and the similitude of the Lord doth he behold' (Num. 12:8)" (TB Berakhot 
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7a). 18 In other words, the conception of the Godhead enjoyed by Moses was a 
reward because he had earlier refrained from looking upon God. The sages 
evidently understood Numbers 12:3, which speaks of Moses' modesty or 
meekness ("Now the man Moses was very meek, above all the men that were 
upon the face of the earth"), as alluding to his conduct at the revelation of the 
burning bush. But Maimonides interprets Moses' modesty in a different man
ner. He does not see it as a personality trait or an ethical quality, but as the 
conduct of a sage engaged in intellectual inquiry. 19 "And Moses hid his face" 
refers to the fact that Moses refused an immediate apprehension of God 
because he was unprepared for it and had not learned all the preparatory 
disciplines that would make it possible. As a reward for this correct conduct, 
"the similitude of the Lord doth he behold"; according to Maimonides in 
Guide 1.3, this means, "he grasps the truth of God" (Joel 18; Pines 27). 

The "nobles of the children of Israel," identified by Maimonides with the 
seventy elders, are cited as an example of those who did not follow the correct 
path, but "were overhasty, strained their thoughts, and achieved apprehen
sion, but only an imperfect one" (Joel 20; Pines 30). They attempted to 
apprehend God but were inadequately prepared. This improper way of pur
suing the apprehension of God had consequences similar to those that fol
lowed Elisha hen Abuyah's attempt to apprehend that which was beyond 
human comprehension: the nobles of the children of Israel apprehended God 
in a confused way, in an imaginary rather than an intellectual manner, and as 
a result, "they inclined toward things of the body." That is the meaning of 
"and they visioned God, and did eat and drink" (Exod. 24:11) ; i.e., when 
they failed to attain an intellectual apprehension and had not achieved intel
lectual perfection, they wne guided by the power of the imagination, which 
drew them toward the physical appetities, represented by eating and drink
ing. "Eating and drinking" were therefore the result of this imaginative 
apprehension. 

As in Guide 1.32, here too Maimonides argues that the lesson to be 
learned from the story, in this case a biblical account, was already formulated 
by Solomon in the form of a general exhortation: 

18 See also Tan/iuma, Genesis l; Exodus 19; Exodus Rabbah 3.1; Leviticus Rab
bah 20:10; Numbers Rabbah 2:25. 

19 One must take into account that according to Maimonides' doctrine of prophe
cy, Moses did not prophesy by means of the power of the imagination; therefore, his 
apprehension was purely intellectual. 
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Accordingly Solomon has bidden the man who wishes to reach this rank to be 
most circumspect. He said warningly in parabolic language : "Guard thy foot 
when thou goest to the house of God." (Joel 20; Pines 30) 

We have already seen that in Guide 1.32 Maimonides also cites Ecclesiastes 
4: 17 in support of his words of warning, interpreting it as a" parable" without 
reference to any exegetical tradition of the sages, associating this verse with 
instruction for the apprehension of God. Here, too, Maimonides assumes that 
Ecclesiastes 4: 17 is a "parable," but he sees it as an exhortation concerning 
the path toward apprehension of God, not, as in chapter 32, as a warning 
against attempts to attain that which is beyond the limits of human compre
hension. According to Maimonides here, Solomon's exhortation included all 
of the words of personal instruction which Maimonides himself presents at 
the beginning of the chapter. Maimonides says that his own words of instruc
tion are no more than an interpretation of the words of instruction of a wise 
man who preceded him, Solomon. 

In the Chapters of Instruction, Guide 1.34, Maimonides returns to the 
subject of the care to be exercised regarding the path toward the apprehen
sion of God. This chapter completes the discussion begun in chapter 33, and 
therefore must be understood in the light of that discussion. In chapter 33, 
Maimonides presents two arguments which serve as an interpretation of the 
terms used by the sages in chapter 2 of I:Iagigah and their remarks concern
ing Ma<aseh Merkavah. First, instruction should not begin with metaphysics, 
because the study of metaphysical subjects will weaken the faith of those who 
lack the necessary preparation. Thus metaphysics should not be taught to the 
masses and, in fact, should be concealed from them. At the same time, one 
may, allusively, reveal a few small metaphysical points to those who have the 
preparation to understand them. The terms "secret" and "mysteries of the 
Torah" (sod and si.trei Torah ), which appear in the Bible and in the rabbinic 
literature, and are used by Maimonides to denote metaphysics, suggest the 
idea of c9ncealing metaphysical topics from those who are not fit to receive 
them, and of communicating them allusively to those who are fit. 

Second, metaphysical matters can only be taught to one who is "wise and 
able to understand by himself." Maimonides interprets this condition, set 
forth in Mishnah I:Iagigah 2.1, as follows; 

... the one who is to be taught is wise, I mean that he has achieved knowledge 
of the sciences from which the premises of speculation derive; and the other, 
that he be full of understanding, intelligent, sagacious by nature, that he divine 
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a notion even if it is only very slightly suggested to him in a flash. This is the 
meaning of the dictum of the sages: "able to understand by himself." (Joel 48; 
Pines 72) 

As most people do not satisfy these conditions, it is impossible to teach them 
metaphysics. The teaching of metaphysics to the masses would constitute a 
situation in which metaphysical matters were taught directly, without any 
advance preparation. 

Maimonides develops the latter subject in Guide 1.34, where he lists five 
"causes that prevent the commencement of instruction with divine science, 
the indication of things that ought to be indicated, and the presentation of 
this to the multitude" (Joel 49; Pines 72). In effect, Maimonides explains here 
why only unique individuals, constituting an intellectual elite, and not the 
masses, are able to attain knowledge of God by means of man's ability to 
know Him. He sets forth the difficulties that stand in the way of one who 
wishes to apprehend God, the conditions that must be fulfilled, and what one 
must do in order to succeed in this project. The latter point is identical with 
the words of instruction to the sage who wishes to apprehend God, and paral
lels Maimonides' words of instruction in Guide l.5. Here, as in 1.5, Mai
monides bases his argument on what Solomon says in Ecclesiastes and Pro
verbs. But while in Guide 1.5 he is satisfied with a general warning from 
Solomon, here he shows that Solomon also provided a more concrete and 
detailed warning about the apprehension of God. This warning is presented 
in the framework of three out of the five items in Maimonides' list of causes 
preventing the beginning of study with metaphysics. Sometimes in this dis
cussion Maimonides cites a verse from Solomon without offering any 
interpretation, so that his understanding of the verse must be inferred from 
the fact that it is used in support of specific words of warning. At times he also 
provides an interpretation of the verse in order to justify its citation in sup
port of his words of instruction. By finding appropriate verses in support of 
his own words of instruction, Maimonides here develops independently of 
the sages, the exegetical principle that Solomon's words are to be associated 
with the question of occupying oneself with metaphysics. 

The first cause or reason why instruction should not begin with meta
physics, or "divine science," is "the difficulty, subtlety, and obscurity of the 
matter itself" (Joel 48; Pines 72-73). In other words, there is a certain objec
tive difficulty, in that the subject is in itself a complex one. Maimonides 
supports this idea by citing, among other sources, Ecclesiastes 7 :24: "That 
which was is far off and exceeding deep; who can find it out?" The use of this 
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verse to support the argument that divine science is profound and difficult to 
comprehend indicates that Maimonides read it as referring to divine science. 
This interpretation makes sense when the verse is read within the overall con
text of Ecclesiastes 7. Since the preceding verse deals with wisdom (" All this 
have I tried by wisdom; I said, 'I will get wisdom'; but it was far off from 
me"), Maimonides understood verse 24 as likewise dealing with "wisdom," 
concerning which it says, "That which was is far off and exceedingly deep," 
etc. According to Guide 3.54, "the term wisdom (lwkhmah), used in an 
unrestricted sense and regarded as an end, means in every place the appre
hension of Him" (Joel 469; Pines 636). In applying this meaning of "wis
dom" to verse 23, Maimonides is able to interpret Solomon's words in verse 
24 as applying to the apprehension of God, the goal of all wisdom. 

Maimonides had already cited Ecclesiastes 7 :24 in the Introduction to the 
Guide, in support of the claim that a certain branch of the esoteric teachings 
of the sages is so profound that it cannot be adequately understood. 
However, in this instance Maimonides is speaking about Ma<aseh Bereshit 
(physics) and not about Ma<aseh Merkavah (metaphysics or divine science): 

And because of the greatness and importance of the subject and because our 
capacity falls short of apprehending the greatest of subjects as it really is, we are 
told about these profound matters-which divine wisdom has deemed it neces
sary to convey to us-in parables and riddles and in very obscure words. As [the 
sages], may their memory be blessed, have said: "It is impossible to tell mortals 
of the power of the Account of the Beginning. For this reason Scripture tells you 
obscurely: 'In the beginning God created,' and so on." They have thus drawn 
your attention to the fact that the above-mentioned subjects are obscure. You 
likewise know Solomon's saying: "that which was is far off, and exceeding 
deep; who can find it out?" (Joel 5; Pines 9) 

The Maimonidean commentator Efodi (Profiat Duran) found it difficult 
to understand how Maimonides could cite this verse in one place as referring 
to the Account of the Creation (physics) and in another to the Account of the 
Chariot (metaphysics). He attempted to resolve the difficulty by arguing that 
the first half of the verse, "that which was is far off," refers, in Maimonides' 
interpretation, to the Account of Creation, and the latter half, "and exceed
ing deep; who can find it out," to the Account of the Chariot. But since Mai
monides uses the same Arabic word for "deep" in both citations of this verse 
(al-umur al-ghami(ia [" the profound matters"] at the beginning of the 
Guide, and ghumu(iuhu [" its profundity"; Pines translates "obscurity") in 
1.34,) this indicates that the Arabic phrase relates to the second half of Solo-
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mon' s statement: "and exceeding deep; who can find it out." Thus this part 
of the verse refers to the difficulty in apprehending the contents referred to in 

both places. 
It seems to me that Maimonides' comments on the Account of Creation 

and the Account of Chariot in the Introduction to the Guide explain why he 
cites the same verse in one place to teach that the Account of Creation is" a 
profound matter," and in another to teach that the apprehension of God is a 
" deep" thing. Following the sages, Maimonides distinguishes sharply be
tween these two esoteric sciences, in terms of both their contents and their 
degree of esotericism, but he also has a certain tendency to somewhat obscure 
the distinction. Speaking of the Account of Creation in the Introduction to 
the Guide, he says of the principles of physics that "they too are secrets of 
that divine science" (Joel 3; Pines 7). That is, there is a certain realm which is 
common to physics and metaphysics, the area in which these two sciences 
border upon one another. Maimonides is alluding here, among other things, 
to the causal relationship between the metaphysical world and the physical 
world, and thus also to the question of the creation of the world. Understand
ing the creation of the world is, on the one hand, a question of physics, since 
the explanation of the structure of the created world and the connections 
among its various parts is physics in the strict sense, but the creation of the 
physical world and its relation to the metaphysical world is also a metaphysi
cal question. When Maimonides speaks about the "greatness and importance 
of the subject," "the greatest of subjects," and "these profound matters" in 
the Introduction to the Guide, he is not saying that the Account of Creation is 
physics in the sense of a description of the physical world, but that an aspect 
of the natural sciences may properly be seen as "secrets of that divine 
science" (Joel 3; Pines 7), namely, the creation of the physical world. Eccle
siastes 7 :24 refers to this aspect of the Account of Creation. Moreover, the 
very use of this verse, which Maimonides afterwards understands as referring 
to the Account of the Chariot, indicates that an analogous interpretation is to 
be given to his comments here. It follows that in both cases in which he uses 
Ecclesiastes 7 :24 to support his own statements, Maimonides understands it 
as referring to the difficulty in apprehending metaphysical matters: in the 
Introduction to the Guide it is applied to the connection between God and 
the physical world in the ontological realm, whereas in Guide 1.34 it is 
applied to the connection between the physical world and the metaphysical 
world in the realm of human knowledge, to man's apprehension of God 
through knowledge of physics. In both instances, there is a certain point of 
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contact between physics and metaphysics, where the "profound thing" 
relates to the transition to metaphysics. 

Another Solomonic verse which evidently refers to the same idea is cited 
by Maimonides in Guide 3.54. At the beginning of this chapter, Maimonides 
discusses the various meanings of the noun fiokhmah ("wisdom"). The first of 
these is "the apprehension of true realities, which have for their end the 
apprehension of Him, may He be exalted" (Joel 466; Pines 632 ). This defini
tion encapsulates the fundamental idea stated in the explanation of the third 
reason militating against the commencement of study with metaphysics; 
namely, that the apprehension of God is the ultimate aim of the process of 
graduated study of the sciences. Understanding "wisdom" as the compre
hension of God made possible by the study of the preparatory sciences, 
Maimonides says further on in the chapter that "the term wisdom [fiokh
mah], used in an unrestricted sense and regarded as the end, means in every 
place the apprehension of Him, may He be exalted" (Joel 469; Pines 636). 

Maimonides illustrates the biblical use of the word " wisdom" in this sense 
by means of two verses from the Hagiographa: Job 28:12 ("But wisdom, 
where shall it be found?"),20 cited in Guide 1.34 in support of the first reason 
against commencing study with metaphysical matters, and Proverbs 2:4a 
("If you seek her as silver ... "). The word "wisdom" does not appear in the 
half-verse from Proverbs, which must be read, similarly to Ecclesiastes 7 :24, 
in its overall context: "So that thou make thine ear attend unto wisdom, and 
thy heart incline to discernment; yea, if thou call for understanding, and lift 
up thy voice for discernment. If thou seek her as silver, and search for her as 
for hid treasures; then shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord, and find 
the knowledge of God" (Prov. 2:2-5). From verses 2-3, it is possible to derive 
the equation: wisdom = understanding (binah) = discernment (tevunah). 
From this it may be inferred that verse 4 speaks of wisdom. Thus verse 4 is 
simply the first half of a conditional sentence continued in verse 5: "If thou 
seek her as silver ... then shalt thou understand." Verses 4-5 state that one 
who seeks wisdom will achieve knowledge of God. By citing Proverbs 2:4a, 
Maimonides is saying that the biblical text itself teaches us that "wisdom" 

2° Chapter 28 of Job deals with the limitations of human as distinguished from 
divine wisdom. "Wisdom" appears in this chapter in the sense of knowledge of the 
principles of physical phenomena and their manifestations, by which human life is 
guided. Maimonides chose here a verse in which the word "wisdom" appears in a way 
indicative of its sense in the chapter as a whole. 
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has the significance which he indicates here: "the apprehension of true reali
ties, which have for their end the apprehension of Him, may He be exalted" 
(Joel 466; Pines 632). 

But in citing Proverbs 2:4 in support of the claim that hokhmah in the 
Bible has the first meaning discussed here, Maimonides had an additional 
aim. This verse, like Job 28:12 ("But wisdom, where shall it be found?" ), 
speaks of the difficulty of attaining wisdom. In Guide 1.34, Maimonides 
brings Job 28:12 in support of the first reason why instruction should not 
begin with divine science, namely, "the difficulty, subtlety, and obscurity of 
the matter in itself' (Joel 49; Pines 72-73), together with Solomon's words in 
Ecclesiastes 7 :24, "That which was is far off and exceeding deep; who can 
find it out?" The citation of the same verse together with a verse stating that 
the acquisition of wisdom, like the unearthing of silver and hidden treasures, 
requires much effort, indicates that here too Maimonides wished to allude to 
the idea of the profundity of wisdom and the difficulty of attaining it. The use 
of Job 28: 12 indicates to the reader that he must reread Guide 1.34 in order to 
connect the significance of the noun "wisdom" with the idea of the difficulty 
of attaining metaphysical truths, and perhaps also with all of the words of 
instruction found in that chapter. 

The third cause against beginning study with metaphysics is "the length 
of the preliminaries," i.e., the need to master many different sciences, a pro
cess which takes a great deal of time. There are two reasons why preliminar
ies are needed. (1) God can only be comprehended through knowledge of His 
activities in the world, i.e., by means of physics. Since knowledge of physics is 
in turn dependent, both directly and indirectly, upon knowledge of mathe
matics and logic, it is impossible to arrive at knowledge of God without first 
learning all of these disciplines in a systematic and gradual fashion. 21 Mai
monides attributes to Solomon the argument that one must study all these 
preparatory sciences in order to arrive at the apprehension of Gad: "Solomon 
has made it clear that the need for preliminary studies is a necessity and that 
it is impossible to attain true wisdom except after having been trained" (Joel 
51; Pines 75). According to Maimonides, Solomon said this twice, in Eccle
siastes 10:10 and in Proverbs 19:20, and he quotes both passages without 
commentary. But the very claim that in these verses Solomon explained the 

21 Compare Guide 1.5, "man should not hasten too much to accede to this great 
and sublime matter at the first try, without having made his soul undergo training in 
the sciences and the different kinds of knowledge" (Joel 19; Pines 29). 
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need for scientific studies as preparation for the apprehension of God indi
cates the interpretation which Maimonides gave them. He evidently under
stood Ecclesiastes 10: 10 (" If the iron be blunt, and one do not whet the edge, 
then must he put to more strength; but even more preparation is needed for 
wisdom") as meaning that wisdom is made possible by the "preparation" 
(i.e., the preliminary studies), just as the axe is prepared for use by whetting 
it. Similarly, he interpreted Proverbs 19:20 ("Hear counsel and receive 
instruction, that thou mayest be wise in thy latter end") to mean that man 
must begin by preparing himself through the study of sciences and then, "at 
his end," will arrive at apprehension of God and acquire "wisdom" in the 
first sense of the word used in Guide 3.54.22 (2) Rapid investigation arouses 
doubts regarding the subject of investigation. It is only possible to have a firm 
basis for one's doctrine, not susceptible to doubt, if the investigative process 
leading up to it is gradual and systematic, with the premises of its syllogisms 
all deduced from the science previously learned. 

As in other instances where he deals with the correct method of apprehen
sion, here too Maimonides appends some remarks about its opposite, the 
incorrect method of apprehension, and the results of following it. He does 
this by means of the "parable of walking," which is similar to the parable of 
Solomon in Ecclesiastes 4: 17: 

One engaged in speculation without preliminary study is therefore.comparable 
to someone who walked on his two feet in order to reach a certain place and, 
while on his way, fell into a deep well without having any device to get out of 
there before he perishes. It would have been better for him if he had foregone 
walking and had quietly remained in his own place. (Joel 51; Pines 76) 

As elsewhere in his discussion of the correct and incorrect methods of appre
hension, Maimonides again observes that he is not the first to state that 
anyone who hopes to· apprehend God must first learn all the sciences that 
prepare for this apprehension, for otherwise he will lose the ability to appre
hend God in the proper manner. Maimonides claims that this observation 
was anticipated by Solomon. He begins with a general exegetical rule per
taining to the Book of Proverbs: namely, that all of Solomon's proverbs con
cerning the" slothful" or" slothfulness" are to be read as parables whose real 

22 Similarly, Abravanel interprets here: "which is the wisdom that comes after the 
preliminaries, and this is 'at your end.'" 
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subject is "the incapacity to seek knowledge of the sciences" (Joel 51; Pines 
76), i.e., laziness as regards the study of the sciences that prepare man for the 
apprehension of God. The parables of the slothful describe the conduct of the 
slothful and what happens to them. Maimonides indicates through these 
remarks that the reader must himself interpret the parables of the slothful in 
Proverbs, using the exegetical key provided here. 23 Together with this 
general directive concerning the parables of the slothful, Maimonides quotes 
some sayings about wisdom in Proverbs 21 :25-26. The first part of this pas
sage is a parable about the slothful, and he gives it a broad interpretation: 
"The desire of the slothful killeth him; for his hands refuse to labor. He 
coveteth greedily all day long; but the righteous giveth and spareth not." 

In Guide 1.5 and 32, Maimonides supports his admonitions with stories 
about the conduct of biblical and talmudic heroes, arranged in pairs of anti
nomies. Here, however, he brings Solomonic sayings about wisdom that 
present two contradictory human types, described in terms of the paths they 
follow: the "lazy" and the "righteous." According to Maimonides, Solomon 
is speaking here of the means of apprehending God. 

Maimonides understands the word ta' avah ("appetite") in Proverbs 21 :25 
as meaning "longing." Thus, the appetite of the "lazy person" is" desirous to 
achieve his ends" (Joel 51; Pines 76). His laziness is expressed in his "making 
no effort to achieve knowledge of the preliminary studies leading up to those 
ends" (Joel 51; Pines 76). The combination of desire and laziness kills the lazy 
person: "the reason why the desire of the slothful kills him is to be found in 
the fact that he makes no effort and does not work with a view to that which 
would allay that desire; he has only an abundance of longing and nothing 
else, while he aspires to things for which he has not the necessary instru
ment'' (Joel 51; Pines 76). Maimonides does not elaborate upon the meaning 
of the "death" undergone by the lazy-longing person, but on the basis of the 
parallel with the parable of the person who falls into a pit, and of the explana
tion of the words "life" and" death" in Guide 1.42, we may understand that 
the lazy person arrives at "false opinions" (Joel 63; Pines 93) instead of "cor
rect opinions." As a result, he does not acquire that human perfection in 

23 It seems reasonable to assume that Maimonides understands the parables of the 
slothful as belonging to that type in which understanding of the parable depends 
upon understanding of a central image or its key words, and not upon every single 
word therein. He in fact makes such a point in the comment to his disciple concerning 
the meaning of these parables. On the two kinds of parables appearing in the Bible, 
sec my Maimonides' Interpretation of the Story of Creation 42-44. 
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which the survival of the soul is rooted, and therefore" dies" in the absolute 
sense of the word "death," for he does not acquire eternity of the intellect. 

Maimonides complements Solomon's statement here with a comment of 
his own: "It would be healthier for him if he renounced this desire" (Joel 51; 
Pines 76). By adding this comment, Maimonides establishes a complete 
parallel between the proverb of the walker who falls into a pit and Solomon's 
words in Proverbs 21 :25. The important idea here, which he sees perhaps as 
only an expansion of Solomon's words, is presented in a similar context in 
Guide 1.32: that one should not draw hasty conclusions and thus avoid falling 
into error. Maimonides spoke in 1.32 about absolutely refraining from draw
ing conclusions, and about refraining from drawing conclusions concerning 
matters which are not susceptible to man's understanding; here he recom
mends the same policy, albeit as a temporary expedient: one should not draw 
conclusions until the necessary studies have been completed, for otherwise 
one's conclusions will be hasty and incorrect. This temporary abstention from 
drawing conclusions opens the door for future progress in one's philosophical 
inquiries, and serves as preparation for the correct apprehension of God in 
accordance with one's ability after the necessary scientific studies have been 
completed. In practice, the approach advocated here is similar to that prac
ticed by Moses at the revelation of God in the burning bush: "And Moses hid 
his face, for he feared to gaze upon God" (Exod. 3:6). According to Mai
monides' interpretation in Guide 1.5, based upon the interpretation already 
given by the sages, this act of restraint enabled Moses ultimately to achieve 
the apprehension of God-"and the image of God he shall see" (Num. 
12:8).24 

At the opposite pole from the "slothful" is the "righteous." Solomon's 
statement about the righteous is explained by Maimonides at length, because 
in his opinion what Solomon says about the righteous illuminates his view
point on the image of the lazy person who is opposed to the righteous. "But 
the righteous giveth and spareth not" is interpreted by Maimonides to mean: 
"the just one (i.e., righteous] among men is he who gives everything its due ; 
he means thereby that he gives all his time to seeking knowledge and spares 
no portion of his time for anything else" (Joel 51; Pines 76). The interpreta-

24 Compare also Guide 1.8: "He should not make categoric affirmations in favor of 
the first opinion that occurs to him and should not, from the outset, strain and impel 
his thoughts toward the apprehension of the deity; he rather should feel awe and 
refrain and hold back until he gradually elevates himself" (Joel 19; Pines 29). 
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tion of this portion of the verse is summarized in a Hebrew interjection within 
the Arabic text as follows: "He says, as it were: 'But the righteous gives his 
days to wisdom and is not sparing of them . .. "' (Joel 51; Pines 76). 

As in Hilkhot Yesodei ha-Torah 2.12 and in Guide 1.32, here too Mai

monides observes that Solomon presented the same ideas differently at differ
ent points in his writings. The idea contained in "the righteous giveth and 
spareth not" is formulated negatively, as a warning, in Proverbs 31 :3: "Give 
not thy strength unto women." According to Maimonides, "to give" in Pro
verbs 21 :26 means, "to give of your time." The symbolism of "woman" in the 
Book of Proverbs is explained in the Introduction to the Guide, and further 
elaborated in Guide 3.8. Maimonides maintains that in the Book of Proverbs, 
"woman" is synonymous with man's material component, specifically his 
animal soul, which desires physical things. 25 Thus Solomon's warning in 
Proverbs 31 :3 is a warning against becoming obsessed with one's physical 
appetites. 26 The person who is attentive to this warning is the righteous" who 
spareth not" and devotes all of his time to wisdom. 

This interpretation of "righteous" sheds further light upon the meaning 
of "slothful" in the previous verse. The slothful person is not only too lazy to 
study the preparatory disciplines in order to arrive at a proper knowledge of 
God, but also devotes most of his time to satisfying his sensual appetites, and 
therefore is not free to study the sciences that would enable him to acquire 
proper knowledge of God. Thus the slothful one "gives to women his 
strength." In this interpretation, Maimonides connects the argument that 
proper apprehension of God requires systematic study of all the preparatory 
disciplines in the proper sequence with the claim that proper apprehension of 
God requires ethical preparation. Restraining the appetites is a necessary pre
condition for proper apprehension of God because only someone who 
restrains his appetites can devote all of his time to reflection and study. 

The antithetical parallel between Proverbs 21 :26 and Proverbs 31 :3 sug
gests that the motif of the married harlot in Proverbs, interpreted by Mai
monides in the Introduction to the Guide and in 3.8, is to be associated with 
the chapters instructing the wise man in the proper apprehension of God. 
The warning against being led astray by a married harlot is seen as a warning 

25 For the interpretation of the term ishah ("woman"), see Sara Klein-Braslavy, 
Maimonides' Interpretation of the Adam Stories in Genesis [Heb.] (Jerusalem, 1986) 
198-205. 

26 Maimonides gives another interpretation of this verse in Hilkhot De'ot 4.19, 
reading it as an instruction concerning man's sexual conduct. 
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not to be drawn after the corporeal appetites, which prevent man from 
attaining the final perfection, identified by Maimonides in many places with 
the stage of apprehending God in accordance with human capability. 

The interpretation of Proverbs 21 :25-26 is a logical transitional link 
between the third and the fourth of the causes that prevent the commence
ment of instruction with metaphysics, according to Guide 1.34. In practice, 
the latter part of this interpretation deals with the subject of its cause. The 
fourth cause against the commencement of study with metaphysics is "the 
natural aptitudes" (Joel 52; Pines 76), i.e., the acquisition of those qualities 
which are " preparation for the rational virtues" (Joel 52; Pines 76-77). Here 
Maimonides cites an additional Solomonic verse in support of his position, 

Proverbs 3:32: 

It is accordingly indubitable that preparatory moral training should be carried 
out before beginning with this science, so that man should be in a state of 
extreme uprightness and perfection;" For the perverse is an abomination to the 
Lord, but His secret is with the righteous." (Joel 52; Pines 77) 

Maimonides does not interpret this verse, but anyone familiar with his read
ing of the Bible will understand how he read it and why he used it to support 
the argument that the acquisition of moral virtue is a condition for attaining 
knowledge of God. The two key words upon which Maimonides' .interpreta
tion of this verse is based are "the upright" and "His secret." In Hilkhot 
De'ot, Maimonides uses "the upright path" (ha-derekh ha-yesharah ) to 
signify the middle path, which is the ideal ethical path. 27 The upright person 
follows the middle path28 and possesses the virtues acquired by following it. 
As we have already seen, Maimonides understands the word "secret" (sod ) as 
referring to the secrets of divine science. It follows that " but His secret is with 
the righteous" means that in .order to obtain the "secret," i.e., metaphysical 

knowledge of God, a person must be upright, i.e., possess moral qualities, 
namely, the intermediate qualities. 

Thus, Maimonides reiterates in Guide 1.34 what he also says in 1.5: that 
the person who wishes to achieve proper knowledge of God must possess 

27 Hilkhot De'ot 1.4 ; cf. 1.6, " and we are commanded to walk in these inter
mediary ways, which are the good and upright ways." 

28 It is thus that we are to understand Eccles. 7:29, cited by Maimonides in Guide 
:J.12: " Behold, this only have I found, that God made man upright." Cf. my Mai
monides' Interpretation of the Adam Stories 157, n. 24. 
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proper ethical qualities and learn the sciences in their proper order; and that 
these words of guidance and instruction to the seeker of wisdom were already 
uttered by Solomon, "the wisest of all men." 

Tel Aviv University 
(Translated from the Hebrew by Rabbi Jonathan Chipman) 

TWO LETTERS OF MAIMONIDES 

FROM THE CAIRO GENIZAH 

by 

JOEL L. KRAEMER 

The Cairo Genizah is a rich repository of documentation relevant to the 
life and career of Moses Maimonides. We are in a position to learn from these 
documents, among other things, how he actually carried on his communal 
activities. From his autograph letter to a community official concerning the 
synagogue at Dammuh, for instance (preserved in T-S 10 J 20.5v, first pub
lished by Shlomo Dov Goitein, and then by Moshe Gil, and thereafter by 
Rabbi Isaac Shailat), we behold the care with which he handled quotidian 
affairs, such as the upkeep of a synagogue. His several letters on the release of 
captives give us a fine insight into what was perhaps the earliest phase of his 
communal activity, and, as Goitein suggested, may have helped launch his 
career as ra'is al-yahud. 

Aside from the letters preserved in the Genizah, there are, of course, other 
letters of Maimonides that have come down to us in literary sources, that is, 
epistles that were copied in the course of the centuries, and then printed in 
editions of letters and responsa. I have in mind, for example, Maimonides' 
letters to Japheth b. Elijah of Acre, Joseph b. Judah, Joseph b. Jabir, Phineas 
b. Meshullam, Anatoli b. Joseph, Jonathan b. David of Lunel and the Sages 
of Lunel, Samuel b. Tibbon, and so on. These epistles are of exceptional 
value for the life and work of Maimonides, and even for his philosophical 
convictions. Some afford us insight into aspects of his psychological makeup. 
For instance, in his letter to Japheth b. Elijah, who had befriended him and 
his father and brother during their brief stay in the Holy Land, he describes 
his extreme depression after the death of his brother David, who drowned in 
the Indian Ocean. (I discuss elsewhere this episode, which was a "core ex
perience" for Maimonides, along with the Japheth letter and the moving 
letter which David wrote to his older brother from 'Aydhab before he set 
sail-a document preserved in the Genizah that was dramatically discovered 
by Goitein.) 

There are at quite a few autograph letters of Maimonides in the Genizah. 
87 
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The two I offer here in translation have been edited before. These transla
tions will eventually be published in a corpus of Maimonides' letters and 
responsa in English translation that I am now engaged in preparing. 

In our first letter, to al-Shaykh al-Thiqa, we have a fine example of 
Maimonides' concern with ordinary, routine, human matters, despite his 
overwhelming preoccupation with major communal affairs, his literary work, 
his professional medical activities, and his governmental service. This docu
ment is a letter of recommendation for a newcomer from Morocco who had to 
pay his poll tax; in it Maimonides turns to a certain al-Shaykh al-Thiqa in 
Minyat Zifta, who may have been his father-in-law (see below), requesting 
that he get a local community leader to raise money for the man. 

The second letter gives us a fine glimpse into the kind of vexatious intru
sions with which Maimonides had to cope. A man writes asking him for what 
amounts to private lessons to help him understand the Guide. One gathers 
that the fellow had a mere smattering of philosophical knowledge. He also 
wants to know what diet he should follow in order to augment his intellectual 
and spiritual capacity-Maimonides, after all, was also a physician. The 
Great Sage dismisses the man's request for a meeting, but he does so cour
teously and replies to his request for dietary advice. Rather surprising is the 
detailed nature of Maimonides' apology. He strives to justify his excuse in a 
manner reminiscent of his famous letter to Samuel b. Tibbon. He complains 
of "the yoke of the gentiles" that weighs upon him (as he did in a letter to 
Jonathan of Lune!) and his draining fatigue upon returning daily from Cairo 
to Fustat. As in his letter to Samuel, Maimonides suggests that the man 
attend his public lectures on the Sabbath, but he also expresses the hope to 
have free time on other unspecified occasions. The invitation to public 
sessions, we may assume, defines the level of the fellow's philosophical attain
ments. This was not, of course, the only time that Maimonides deflected an 
intended visitor, nor was it rare for him to elaborate on his burdens, maladies, 
and preoccupations. 

The letter has an interesting history, as it was written with ink that oxi
dized and caused the paper to be eaten away in places. I also noted, while 
examining the manuscript in Cambridge, what appears to be a small finger
print on the paper, which one would have to assume was that of Maimonides 
himself. 

An Autograph Letter of Maimonides to al-Shaykh al-Thiqa 

Maimonides' letter to al-Shaykh al-Thiqa is preserved in TS 12.192. It 
is an autograph and an excellent example of the Sage of Fustat' s handwriting. 
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The document was first published, and translated into English, by Richard 
Gottheil. 1 The letter, along with a Hebrew translation, was therafter pub
lished by Sim bah Assaf. 2 Isaac Shailat published the letter and a new transla
tion in his Iggerot ha-Rambam.3 Facsimiles of the document and its 
signature appear in Maimonides' Commentary on the Mishnah, edited by 
Solomon D. Sassoon.4 

Maimonides writes to a certain Shaykh al-Thiqa in Minyat Zifta5 

requesting that the latter do a favor for him by raising money in his com
munity to defray the poll tax for an acquaintance from Dar<a in Morocco by 
the name of R. Isaac al-Dar<i. The poll tax was quite onerous at the time, and 
had to be paid by all newcomers to a place. 6 Maimonides mentions that he 
was sending R. Isaac on an important mission to Damietta. 7 Whether it had 
to do with communal, commercial, or personal matters we do not know. 

The cognomen al-Shaykh al-Thiqa, which was that of Maimonides' 
father-in-law, meaning " the Trustworthy Elder," was not uncommon. 8 

1 R. Gottheil, " Some Responsa of Maimonides," Gaster Anniversary Volume 
(Occident and Orient), ed. B. Schindler with A. Marmorstein (wndon, 1936) 174, 
177. The readings and translation are, unfortunately, unreliable. 

2 See Sinai 14 (1944): 1-8, esp. 1-2; reprinted in Meqorot u-meb,qarim be-toledot 
yisra'el (Tel Aviv, 1942) 163-66. (B. Klar and D. H. Baneth aided Assaf in reading the 
document. ) Assaf gives the shelfmark incorrectly as TS 12.182. · 

3 1. Shailat, Iggerot ha-Rambam (Jerusalem, 5747 (1987]) 1:169-73. 
4 S. D. Sassoon, Maimonidis Commentarius in Mischnam: Corpus Codicum 

Hebraicorum Medii Aevi, pt. I (Copenhagen, 1966), plate II, fig. 2; xx-xxi. 
5 On the community of Minyat Zifta, a provincial town in the Delta, see S. D. 

Goitein, A Mediterranean Society: The Jewish Communities in the Arab World as 
Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza (Berkeley, 1967-87) 2 :44-50 (" Min
yat Zifta, example of a middle-sized community" ). 

6 See Goitein, Mediterranean Society 2 :380-93, esp. 382, where our letter is dis
cussed in this connection and partially translated. Maimonides generally opposed 
communal support of religious scholars, but he exempted the latter from having to 
pay the poll tax, upholding the obligation of the community to raise money to help 
the scholar defray it; see, for instance, Maimonides, Responsa, ed. J. Blau, 2nd 
emended ed. (Jerusalem, 1986) 2:593, no. 325; and see 2:613, no. 341. 

7 Damietta (Dimyat ) is a well-known seaport on the Mediterranean, near the 
mouth of the eastern branch of the Nile and next to Lake Manzala; see EI new ed. 
(Leiden, 1960-), s.v. "Dimyaf' Aside from being a port town, Damietta was also the 
center of a flourishing textile industry. Maimonides may thus have sent Isaac al-Dar' I 
there for some commercial purpose, as he kept a hand in trade even after the death of 
his brother David. 

8 On R. Mishael, al-Shaykh al-Thiqa, see, for example, J. Mann, The Jews in 
Egypt and in Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs (New York, 1970) 1 :226, 2:270 (ms. 
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The verso side of the letter has the name of the addressee in Judeo-Arabic 
along with three words in Arabic characters: ft yaday Ibrahim .al-Dar"i.9 

That is, the letter will be delivered "by means of (per) Ibrahim al-Dar'i." 
The Arabic characters are apparently in the hand of Maimonides himself and 
are the only exaipple of his Arabic writing in Genizah documents that I know 
of. Ibrahim al-Dar'i must have been a relative or friend of Isaac; both were 
from Dar'a in Morocco. 10 The scenario may be reconstructed as follows: Mai
monides gave the letter to a courier to bring to the address of Ibrahim al
Dar'i in Fustat in order to hand it over to Isaac for delivery to al-Shaykh 
al-Thiqa in Minyat Zifta. Isaac, a newcomer to Fustat, would not have had a 
proper address. Maimonides wrote in Arabic characters because letters were 
occasionally carried by couriers who could not read Hebrew. Assuming that 

T-S K 15, f. 7), 2:319 (T-S 8 K 22, f. 6), 328 (Or. 5549), 563; Moshe Gil, Documents of 
the Jewish Pious Foundations from the Cairo Geniza (Leiden, 1976) 261, n. 4; and see 
Goitein, Mediterranean Society 3:5 (discussing T-S K 15, f. 7 on Maimonides' genea
logy). The ancestors of R. Mishael, al-Shaykh al-Thiqa, were active in community life 
in Pa_lestine and Egypt through fourteen generations. His paternal lineage included 
scholars, physicians, and public figures. For a possible connection with Minyat Ziftii, 
sec the Genizah fragment edited in R. Gottheil and W. H. Worrell, Fragments from 
the Cairo Genizah in the Freer Collection, 14/ 15; and see corrections by J. Mann, 
Texts and Studies (Cincinnati, 1931--35) l :447-50, esp. 449, n. 8; and further correc
tions and discussion by D. H. Baneth, "Documents from the Genizah" [Heb.], Alex
ander Marx Jubilee Volume (New York, 1950) 83. Baneth claims, perhaps rightly, that 
in this document the cognomen al-Shaykh al-Thiqa is a title referring to the recipient 
of the letter, R. Judah b. Eleazar ha-Kohen, on whom see Goitein, Mediterranean 
Society 2:532, n. 47, on p. 533; and see 2:48, on this document. The Maimonides 
responsum preserved in ms. Mosseri L-246 (VII-178) is addressed to al-Shaykh al
Thiqa (and has been edited for publication by M. A. Friedman). 

9 I have discussed the verso in "Maimonides' Letters Yield Their Secrets," 
Genizah Fragments 16 (October 1988): 3-4. In his edition of this letter, S. Assaf repro
duced only the name Ibrahim al-Dar'i without comment; I. Shailat omitted the· 
address altogether. 

10 Dar'a had a significant Jewish population, which played an active role in its 
politics until the tenth century. In our period it was the center of Almohade rule. Mai
monides may have known Isaac and Ibrahim from the time he lived in Fez. Another 
man from Dar'a, R. Moses al-Dar'i, a scholar who announced the messianic advent, is 
mentioned by Maimonides in his Letter to Yemen, ed. A. Halkin (New York, 1952) 
100; and see Crisis and Leadership: Epistles of Maimonides, translated by A. Halkin, 
discussions by D. Hartman (Philadelphia, 5745 (1985]), where the name is given 
strangely as "Moses al-Darri" from "Darral." See also Blau, Responsa 2:543 (and 
note ad loc. ). 
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the letter was actually delivered to its destination in Minyat Zifta, we may 
wonder how it got back to Fustat and then to the Genizah. As it was in a way 
a letter of recommendation, it is conceivable that Isaac preserved it and 
brought it back to Fustat, or else that the recipient brought it to Fustat at 
some point.' 1 

The Letter 

May God prolong the life of your honor, 12 my pillar and support, al
Shaykh al-Thiqa, and sustain your glory. 

Your servant Moses, who venerates you, greets you. He longs for you 
because of your distance f:om him. 

Moses requests that your honor kindly help the bearer of this letter, Isaac 
al-Dar'i, for he is one of our acquaintances. Speak to the fwber, 13 may God 
preserve him, about inducing the community (jama'a) to take on responsibi
lity for him, to collect the sum of his poll tax (jizya) among you, as he and his 
son must pay double. 14 

If your honor can endeavor to have him pay while he is with you at Min
yat Zif ta, please do so, as Isaac is a newcomer and has not yet paid a thing. 15 

He is going to Damietta to do something important for me. When he 
returns, please see to it that whatever possible be done for him. 

11 Assaf dates the letter at a point shortly after Maimonides' arrival in Egypt. Dr. 
Geoffrey Khan, of the Cenizah Research Unit at Cambridge University, who kindly 
discussed the verso with me, expressed the opinion that the document appears to be 
an early exemplar of Maimonides' handwriting. 

12 The recipient of the letter is addressed as /ia(lra, as was customary (lit. "pres
ence" in the sense of "his honor" and the like), and is thus addressed throughout in 
the third-person feminine, which I have changed to the second person. Maimonides 
calls himself "his servant Moses," another common mode of epistolary etiquette, and 
thus appears throughout in the third person. 

13 A [laber was a member of the academy and occasionally, as in our case, a com
munal leader. 

14 That is, as he is accompanied by his son, he must pay the poll tax of two people. 
15 Goitein, Mediterranean Society 2:382, notes that as a newcomer to Egypt Isaac 

would not yet be registered, and that Maimonides recommended that he be listed as a 
resident of Minyat Zifta rather than of Cairo or Damietta because in Minyat Zifta the 
tax rates were lower and the officials less strict than they were in the area of the capital 
and in the port city of Damietta. 
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May your peace increase and the peace of the fiaber and his son, and the 
peace of his honor's son, may God preserve him. 

Moses b. Maimon, may the memory of the righteous be a blessing. 

Advice to an Anonymous Inquirer 

The second letter is preserved in TS 16.290, and was first published by 
David H. Baneth. 16 The writer, whose name is not mentioned, says that he 
has acquired a rudimentary knowledge of philosophy but needs an instructor 
in order to make further progress. He adds that he has studied part of the 
Guide, which he extols, but does not fully understand what he has read. He 
therefore wishes to meet Maimonides in person or else some other person 
recommended by Maimonides who can help him. In addition, he desires 
advice on dietary matters in order to enhance his ability to pursue knowl
edge. The inquirer ends by thanking the Lord for bringing him into the 
world at the time of the great master. 

Maimonides declines the inquirer's request, just as he rejected similar 
appeals from other people who wished to meet with him; e.g., his famous 
letter to Samuel b. Tibbon, and his polite but firm dismissals, say, of Jona
than of Lune) and Abu Sahl. 17 As in other cases, he complains that he is frail 
and infirm and has little time for study and teaching, that he must lie down 
most of the time, and so on. Maimonides explains that he can only meet his 
admirer on the Sabbath, when he attends the study hall, and expresses his 

16 Baneth, "From the Correspondence of Maimonides," in Studies in Memory of 
Asher Gulak and Samuel Klein [Heb.] (Jerusalem, 1942) 50-56. For the letter, see also 
S. D. Goitein, "The Life of Maimonides in the Light of New Genizah Discoveries" 
[Heb.] Peraqim 4 (1966): 35; Mediterranean Society 2:252. And see Sassoon, Mai
monidis Commentarius I, plate lvii. 

17 These letters all date from ca. 1199 when Maimonides was indeed old and 
infirm. On the other hand, he occasionally invoked illness and fatigue as an excuse for 
not answering letters or for delayed answers even when he was younger, as, for exam
ple, in his letters to R. Phineas and to the Sages of Lune!. That his health was occa
sionally frail is highly likely, and his deep depression following the death of his 
brother David, noted in his letter to Japheth b. Elijah, indicates perhaps a tendency to 
malaise, but one also has the impression that Maimonides used his fragility to fend off 
invasions of privacy. His rejection of Samuel b. Tibbon is most surprising, and I have 
always suspected that it also reflects a certain disrespect for the man, but this requires 
further discussion elsewhere. 
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hope that he will find time to deal with his questions on anotherlbccasion . He 
recommends for the man's diet almonds and raisins and occasional date 
honey. 

Baneth correctly concluded that the handwriting of our letter is that of 
Maimonides himself. 18 The response begins without addressing the recipient 
with praise and benediction and ends without a signature, indicating that we 
have before us a draft copy which was completed by a scribe and then sent. 
The fact that our letter was a draft also explains how it got into the Genizah 
and came down to us, for Maimonides' draft copies were presumably stored 
in an archive, and were eventually deposited in the Genizah loft. 

Baneth mentions that the letter is blurred in places and difficult to 
decipher. It may be noted, however, that the letter from the inquirer on the 
other side is clear. Maimonides used the correspondent's paper and wrote on 
the reverse side. Baneth worked from a photostat found in material collected 
by David Yellin in Cambridge during the summer of 1936 in preparation for 
publication of Maimonides' letters by Meqize Nirdamim. 19 

Upon examination of the original document in November 1987, I was 
able to determine what had blurred the photographs examined by Baneth. As 
it turns out, a number of words are not blurred but actually eroded, pre
sumably by oxidation. This accounts for the odd formations which Baneth 
detected and tried to unravel.2° 

The Letter 

"Great peace," etc. 21 "Length of days and years of life."22 "Light is sown 
for the righteous,"23 etc. 

May our master (may God preserve him) know that his servant has 
acquired understanding of a number of sublime matters, such as the notions 
of substance and accident; subject and predicate; matter and form; cause and 

18 Baneth compared the script with the chapters published by S. H . Atlas, A 
Section from the Yad ha-IJazakah (London, 1940) and with other manuscripts noted 
by Atlas in his foreword. 

19 
Baneth published some of the letters, namely, those concerning Joseph b. 

Judah, in his Epistulae (Jerusalem, 1946). A second, enlarged edition was published 
by the Magnes Press in 1985. 

20 I have written about this in ·· Maimonides' Letters Yield Their Secrets." 
21 Ps. 119: 165. 
22 Prov. 3:2 
23 Ps. 97: l l. 
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effect; necessary, possible, and impossible; genus and species; quantity and 
quality; 24 and that it is absurd to state that" Every man25 is living" is equiva
lent to" Every living thing is a man" or that" All life is motion" is equivalent 
to "All motion is life."26 And he knows the identity of the thing which exists 
but does not come into being.27 He is familiar with the notion of the disposi
tions of the soul that are called parts28 and faculties; the notion of potential 
and actual; and that what is potential is inferior to what moves to bring this 
potential into actuality; and that what is moved is inferior also with regard to 
the aim of its motion until it becomes actual. And he is aware of the notion 
that the intellectually cognizing subject, intellectual cognition, and the intel
lectually cognized object are one and the same thing when they are29 in 

actu.30 Your servant nevertheless requires an instructor to expound further 

these exalted things. 
What is more, you have brought me to life with the Guide. For although I 

have gotten through only sixteen quires, I have found therein precious gems 
and pearls. It encompasses all knowledge, including preliminaries and 
premises, and the propaedeutic, natural, and metaphysical sciences. "For 
everything is in it."31 "Every part of you is fair."32 "Your word is exceedingly 

pure."33 Indeed, "Moses undertook."34 

24 These are notions treated by Aristotle in his logical works, and also in the 
Physics and Metaphysics. The inquirer's description of his philosophical learning sug
gests that it was derived from handbooks and summaries. 

25 "Man" is written insan for insan. 
26 That is, the inquirer has a basic knowledge of logic; see Maimonides' Treatise on 

the Art of Logic, chap. 5. 
27 That is, God and the natural beings, subjects that are treated in Aristotle's 

Physics and Metaphysics. 
28 After this word, at the end of the line, there appear two strokes. This kind of 

marker occasionally indicates that the last word terminates the line, or it may be 
used for aesthetic reasons to fill a space at the end of the line. 

29 Ms. idha kanii, i. e., a dual for a plural subject (by hypercorrection). 
30 See Yesodei ha-Torah 2.9-10; The Guide of the Perplexed, trans. S. Pines 

(Chicago, 1963) 1.68:163: Translator's Introduction, p. xcviii. 
31 See Mishnah, Avot 5.22. Ms.: de-khulah bah. Avot: de-khula' bah. 
32 Song 4:7. 
33 Ps. 119:140. Ms. reads here the word m-h-q-q. Baneth suggests Heb. mehoqeq 

(" legislator") or Arabic muhaqqiq ("philosopher," "true investigator"). But the word 
appears to be out of place, as it falls between two biblical citations. Moses is called 
me/:wqeq in Deut. 33:21, and perhaps there is a hint that Moses son of Maimon is a 
legislator, as was the first Moses. See also following note. 

34 Deut. l :5. Rabbenu Mosheh (b. Maimon) was compared even in his lifetime 
with the first Moses, Mosheh Rabbenu. 
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I have difficulty with a number of passages, may our master be a guide for 
my perplexity.35 Shall I come36 to him in the evening37 when our master has 
free time to expound them to me, or would he recommend someone who 
understands these ideas with whom I can consult38 occasionally? [I turn to 
our master] even if he does not welcome me. 39 For indeed, 40 '' there is none so 
discerning and wise as you." 41 

I also desire a favor from our master, as though from God, namely, medi
cine for my soul and its organs so that it may actively pursue the sciences. 
Would he kindly prescribe for me what I should take with bread, for this is 
needed to promote my understanding of these notions. "For the responsibil
ity is yours."42 And no mystery baffles you.43 For my desire has been 

increased twofold. 44 

" I praise the Lord with all ·my heart"45 for the favor He has bestowed 
upon me by bringing me into the world in the generation of our master and 
by helping me have access46 to him. May he not be absent from me! May God 
extend his days and years in delight47 and grant for me," May the Lord fulfill 

35 The inquirer alludes, of course, to the Guide of the Perplexed. 
36 Reading :! akun aji. Akun appears to be an index word without any grammatical 

function . 
37 The scribe first wrote b-l-y-l, and then placed another lamed as a superscript 

between I and y. 
38 The expression akun aruh is a colloquialism, with akun apparently an index 

word as above (n. 36). 
39 The text actually says, "even if he kick me out." The inquirer establishes his 

great love for learning and his overwhelming desire to study with Maimonides. The 
sentence fits more naturally before the previous one. 

40 Ms. here has: m-/:i-q-q; see above, n. 33. 
41 See Gen. 41 :39, where this is said by Pharaoh to Joseph. 
42 Ezra 10:4. 
43 Cf. Dan. 4:6. 
" Cf. the letter to Maimonides requesting medical advice, TS Arabic Box 46, f. 97 

(S. M. Stern, in Maimonidis Commentarius in Mischnam, ed. S. D. Sassoon, 3:28), 
where the writer explains that his entire aim in wanting a prescription from the sage is 
his seeking the nearness of God. The motif accords with Maimonides' own view of the 
relation between physical health and intellectual-spiritual flourishing. In that letter, 
as in ours, Maimonides' response appears on the verso side of the correspondent's 
letter. 

45 Ps. 111:1. 
46 After the word for "access" (wu$fll), which is the last word on the line, there are 

two diagonal strokes as above; see n. 28. 
47 Cf. Job 36: 1. 
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your every wish." 48 May the Lord keep alive the lovely blossom,49 preserve 
him from all harm, cause him to grow in wisdom and piety, and fulfill for him 
the saying, "Your sons will succeed your ancestors," etc. 50 How fine are your 
remarks concerning the removal of the positive attributes of God (may He be 
magnified and extolled). Who has ever heard of this?! 51 And how fine is your 
theory concerning the Aramaic translation of passages containing "He 
descends" and "I descend" by "He manifests Himself," whereas "I will 
descend (with you to Egypt)" is rendered literally.52 And how fine is your 
theory concerning "written by the word of God"53-the finest gold of Ophir 
cannot be weighed against it"54-and "Show me Thy ways,"55 and "I will 
make all my goodness pass (before thee)"56-who can describe the precious 
gems it contains? "No man can ever state them."57 Peace. 58 

Maimonides' Response 

I understand all of your aims, may God (the exalted) fulfill your hopes 
and increase your understanding. 

You have undoubtedly seen and heard59 of the yoke of the gentiles60 

which is upon me, that I am like one "shattered between daybreak and 

48 Ps. 20:6. 
49 That is, Abraham son of Moses. 
50 Ps. 45:17. 
51 Isa. 66:8. 
52 See Guide 1.27 (Pines 57-58). The writer hints that he understands the pro-

found meaning of the Guide. 
53 Guide 1.66 (Pines 160). 
54 Job 28: 16. 
55 Exod. 33:13. 
56 Exod. 33: 19; see Guide 1.54 (Pines 123). 
57 Eccles. 1:8. Baneth, in a note ad Joe., observes that the word yukhal is written 

incorrectly as yakhol ( without vav ), but there is actually a small stroke after the letter 
y in the manuscript. 

58 The word "peace" in Arabic epistolary etiquette means finis. 
59 Baneth: [wa-}sa[mi]'at. But under ultra-violet the letters actually appear. 
6° For the expression, see also Maimonides' letter to Jonathan ha-Kohen of Lunel; 

Blau, Responsa 3:56. 
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evening,"61 and that I only return to Fustat62 in the evening,63 very infirm 
and deeply sighing, and unable64 to sit65 because of extreme exhaustion. 66 I 
only lie supine.67 

Finally, when the night is over, 68 [ I seek solitude with my Creator )69 and 
go out to my activities. 70 

If you attend71 the study hall every Sabbath, you will surely receive from 
me some72 of what you hope for. 73 Perhaps God will give us some free time 
when we can learn and teach. 74 May your welfare increase!75 

When it is impossible for you to prepare a meal, you should eat almonds 
and a small amount of seedless raisins. 76 And it is not harmful at times to 

61 Baneth: mi-bo[ker} la-'ereb yuk[tu]. See Job 4:20. The letter tin yuktu is eaten 
away, but the final u appears clearly in the manuscript. 

62 The word Mi$r (Fustat ) is eaten away by oxidation and may not be correct. 
63 The word is eroded. Baneth read bi-l-layl, but (as he noted) the middle I is 

unclear and may be aj. He suggests the possibility of bi-l-ghali[b} ("mostly," "gene
rally"). In his letter to Samuel b. Tibbon, Maimonides says that he returns home after 
midday hungry, and then he must treat patients, so that by evening he is exhausted to 
the point that he can hardly speak; see Shailat, Iggerot ha-Rambam 2:550-51. 

64 The words translated "sighing and unable" are unfortunately eroded. 
65 Baneth : [a]j{li}s. The alif and lamed are faded but visible. 
66 The m in min is eroded almost completely, and so is al- in al-a'yti. 
67 As in the letter to Samuel b. Tibbon ; see above, n. 63. 
68 Baneth suggests either idha inqa({at (" when it ends") or idha uqi;;tu (" When I 

am awakened"). The second letter appears to be n. 
69 Baneth reads tentatively baqi [ya khalawtu ma} 'a rabbi, which is reasonable but 

given the condition of the manuscript a pure guess. 
70 Baneth reads wa-in_talaqtu li-l-[ta}$arruf, or perhaps (see note ad loc.) li-l

{ t]asharruf. 
71 The ms. has wa-hll$artu for wa-hadartu (omitting the diacritic) and then 

[al-mi]drash. 
72 Ms. ba'd. But the b and ' are somewhat eroded. 
73 The text as it stands would mean: " I go to the study hall on every Sabbath." But 

for syntactic and other reasons (e.g., Maimonides need not mention this to a Fustat 
resident), Baneth suggests that it be assigned to the addressee. Thus the word wa-law 
or wa-in must be supplied at the beginning. In his letter to Samuel b. Tibbon, Mai
monides explains that he can see him only on the Sabbath after prayers, when he dis
cusses matters with the community and studies with them until noon, and then later 
in the day until the evening prayer. 

74 Baneth reads tastafid, but the ms. seems to have nastafid. 
75 This ends the letter. The rest is a P. S. 
76 Read: zabib manzu' al-'ajam; see Stern, Commentarius 3:27, n. 5, for this 

expression and his reference to our text. 
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accompany bread with seedless date honey that is good and fresh, after 
removing the fluid. 77 May your welfare increase! 

Tel Aviv University 

Research for this paper was carried out under a grant from the National Endow
ment for the Humanities. 

77 The words here are eroded. Read perhaps: manzu< al-ra,tb; see Stern, Commen
tarius 3:27, n. 5. 

MAIMONIDES' INFLUENCE 

ON KARAITE THEORIES 

OF PROPHECY AND LAW 

by 

DANIEL J. LASKER 

Early Karaism was characterized by marked antipathy to Rabbanite 
Judaism. Karaites engaged in bitter anti-Rabbanite polemics, rejecting the 
doctrine of an Oral Torah, embodied in the Talmud, which was given on 
Sinai simultaneously with the Written Torah. Karaites disagreed with both 
the halakhic and the aggadic Rabbanite interpretations of Scripture, and, in 
many respects, Karaite practices were quite different from the Rabbanite 
ones. Later Karaites, however, attempted a rapprochement with the Rab
banite majority. This rapprochement included the softening of polemics, the 
adoption of certain Rabbanite legal interpretations and customs, and even 
the claim that "most of the Mishnah and the Talmud are the words of our 
ancestors. ' ' 1 

There are a number of explanations for this Karaite rapprochement with 
Rabbanism. Chronic minority status may have led some Karaites to try as 

1 Elijah Bashyatchi, Sefer Adderet Eliyyahu (Odessa, 1870; rpt. Israel, 1966), 
introd. (unpaginated): c:, il•n:11c '1:l1 i,D?n:ii :il'IDD:i :liiw (and see also p. 5c-d). This 
claim is made in connection with the injunction attributed to Nissi ben Noah (11 
cent. ) to study these Rabbanite works; on Nissi, see Leon Nemoy, "Nissi ben Noah's 
Quasi-Commentary on the Decalogue," ]QR 73 (April 1983): 307-48. See also Aaron 
ben Joseph, Sefer Ha-Mivb,ar Ve-Tov Ha-Mishar (Eupatoria, 1835), Genesis 9a. 

In the context of this article, later Karaism refers to the period after Judah Hadassi 
(fl . 1149), who, perhaps not so coincidentally, was the last Karaite author before Mai
monides. Hadassi remained loyal to Karaite Kalamic thought; see my " The Philo
sophy of Judah Hadassi the Karaite," Shlomo Pines Jubilee Volume, pt. l , Jerusalem 
Studies in Jewish Thought 7 (1988): 477-92 [Heb.]. 

ThP Karaite-Rabbanite rapprochement is discussed by Nemoy, s.v. " Karaites," 
EJ, 10:781 ; Zvi Ankori, Karaites in Byzantium (New York, 1959) 239-43; " Beit 
Bashyatchi Ve-Taqanotav," introd. to Adderet Eliyyahu (separate pagination). 
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much as possible, within Karaite parameters, to make peace with the Rab
banite majority. Some Karaites may very well have been convinced by Rab
banite arguments. Another, little-noticed cause for the Rabbanite influence 
on later Karaism may have been the inaccessibility of classical Karaite texts: 
Byzantine Karaites could not easily consult these works, which were written 
in Arabic and translated into a particularly opaque Hebrew.2 We will be con
cerned here with a further reason for later Karaite rapprochement with Rab
banism, namely, the decisive influence of Maimonides. 

Karaite Influence on Maimonides 

1 have argued elsewhere that Maimonides was familiar with the classical 
Karaite theory of prophecy as developed by Yefet ben Eli and repeated, for 
example, by Judah Hadassi. According to these Karaites, the various levels of 
prophecy are divided into six degrees, starting with (1) the level exclusive to 
Moses (face-to-face· revelation); and continuing, in descending order, with 
(2) holy spirit; (3) the level of Samuel; (4) seeing a vision; (5) seeing an angel 
directly, while awake and hearing him speak; and (6) a dream. 3 In an appar
ent corollary to this theory of prophecy, Karaites accepted the possibility of 
deriving laws from biblical books other than the Pentateuch, thereby draw
ing halakhic conclusions from the words of all the prophets, not just from the 
Five Books of Moses. 4 

2 This is expressed by Aaron ben Joseph, Sefer Mivhar Yesharim (Eupatoria, 1835), 
Joshua 2a, who stated that the translations of Arabic Karaite classics into Hebrew were 
executed by people who knew neither language, and, hence, there was a need to con
sult Rabbanite biblical commentaries. Aaron employed the commentaries both of 
Rashi and of Na]:imanides; see Paul Fenton," De quelques attitudes qara'ites envers la 
Qabbale," RE] 142 (Jan.-June 1983): 6-10. Aaron's familiarity with Maimonides will 
be discussed below. 

3 Yefet's theory of prophecy is discussed by Haggai Ben-Shammai, "The Doctrines 
of Religious Thought of Abu Yusuf Ya'qub al-Qirqisani and Yefet ben 'Eli," diss., 
Hebrew University, 1977, 259-99; for Hadassi, see my "The Philosophy of Judah 
Hadassi." 

4 This methodology began with Anan; see Salo W. Baron, A Social and Religious 
History of the Jews, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 1957) 5:212; Ankori, Byzantium 209; 
Naphtali Wieder, The judean Scrolls and Karaism (London, 1962) 78-79. The accep
tance of post-Mosaic legislative prophecy would seem to be connected to perceiving 
Mosaic prophecy as not qualitatively different from non-Mosaic prophecy; see below, 
n. 21. 
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Responding to Yefet' s sixfold division, Maimonides (1 ) removed Moses 
from the other levels of prophecy, since one may refer to him as a prophet 
only if the term is understood ambiguously (or amphibolously-bi-tashkik), 
and (2 ) recorded eleven degrees of non-Mosaic prophecy. The lowest two 
degrees are not real prophecy at all but only manifestations of the holy spirit 
(mah ha-shem or ruah ha-qodesh). The other nine degrees are divided into 
two parts, the level of dream (halom ) and the level of vision (mar' eh). This 
division is based upon the verse: "I make Myself known to him in a vision; 1 
speak with him in a dream" (Num. 12:6). 

In addition, Maimonides argued that one of the major differences be
tween Moses and the other prophets is the fact that Moses was a legislator, 
but no prophet after Moses could innovate laws qua prophet, or even proffer 
authoritative interpretations of the Torah's laws. At the very most, a prophet 
could contribute to the legal process as a Sage like any other Sage. This view 
is a complete contradiction to the classical Karaite concept that one may draw 
legal conclusions from every book of the Bible.5 

Post-Maimonidean Karaite thinkers adopted these Maimonidean posi
tions, namely, that the levels of prophecy are based upon the distinction 
between dream and vision, and that the prophets after Moses were not legis
lators. Following Maimonides and thereby rejecting the earlier Karaite doc
trines, these later Karaites contributed to the Karaite-Rabbani~e rapproche
ment mentioned above. 6 

Levels of Prophecy 

Aaron ben Joseph the Physician (the Elder, ca. 1250-1320) was the first 
important Karaite author after Maimonides. Aaron wrote in his commentary 
on the Torah, Sefer Ha-Mivhar: 

5 The above represents a very short summary of my "The Karaite Influence on 
Maimonides" [Heb,], to appear in Sefunot 20. I point out there that Maimonides' 
theory of prophecy was influenced by a number of factors, certainly not only by a 
desire to refute Karaism. Nevertheless, his theory has definite anti-Karaite aspects. 

6 The extent of Maimonides' influence on Karaism is not limited to the issues of 
prophecy and halakhah. Maimonides also served as the catalyst of the Karaite aban
donment of Kalam and adoption of Aristotelian philosophy; see, for instance, my 
"Nature and Science According to Aaron ben Elijah, the Karaite," Daat 17 (1986): 
33-42 [Heb.]; and "Maimonides' Influence on the Philosophy of Elijah Bashyatchi 
the Karaite," Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 3 (1983-84): 405-25 [Heb.]. 
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There are many levels of prophecy, each person according to his degree. I do 
not want to mention the levels of prophecy which our Sages, of blessed 
memory, have mentioned, because not everyone who spoke with the holy spirit 
was a prophet. This is obvious to anyone who has been aroused by their [i.e., 
the prophets'] words. 7 

We see here that Aaron agreed with Maimonides and not with Yefet, since 
according to Yefet, he who speaks with the holy spirit, e.g., King David, is on 
the second degree of prophecy after Moses, whereas, according to Mai
monides, he who speaks with the Holy Spirit is on the lowest rank of the 
degrees of prophecy and is not, in truth, a prophet at all.8 

In his comment on the verse" I make Myself known to him in a vision; I 
speak with him in a dream" (Num. 12:6), Aaron wrote: "Scripture has speci
fied for us that the levels of prophecy are two, in addition to the level of 
Moses our teacher." Yet, he added: 

There is no set number to the levels of prophecy since all the prophets, except 
Moses, ascend and descend upon the levels mentioned in Scripture, each 
esteemed man according to his achievements, his attempts to reach [the level] , 
and thP grace extended to him by God, may He be blessed. This is similar to the 
case of the scholars, where one is greater than the next, and there is no end to 
levels. Yet all of them are through a vision and not by visual sight. They are only 
through the vision of the intellect. This is what is meant by " I make Myself 
known."9 

Aaron agreed with Maimonides, therefore, that the general levels of proph
ecy, other than that of Moses, were vision and dream, but he added that these 

7 Mivbar, Genesis 38a: mliio i•:,1o1', 'liin rKi ,n,110 'D:> 111'K 111'K m::i, ;,1<,:m, nu,,o, 

o;,•i:::i,o ,,111ni111 •o', 11,,, m ,:ii, .M':::ll 1111p;, m,:::i ,:::i,o ',:, T'K ':> ?"t il'l.l:>n ,,,:,1o1 1111M. 
8 Ben-Shammai, "Doctrines" 269-73, interprets Yefet' s second degree, holy spirit, 

as a special type of inspiration ; Maimonides discussed degrees of prophecy and holy 
spirit in Guide 2.45. 

9 A1ivbar, Numbers llb: ;i"Yil.l nn,o ,:::i,1.l ,O'n111 r,w ;,1<,:::il;, nu,,o il? 1111'D :::iin:,;, mm 
;"l"Yi,o 1:::1?1.l O'K':::ll;"I ',:, o,,,,,, o•',iy :::iin:>:::i mi:>tl;"I ml111.l;"I i?K:::I ':> ;,l(,Jl;"I ml111.l? 1D01.l T'M, ... 

J'Ki ,,:mo 'J11Y ;,nv O'l.l:>n;, 10::> n"•111;, ,, pn111 ;,o 'D:>i Y•l;i', 1n1nn111;, 'D:>i rn1m 'D:> ,:::i:>l 111'K 111•1< 

Y1in1<1 i,o• 1;,n ',::,111;, ;,1<10:::i p, . J'Y n•Kil.l:::i K?'I ;,Mio:::i o',:, 71< .nu,,o, 'J'IO. 
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general levels are, in turn, composed of innumerable sublevels. 10 Mosaic 
prophecy is not included in these levels at all. 11 

Maimonides' influence on Aaron can be seen, in addition, in his defense 
of various aspect of Maimonides' theory of prophecy. Without mentioning 
Maimonides by name, Aaron stated, for instance, that the prophets did not 
actually see angels, nor did certain prophetic visions, such as Hosea's mar
riage to a harlot or Ezekiel's lying on his side for many months, actually take 
place. 12 It is clear, therefore, that Aaron ben Joseph's theory of prophecy was 
based on Maimonidean precedents, not Karaite ones. 13 

The same tendency to prefer Maimonides' theory of prophecy to the older 
Karaite one can be seen in the work of Aaron ben Elijah (the Younger, cl. 
1369). In general, Aaron tried to achieve a synthesis between the Ka lam of his 
Karaite predecessors and the Aristotelianism represented by Maimonides. 14 

In the case of prophecy, however, Aaron clearly chose the Maimonidean 
stance. In his major philosophical book E~ ljayyim, Aaron began a discussion 
of prophecy by explaining the traditional Karaite division of six levels of 
prophecy. Then, however, Aaron continued: 

Yet the latter scholars, who have investigated these matters with a wonderful 
investigation, have produced another opinion, an opinion of the Torah, which is 

10 By stating that there were innumerable levels of non-Mosaic prophecy, Aaron 
departed from the Maimonidean division of prophecy into eleven degrees. Still, his 
position was much closer to that of Maimonides than to that of Yefet. See also his 
commentary on Isaiah in Miv{uir Yesharim 20b: D"YK 'YYOK ,,, ',y pi K':::ll K:::ll' M? mm 
':> ,0'1111111;"1 'lUI 1lt0 K? ,,:::ipl.l;i ~!) J'lll;"I ;it ,1n?lll.l 'D? 111'1( 111'1( .,,,:in ?1110 ;"ID,ill 'l(;"I nl111;"11(;"1MUI 

ll'n?ll 1:::1111n111 11.l:> O'K':::ll;"I ml111.l? 11l1'111 rK mm ,inK 11:::ii, 1MK "n' 0111;"1 ':> l7'11'. 
11 The uniqueness of Moses is also stressed in Miv/.iar, Numbers 12a: 7:::i',:::i 0'111n M?1 

101<1.l;i m ':> .nll"l'w 10::> mliio 0111 i;,111 on:::i111no:::i ;,1110', ,,;, O'K':lm m',110 ',:, ':> ,01M;i ioMo 
,:, 0;"11.) ;,i,o', 1K n,, io:> lK J:>1:> 11.l:> 1'1(0 Ki;,w ,., 10Kl K? 1110111::> 1'1(0;"1 ,:, O'K':::ll;"I p,, n,n,nD 

'llllO ,,o ,:::i:, 111(;"1 nDo,n ',:::ipl.lm .,nK ,,:, 1110111;, Y,~l111 ,,K;, ~I.) K? mn'nD;i Mi:::in ',:::ipl.l;i 1lt0 

;,n11.l:> ;"11.l1p 1(?111 ,..,, ',y ;"11'1(!);"1 ;,i,n;, ;"ilnl 7:>?1 .;"I "l7'111.l nMl.l 0'llli0;"1 ',:, ,,o 7:>'D?'I , llOO ,,I(;, 
?'Ip;, 1101111 ;,u,o •.. ';"11:::lll p K? ':> ,Jl:>l ;,,;, M1?l10;"1 ymK:::I ,,,it i', rK i11.lM i?K1 .;"1'1ll?:::I ;,•;,n M?i 

O'K':::ll;"I 1KUI? Y1'nK 11':>Tol ,,:::111:::11 ?ll'ID:::I ?:>111 ,,:> :::1111 ;, ·111 ;,1110 ':> •.• 'llltl.lK '?:I 11.l'I?:> ;,:::io '?JI.) 

'llltl.lK '"ll O'l'lll;"I l'1111.l ll'MUI t,'J' •;, nlil.lni ;,1170', 10Kl. 
12 Mivbar, Numbers llb-12a, based on Maimonides, Guide 2.46. 
13 Aaron was aware of his independence; see Miv{uir, Genesis 9b: nitpo:::i 1'nll 'lM111 

OK ':> 1'l0;"1 'DO ,p1111 nl.lK ,p111m nOM;"I T'K ':> ... O'Kip;, 'O:>n '11.lKO .,,,l p,m pmnMUI 0'11.lKO;"I 
OOltlll.l 

14 See my "Nature and Science." 
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closer to rational argument, namely, that the foundation of our Torah holds that 
there are four degrees in the principle of prophecy. The first degree is holy 
spirit; on this level, all the sages are qualitatively equal. The second degree is 
dream. The third is vision. The fourth degree is the degree of Mose~. mouth to 
mouth. The degree of holy spirit is not true prophecy. 15 

In essence, therefore, there are three levels of prophecy: dream, vision, and 
the prophecy of Moses, which is distinguished from normal prophecy in that 
Moses did not use the imaginative faculty to be a prophet. While Aaron bcn 
Elijah's expression "latter scholars" apparently refers to Aaron ben Joseph, 
the original source of this theory of prophecy is obviously Maimonides. 16 

In another chapter of E? l;iayyim, Aaron enumerated four differences be

tween Mosaic prophecy and the prophecy of others; he derived these differ

ences from the list compiled by Maimonides, which is mentioned a number 
of times in Maimonides' writings. 17 The uniqueness of Mosaic prophecy is 
also stressed in Aaron's commentary on Numbers 12:7 in his Keter Torah. 18 

Elijah Bashyatchi (ca. 1420-1490) wrote simply that the levels of proph
ecy are according to the level of conjunction (dibbuq ), and the prophecy of 
Moses was distinguished from that of the rest of the prophets. 19 Judah Cibbor 

(late 15th-early 16th cent.) poetically paraphrased Numbers 12 by stating: 

"The types of prophecy are dream or vision / but the messenger [Moses) is 

15 Sefer E:: l:layyim, ed. Franz Delitzsch (Leipzig, 1841) 98: 169: ,,pin C'llini<.r 71< 

ipl7::i uni,n 110'1!1 ,.rn ',:iw.r wp.r', .r:mp .ri,n.r nllirJ nini< nlli c.r', m',u K?!llrJ J1'l7:l C'i:i,.r 
.c,,n n'l1V.r ;r',170.r, . .rm:i'K:i C'11V C'rJ:in.r ',:,w 1V1p.r m, nni<.r ;r',170.r .n,',170 .rl7:iii< .11<1:il.r 

n'nOK .11(1:l) ol)'I( 1V1p.r m, n?l70 C)OK .ol!) ?I( ol!) ollVO n?l70 n'l7':li.r ol?l70m .o'IK1C n'1V'?Ulol1 
16 This is admitted by the Karaitc Siml:iah Isaac Luzki (d. 1766) in his commentary 

Or Ha-~Jayyim to Aaron ben Elijah's E;:; l:layyim (Eupatoria, 1847) 110b. 
17 E::. f:layyim 99: 173; based on \faimonides, Commentary on the Mishnah, San

hedrin 10; Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Yesodei Ha-Torah; Guide 2.35. 
18 Sefer Keter Torah, (Eupatoria, 1867; rpt. Israel, 1972), Numbers 17b: ,, )'KIV 

n,,:, i'KO K1ol1V iOKl K? 1!101!1:l 1'K0ol ':l c,,n:i K:llnO 1l'K1V .,#, n1?l70ol 1?K:l Kl:lC; cf. n. 11, 
above. Both Ankori (Byzantium, "Beit Bashyatchi") and Philip E. Miller, "At the 
Twilight of Byzantine Karaism: The Anachronism of Judah Gibbor," diss., New York 
University, 1984, stress the part played by the Rabbanite education of fifteenth
century Byzantine Karaites in the Rabbanite-Karaite rapprochement. The citations 
here from the works of the two Aarons show that the Maimonidean influence, which 
contributed to the rapproachement, entered Karaism as early as the thirteenth cen
tury It should also be remembered that the liberalizing trend in Karaite law dates al 
least to the eleventh century. 

19 t\dderet Eliyyahu 83c: 11<1V n1<1:m, nn::il .rwo n1<1::in p,::i,.r n11,,o '!l? .11<1::il.r nu,,c 

C'K':ll.r Bashyatchi"s l\.taimonideanism is discussed in my "Maimonides· Influence·· 
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above this; / [he prophesies) while fully awake." 20 It is clear, therefore, that 
Yefet' s theory of prophecy, with its sixfold division of the levels of prophecy, 
was unable to withstand Maimonides' criticism, even among Karaitc 

thinkers. 

Non-Mosaic Prophets as Legislators 

The other aspect of Maimonides' theory of prophecy was the determina
tion that only Moses had been a legislating prophet, while all post-Mosaic 
prophets had fulfilled the role of admonisher of the people rather than in
novator of laws. According to Maimonides, a prophet who states that his 
interpretation of Moses' legislation was given by God is a false prophet and 
one must execute him. While this statement undoubtedly was written partial
ly as a reaction to Christianity and Islam, it is not unlikely that Maimonides 

had the Karaites in mind as well, since pre-Maimonidean Karaite legalists 

had derived halakhic conclusions from all books of the Bible, not just from 
the Pentateuch. By denying a legislative role to the post-Mosaic prophets, 
Maimonides, in effect, disallowed the Karaite legal methodology. According 
to Maimonides, one must maintain the essential difference between Mosaic 

and non-Mosaic prophecy mentioned above. 21 

20 Judah Gibbor, Minl:iat Yehudah, in Siddur Ha-Tefillot ke-Minhag ha-Kara"im 
(Vilna, 1891) 1 :375: C'!V.1 rp.r::i - .11$~ .riq ,,¥1 - oll$1Q C~ 1K ci',n - o'IK1:llol 'l'C1. 

Gibbor's Min/wt Yehudah is a long rhymed poem summarizing the entire Torah; on 
Gibbor, see Miller, ·· At the Twilight." 

21 See Maimonides; Commentary on the Mishnah, In trod.; Sefer Ha-Mi;:;vot, first 
principle; Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Yesodei Ha-Torah 9; Guide 2.39, 45; and my 
.. Karaite Influence on Maimonides." Not all Rabbanites agreed that laws may not be 
derived from the Prophets and Hagiographa, and the Talmud is full of examples of 
halakhic conclusions drawn from all books of the Bible. Nevertheless, the principle 
that halakhah cannot be derived from non-Mosaic prophecy is enunciated in the Tal
mud, and Maimonides turned it into a major part of his theory of prophecy; see 
Ephraim E. Urbach," Halakhah U-Nevu:ah," Tarbiz 18 (1947): 1-27 (rpt , with addi
tions, in The World of the Sages [Jerusalem, 1988) 21-49). 

Urbach points out ("Halakhah U-Nevu'ah" 12, 19; World of the Sages 32, 39) 
that the principle that one may not draw halakhic conclusions from the Prophets and 
the Writings (Jl'!l?' K? .r',::ip ,,::i,o .ri,n ,,:ii) is a direct consequence of the principle that 
the post-Mosaic prophets were not legislators (1!11n? 'KIVi K':ll J'K). I argue here that 
the early Karaites, by employing the whole Bible for halakhic purposes, implicitly 
accepted the possibility of post-Mosaic prophetic legislation, while the later Karaites, 
influenced by Maimonides, by rejecting the use of the entire Bible for halakhic pur
po~es, implicitly denied post-Mosaic prophetic legislation. 
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Most Karaites after Maimonides were apparently convinced that, indeed, 
only the Five Books of Moses were legally binding, thereby abandoning tra
ditional Karaite teachings and moving closer to their Rabbanite rivals. For 
example, Israel ben Samuel Ha-Ma'aravi (13th-14th cent.), in his list of six 
principles of the Karaite religion, devoted three principles to prophecy. The 
first deals with prophecy in general, the second with the prophecy of Moses, 
and the third with that of the other prophets. Regarding the post-Mosaic 
prophets, Israel wrote explicitly that no prophet may innovate a law or a reli
gion (la' shar' wa-la' din). 22 The distinction made here in the list of principles 
can be compared with the pre-Maimonidean Judah Hadassi (fl. 1149), who 
placed Moses and the other prophets together in one principle (his fourth) 

rather than separate them. 23 

Aaron ben Elijah, in his legal work Gan Eden, similarly expressed the 
view that the post-Mosaic prophets do not have legislative powers. Some 
earlier Karaite authorities had ruled that preparing food on Yorn Teru' ah 
(Rosh Ha-Shanah) was forbidden, basing themselves on Nehemiah 8:10: 
"Go, eat choice foods and drink sweet drinks, and send portions to whomever 
has nothing prepared." Aaron responded: "I am surprised that [the earlier 
Karaites] used the words of the prophets, which can be interpreted in various 

ways, in order to explain the words of the Torah." 24 

The Maimonidean influence on Karaite legal development can best be 
seen in the writings of Elijah Bashyatchi, the last major Karaite decisor and 
the ultimate authority of modern Karaism. Bashyatchi was the leader of the 
fifteenth-century Byzantine Karaite reformers who attempted to bridge the 
gap between Karaism and Rabbanism. 25 His dependence upon Maimonides 
was not restricted to halakhah but can be seen also in the realm of philo
sophy, since Bashyatchi left Kalam behind almost entirely and adopted a 

Maimonidean Aristotelianism. 26 

22 Ernest Mainz, "The Credo of a Fourteenth Century Karaite," PAAJR 22 (1953): 
55-63; Abraham Halkin, "A Karaite Creed," Studies in]udaica, Karaitica and Islami
ca, ed. Sheldon R. Brunswick (Ramat Gan, 1982) 145-53. 

23 Eshkol Ha-Ko/er (Eupatoria, 1836; rpt. Westmead, Eng., 1971), 21c: ,,wic n:ii 
',:,1 ;i"y cioY p ;iwo ,1m:io:1 n•',w 1', lll' ,:, ,1n,1n nici•:,. ,1,:1 r:1n, ,1ny1n:1 [•y•:,.i=J'1 [iy•Y=J 

,nn?lllO 'IC':ll. 
24 Se/er Ha-Mi;vot Ha-Gadol Gan Eden (Eupatoria, 1864; rpt. Israel, 1972) .50a : 

;i,1n ,,:,., ?l.' m,1n, C'lll11'!) O'?:l1Clll O'IC':ll ,,:,.,o ;i•ic, 1nj'? TM ;it:,. ;i•on 'llC1. 
25 See Ankori, "Beit Bashyatchi." 
26 See my "Maimonides' Influence." 
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Bashyatchi' s negation of the legislative role of the non-Mosaic prophets 
can be seen clearly in his discussion of prophecy in the list of the ten princi
ples of religion enumerated in his Adderet Eliyyahu. The fourth principle, 
"God sent Moses our teacher, peace be upon him," includes a general 
explanation of the political need for prophecy. The fifth principle is "God 
sent His perfect Torah with Moses," while the sixth principle is the need for 
the believer to know the Torah's language and interpretation. Non-Mosaic 
prophecy is discussed in the seventh principle: "God sent the rest of the 

prophets." Bashyatchi wrote: 

This principle is explained by the fourth principle [Mosaic prophecy); one must 
ask here, however, as follows: since Moses our teacher, peace be upon him, was 
God's apostle a11d the divine Torah was given through him, and the Torah is 
perfect, what need is there for the rest of the prophets?27 

This question clearly implies that there is no legislative function for post

Mosaic prophets qua prophets. 
Bashyatchi' s answer reinforces this conclusion, since he stated that the 

other prophets served as vehicles for divine providence (and also to reprove 

the people). Bashyatchi added: 

You must know that just as providence reached Israel in Temple times by way 
of the prophets, so, too, providence reaches by way of the scholars and sages in 
the time of exile . ... Therefore, at any time in which there are no sages in a 
generation, providence flees from them. The rational soul is slightly lower than 
the prophetic soul. Hence, it is fitting that the level of the sages at the time of 
the exile should be the level of the prophets at the time of the monarchy. Every 
community which despises its sages receives a very great punishment, because 
they themselves are the reason that providence departs from them.28 

27 Adderet Eliyyahu 85b: iic:,.no ipY;i m .o•ic•:,.i;i ,icw K:ll ,,:in• Olll;'llll 'l.'':llll;'l ipy;i 
n,,n ;iini ,,, ?Yi cumo n•',w ;i•;i n"Y u•:,.i ;'lllll'.)lll •inic ic1;i m;i ?1Klll? lll'lll ;ir., cioic •y,:,.i;i ii'Y;io 

?C'K':ll;'l iicw ?IC 7,1:i ;io ;io•!Jn ic•m n•;i'7ic. In his discussion of the sixth principle, i.e., one 
must know the correct interpretation of the Torah, Bashyatchi stated that there were 
some rational, political commandments (•i•,o;i ,,o;i •!)',, yn1ic ,m '7:,w;iw n,:io ) which, 
though observed before the giving of the Torah, are not mentioned in the Torah. The 
prophets, however, mentioned them either as a reproach or as a narrative (;in:,1n ,,,:,. 
i1!>0 7,, ?l.' 1ic); see Adderet Eliyyahu 85b, and cf. the laws of mourning, pp. 167-68. 

28 Adderet Eliyyahu 85c: ,ic,w•, ;imw;i;i C'l."lO 1•;i c•ic•:,.i;iw 10:,w i;innw ,-,:iw ;ioo, 
c•ic:ioi ,-;i, icw yon yot ,:i p',1 ... m'11;i 101::,. ;in1w;i;i C'l.''lO c•o:,nm c•,•:,wo;i p n•:,.;i yot:i 
nw,, •1ic, 7:i'!l?i .n•,:iw;i t11!>m ic•;i n•ic1:,.i;i t11!>m ,nic •:, ,;imw;i;i c;io nn,1:,. ic1;i;i ,1,:1 o•o:in 
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Non-Mosaic prophets, therefore, have no legislative function; they serve 
merely as the vehicles of divine providence. Maimonides had admitted that 
the prophets could fulfill a legislative function as sages who transmitted the 
Oral Torah; Bashyatchi, as a Karaite, denied them even that responsibility. 

The nonauthoritative status of the prophets can be seen as well in 
Bashyatchi' s discussion of the resurrection of the dead. Bashyatchi noted that 
while this doctrine is not mentioned in the Pentateuch, it can be found in the 
later prophetic writings. He added, however, that "the Sages said that we are 
not to take proof from the words of the prophets to explain the words of the 
Torah, since the words of the prophet were said according to the needs of [the 
prophet's] generation."29 No proof concerning the belief in resurrection can 
be derived from biblical books other than the Torah; one may not rely on 
post-Mosaic prophets even in matters of theology.30 

The theoretical stance concerning prophecy proffered in Bashyatchi' s list 
of ten principles is reflected in his halakhic discussions. This can be seen, for 
instance, in Bashyatchi' s handling of the question of the observance of the 
fast-days in commemoration of national disasters. After a long discussion of 
the correct dates on which to memorialize the destruction of the First 
Temple, based on the words of the prophets, Bashyatchi turned to the possi
ble obligation of fasting in observance of the Fast of Esther. One might think 
that in light of Esther 9:31, "These days of Purim shall be observed at their 

';,iil cum., c•l:):,n';, n:i•w :,';,:,pi :,';,:,p ';,:,, .n,:,';,1:):, )1:)t:J c•11•:ii:, m,11:)::, m':>l:i )1:)T:J c•l:):,n:, nl'111:) 

:,mw:,:, C:"11:) ,,cnl!I ';,11 :,:ic:, c:, •:, 1111:)?. There seems to have been a certain amount of 
antagonism between the Karaite intelligentsia and the general populace. This was 
expressed in similar terms by Judah Gibbor, quoted in Miller, "At the Twilight" 143. 

~9 Adderet Eliyyahu 86d: •:, :,i,n:, •i:i, ';,11 :,111::ii:, ,,:111:) :,•11, nnp';, u';, )'111!11'11:)11 c•l:):,n:,, 

,,,., '!l ';,y 1'11:)lll :,111::ii:, •i:i,. The sages here are anonymous; on p. 51b, Bashyatchi attri
buted the statement .. Each prophecy is according to the generation" (:,111::ii, :"1111:Jl ';,:, 

,,,:, '!l ';,y 11•:,), to Levi ben Yefet; see also p. 55a. For the possibility that this was Levi's 
opinion, see below, n. 38. 

Bashyatchi' s view on resurrection is discussed in my "The Destiny of Man in 
Karaite Philosophy," Daat 12 (Winter 1984): 5-13. 

3° Caleb Afendopolo, Bashyatchi' s brother-in-law, student, and successor, stated 
that even Moses as a prophet could not teach certain truths. In a discussion of the 
world to come, Afendopolo wrote: "The Torah did not try to teach us these matters 
fully because this is not the task of a prophet qua prophet but of a sage" (:,';,inw:, 11';,1 
c:,n', 11',1111•:ii 111:,w :"11:):J 11•:ii;, ',y :it )'111!1 '!l? nil:)?1!/:J c•i•iy:, ,iii:)',', :i,,n:i). See Afendopolo's 
'Asarah Ma' amarot, Jewish Theological Seminary of America ms. 3327 (Institute for 
Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts of the National and University Library, Jerusalem, 
film 32012), fol. 82a-b. 
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proper time, as Mordecai the Jew-and now Queen Esther-has obligated 
them to do, and just as they have assumed for themselves and their descen
dants the obligation of the fasts with their lamentations," a Fast of Esther 
would be obligatory. Bashyatchi argued that this did not necessarily follow. 
In actuality, the verse means that the Jews took upon themselves the obliga
tion of Purim, "even though they had not been commanded in the Torah, just 
as they had taken upon themselves the four fast-days, even though they had 
not been commanded in the Torah, since it is difficult for all of Israel to 
accept something which they were not commanded in the Torah." 31 

The exclusive use of the Pentateuch for legal purposes can be seen as well 
in the discussion of whether building a booth for the holiday of Sukkot is an 
obligation. Bashyatchi recorded a number of opinions as to the correct 
interpretation of Leviticus 23:40 ("On the first day you shall take the produce 
of hadar trees ... "), especially in light of Nehemiah 8:15 (" Go out to the 
mountains and bring leafy branches of olive trees, pine trees, myrtles, palms 
and [other] leafy trees to make booths, as it is written"). Bashyatchi com
mented: "The prophet did not intend to interpret the word 'booth'; rather, it 
is the custom of a prophet to say 'as it is written in the Torah of Moses' about 
a commandment which he commands in his own time. The reason is to 
announce that he is not adding on to the commands of the Torah." 32 In other 
words, even if it appears that a prophet is legislating a new law,. one should 
know that he is merely reinforcing a law already present in the Pentateuch. 

Another example of this new Karaite legal theory can be seen in the case 
of carrying from one domain to another on the Sabbath. The early Karaites33 

31 Adderet Eliyyahu 796: '!l ',y ~II C:"l'll:)T:J :,';,11:, c•ii!l:i •I:)• n11 C"P' ,:i cyi,:,w pn• Cl 

•:, .,,,n:i 111'ltl 11?1!1 '!l ',y ~II Cll:)T:J cn,11 n,wy', c:,•',y :,y:i,11:, n,1:)llt:"I ,,:ipl!I 11:)::, .,,,n:i 111'ltl 11?1!/ 

?11'11!1' ',',:, i:,i',:ip•w :,wp 111:, :ii,n:i ,:i ni,ici 11?1!1 ,:i,. Ya' qub al-Qirqisii.ni, Kitiib al-Anwiir 
wal-Mariiqib, ed. Leon Nemoy (New York, 1939-43) 916, wrote that the fast-days 
W('fe accepted by all Israel to commemorate national disasters, not that God had com
manded them. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Ta'aniot 5.4, stated that the four 
fast-days are clearly stated in the prophets (:,',:ip:i C'1!1'1l!ll:)). See also Maimonides, 
Hilkhot Megillah 1.1, where reading the Scroll of Esther is considered rabbinic ("1::111:) 

c•i!lic ) since it is an enactment of the prophets (c•11•:ii mpn). 
32 Adderet Eliyyahu 806: n,,n:i :iin:,:, '11:)11? 11•:ii:, l:"lll:) 11',11 n,:,c n',I:) 1!1'1!l? 11•::ii:, 11::i 11';, 

:i,,n:, mitl:) ',y ~•oil:) 1l'II 111:"11!1 Y'11:"I? CY1'm ,1ll:)T:J :,iic'l!I mitl:) ',y :"11!11:). A review of Karaite 
teachings concerning the building of booths is provided by Miller, " At the Twilight" 
112-21. 

33 Anan, who had prohibited leaving one· s house on the Sabbath, forbade the 
carrying of heavy burdens in the house on the basis of Num. 7:9; see Sefer Ha-Mi1,vot 
le-Anan, ed. Abraham Harkavy, Zikharon La-Rishonim 8 (St. Petersburg, 1903; rpt. 
Jerusalem, 1968-69) 69, 128-29. 
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derived the prohibition of carrying on the Sabbath from the verse in Jeremiah 
(17 :22 ): "Nor shall you carry out burdens from your houses on the sabbath 

d "34 ay. 
Judah Hadassi, in the middle of a long passage explaining how certain 

theological and halakhic issues were left obscure by Moses only to be clarified 
by the post-Mosaic prophets, used the example of carrying on the Sabbath. 

The father of the prophets, peace be upon him, said simply: "Let no man leave 
his place on the seventh day" (Exod. 16:29], and he did not explain clearly that 
one may not manually take out or bring in something from his place to another, 
namely, from house to house or domain to domain, on the holy days. Jeremiah, 
peace be upon him, came and expanded its meaning by an exact interpretation 
of the verse "Let no man leave." By saying, "As I commanded your fathers," 
we understood that this is what was said to Moses, peace be upon him, "Let no 

34 See, e.g., Qirqisiini, Al-Anwar 3:515. Later Karaites may have modified 
Qirqisani' s position in order to have it agree with their own legal views. Thus, Aaron 
ben Elijah, Gan Eden 26a-b quoted Joseph Ha-Qirqisani (sic) as saying: "They had 
[this prohibition] through tradition until the time of Jeremiah, may peace be upon 
him, and at the time of Jeremiah, when God, may He be blessed, saw that they were 
violating this matter, He gave it to them as part of the commandment ' You shall do no 
work'" (n1irr.,:i 1lnl m ,:i,:i nn!lui n"•u,:, mtiui:, :,•r.,i• yr.,1:11 :-l"Y 1:,•r.,i• yr.,1111 :ipny:,:, c:,';, :,•:,1 

:,:,1<';,r., ';,:, :,u,yn K?). Bashyatchi, Adderet Eliyyahu 51b, most likely using Gan Eden as 
his source, reported Qirqisiini' s view in similar terms: yr.,11Y n';,u,';,nu,r.,:, :,pny:,::i c:,';, :,•:,, 
:,1::,rr.,:, n1<1 c:,';, :,11<:im m ,:i,::i 1iri!lui:i1 1<•:ii:, :,•r.,i•. The chapter of Qirqisiini' s Al-Anwar 
which deals explicitly with Sabbath carrying (5.18:518) is missing, so it is now impos
sible to determine what exactly Qirqisiini said on this issue. On p. 515, Qirqisiini 
stated that the prohibition of removing something from one's house on the Sabbath is 
known from " the revealed text" (al-khabr; that al-khabr means "revealed text" can 
be seen, e.g., on p. 79, where he referred to precepts known through the revealed texts 
[al-fara'i(i al-khabariyya]; see Georges Vajda, "Etudes sur Qirqisani," 2, RE] 107 
[1946-47]: 67). Qirqisiini further wrote (Al-Anwar 469-70) that whereas God will not 
annul any laws, He can add to existing ones. As proof, Qirqisiini offered examples 
from the prophet Ezekiel; see Vajda," Etudes," 4, RE] 120 (July-Dec. 1961 ): 256-57. 
It would seem, therefore, that Qirqisiini accepted post-Mosaic prophetic revelation, 
even though Aaron hen Elijah (and following him, Elijah Bashyatchi) interpreted him 
as saying that Jeremiah merely recorded a Mosaic tradition. 

It is of interest that according to TB Horayot 4a, the prohibition of carrying on the 
Sabbath from one domain to another is derived from Jeremiah 17 :22; See Urbach, 
" Halakhah U-Nevu'ah" 16-17; World of the Sages 36-37. 
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man leave his place on the seventh day" [ From the verses in the Torah], Jere
miah learned [ the law] and revealed it to us. 35 

Jeremiah did not innovate a new law as such; but, as a prophet, his interpre
tation of the Mosaic precept, which was not sufficiently clear, is authoritative 
and binding. 

Despite the Karaite tradition that the prohibition of carrying on the Sab

bath could be derived from Jeremiah, post-Maimonidean Karaites assumed 
that this law must derive either from the Torah or from tradition. Thus, 

Aaron ben Elijah, after recording various opinions concerning the origin of 
the prohibition, concluded that it is based upon Exodus 31: 14 (" He who 
profanes it shall be put to death"). 36 Elijah Bashyatchi stated that the sages 
were confused about this issue. Thus, some scholars claimed that this law is in 

fact included in Exodus (16:29), "Let everyone remain where he is," and that 

the verse in Jeremiah is derived from (yo~ei' mi-koafi) the verse in Exodus. 
These anonymous sages argued " that every commandment whose reason is 

explained in the words of the prophets has its source (shoresh ve-'iqqar) in 
the Torah from which this commandment is derived." 37 After a discussion of 
the various other Karaite views on the issue, Bashyatchi concluded that the 
prohibition is included in the verse" Six days you shall do your work, but on 
the seventh day you shall cease from labor" (Exod. 23 :12). As for the verse 

from Jeremiah, it was addressed to the needs of his own generation; it was not 

intended either as a legal innovation or as an authoritative interpretation of 
Mosaic law.38 

35 Eshkol Ha-Kafer 64a: •i:, 01•:i (1r.,pr.,r., u,•1<=] r.>"K Kll' ?K :-l"Y ••1<•:ii:, :11< enc 17:>K y:,1 
n,u,i';, n,u,ir.,, n•:i ?K n•:ir., ir.,1';,:, inK 01pr., ?K 1r.,1pr.,r., ,:i, ,,.:i 011< c•i:,-, 1<•111• K?UI •1?l::i 11<:i 1<?1 

n1< = J K"K •n•1ir ,ui1<:i 111:>1<:11 .•• 1<11• ?K p1c!l p11r., 1u,,i•!l :i•m:,, :i"Y 1:,•oi• 1<:11 ••uii,po:, n,r.,•::i 
m ,i';, :-l?l1 :," 111:,•r.,i• ir.,';, ... Kll' ?K :i"Y :,u,r.,';, 11:lKUI Ki:i m •:, m:i:, (c:,•n,:11<. In another pas
sage, Eshkol Ha-Kafer 54c, Hadassi derived the prohibition of carrying from Num. 
4:15, 19, 31, and 49; see Baruch Ehrlich, "Laws of Sabbath in Yehudah Hadassi's 
Eshkol Hak-Kofer," diss. , Yeshiva University, 1975, 118-19. 

36 Gan Eden 26a-b; see above, n. 34. 
37 Adderet Eliyyahu 51a: u,-,u, :,';, u,• 0•1<•:ii:, ,-,:i,:i :,oyi, ,,:imu, :,,::,rr.,1 :,,::,rr., ';,:,u, 1ir.i1<1 

miro:i :in11< Kll' iui1< :i,1n:i ,p111. 
38 In the context of the discussion of Jer. 17 :22, Bashyatchi quoted Levi hen Yefet 

as saying: "There is a difference between a positive or a negative commandment 
which is taken from the Torah, known to be eternal, given by the master of prophets, 
and something which is said in the writings of the prophets, since every prophecy is 
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An especially enlightening example of the change in Karaite halakhic 
thinking can be seen in Bashyatchi' s discussion of Sabbath candle-lighting. 
As is well known, permission to light candles before the Sabbath in order to 
have light on Friday night was one of the enactments of the Bashyatchi 
family, nullifying the previous Karaite custom of sitting in the dark on the 
Sabbath eve. 39 The original Karaite prohibition was based partially upon a 
logical analogy drawn from the act of Samson: "He lit the torches and turned 
[ the foxes] loose among the standing grain of the Philistines, setting fire ( va
yiv' ar) to stack grain, standing grain, vineyards, [and] olive trees" (Judg. 
15 :5 ). The fields were not actually set on fire by Samson, but by the torches 
he had tied to the foxes. Nevertheless, the action of "setting fire" is attribut
ed to him. Therefore, the early Karaites argued, he who lights a candle before 
the Sabbath and allows it to burn on the Sabbath transgresses the prohibition 

according to the generation" -:i,in:, J7.l :ilVYn it';, niii7.l7.l1 ;tlVY niii7.l7.l np• ilVit r:i lVi!l:i IV' 

;tit1:ll ':>:>IV 'l!l7.l C'it':ll;t •:in:i:i i7.lit' ilVit J'::11 c•it•:ll:, J11it '1' ';,y ;tl1nl n"1•7.ln it•:, •:, Y11' iti:, ilVit 

,,,., !l"Y it•:, :iitmi. (Adderet Eliyyahu 5la-b). This statement is a paraphrase of the 
following quotation from Levi ben Yefet' s Sefer Ha-Mi:;;vot, Leiden Warner ms. 22 
(Or. 4760; Institute, film 28065): 'lVit :,iin:, J7.l )'1':> n1ll7.l7.l1 J'l';t n1ll7.l7.l npi• ilVit )':I pi!l lV' 

iii:, '!l ';,y :iiti:m ;tit1:ll ';,:, :,•:inlV ii:iY' 'l!l7.l C'it':ll •:in:i:i i:iT' 'lVit J'::11 m7.ln7.l it•:, ':l yi,) i:i:i 

Cl7.lt:i c:i•lVY7.l1. In Bashyatchi' s discussion of Sabbath lights, Adderet 55a, Levi's state
ment is again quoted, this time much more accurately: n1ll7.l7.l npr ilVit r:i pi!l lV' •';, ;iitil 

•:, i1:lY'lV 'l!l7.l C'it':ll;t •:in:,:,. ii:it• ilVit J'::11 ;t17.ln17.l it•:, ':l Yiil ilVit :,iin;, )7.l )'1it';, n1ll7.l7.l1 J'l';t 

Cl7.lt:i c:i•lVY7.l1 ,,,., •!) ';,y :iit,:il1 :iit,:il ';,:, :,•:,•. This opinion, however, is not found in 
Levi's Sefer Ha-Mi:;;vot in this context and was apparently borrowed by Bashyatchi 
from the original venue of the discussion of carrying on the Sabbath. 

If Levi ben Yefet, who wrote at the beginning of the eleventh century, held the 
opinion just cited, namely, that one may not derive halakhic conclusions from the 
prophets, then the post-Maimonidean change in Karaite legal theory described in this 
article would have pre-Maimonidean precedents. There is, however, no guarantee 
that the theory expressed here ("The words of the prophet are according to his 
generation") is really Levi's. There are great differences between Levi's Arabic Sefer 
Ila-Mi:;;vot and the Hebrew translations of it which circulated in Byzantium; see 
Haggai Ben-Shammai, "Sefer Ha-Mitzvoth of the Karaite Levi ben Yefet," Shenaton 
Ha-Mishpat Ha-'Jvri 11-12 (1984-86): 99-133. The Arabic original of Levi's Sabbath 
laws is not known to have survived, so there is no way of determining the accuracy of 
the Hebrew at this point. If the Hebrew version of the Sefer Ha-Mi:;;vot does reflect 
Levi's view on this issue, then Maimonides' influence can be seen to have streng
thened an already existing, but minority, tendency (one not shared, for instance, by 
Judah Hadassi, who regarded the verse in Jeremiah as authoritative). 

39 See Ankori, "Beit Bashyatchi." 
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of "You shall kindle (teva'aru) no fire" (Exod. 35:3) even though the candle 

burns by itself.40 

In his discussion of Sabbath candles, Bashyatchi cited Levi hen Yefet41 

and Aaron ben Elijah ("I am surprised that"),42 and then continued: 
"According to this, it is not fitting to draw an analogy between the verse in 
the prophets, · setting fire to stacked grain, standing grain, [etc.],' and the 
verse in the Torah, especially since the former verse was said metaphorically 
('al derekh ma'avar)."43 Maimonides' theory of prophecy, which rejected the 
use of the prophets as a source of halakhah, finally made it possible for the 

Karaites, in the fifteenth century, to sit in their houses on the eve of the Sab

bath and enjoy the light of the candles. 44 

Conclusion 

Post-Maimonidean Karaites accepted Maimonides' criticism of the classi
cal Karaite theory of prophecy and accepted his arguments concerning the 
status of the non-Mosaic prophets. 45 This change in the Karaite stance con-

40 See, for instance, Salmon ben Yeruhim, Sefer Milhamot Ha-Shem, ed. Israel 
Davidson (New York, 1934) 93-97. · 

41 See above, n. 38. 
42 See above, n. 24. 
43 Adderet Eliyyahu 55a-b: i7.lit)lV ;t7.)p ,:vi lV"1l7.l iY:i•, i7.lit7.l7.l lV'i';t';, •iiti rit :,1 •!)';, :,i:i, 

,:iY7.l ,,, ';,y i7.lit) ;,1 CllV plV ';,:, .,,,n:i i7.lit)lV ,17.) ';,it c•it•:i):, •:in:i:i. 

44 Bashyatchi' s discussion of Sabbath lights is long and involves much more than 
the verse from Judges. Yet we see here the same legal principle as before: one may not 
derive authoritative halakhic lessons from non-Pentateuchal sources. It should be 
noted that internal Karaite needs obviously led to this radical change, which was ini
tiated by Bashyatchi's grandfather, Mena):iem Bashyatchi. We do not know how 
Mena):iem justified his reform; Elijah Bashyatchi, however, used Maimonides' view as 
the theoretical underpinnings of his defense of pre-Sabbath candle-lighting. 

There had been earlier Byzantine halakhic reforms before the fifteenth century; 
these are discussed by Ankori, Byzantium 204-51. 

45 Mention should be made here of one other major Karaite decisor, Samuel hen 
Moses Ha-Ma'aravi (early 15th cent.). Samuel lived in Egypt and wrote his legal 
composition (Murshid) in Arabic (1434). A preliminary investigation of this work has 
revealed a certain inconsistency in the use of non-Mosaic Scripture for halakhic pur
poses. Thus, Isaiah (58:13) and Jeremiah (17:22) are explicitly denied any legislative 
role, but halakhic conclusions are drawn from the story of Samson and the booths of 
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tributed a great deal to the Karaite-Rabbanite rapprochement which has 
been noticed by students of Karaism. In like manner, Karaite thinkers were 
influenced by Maimonides' criticism of the Kalam, and they came closer and 
closer to his Aristotelian outlook (from Aaron the Elder through Aaron the 
Younger, who tried to control the damage caused by this criticism,46 to 
Bashyatchi). Certain aspects of Karaism did not change: Shavuot on Sunday, 
the absence of phylacteries, eating meat and milk together, the calendar, the 
laws of menstrual impurity; still, there were reforms, such as the use of Sab
bath lights and the order of the reading of the Torah. Karaism did not re
linquish its independence, yet Maimonidean influence became more and 
more pronounced. 

Why did the Karaites surrender to Maimonides' attack? It would appear 
that the Karaites could not ignore the great sage's authority. Maimonides 
changed the face of Rabbanite Judaism, and even those who disagreed with 
him needed to come to terms somehow with his opinions. Karaite Judaism 
also had to take Maimonides into account, and it was not always successful in 
withstanding his criticism. Sometimes Maimonides' Rabbanite opponents 
claimed that despite appearances to the contrary, Maimonides actually 
agreed with the position which he ostensibly attacked. In like manner, 
Bashyatchi claimed that Maimonides was actually a secret Karaite. 47 In fact, 
Maimonides was not a secret Karaite; instead, Bashyatchi and other Karaites 
became Maimonideans. They tried to be faithful, as much as possible, both to 

Ezra. It is possible that while Samuel agreed that post-Mosaic prophets could not be 
legislators, he was willing to use non-Pentateuchal scriptural books for a better under
standing of the Torah. See Samuel ben Moses Ha-Ma' arabi, "Traktat" uber den 
Sabbat bei den Kariiern, ed. and trans. Nathan Weisz (Pressburg, 1907) 13 (Arabic), 
34 (German) for Samson; 19-21 (Arabic), 44-46 (German) for Isaiah and Jeremiah; 
and JTSA ms. 3385 (Institute, film 32070), fols. 446-456, for Ezra. (This section of 
Mttrshid, pt. 4, the holiday laws, is not included in Samuel ben Moses ha-Ma'arabi, 
Die karaeischen Fest- ttnd Fasttage, ed. J. Junowitsch [Berlin, 1904].) Samuel's 
Murshid was translated into Hebrew in the eighteenth century; the revelant passages 
can be found in JTSA ms. 3372 (Institute, film 32057), fols. 12b-13a, 156-166, 45a-b. 

46 Sec my "Nature and Science." 
47 Adderet Eliyyahtt 3c; my "Maimonides' Influence." Bashyatchi also read 

Karaitc tendencies into the works of Abraham ibn Ezra; see Ankori, "Elijah Bash
yachi. An Inquiry into His Traditions Concerning the Beginnings of Karaism in 
Byzantium," Tarbiz 25 (1955-56): 61-63, 196-98 [Heb.]. 
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Karaite traditions and to the great Guide.48 This Karaite synthesis, among 
other factors, led to the Rabbanite-Karaite rapprochement of the last eight

hundred years. 

Ben-Gurion University 

Research for this article was supported by the Research Committee of the Faculty 
of Humanities and Social Sciences, Ben-Gurion University. 

46 Another example of this trend is provided by Bashyatchi' s younger contempor
ary, Judah Gibbor. In a passage of Min/wt Yehttdah, Gibbor mentioned the three 
Karaite methods of legal derivation (the biblical text-::nn:i; logical analogy-1t'j:'i1; 
and tradition-i11t'11'), and then stated that the rest of the laws are mentioned in the 
works of the master teacher (C'111J :l1)-Maimonides; see Min/wt Yehttdah 358. Miller, 
"At the Twilight" 72-74, refers to this passage in Minhat Yehudah as a "curiosity." It 
appears to me less of a curiosity than one more post-Maimonidean Karaite attempt to 
integrate Maimonides' teachings into Karaite thought. As such, this example of inte
gration fits well into the Maimonidization of fifteenth-century Byzantine Karaism. 
Gibbor' s use of Maimonides' Mishneh Torah and Guide is discussed by Mill er 89-91; 
and the impact of post-Maimonidean philosophy is mentioned throughout Miller's 
work. 
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It is well known that knowledge, and in particular man's knowledge of 
God, plays a central role in Maimonides' religious and philosophical thought. 
In knowing God man attains the goal for which he was created; 1 through 
knowledge man becomes truly man. 2 Yet for all its centrality, the concept of 
knowledge is never explicitly defined, or even philosophically discussed, in 
Maimonides' writings. To compensate for the lack of sustained analysis, 
scholars have attempted to posit or reconstruct the concept of knowledge 
underlying the religious doctrines in the Guide of the Perplexed, doctrines 
such as providence, prophecy, and the creation of the world.3 But their 

1 See Commentary on the Mishnah, Avot, Shemonah Peraqim, ed. J. kafab (Jeru
salem, 1965) 6:391-93; cf. Mishneh Torah, Yesodei ha-Torah 1.10, and The Guide of 
the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo Pines ( Chicago, 1963) 1.54: 123-25. The following texts 
of the Guide were also consulted: Arabic, ed. S. Munk with additions by I. Joel (Jeru
salem, 1930-31); Hebrew, trans. Samuel ibn Tibbon (1872; rpt. New York, 1946). 
Unless otherwise noted, all translations were taken from Pines' s version and the page 
references are to this volume. 

2 See Guide 3.54:635-36, and cf. 1.2:24 and 3.51:618-19. 
3 Sec especially Shlomo Pines's recent articles on the limitations of human knowl

edge: "The Limitations of Human Knowledge According to Al-Fariibi, Ibn Bajja, and 
Maimonides," Studies in Medieval Jewish History and Literature, ed. Isadore 
Twersky (Cambridge, Mass. , 1979) 82-109; "Les limites de la metaphysique scion 
Al-Farabi, Ibn Bajja, et Ma1monide : sources et antitheses de ces doctrines chez Alex
andre cl' Aphrodise et chez Themistius," Sprache und Erkenntnis im Mittelalter, Mis
cellanea Mcdiaevalia 13/ 1, ed. Albert Zimmermann (Berlin, 1981) 211-25; " The Phi
losophical Purport of Maimonides' Halachic Works and the Purport of The Guide of 
the Perplexed," Maimonides and Philosophy: Papers Presented at the Sixth Jerusalem 
Philosophical Encounter, ed. S. Pines and Y. Yovel (Dordrecht, 1986). For a different 
approach to the problem of knowledge in Maimonides, see Alexander Altmann, "Mai
monides on the Intellect and the Scope of Metaphysics," Von der mittelalterlichen zttr 

modemen Aufkliirtt7!8 (Tubingen, 1987) 60-129. 
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diverging interpretations demonstrate more than anything else the specula
tive nature of the enterprise. 

Part of the problem-the greater part-has to do with the nature of the 
Guide itself. One who reads it in the expectation of encountering a technical 
treatise on philosophy is apt to be disappointed. While there are lengthy and 
acute philosophical discussions in the Guide, the work was not intended by 
Maimonides to be a book of philosophy, but rather an explanation of diffi
cult passages in Sciipture and in rabbinic writings-as Leo Strauss put it, "a 
book written by a Jew for Jews."4 Of course, the passages Maimonides inter
prets are, for the most part, those that deal with "beliefs and opinions" (>arii' 
wa-i<tiqiidiit) and not with laws or actions. 5 Yet if we are to accept Mai
monides at his word, the philosophical discussions in the Guide are ancillary 
to his primary task of exegesis.6 And whether we accept him at his word or 
not, the fact remains that Maimonides often intentionally fails to make ex
plicit the philosophical assumptions on which a particular discussion rests, 
either taking them for granted or directing his readers to the "books of the 
philosophers" for further elucidation. 7 

But even allowing for the exegetical nature of the Guide, the modern 
student is hard put to reconstruct Maimonides' concept of knowledge simply 
because there is very little material related specifically to theory of knowl
edge. Most of the philosophy in the Guide belongs to the realms of physics 
and metaphysics, with occasional digressions into political philosophy, 
psychology, and ethics. It is certainly not possible to get at a precise sense of 
"knowledge" from every passage in which the Arabic words for "science" 
( 'ilm) or "knowledge" (ma"rifa) occur, for Maimonides often uses these terms 
loosely.8 Nor does Maimonides consider traditional problems such as the cri
teria, or conditions, of knowledge, or the contrast between knowledge and 

4 See" How to Begin to Study the Guide of the Perplexed," in the Pines translation 
of the Guide, xiv. Cf. Guide 1.Int.: 5-6, 10, 3. Int. :415. 

5 Guide l.lnt.: 19. 
6 Guide 2.2:253-54. 
7 Guide l.lnt. :9-10. Cf. 1.69: 169, 2. Int. :239, and 2.14:285-86. 
8 See, for example, Guide 3.23 (Joel ed., p. 357 lines 13-14): lam yakun lahu 'ilm 

wa-l<i ya'lumu al-Illiih ilia taqlidan ... ("[Job] had no knowledge ['true knowl
cdgc'-Pines] but knew God only traditionally ['because of his acceptance of autho
rity' -Pines]"). Many other examples could be cited. 

Not surprisingly, neither 'ilm nor ma<rifa (nor its cognates) is included in a recent 
study of key terms in Maimonides' epistemology. See Abraham Nuriel, "Remarks on 
1'vlaimonides' Epistemology," Maimonides and Philosophy 36-52. 
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opinion, or the challenge posed by skepticism.9 Given the dearth of material, 
one might conclude that attempts to come to grips with Maimonides' concept 
of knowledge are doomed from the outset-a sobering thought for philoso

phically minded students of the Guide. 
Still, although the concept of knowledge is neglected, the concept of 

belief fares much better. This is not surprising when one recalls that Mai
monides' main purpose in the Guide is to explain those biblical and talmudic 
passages that concern "beliefs and opinions." Thus we learn which beliefs 
(i.e. positions) exist on a certain topic and which should be adopted by the 
reader, which should be inculcated in the masses and which should be eradi
cated (sometimes along with their proponents), which beliefs draw one 
nearer to God, and which distance one from God. More significantly, we 
learn about "second-order" epistemological issues such as the definition of 
belief, the criteria of belief-acceptance, and the assessment of the epistemic 
value of different kinds of beliefs (e.g., rational, traditional, etc.). 

Given this emphasis on belief rather than knowledge, it is arguable that 
the concept of belief is more important for Maimonides in the Guide than 
that of knowledge, or, more precisely, that for Maimonides what makes 
knowledge so important in all his writings is its element of "true belief' 
rather than whether the belief is rationally justified.10 But be this as it may, it 
is more fruitful to consider Maimonides' religious doctrines via his explicit 
treatment of belief than to try to piece together a theory of knowledge from 
isolated statements. 

Belief 

Maimonides defines beliefl 1 at the beginning of Guide 1.50: 

Know, thou who studiest this my Treatise, that belief (al-i'tiqiid) is not the 

9 Some of Maimonides' arguments against the Ash'arite Kalam might be read as a 
rejection of their brand of anti-philosophical skepticism, just as some of his arguments 
against Aristotle might have been influenced by the fideistic skepticism of Algazali. 
But these points, important though they may be, are not enough to contradict the 
claim made in the text that Maimonides does not treat the question of skepticism in 
the Guide. 

10 To argue this position one would have to show, among other things, that knowl
edge (or rational belief) is distinguished from traditional belief not so much in the 
question of justification, but rather in the content-and the character-of the belief 
itself. (Sec Maimonides' explanation of Job's shift from knowledge of God based on 
traditional authority to certain knowledge in Guide 3.23:492-93.) But this task is 
beyond the scope of the present paper. 

11 Shalom Rosenberg has analyzed Maimonides' treatment of belief in a series of 
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notion (al-ma'nii) that is uttered, but the notion that is represented (al
mutasawwar) in the soul when it has been averred (suddika) of it that it is in 

fact just as it has been represented. 

And a few lines later: 

For there is no belief except after a representation (al-lU$awwur); belief is the 
affirmation (at-tasdiq) that what has been represented is outside the mind just 
as it has been represented in the mind. 12 

Before I try to draw conditions of belief from this definition (or defini
tions), a few remarks about the key concepts of belief, notion, representation, 
and affirmation are in order. 

The term i<tiqad "belief" is sometimes translated "conviction." This 
alternative translation is acceptable provided that it not be taken to refer only 
to strong beliefs; there is no indication that Maimonides would exclude 
weakly-held beliefs from i<tiqad. 

Belief is described in both statements as having to do with the mind, but 
the two formulations are not, strictly speaking, equivalent. In the first, belief 
is considered to be a type of notion (mental object), whereas in the second, a 
type of affirmation (mental act). Part of the act/ object ambiguity is due to 
the grammatical form of i<tiqad, which, as the verbal noun, means literally 
believing; one must rely on context to see whether the act of believing or the 

belief itself is intended. 
Maimonides' main point in both statements is that belief is not linguistic 

but mental: believing a belief is not the same as professing one, and in fact 
they are entirely independent of each other. In this chapter he emphasizes 
one aspect of the irrelevance of language to belief: that one may profess a 
belief without actually believing it. Later on he will emphasize another 
aspect: that one may believe something without actually articulating it. 13 

Although the levels of language and thought are independent of each 
other, there is a fundamental correspondence. In the Arab-Aristotelian tradi-

articles, most recently, "The Concept of Belief in the Thought of Maimonides and His 
Successors" [Heb.], Bar-Ilan Yearbook 22-23 (1987-88): 351-89 (see esp. 351-54). 
This is a revised and expanded version of "The Concept of 'emunah in Post
Maimonidean Philosophy," Studies in Medieval Jewish Thought and History , ed. 
Isadore Twersky, vol. 2 (Cambridge, MA, 1987) 273-308. 

12 Guide 1.50:111. 
13 Guide 1.59:139-40. 
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tion of logic, it is common to find a tripartite division of reality into utter
ances (kallimat), notions (ma<ani), and extramental existents (maujudat). 
Utterances correspond to the notions which they signify, and the same rela
tion holds between the notions and the existents they signify. Utterances are 
said to signify notions which in turn signify existents, or, utterances signify 
existents by means of notions. 14 Maimonides' point is that no matter what 
utterances the subject uses to formulate his belief, it is the notions that are 
signified by those utterances which form the content of those beliefs. Beliefs 
primarily involve notions and, through notions, existents. 

The term ma<na "notion" is notoriously ambiguous in philosophical 
Arabic; depending on context, it can also be translated as "thing," "refer
ent," or "matter." Here the sense is definitely of "thing qua thought" 
because of the qualifying phrases "represented in the soul'' and "represented 
in the mind" in the first and second statements respectively. It may be that 
Maimonides wished to use such a loose term rather than the technical term 
ma<qul ("intelligible" or "thought") so that he could refer thereby to all sorts 
of mental contents, imaginary or intellectual, simple or abstract. In this 
regard it is instructive to compare Maimonides' phrasing with a similar pas
sage in Alfarabi' s Commentary on the "De Interpretatione": 

[Aristotle] says traces in the soul15 rather than "thoughts" because he means to 
cover all that arises in the soul after the sense-objects have withdrawn from the 
senses. For among the things that arise in the soul there are, apart from 
thoughts, also images of sense-objects according to the sensation one has had of 
them, like the sense-image of Zayd, and other things, like the goat-stag and 
similar things, which the soul invents by combining images. Aristotle wants to 
cover all these, so he calls them traces in the soul . . .. The traces in the soul are 
likenesses of the referents (ma<ani) which exist outside the soul. 16 

Although Alfarabi calls Aristotle's traces in the soul "likenesses" rather than 

14 The distinction is derived from De lnterpretatione l:16a3-9 and the commen
taries thereon. For a convenient summary of the main positions and their sources, see 
A. Sabra, "Avicenna on the Subject Matter of Logic," journal of Philosophy 77 (Nov. 
1980): 746-64. 

15 The reference is to the Arabic translation of De lnterpretatione 16a2-3: "We say 
that what comes out in the voice signifies traces in the soul," which is cited by 
al-Farabi in Al-Farabi' s Commentary and Short Treatise on Aristotle's "De lnterpre
tatione", trans. F. W. Zimmermann (London, 1981) 10. 

16 Al-Farabi's Commentary 10-11. 
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"notions represented in the soul," it is clear that he is describing the same 
thing as Maimonides. And Maimonides, like Aristotle and Alfarabi, uses a 
term sufficiently broad so as to include all sorts of mental contents, and 

hence, all sorts of beliefs. 17 

Both definitions of belief rest on the distinction in Arabic logic between 
ta$awwur "representation" 18 and t~diq "affirmation." Several studies have 
been devoted to this distinction, the precise origin of which is a matter of dis
pute.19 Algazali defines t~awwur as "the apprehension of essences of indivi
dual things in themselves" and t~diq as an "apprehension of the relation of 
these essences to each other, either affirmatively or negatively." 20 Hence, 
ta$diq requires a prior ta$awwur, and if, as Maimonides points out here, there 
is no belief without representation, this is because there is no belief without 
affirmation, and affirmation requires representation. Beliefs for Maimonides, 
as for some modern philosophers, are intentional; a belief is always about x 
because the belief always involves an affirmation about a representation of x. 

With these terminological clarifications in mind, we are better able to 
understand the definition(s) of belief cited above. In fact, it is possible to read 
the definition(s) as laying down general conditions for belief, though not, of 
course, conditions of true belief. To believe something of x, one must (1) have 
a representation of x in the soul, and (2) affirm of this representation that it 
exists extramentally as it is represented. These conditions, which I shall call 
the representation-condition and the affirmation-condition, respectively, are 
both necessary and sufficient for believing something about x; there is no 
further requirement that the belief be true, or that it be rationally justifia-

17 Nuriel (in .. Remarks" 38-50) makes much of the fact that Maimonides' defini
tion of belief locates belief in the mind (dhihn) rather than in the intellect ('aql). It 
seems to me that the explanation offered here is much simpler, not to mention the fact 
that Maimonides speaks of "intellectual beliefs" (Guide, I.Int. :9), as Nuriel himself 

notes on p. 44. 
18 •• Representation" is used here because it is Pines' s translation of t(l$awwur in the 

Guide. Another common translation is "conception." 
19 See especially the long analysis of Josef van Ess in Die Erkenntnislehre des 

'Aciudaddin al-ici (Wiesbaden, 1966) 95-113 (I am indebted to Dr. Jesse Mashbaum 
for this reference), and the well-known article by Harry A. Wolfson, "The Terms 
Ta~awwur and Ta$dik in Arabic Philosophy and Their Greek, Latin, and Hebrew 
Equivalents," rpt. in Studies in the History of Philosophy and Religion, ed. Isadore 
Twersky and George H. Williams, vol. 1 (Cambridge, Mass., 1973) 478-95. 

20 Maq{~id al-falasifa, ed. S. Dunya (Cairo, 1961) 1.7. 
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ble, etc. They cover the whole gamut of beliefs: true, false, intellectual, 
imaginary, traditional, etc. The affirmation-condition excludes the case of 
entertaining a notion without affirming it to be so; the rPpresentation
condition excludes that of apparently believing something about x, but in fact 
not believing anything of x at all. 

Unless one properly understands the force of the representation

condition he will misinterp~et passages such as this one: 

If someone believes that [God) is one but possesses a certain number of essen
tial attributes, he says in his words that He is one, but believes Him in his 
thought to be many.21 

It is possible to read this passage as describing someone who believes of God 
that He is one but interprets the notions of divine unity mistakenly. If this 
reading were correct, then we would say that the subject possessed a mis
taken belief about God. Yet from other passages it is clear that the believer 
does not believe anything about God, not even something mistaken, because 
he lacks a representation of God. His belief is misdirected, as it were. So, 
strictly speaking, we should understand "believes that God is one" in the first 
line of the passage as "supposedly believes that God is one" or" professes to 
believe that God is one" but not as "actually believes so." In what follows I 
shall call this misdirected act of belief "putatively believing about x." 

What characterizes putatively believing about God is the defectiveness of 
the believer's representation of God. There is no problem with his affirma
tion; since the affirmation-condition is fulfilled when the subject affirms of 
his notion of divine unity that it exists extramentally as represented, he cer
tainly believes something. The difficulty is that his notion fails to refer to 
God. Moreover, even if the subject actually believes that he believes that God 
is one, he does not really possess such a belief; he is mistaken on this point. 
This analysis implies that representation represents an objective component 
of belief that does not depend upon the higher-order beliefs of the believer. 

By contrast, affirmation constitutes the subjective element of belief, in the 
sense that the act of t~diq is under the control of the believer. This seems to 
follow from Maimonides' view that the rational activity of believing an 
opinion can be a matter of obedience or rebellion: 

21 Guide l.50:111. 
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There is some perplexity regarding the rational part22 of the soul, but I say that 
obedience and rebellion may also pertain to this power, [namely,] by virtue of 
[one· s] believing an incorrect opinion or believing a correct opinion. However 
because there is no action within it that can be called without qualification 
commandment or prohibition, I said in the preceding that the commandments 
and prohibitions belong to the first two parts [of the soul, i.e., the sentient and 
the appetitive]. 23 

If belief, which is composed of representation and affirmation, 1s m some 
measure subject to our control, and if representation is, as I have argued, an 
objective component of our beliefs, then the "volitional" aspect of belief 

mentioned in the passage above lies in the act of affirmation. 
Putatively believing should be distinguished from falsely believing. 

While both are genuine cases of believing, the former is not actually about 

the intended object, whereas the second is. This is so because in putative 
beliefs about x, my representation of x is defective, whereas in false beliefs 
about x, my affirmation is not well founded. 

Maimonides develops the distinction between what I have called puta

tively believing and falsely believing in Guide l.60, toward the end of the dis
cussion of divine attributes. As we shall see, the distinction is crucial for 

Maimonides' explanation about how man can come to believe something of 

God. Yet to illustrate his point he brings more mundane examples: 

I shall not say of him who represents to himself that taste is a quantity, that his 
representation of the thing is different from what the latter really is; rather I 
shall say that he is ignorant of the being of taste and does not know to what the 
term applies. 24 

In this example the subject possesses a representation, but it is of quantity 

rather than taste; since he does not possess a representation of taste, he can
not believe anything about taste; the representation-condition is not ful
filled, and he can be said to believe putatively about taste. 

22 The rational power (al-quwwa an-na.tiq) of the soul is defined in Shemonah 
Peraqim, ch.2:376 as "that power belonging to man [i] through which he intellects, 
[ii] in which there is deliberation, [iii] with which he acquires the sciences, and [iv] by 
means of which he distinguishes between good and bad activities." 

23 Shemonah Peraqim, ch.3:377. 
24 Guide 1.60: 145-46. 
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In the second example the subject constructs in his imagination a repre

sentation that fails to apply to anything existent: 

An example is that of a man who has heard the term elephant and knows that it 
is an animal and demands to know its true reality. Thereupon one who is him
self mistaken or who misleads others tells him that it is an animal possessing one 
leg and three wings, inhabiting the depths of the sea, having a transparent body 
and a face like that of man in its form and shape, talking like a man and some
times flying in the air. ... I will not say that this representation of the elephant 
differs from what the latter really is, nor that the man in question falls short in 
his apprehension of the elephant. But I shall say that the thing he has imagined 
as having these attributes is merely an invention and is false and that there is 
nothing in existence like that, but that it is a thing lacking existence to which a 
term signifying an existent thing has been applied-a thing like" griffin" or a 
centaur and other imaginary forms of this kind to which a term simple or com
pound, signifying some existent thing has been applied.25 

Unlike the first example, the problem here is not that the subject affirms 
absurd or incompatible predicates of a thing of which he has a partial repre
sentation. Rather, the subject has applied the term" elephant" to a necessari

ly nonexistent ma<nli, and so he has no representation of elephant at all, but 

rather of an imaginary creature. 26 

We may grant Maimonides that in the above two examples, 'the putative 

belief about x turns out not to be a belief about x at all; in the first example, a 
serious category-mistake reveals that the subject's representation refers to 
something entirely different from what x is, whereas in the second example, 
the representation fails to refer to anything existent. But what about some

thing like: 
l. S believes that an elephant is a sea-swimming animal. 

Does S believe something falsely of elephant, or does he believe anything of 

25 Guide 1.60:146. The examples of the griffin and the centaur (or the goat-stag) 
have a long history in the medieval commentaries on the De Interpretatione. For 
Alfarabi' s treatment, see Zimmermann, Al-Farabi' s Commentary 15 (see esp. n. 4). 

26 It is interesting to note that although the man has no apprehension of elephant, 
he does know, ex hypothesi, that an elephant is an animal. So he can know something 
that an elephant is, without having even a partial apprehension of it. Does this mean 
that Maimonides distinguishes between believing y of x, which requires at least some 
apprehension of x, and believing that xis y, which does not? Aside from this passage 
there is little textual basis for such a distinction. 
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elephant at all? Without any further information the answer is impossible to 
tell. One might wish to say that S does believe something about an elephant 
that happens to be false, for (1) differs from the imaginary representation of 
the elephant precisely in that "sea-swimming animal'' refers to a category of 
existent things, whereas "sea-swimming, sky-flying, with the body of man, 
etc.," does not. But that distinction does not seem to be relevant; whether the 
predicate denotes something existent or not, the real heart of the matter is 
whether S possesses a representation of an elephant. Thus, Maimonides 

might very well say that in 
2. S believes that an elephant is a rational animal. 

S has no belief about an elephant, but is applying the term "elephant" 
wrongly. On the other hand, he might say that S has a false belief about an 
elephant, perhaps because he saw one who was well trained. In order to 
determine whether we have a case of putatively believing or falsely believing 
it is necessary to be aware of the attendant circumstances, i.e., the origin 
of the mental representation. For this reason Maimonides, in his examples, 
accounts how the believer acquired his belief. Without knowing the atten
dant circumstances we cannot determine the referent of the believer's rep

resentation. 
The conclusion of our brief analysis is that the question whether S has a 

belief about x can be settled only after considering the origins of the repre
sentation of x concerning which the affirmation is made. If, after considering 
these origins, it can be affirmed that the representation is indeed of x, then 
we can conclude that the believer believes something about x; otherwise we 
cannot. In (1 ), if S believes that an elephant is a sea-swimming animal 
because he has seen elephants, and he believes that such creatures can swim, 
then he has a (false) belief about elephants. Yet if S believes that an elephant 
is a sea-swimming animal because he has seen whales and was told that these 
are elephants, then he has no belief about elephants at all. The representa
tion-condition is designed with this distinction in mind. 

Certainty 

Maimonides' characterization of certainty follows his definition(s) of 

belief mentioned above: 

If, together with this belief, one realizes that a belief different from it is in no 
way possible, and that no starting point can be found in the mind for a rejec-
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tion of this belief, or for the supposition that a different belief is possible, there 
is certainty (yaqina).27 

Is the certainty spoken of here objective or subjective?28 While it is difficult 
to decide conclusively on the basis of one sentence, the language suggests an 
objective reading. For one thing, the beginning of the sentence may be more 
literally translated as "If, together with this belief, it occurs [ or 'results' or 
· comes to be'; the Arabic is h0.$ala] that a belief different from it is in no way 
possible," which implies that the believer does not determine the status of the 
belief. Were the understanding of certainty merely subjective, one would 
expect something like "one believes" or" one is convinced." Moreover, Mai
monides' language suggests that it is impossible for all believers to reject a 
belief held with certainty: "no starting point can be found [or 'can exist'] in 
the mind for a rejection of this belief." But there is no need to belabor our 
reading of this passage: it is clear from Maimonides' use of "certainty" in 
other contexts,29 as well as from the use of the term in the Arabic philosophi
cal tradition,30 that it should be taken objectively. 

If my interpretation is correct, then according to Maimonides a belief that 
is certain is ipso facto true; no matter how strongly I hold an opinion, I can
not be certain of it if it is false. 31 There cannot be false or imaginary beliefs 
that are certain, although, of course, there can be false or imaginary beliefs. 
This point is not merely definitional, but has a grounding in human psycho
logy: false beliefs cannot be firmly established in the mind. 32 In short, cer
tainty is a state of mind over which the believer has no active control: one can 
control whether one believes x, but one cannot control whether one believes x 
with certainty-although, of course, one can take steps (e.g., studying philo
sophy and science) to achieve certainty. 

As in the case of belief, Maimonides' statement about certainty amounts 

27 Guide 1.50: 111. 
26 The question is raised by Rosenberg in "The Concept of Belief" 356. 
29 Cf. Guide 2.2:252, 2.23:320, l.50:111, l.73:213, and 2.15:290. 
30 See Van Ess, Erkenntnislehre 101, 106, 122. 
31 This seems to be the opinion of Ibn Tibbon, who translates yaqina as 'emunah 

amitit, "true belief" -although, to be precise, truth is a necessary, though not suffi
cient, condition for certainty. On the other hand, Pines translates yaqina as "certain 
knowledge," which is a bit strong. Evidently Pines wished to ward off the subjective 
interpretation of certainty. 

32 Guide 1.54: 124: "For the opinions that are not correct are not firmly estab
lished." 
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to setting conditions for belief that is certain. These conditions can be formu
lated as follows : Sis certain of x (or "S believes x certainly") if and only if 

1. S believes x. 
2. S realizes that not-x is impossible. 
3. S realizes that any y leading to rejecting x is impossible. 
4. S realizes that any y leading to supposing not-x is impossible. 

Condition (2) amounts to, I think, the requirement that S realize the neces
sity of x, which implies that only necessary truths can be believed with cer
tainty. Now I have argued elsewhere that Maimonides tends to treat modal 
notions such as "necessary" and "possible" temporally, with the result that 
something is necessary only if it is always the case. 33 One therefore expects 
that, for Maimonides, the sorts of propositions that can be believed with cer
tainty are precisely those that are true at all times. This expectation, while not 
necessitated by his examples, is certainly compatible with them. Thus, a 
believer may be certain that God exists, that He is one, and that He is in
corporcal;34 these are truths which are dependent upon permanent facts, and 
not upon particular, transient, states of affairs. 

Moreover, conditions (3) and (4) tell us that it is not sufficient for S to be 
convinced of the necessity of x for him to believe it with certainty; he must 
realize the necessity of rejecting any y which implies not-x or even the possi
bility of not-x. These two conditions are quite strong; they require that the 
subject sec the connection between x and other related propositions, and this, 
in turn, requires philosophical speculation. They thus appear to me to rule 
out the possibility of believing with certainty propositions that are held by 
virtue of adherence to authority, either traditional or philosophical.35 It 
should come as no surprise that Maimonides' examples of propositions that 
arc certain mentioned above are precisely those which he claims can be phil-

33 See my ·· Problems of · Plentiude' in Maimonides and Gersonides:· A Straight 
Path: Studies in Medieval Philosophy and Culture, ed. Ruth Link-Salinger, R. James 
Long, and Charles 11. Manekin (Washington, 1988) 183-94. 

14 Guide 1. il : 181. 
as Those who speculate about the influence of Algazali on the Guide would do well 

to contrast the position described here with Algazali's claim that certainty is achieved 
not through speculation, but through a mystical illumination of divine light. See Aver
roe~· "'l'ahafut al-Tahiifut", trans. Simon van den Bergh (London, 1954) I.xii, and 
Van Ess, Erke1111t11islehre 122. 
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osophically demonstrated : moreover, that he links certainty with the ability 

either to demonstrate a proposition or to grasp its truth immediately, without 

the need for demonstratioI1-
36 

To sum up our analysis to this point: Belief is a function of two mental acts 
(or their outcomes): representation, which concerns the object of the belief, 
and affirmation, which a.vers of the object that it exists extramentally as 
represented. Beliefs may be true, false, imaginary, intellectual, or fictitious , 
but they must involve representation and affirmation. Beliefs that are certain 
arc realized by the believer to be necessarily true (i.e., they express perman
ent features of existence), and this realization is achieved either through 
demonstration or immediate apprehension. 

There is one belief deemed certain by Maimonides which I have yet to 
mention, namely, the belief that all positive attributes are to be negated of 
God. 31 This belief is arguably the paradigmatic case of a certain belief in the 
Guide, and, as such, merits our close attention. The rest of my paper will be 
devoted to the implications of our analysis of belief and certainty for Mai

monides' theory of divine attributes. 

Divine Attributes 

As was noted above, Nfaimonides' definitions of belief and·certainty are 
found in Guide 1.50, at the beginning of his analysis of divine attributes. The 
context is quite important, for chapter 50 marks a break, both in content and 
in style, from what preceded. Whereas in the earlier, "lexicographic 
chapters"38 Maimonides interpreted misleading biblical terms and 
phrases, in Guide 1.50 he begins to consider a more fundamental difficulty, 
which may be stated as follows: If one accepts the standard Aristotelian 

36 Alfarabi speaks of the philosophers in the city who know the First Cause, the 
immaterial existents, and the celestial substances through strict demonstrations and 
their o,,n insight (bi-bi$d'1f); see Al-Farabi on the Perfect State, ed. and trans. 
Richard Walzer (Oxford, 1985) 5.17.2 (278, line 11 ); this insight is called "certain 
insight" (ba$ira yaqinniya) in the Tali$il al sa'ada (Hyderabad, 1345/ 1926) 39, line 37; 
Eng. trans.: ,\lfarabi's Phi/osophy of Plato and Aristotle, trans. Muhsin Mahdi, rev. 
ed. ( Ithaca, 1962) 44 . 

. ,1 Guide 1.59. 
3M The expression, which refers to the chapters that open with the Hebrew term or 

term~ to be explained, is thnt of Strauss; see "How to Begin to Study" xxiv-xxv. 

~ 
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analysis of language, in particular the theory of predication, it can be shown 
that one cannot predicate anything positively about God, with the exception 
of actional attributes. This is so because the logic of predication presupposes 
an ontology that cannot apply to God without damaging His unity and 
uniqueness. Moreover, given the correspondence between the structure of 
language and that of thought ( what Maimonides elsewhere calls "outer 
speech" and "inner speech"), 39 the same consequence follows for thinking 
about God, which raises the question, What sort of positive concept of God, if 
any, may the believer possess? This question is explored by Maimonides in 
the first part of his discussion (1.50-57); his answer, which I shall consider 
below, is worked out in the second part (1.58-63). 

I have intentionally left this summary vague because the chapters on 
divine attributes have been the subject of conflicting scholarly interpreta
tions. 40 The major problem has been how to view the doctrine of attributes 
within the larger context of Maimonides' philosophy, that is, whether it 
belongs to his theology, epistemology, logic, or what. A decidedly theological 
interpretation was advanced by Julius Guttmann, who labeled Maimonides' 
concept of God in these chapters as Neoplatonic: "for Maimonides, God is 
incomprehensible and mysterious; in fact he is God precisely because he is 
incomprehensible and mysterious." 41 This "Neoplatonic" theology was said 
to imply an" agnosticism more becoming Judah Halevi than Maimonides,"42 

for man's intellect is incapable of knowing anything beyond the terrestrial 
world. To buttress this interpretation, Guttmann appealed to Maimonides' 
discussions of the limitations of human knowledge (1.31--35), and man's 
inability to demonstrate whether the world is eternal or created (2.13-25 ). In 
other words, he held that Maimonides' theory of attributes was to be treated 
as a part of his theology and his theory of knowledge. 43 

39 Millot ha-Higgayon, ed. Chaim Roth, 2nd ed. (rpt. Jerusalem, 1965), chap. 
14:102-3. 

40 The most famous of these was the long dispute between Julius Guttmann and 
Harry A. Wolfson on the significance of the positive form of such predications. For a 
summary, see Julius Guttmann, Philosophies of Judaism, trans. David Silverman 
(New York, 1973) 500, n. 84, and Harry A. Wolfson," Maimonides on Negative Attri
butes," rpt. in Studies in the History of Philosophy and Religion, ed. Isadore Twersky 
and George H. Williams, vol. 2 (Cambridge, Mass., 1977) 195-231. 

41 Guttmann, Philosophies of Judaism 186. 
42 Guttmann, Philosophies of Judaism 186. 
43 Guttmann called attention to other, more positive, elements in Maimonides' 

epistemology (such as the Aristotelian conception of God as "intellect, intellectually 
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Harry A. Wolfson took a different approach. 44 Limiting himself strictly to 
the logical aspect of the discussion, he saw Maimonides' main point as having 
to do with the logic of sentences about God. Whereas Maimonides' predeces
sors had been concerned with whether attributes, as real beings, existed in 
God or not, Maimonides, taking for granted that they did not, wished to 
understand the logical structure of sentences about God. Or to put this 
another way: given that there are no real attributes, how does one interpret a 
predicative sentence about God? Unlike Guttmann, Wolfson did not asso
ciate the doctrine of divine attributes with Maimonides' epistemology, and 
there is no indication that he wished to do so. 

Yet, surprisingly, neither Guttmann nor Wolfson connected Maimonides' 
discussion of divine attributes with the definitions of belief and certainty at 
the beginning of that discussion, although the connection is natural enough 
and suggested by the author himself. In fact, Maimonides defines belief here 
because of his claim that one who believes that God possesses positive attri
butes does not, strictly speaking, possess a belief about God at all. Moreover, 
he defines certainty here because of his claim that one can believe with cer
tainty that it is necessary to reject positive attributes. 

The latter claim signals better than anything else the philosophically 
optimistic tenor of the discussion of divine attributes. The chapters on attri
butes can be read as a tribute to philosophy, since it is philosophy that 
enables man to purify his representation of God, which has been corrupted 
by a literalist reading of Scripture as well as by the weak and sophistical argu
ments of the Kalam. Without philosophy, the believer in God is in danger of 
becoming like the man who thought that he possessed a representation of 
elephant although he possessed nothing more than the term. Similarly, the 
believer may think that he possesses a representation of God because he has 
read in the Scripture who God is and what He does. But if he understands 
scriptural references to God literally, he has an imaginative representation 

cognizing subject, and intellectually cognized object"), elements which he felt were 
inconsistent with the Neoplatonist conception of God. The same point has been made 
repeatedly by Pines (see the articles mentioned above in n. 1), but with an important 
difference: where Guttmann saw unintentional tensions and inconsistencies, Pines 
sees deliberate contradictions. One might say that Pines' s recent theory of the limita
tions of human knowledge in Maimonides combines the agnostic interpretation of 
Guttmann with the esoteric interpretation of Leo Strauss. 

•• In addition to the article mentioned above in n. 40, see Wolfson, "Crescas on 
the Problem of Divine Attributes," rpt. in Studies in the History of Philosophy and 
Religion 1:247-337. 
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that putatively refers to some existent but in fact does not. With the aid of 
philosophy, the believer is able to purify his representation of God, indeed, to 
ensure that his representation is of God. 

The purification of the believer' s representation of God is only one of 
philosophy's roles. Another is the transformation of his beliefs into certain 
ones. After only a small amount of philosophical training, it is possible to 
believe that one should negate of God attributes that entail corporeality, 
potentiality, likeness to creatures, and change. 45 The doctrine that God pos
sesses no likeness to creatures is taught in the Bible, and everyone is already 
aware of it. One can even know something philosophically more sophisti
cated, such as that privation attaches necessarily to whatever is potential. 46 

But if the believer does not know these things through their demonstrations, 
then he will not be able to see the implications of these beliefs for his repre
sentation of divine unity, nor will he see the necessity of these beliefs being 
true and their opposites false. He possesses true belief, but not certainty. In 
this context, philosophical demonstration aids both to make the representa
tion more accurate and to make our true beliefs certain. 

Against all this it may be argued that the role of philosophy outlined here, 
though important, is essentially a negative one, i.e., that of rendering certain 
the belief that God's essence is unique, and hence unknowable. In terms of 
historical parallels this position might be seen as "proto-Kantian," insofar as 
Maimonides, like Kant, uses philosophical argument to remove God (and 
other remote entities) from the scope of human knowledge. 47 Yet while there 
is much to be said for the Kantian interpretation of Maimonides, it seems to 
me that it is not supported by the discussion of divine attributes. If God is in 
no way an object of our knowledge, then there is no ranking of those who 
purport to know Him; theology must dissolve into antimonies of pure reason. 
Yet Maimonides' theory of the negative signification of attributes found in 
Guide 1.59 is designed precisely to answer the claim that because God's 
essence cannot be apprehended, there are no gradations of those who appre
hend Him. This skeptical inference, argues Maimonides, is invalid: while it is 
true, perhaps even a truism, that God's essence cannot be apprehended by 
the intellect, this does not mean that there is no device leading to the "true 
reality" of Him: 

45 Guide 1.35:81. 
46 Guide 1.55:129. 
47 See Pines, "Limitations of Human Knowledge" 94, 100. 
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You come nearer to the apprehension of Him, may He be exalted, with every 
increase in the negations regarding Him; and you come nearer to that appre
hension than he who does not negate with regard to Him that which, according 
to what has been demonstrated to you, must be negated.48 

Desire then wholeheartedly that you should know by demonstration some addi
tional thing to be negated but do not desire to negate merely in words. For on 
every occasion on which it becomes clear to you by means of a demonstration 
that a thing whose existence is thought to pertain to Him, may He be exalted, 
should rather be negated with reference to Him, you undoubtedly come nearer 
to Him by one degree.49 · 

The via negativa of Maimonides is through demonstration; hence it is a 
rational one, assuming the study of sciences, and assuming the demonstrabi
li ty of the propositions of sciences. For this reason it is impossible and, 
indeed, forbidden to teach the doctrine of the negative signification of attri
butes to the ignorant and unlearned.50 They can be taught to believe in the 
existence of God, and in the various attributes that relate to His existence, but 
they cannot be elevated in any way with respect to an apprehension of His 
essence or the true reality of His substance.51 Yet because Maimonides 
singles out the inability of the ignorant to approach an apprehension of the 
divine essence, one may infer that the learned can approach this apprehen
sion. A similar inference may be made from the following pa.ssage: 

He is incapable of apprehending the deity and is far removed from knowledge 

48 Guide 1.59: 138. 
49 Guide 1.60:144. Hasdai Crescas (Light of the Lord [Vienna, 1859) l.3.3 :23a) 

argues contra Maimonides that there is no point in demonstrating individually the 
impossibility of each defect with respect to God, because of the general demonstration 
that no positive attributes can be predicated of God. Accordingly, he holds that Mai
monides' via negativa, which proceeds, as we have seen, by demonstration, does not 
get the believer any closer to an apprehension of God. Yet Crescas, in my opinion, 
confuses two "impossibilities" which Maimonides explicitly distinguishes: the impos
sibility of predicating positive attributes of God because of the ontology of attribution, 
and the impossibility of predicating perfections because they are only perfections with 
respect to us. Both impossibilities can be proved by a general demonstration, but in 
order to apply the latter, we have to know what things constitute perfections and 
what constitute defects-in other-words, we need to increase our scientific knowledge 
of the world (Guide 1.59:139). 

50 Guide l.35:79. 
51 Guide 1.46:98. 
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of Him who has no clear understanding of the necessity of negating with 
respect to God a notion negated by someone else on the basis of demonstra

tion. 52 

Strictly speaking, this statement does not entail that one who has the clear 
understanding in question will be capable of apprehending the deity-but 
again, it makes little sense for Maimonides to mention this exclusion if the 

inference is incorrect. 
In this cursory look at Maimonides' theory of attributes, I have empha

sized those elements that suggest the possibility of possessing certain beliefs 
about God, beliefs that are attained as a result of a rational method. More
over, according to my reading, Maimonides' theory becomes a paradigmatic 
case of the possibility of attaining certainty in divine science through an 
indirect "device," given the very real and obvious limitations of direct 
human apprehension of God. Yet there are two apparent difficulties in this 

reading. 
The first is that there are passages in Maimonides' exposition that appear 

to indicate that any knowledge of the deity is impossible, and, in fact, that 
the theory of attributes is intended to lead us to this conclusion. For example: 

As everyone is aware that it is not possible, except through negation, to achieve 
an apprehension of that which is in our power to apprehend and that, on the 
other hand, negation does not give knowledge in any respect of the true reality 
of the thing with regard to which the particular matter in question is ne
gated-all men, those of the past and those of the future, affirm clearly that 
Cod, may He be exalted, cannot be apprehended by the intellects, and that 
none but He Himself can apprehend what He is, and that apprehension of Him 
consists in the inability to attain the ultimate term in apprehending him.53 

At first glance we have here a radically agnostic statement to the effect that 
the theory of negative attributes cannot yield knowledge of God's essence in 
any respect, since no intellect-save the divine-can apprehend it. Yet when 
one recalls that this statement appears in a chapter whose entire purpose is to 
argue that there are different levels of the apprehension of God, it seems 
unlikely that Maimonides intends a radically agnostic position, especially 
when he attributes this position to" all men, those of the past and those of the 

52 Guide l.60: 146. 
53 Guide 1.59:139. 
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future." I think that he is merely reminding the reader that the intellect can
not apprehend-seize, comprehend, encompass-the essence of God, either 
in part (for that would imply multiplicity) or totally (for that would imply 
finitude). He does this in order to caution against an interpretation of his 
theory of negative attributes as providing a partial apprehension of the divine 
essence, which it clearly does not. In short, directly apprehending God's 
essence is not to be identified with knowing God; while the former is impossi
ble, the latter is not only possible but held to be obligatory. 

Against a philosophically optimistic reading of Maimonides there is a 
more fundamental objection, which can be formulated as follows: For our 
beliefs to be about God we must have a representation of God. But if there is 
no possibility of apprehending the essence of God, then how can the mind 
possess a representation of God? What makes this objection most compelling 
is that in the Arabic logical tradition, possesing a representation of x often 
implies, or is the same as, possessing its definition. 54 But God cannot be 
defined, as Maimonides points out at the beginning of the discussion of di
vine attributes.55 Moreover, no amount of demonstrably true statements 
about God will help us if the term "God" to which we ascribe our putative 
beliefs turns out to be empty. 

The answer to this objection provides us with a key to understanding 
Maimonides' project in the chapters on divine attributes. For that project 
may be formulated as follows: "Given the impossibility of directly appre
hending the divine essence, how is it possible to acquire a representation of 
God?" 56 The answer is by, first, coming to believe that the term "God" refers 
to an entity that exists in a certain manner, and second, eliminating all the 
predicates which would pick out all other entities save Him. In the case of 
God, it is by starting from God's existence, which can be shown to be neces
sary and unique, and then by drawing the implications for what His essence 
cannot be. 57 In this manner there will be no possibility of the representation 

54 See Wolfson, "The Terms T(J$awwur and T(J$diq" 480. 
55 Guide 1.52:115. 
56 Guttmann writes: "The real problem was to determine what, in fact, could be 

known concerning God, in spite of the impossibility of making positive statements 
about him" (Philosophies of Judaism 182). But Maimonides' concern in Guide 
1.50--51 is not the broad question of what can be known concerning God, but rather 
the specific problem of how one can attain an approximation of apprehending His 
essence. 
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either (a) failing to refer to an actual existent or (b) failing to refer to the 
wrong existent. 

It should be emphasized that the existence, necessity, and uniqueness of 
God are not properties in the sense that they characterize His essence. Rather 
they are what we may call states of His existence. In Guide 1.46 Maimonides 
distinguishes between "guidance leading to a knowledge of the existence of 
a thing" and "an investigation of the true reality of the essence and substance 
of that thing"; the former is possible with respect to God, the latter is not. 
This point has often been taken to imply that man cannot know what God is 
but only that He exists, and at least one statement of Maimonides' appears to 
reinforce this interpretation. But there is another statement which expresses 
this point better: 

After this preface, I shall say ... that we are only able to apprehend his "that
ness" ["the fact that He is" -Pines}, and cannot apprehend his "whatness" 
["quiddity"-Pines]. 

To apprehend God's existence is much more than merely to know that He 
exists. It means to apprehend, to the best of our ability, the meaning of neces
sary existence, and its implications for God's state of existence. Th rough 
apprehending God's existence (as distinct from apprehending His essence) 
one can know things about God's existence, its necessity, uniqueness, etc. I 
must stress again that the term "knowledge" is not used here, or elsewhere in 
the Guide, in any technical or philosophical sense, but in a broad, familiar 
one. In fact, the point about knowing God's existence is made with respect to 
the knowledge of the multitude: 

Such is the knowledge of God given to the multitude in all of the books of the 
prophets and the Torah as well. They were led to believe that He is an existent 

57 Technically speaking, the student does not have to demonstrate God's necessary 
existence at this point in his philosophical progress, but he must understand it in order 
to recognize its implications for the problem attributes. This answers partially the 
famous charge of circularity which has been leveled against Maimonides' treatment of 
attributes (cf. Isaac Abravanel, She'elot Sha'ul [Venice, 1574] 22a): how can Mai
monides posit the uniqueness of God in order to reject any positive predication before 
he has demonstrated this uniqueness? Without treating the question with the detail it 
deserves, I would like to note that Maimonides often demonstrates an opinion mainly 
in order to show that it is demonstrable, and that the demonstrability of God's neces
sary existence is not at stake in the chapters of attributes. (See below, n. 59). 
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who is living, possessed of knowledge and power, active, and having all the 
other characteristics that ought to be believed in with reference to His 

existence. 58 

Maimonides is not saying here that the multitude were cunningly misled 
by the Torah to adopt false and imaginary beliefs about the deity because the 

Torah teaches about such attributes as life, knowledge, power, etc. Nor is he 
contradicting his well-known position of the inadmissibility of essential attri
butes. What he is referring to here are not essential attributes. but states of 
existence. The problem of the multitude, and, for that matter, of some of 
those engaged in speculation, is that they may mistake attributes which sig
nify states of existence for essential attributes. Even worse, they understand 
these attributes in an unphilosophical way, combining them with the prod
ucts of their imagination. This is the built-in danger of teaching anything 
about God to the multitude, and it is why the multitude must be taught to 
accept on the basis of authority-if they cannot understand on the basis of 
reason-that God possesses no likeness to other creatures. The multitude 
must also be taught on the basis of authority-if they cannot understand on 
the basis of reason-to understand biblical descriptions of God metaphorical
ly. Maimonides' student proceeds on a surer road, using demonstration first 
to ensure that the term" God" refers to something existent, and then to refine 
progressively his concept of God, through negation, so that it will pick out the 
proper referent. 59 At the end of the journey, the student is vouchsafed a 

representation of God. 
Once the student has a representation of God that actually refers to Him, 

he can "fine-tune" that representation through filtering out inappropriate 
properties. This process is illustrated in Maimonides' example of the ship, 
which, more than anything else, displays the referential aspect of representa
tion. Assume that a man has acquired true knowledge of the existence of a 
ship but does not know to what the term "ship" applies. One way is to 
acquire the true definition of ship, which will surely pick out the objects that 
are ships. Another way, however, is to eliminate all the parts of incorre<et defi-

58 Guide 1.46:98. 
59 Guide 1.58: 135. The "demonstration" referred to in the text is not that of 2.1 

(i.e., that of the Necessary Existent) but rather that of 1.58: "For instance, it has been 
demonstrated to us that it is necessary that something exists other than those essences 
apprehended by means of the senses and whose knowledge is encompassed by means 
of the intellect." 
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nitions that refer to things other than a ship (e.g., rational animal, plant, 
sphere). In this manner the believer will "nearly achieve" a representation of 
ship as it is, and will" attain equality" with one who has represented the ship 
by means of affirmative attributes, i.e., by means of a positive definition. 60 In 
a similar fashion we can construct a representation of God even without being 

able to define Him. 
Of course, there is an important disanalogy between constructing a repre

sentation of a ship through the elimination of incorrect predicates and con
structing a representation of God in the same fashion. One can fix the refer
ent of the concept ship in ways other than the process of negation mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph, e.g., through ostention or through partial 
apprehension of a ship. But neither ostention nor partial apprehension is an 
appropriate method for fixing the referent of "God"; the only way of approxi
mating knowledge of the divine essence is through the process of negation. 
This is why Maimonides finds it so important to eradicate the belief in 
anthropomorphism among the masses; a concept of God like necessary
unique-omnipotent-corporeal is demonstrably absurd; it is not a concept of 
God, nor, for that matter, of anything existent. 

This last point raises a curious question: Does Maimonides' conception of 
belief imply that there can be no false beliefs about God? If the representa
tion of any false belief fails to pick out God, then are all beliefs about God 
ipso facto true, and, indeed, necessarily so, because otherwise they would fail 
to be about God? I think not. In or<ler for a representation not to refer to God, 
that representation must be demonstrably incorrect. Where one cannot 
demonstrate the incorrectness of the representation, then it may indeed refer 
to God, and hence our beliefs about God may be true or false. Maimonides 
himself does not make this distinction, but I believe that it emerges from 
those chapters in which it is assumed that both he and the philosophers are 
saying different things about the same God. Thus, the philosophers deny of 
God that He created the heaven and the earth; although on Maimonides' 
account their denial happens to be false, they still can be said to possess a 
representation of God. Similarly, Maimonides argues for God's existence 
through a disjunction: either the world is eternal, in which case God's exis-

60 It is not clear whether Maimonides means that the first man has virtually the 
same representation as the second, or whether his representation achieves the same 
goal as the second, i.e., picking out the correct referent for "ship," although they arc 
quite different. If the first, then two representations are identical because they pick 
out the same referent-a point which, incidentally, has much to say about Mai
monides' "theory" of meaning. 
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tence can be proved in the manner of the Aristotelians; or 
it is created, in which case God's existence can be proved in the manner of the 
Muslim theologians. In both sides of the disjunction he assumes tacitly that 
"God" refers to the same existent entity. Yet one implication remaim rather 
surprising: If it could be demonstrated that one of the alternatives of Mai
monides' disjunction is correct, then, strictly speaking, the other disjunct 
would not be a proposition about God at all. 

* * * 
Through an analysis of Maimonides' concept of belief we have come to 

the conclusion that Maimonides' theory of divine attributes, far from being 
skeptical or agnostic, is intended to provide the believer with a way to obtain 
belief about God that is certain. Since this way is closed before the multitude, 
it follows that their beliefs, though true, cannot be certain. Whether this true 
belief constitutes knowledge depends on how one defines "knowledge." As I 
have indicated above, Maimonides does talk about the knowledge of God 
possessed by the multitude, and unless we read him "Spinozistically," there 
seems to be no reason to take the term "knowledge" here metaphorically. In 
any event, the point is that all men, on their various levels, can make 
advances in their beliefs about God; indeed, man's highest goal and ultimate 
happiness lie in attaining knowledge of God and, through this knowledge, 
love and worship of God. 

Two final comments: 
I have emphasized the importance of certainty in Maimonides' presenta

tion of the theory of divine attributes, but I do not wish to suggest that cer
tainty is the only goal of our philosophical endeavors. On the contrary, Mai
monides argues that from mere belief to certainty there can be several 
degrees of epistemic value. For example, there are indemonstrable proposi
tions that may be believed with near-certainty because they are "nearly 
demonstrable," propositions such as that the world was created as an act of 
divine will. Thus, one notch below certainty is what may be called "near
certainty," a state in which beliefs are accepted on the basis of arguments 
approximating demonstration. 61 One of Maimonides' purposes in the Guide 

61 See Guide 3.51 :619. For the importance of the arguments approximating 
demonstration, and their identification with dialectical proof, see Arthur Hyman, 
"Demonstrative, Dialectical, and Sophistic Arguments in the Philosophy of Moses 
Maimonides," Moses Maimonides and His Time, ed. Eric L. Ormsby (Washington, 
1989) 35-51. 
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is to appraise the maximum epistemic value that can be accorded to a given 
belief (e.g., whether we can come to believe it with certainty or near
certainty) so that we may choose the appropriate method for believing it with 
that value. This part of his project is of crucial importance, 
because unless we are aware of the distinction between the epistemic value of 
beliefs, we may be tempted to reject near-certain beliefs because they have 
not been demonstrated. The awareness of the indemonstrability of these 
propositions, far from serving skeptical ends, actually bolsters the strength of 
the beliefs that we hold-for we know now what to expect from our beliefs. 

It also remains to be explained why Maimonides does not relate his dis
cussion of constructing a representation of God to the general Aristotelian 
theory of concept-formation. He certainly was aware of the lines of this 
theory: the mind forms concepts through abstraction from the sensory images 
retained in the imagination, then creates higher-order concepts through 
abstracting from the lower-order ones.62 To form the concept of God on this 
theory is rather simple; once we have formed the concept of "cause" or 
"mover" or "existent" we can form the complex concept of "first cause," 
"unmoved mover," or "necessary existent," and apply it to God. Yet the 
obvious reason why Maimonides avoids this method is that an abstractionist 
model inevitably impugns divine simplicity and uniqueness. The concept of 
necessary existence cannot be formed, at least not directly, through the 
process of abstraction noted above, for necessary existent is not a species of 
the existent; it is sui generis. Furthermore, Aristotle's psychology is represen
tational in the more literal sense of the term, so there is 
always the danger of taking our mental concepts of God as representing his 
essence. Yet for all its difficulty, Maimonides does not scrap entirely the lan
guage of representation, or the Aristotelian framework. He even intimates 
that the difficulty lies more in articulating our true beliefs about God in 
language than in attaining an accurate representation of Him, and in so 
doing allows that one may ha"e true and accurate concepts (ma<quliit) about 
Him. Thus after affirming that it is impossible for the intellect to apprehend 
God, he writes: 

The most apt phrase concerning this subject is the dictum occurring in the 
Psalms, Silence is praise to Thee. This is a most perfectly put phrase regarding 

62 Obviously, this is a very generic description of what was a much-studied-and 
hotly debated-process. 
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this matter. For of whatever we say intending to magnify and exalt, on the one 
hand we find that it can have some application to Him, may He be exalted, and 
on the other we perceive in it some deficiency. Accordingly, silence and limit
ing oneself to the apprehensions of the intellects are more appropriate-just as 
the perfect ones have enjoined when they said: Commune with your own heart 
upon your bed and be still. Selah. 63 

These apprehensions of the intellect are what we know about God, and while 
Maimonides does not say it explicitly, they appear to constitute the content of 

our concept of God. 
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THE THEORY OF TIME 

IN MAIMONIDES AND CRESCAS 

by 

T. M. RUDAVSKY 

Introduction 

ln his analysis of medieval cosmology, Pierre Duhem distinguished two 
theories of time in Antiquity: the first he associated with Aristotle, the second 
with the N eoplatonists. 1 According to Aristotle, time is inherent in the di
urnal movement of the spheres. If this movement did not exist, there would 
be no time. This Aristotelian view has sometimes been characterized as an 
objecthe theory of time inasmuch as it correlates the existence of time with 
movement and change in the external world. Augustine, on the other hand, 
denied that time had any existence outside the mind; in so doing, he rejected 
the objective view of time, replacing it with a psychological or subjective 
view. 2 Each of these views had its followers throughout the Middle Ages, 
although that of Aristotle tended to be the more influential. · 

In this paper l will compare the views of Maimonides and Crescas on the 
nature of time in light of these two theories. I will argue that while Mai
monides' presentation of time is straightforwardly Aristotelian, Crescas 
develops a version of the subjective theory of time. Although recent scholars 
have noted Crescas' deviance from Aristotle, few have analyzed the implica
tions of this move. 3 I will be concerned in particular with the implications of 

1 For the discussion of these two theories, see Pierre Duhem, Medieval Cos
mology, ed. and trans. Roger Ariew (Chicago, 1985) 297 ff. 

2 See Duhem, Medieval Cosmology 298; Also Richard Sorabji, Time, Creation and 
the Continuum (Ithaca, 1983) 30, 81 ff. 

3 Recent discussions of Crescas' theory of time and its relation to that of Aristotle 
can be found in the following works: Warren Zev Harvey, "Albo' s Discussion of 
Time," ]QR 70 (1980): 210--38; "The Term · Hitdabbekut' in Crescas' Definition of 
Time," ]QR 71 (1981 ): 44-4 7; Eliezer Schweid, " Dibrei Mabo' ," in Hasdai Crescas, 
Light of the Lord (Or Hashem ) (Ferrara, 1555; rpt. Jerusalem, 1972); and Harry A. 
Wolfson, Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, MA, 1929). 
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both theories with respect to their concomitant views on creation. Before 
turning to the discussions of Maimonides and Crescas, however, let me first 
characterize the Aristotelian and Neoplatonic views in more detail. 

Objective and Subjective Theories of Time 

Aristotle claims in a number of texts that time is defined in terms of 
motion, so that there can be no time without motion. For example, in his De 
Caelo Aristotle argues that time is an integral part of the cosmos. He had 
already postulated that there can be no body or matter outside of the 
heavens, since all that exists is contained within the heavens. Since, however, 
time is defined as the number of movement, and there can be no movement 
without body, it follows that there can be no time outside of the heavens. 4 

Aristotle develops this characterization further in his classic discussion on 
time in Physics 4. 10-14. Having asked of time whether "it belongs to the 
class of things that exist or to that of things that do not exist,"5 he rejects 
various considerations which might lead one to think that time does not exist. 
Time, he claims, is connected with movement, noting that 

when the state of our own minds does not change at all, or we have not noticed 
its changing, we do not realize that time has elapsed .... So, just as, if the 
" now" were not different but one and the same, there would not have been 
time, so too when its difference escapes our notice the interval does not seem to 
be time.6 

On this basis Aristotle concludes that time is not independent of movement. 
Then, from the epistemological point that "we perceive movement and time 
together," he draws an ontological conclusion, namely, that "time is either 
movement or something that belongs to movement."7 

This leads to a definition of time in terms of the movement of the instant : 

When we do perceive a" before" and an "after," then we say that there is time. 

4 See De Caelo l.9:279a8 ff.: "It is obvious then that there is neither place nor 
void nor time outside the heaven, since it has been demonstrated that there neither is 
nor can be body there." A similar point is propounded in Physics 4.12. 

5 Physics 4.10:217b32. 
6 Physics 4.11 :218b22-30. 
1 Physics 4.11 :219a4-9. 
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For time is just this-number of motion in respect of "before" and" after." ... 
time is only movement insofar as it admits of enumeration .... Time then is a 
kind of number. 8 

But what does it mean to say that time is a kind of number? Aristotle distin
guishes two meanings of the term "number": what is counted or the count
able, and that by which we count. He then associates time with the first kind 
of number; that is, time is that which is counted, and not the measure used to 
count. 9 

Aristotle then stipulates two important qualifications to his characteriza
tion of time in terms of movement. First he points out that "not only do we 
measure the movement by the time, but also the time by the movement, 
because they define each other." 10 He argues further that time is the measure 
not only of motion but of rest as well: 

For all rest is in time. For it does not follow that what is in time is moved, 
though what is in motion is necessarily moved. For time is not motion, but 
"number of motion": and what is at rest also can be in the number of motion.11 

The importance of this latter qualification will become apparent when we 
turn to Crescas' discussion. 

Finally, Aristotle raises an important query concerning the rdationship 
between time and the rational perceiver: 

Whether if soul did not exist time would exist or not, is a question that may fair
ly be asked; for if there cannot be someone to count there cannot be anything 
that can be counted, so that evidently there cannot be number; for number is 
either what has been or what can be counted. But if nothing but soul, or in soul 
reason, is qualified to count, there would not be time unless there were soul, 
but only that of which time is an attribute ... 12 

Would time exist if there were nobody to perceive it? Aristotle himself does 
not seem to provide an answer to this query. Later commentators, however, 

8 Physics 4.ll:219bl-2. 
9 Physics 4.11. :219b5-8. Clearly, though, Aristotle in other texts of the Physics 

seems to conflate these two functions. See Sorabji, Time 84-89, for further discussion. 
10 Physics 4.12:220bl5. 
11 Physics 4.12:22lb8. 
12 Physics 4.14:223a21-28. 
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latched upon the issue and it became the basis for subsequent idealist 
descriptions of time. 13 

For Aristotle, then, time falls into the category of accident which exists in 
motion. What this means is that we have a perception of time only when we 
perceive motion. The implications of this characterization for Aristotle have 
been summarized by Harry A. Wolfson in the following statements: 

1.1 Time is inconceivable without motion. 
1.2 Time implies the existence of some corporeal object in motion. 
1.3 Time has a "certain kind of reality and actual existence outside the 

mind." 
1.4 Eternal beings that are incorporeal or immovable cannot have the attri

bute of time. 
1.5 Time could not have existed prior to the existence of matter or motion. 14 

Of these, element (1.3) is most closely aligned with what we have termed 
the "objective" nature of this theory, while (1.1), (1.2), and (1.5) emphasize 
the interrelation between time and moving objects. 

In contrast to this Aristotelian view, Plotinus and his followers developed 
a theory of time according to which time does not depend upon external 
objects and their motion for its existence. On this view, the essence of time is 
not motion but rather duration. In Enneads 3.7.6-9 Plotinus rejects the 
view that makes time dependent upon physical motion. Rather, he connects 
it with " the Life of the Soul in movement as it passes from one stage of act or 
experience to another." 15 Time is produced by the extension (diastesis) of the 
life of the soul; it is intrinsic to the soul and implies a continuity or duration of 
action. 16 Inasmuch as this duration is unmeasured and undetermined, it is 
ultimately incomprehensible: "No indication of Time could be derived from 
(observation of) the Soul; no portion of it can be seen or handled, so it could 
not be measured in itself, especially when there was as yet no knowledge of 
counting." 17 

What we have then in Plotinus is a distinction between indefinite time 

13 For further discussion of the extent of commentaries on this issue, see Sorabji, 
Time 93-97; Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 661-62. 

14 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 96-97. 
15 Plotinus, The Enneads, trans. Stephen McKenna (London, 1962) 3. 7.11 :234. 
16 See Enneads 3.7.10-11. 
17 Enneads 3.7.12:236. 
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and definite time. Indefinite time refers to the extension or continuity or 
length of the life and activity of the universal sou!. Definite time, on the other 
hand, is determined by the motion of the spheres. 18 When duration is mea
sured by the motion of external objects, the measured part of duration 
becomes time. 

Wolfson, Duhem, and others have traced elements of this Neoplatonic 
view of time in the writings of Augustine, Scotus, Ockham, Crescas, and 
Spinoza among others. According to Scotus, for example, "even if heaven 
stopped, time would continue to be and to measure the movements of the 
other bodies. Moreover, even if all movement were to stop, time would still 
exist and would measure the universal rest." 19 Thus, Scotus posits a potential 
time which can be known in the absence of the movement of any body, by 
which we can measure the duration of all movement and rest. 20 

One implication of the fact that time is not tied to the external world is 
that time acquires a subjective existence in the mind of its cognizers. Augus
tine has captured this notion succinctly in his famous dictum that "It seems 
to me that time is nothing other than an extension (distentio, ) but of what it is 
an extension I do not know. It would be surprising if it were not an extension 
of the mind (animus) itse!f."21 Other echoes of the subjectivity of time appear 
in the writings of Plotinus, Ockham, and Crescas, although, as noted above, 
Aristotle was the first to intimate a subjectivity to the perception of time. 

The major elements of this Neoplatonic conception of time· have been 
summarized by Wolfson as follows: 

2.1 Time has no reality whatsoever, since it exists in the mind of a knower 
independently of any external reality. 

2.2 Beings that are incorporeal or immovable can be described by attributes 
of time. 

2.3 Prior to creation there existed duration, which is the essence of time. 22 

Wolfson has identified (2.1) with (2.2) and (2.3). We may, however, wish to 

18 See Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 655. 
19 See Joannis Duns Scoti Scriptum Oxoniense lib. 2, dist. 2, quaest. 11, quoted in 

Duhem, Medieval Cosmology 295. Duhem quotes in this context the importance of 
the Condemnation of 1277, which prohibited the denial of the reality of time. 

20 Duhem, Medieval Cosmology 296. 
21 Augustine, Confessions 11.26. 
22 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 98. 
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question the interconnection between these two sets of statements. More spe
cifically, we may wish to question whether (2.2) and (2.3) can obtain without 
(2.1 ): that is, whether the discontinuity of time and motion necessarily 
implies the subjectivity of time. 

Before turning to our two major figures, brief mention should be made of 
the importance of the term hitdabkut in the context of this discussion. Wolf
son has suggested that the Neoplatonists employ the notion of duration in 
their discussions of time. This notion he traces back to two Greek terms used 
primarily by Plotinus, diastesis and sunexeia. 23 It is this notion of duration 
which, according to Wolfson, is captured by Crescas' use of the term hit
dabkut in his characterization of time. Recently, however, Harvey has chal
lenged Wolfson' s interpretation of hitdabkut. Arguing that this term ought to 
be translated not as "duration" but rather as "continuity" or "continuous
ness" in order "to express its Aristotelian pedigree," Harvey claims that 
Wolfson has misunderstood and hence misconstrued Crescas' relation to both 
Aristotle and Gersonides on this point. 24 We shall return to this controversy 
when we turn to Crescas' discussion of the instant. Suffice it to say at this 
point that there do in fact appear to be two theories of time in Antiquity, and 
that both theories are developed in medieval texts. Let us turn now to our 
two representative thinkers, namely Maimonides and Crescas. 

Time in Maimonides 

Maimonides' discussion of time reflects its Aristotelian roots. In the 
Introduction to part 2 of the Guide Maimonides lists twenty-five propositions 
drawn from Aristotle and the Peripatetics which purportly he accepts. Propo
sition 15, which pertains to time, reads as follows: 

3.1 Time is an accident consequent upon motion and is necessarily attatched to 
it. Neither of them exists without the other. Motion does not exist except in 
time, and time cannot be conceived by the intellect except together with 
motion. And all that with regard to which no motion can be found, does not fall 
under time. 25 

23 For an extended discussion of this point, see Harry A. Wolfson, The Philosophy 
of Spinoza (New York, 1969) 331 ff. 

24 Harvey, "The Term · Hitdabbekut"' 47. 
25 Maimonides, The Guide of the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo Pines (Chicago, 1963) 

2. introd. prop. 15:237. Unless otherwise noted, page reference to the Guide will be to 
the Pines translation. 
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This definition is echoed in Guide 1.52, where he defines time as "an acci
dent attached to motion, when the notion of priority and posteriority is con
sidered in the latter and when motion becomes numbered."26 

In positing these definitions of time, Maimonides is clearly following the 
Aristotelian definition of time as either the "measure of motion" or the" acci
dent of motion."27 Several implications emerge with respect to this relation 
between time and motion. These are articulated most clearly in Maimonides' 
discussion of creation. The first extended discussion of time occurs in Guide 
2.~. Having stated that the scriptural account of the creation of the universe 
involves the creation of all existence, including time, "time itself being one of 
the created things,"28 Maimonides raises several puzzles concerning creation 
and time. The first has to do with how time and motion can be created in
dependently. For if, as Maimonides has already stated in proposition 15, time 
is consequent upon motion, then time and moving things must be created 
simultaneously, since neither has any ontological status without the other. 
But Maimonides does not adopt this route, and does not posit simultaneous 
creation. Rather, he suggests that "what is moved-that is that upon the 
motion of which time is consequent-is itself created in time and came to be 
after not having been."29 This statement suggests that first God created time, 
and then He created moving things in time. It should be noted, however, 
that this statement contradicts the Aristotelian definition of time which 
Maimonides accepted in proposition 15. 

Secondly, Maimonides raises the issue of the relation between God's 
actions and the domain of temporality. Surely, he claims, no temporal predi
cates can be used to describe God's activities or nature before creation, since 

then there is no time. 

Accordingly, one's saying: God "was" before He created the world-where the 

26 Guide 1.52:117. A further characterization is given in Maimonides' letter to lbn 
Tibbon, where he describes them as "the measure of motion according to prior and 
posterior in motion." See Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 636. 

27 In her recent Maimonides' Interpretation of the Story of Creation [Heb.] (Jeru
salem, 1987) 230-31, Sara Klein-Braslavy points out that this definition can mean one 
of two things: (a) time is the measure of all motion whatever, or (b) time is the 
measure primarily of the motion of the highest sphere. Although Maimonides is am
biguous as to which usage he endorses, Klein-Braslavy suggests that he seems to 
accept (b) while not ruling out the possibility of (a). 

28 Guide 2.13:281. 
29 Guide 2.13:281. 
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word "was" is indicative of time-and similarly all the thoughts that are carried 
along in the mind regarding the infinite duration of His existence before the 
creation of the world, are all of them due to a supposition regarding time or to 
an imagining of time and not due to the true reality of time. 30 

Several points are worth noting in this passage. First, Maimonides is sug
gesting that inasmuch as God transcends the temporal sphere and does not 
operate in a temporal context, 31 to predicate of God infinite duration has no 
temporal meaning. 

Secondly, and perhaps even more important for our purposes, Mai
monides' use of the term "supposition" or "imagining" of time ( demut 
zeman) brings to mind his dismissal of the Mutakallim(m on the grounds that 
they were unable to distinguish between imagination and intellect. 32 What 
Maimonides is suggesting is that the scriptural view of creation involves us in 
a crude or vulgar understanding of time based on imagination, one which is 
contrasted with the "true reality of time." This true reality, of course, is con
sistent with an Aristotelian theory of time. 

The implication of Maimonides' discussion with respect to the theory of 
creation is that "God's bringing the world into existence does not have a 
temporal beginning, for time is one of the created things."33 Maimonides 
does not want to suggest that time itself is eternal, for" if you affirm as true 
the existence of time prior to the world, you are necessarily bound to believe 
in the eternity [ of the world]."34 But neither will he claim that the creation of 
the world is a temporally specifiable action, for the world, on the Aristotelian 
definition of time, must be beginningless in the sense that it has no temporal 
beginning.35 

30 Guide 2.13:281. 
3 1 In Guide 1.54, Maimonides describes the duration or eternity of the deity in 

atemporal terms, in order to preclude any temporal predications of Him. 
32 For the importance of this passage for subsequent Jewish philosophers, see 

Harvey, .. Albo' s Discussion" 220-21; see also Jonathan Mali no' s discussion in .. Mai
monides' Guide to the Perplexities of Creation," diss., Hebrew Union College, 1979, 
61-62. 

33 Guide 2.13:282. 
34 Guide 2.13:282. 
35 For an extended discussion of the implications of this theory of time for Mai

monides' theory of creation, see T.M. Rudavsky, "Creation and Time in Maimonides 
and Gersonides," in press. Portions of this paper have been adopted in the present 
discussion. 
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Time in Crescas 

Let us now compare Maimonides' account with that of Crescas. Crescas' 
characterization of time occurs in Light of the Lord (Or Hashem), in the con
text of elaborating the twenty-five Aristotelian metaphysical propositions 
mentioned by Maimonides. 36 Crescas first summarizes the arguments on 
behalf of each of these propositions, and then critically assesses the argu
ments. Although originally drawn from Maimonides, his analyses reflect 
numerous other sources as well.37 As we have seen above with Maimonides, 
proposition 15 pertains to time; it is summarized by Crescas as follows: 

Proof of the fifteenth proposition which reads: "Time is an accident that is 
consequent on motion and is conjoined with it. Neither one of them exists with
out the other. Motion does not exist except in time, and time cannot be con
ceived except with motion, and whatsoever is not in motion does not fall under 
the category of time."3s 

This version, which is taken from Maimonides, is then contrasted with 
Aristotle's own definition: "Aristotle defines time as the number of priority 
and posteriority of motion."39 

According to Crescas, this conception of time contains four premises: 

4.1 Time is an accident. 
4.2 Time is conjoined with motion in such a manner that neither one exists 

without the other. 
4.3 Time cannot be conceived except with motion. 
4.4 Whatever is not in motion does not fall under the category of time. 

Crescas then summarizes how each of these premises is proved. We shall 
examine only the arguments for the first two premises. 

Crescas summarizes the following argument in support of (4.1) which is 
offered by its defenders: 

36 This discussion occurs in Crescas, Light 1.2.11 and 1.1.15, which have been 
edited by Wolfson in Crescas' Critique 282-91. Page references to these two chapters 
of the Light will be to Wolfson' s book. Other page references to the Light will be to 
the Vienna edition, 1859. 

37 These sources are well documented in Wolfson, Crescas' Critique. 
38 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 283. 
39 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 285. 
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5.1 Time is divided into past and future, as well as incidentally into the 

present. 
5.2 The present is only a fleeting instant which has no existence. 
5.3 The past is always gone and so does not now exist. 
5.4 The future is not yet arrived and so does not exist. 
5.5 Hence neither the past nor the future exists. 
5.6 Since time is composed of past and future, it has no existence in itself. 
5. 7 Hence time cannot be a subject on its own. 
5.8 Hence time needs a subject, i.e., it is an accident. 40 

This argument follows for the most part that of Aristotle, and is based on the 
notion that time is divisible into past and future parts by the present instant; 
inasmuch as none of these parts has present existence, time as a whole is said 
not to have existence. 41 

Premise (4.2), that although time and motion are interconjoined, they are 
not to be identified with one another, is defended as follows by its supporters: 

6.1 Swift motion is defined as that by which an object traverses a certain 
distance in less time than by motion called time. 

6.2 That is, swift motion is defined in terms of time. 
6.3 But time cannot be included in the definition of that which is identical 

with itself. 
6.4 Hence time is not identical with motion. 
6.5 However, swiftness and slowness are accidents adjoined to motion and 

inseparable from it. 
6.6 Hence time must also be an accident adjoined to motion. 42 

Again, it should be noted, as does Wolfson, that this is a reconstruction of the 
second of Aristotle's arguments in his own discussion. 43 Similar summaries of 
arguments are adduced by Crescas for (4.3) and (4.4) as well. 

In part 2 of Light of the Lord Crescas turns to a critical evaluation of this 
Aristotelian conception of time. His own position is that "the four premises 
which this proposition contains, as has been shown in the first part, are all 

4o The text for this argument is found in Wolfson, Crescas Critique 285. 
41 For Aristotle· s version of this argument, see Physics 4.10:217b32-218a3. 
42 The text for this argument can be found in Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 285. 
43 For Aristotle's version of this argument, see Physics 4.10:218bl3-18. 
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false." 44 He proceeds, therefore, in his critique, to reject each of the four 
arguments. This rejection will enable him to replace Aristotle's definition of 

time with his own. 
Crescas' own characterization of time is intimated in the context of his 

critique of the first premise. Rather than agree with Aristotle that time pri
marily measures motion, Crescas wants to claim that time can measure rest as 
well. His contention is based on the following argument: 

7.1 Rest can be described as long when an object remains at rest for a long 
time, and short when it remains so for a short time. 

7.2 Hence time is measured by rest without the presence of actual motion. 
7.3 Even if we allow the possibility of potential motion in the characteriza

tion of rest (i.e., "we measure rest only by supposing a corresponding 
measure of the motion of an object moved during the same interval"), it 
still follows that actual motion is not necessary in the conception of time. 

7.4 Since rest can be characterized as long or short, it follows that time can 
be measured by rest alone, without a corresponding motion.45 

On the basis of this argument, Crescas makes several points. The first is that 
time can measure rest as well as motion. Secondly, time can be measured by 
rest as well as motion. And finally, time exists only in the soul. Let us examine 
each of these points briefly. 

The first two points are captured in Crescas' definition of time: "the cor
rect definition of time is that it is the measure of the continuum of motion or 
of rest between two instants."46 In this definition Crescas retains Aristotle's 
and Maimonides' notion of time as a" measure" or" number." However, it is 
the measure not only of motion or change but of rest as well. We should 
remember in this context that although Aristotle did allow for time to mea
sure rest, he did not amplify this suggestion. It is in this definition that Cres
cas most closely approximates Neoplatonic conceptions of time in terms of 
diastema. 

Crescas then goes on to say that the genus most appropriate to time is 
magnitude; for inasmuch as time belongs to continuous quantity and number 
to discrete quantity, if we describe time as number, we describe it by a genus 

44 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 287. 
45 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 287-89. 
46 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 289. 

-
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which is not essential to it. Time is "indeed measured by both motion and 
rest, because it is our conception (~yyurenu) of the measure of their duration 
[ or con ti nu um] that is time." 47 On this basis Crescas concludes that" It seems 
therefore that the existence of time is only in the soul."48 

It appears, then, that his emphasis on the conception of time leads to a 
psychological construal: it is because human beings have a mental concep
tion of this measure that time even exists. As Wolfson points out, Crescas 
takes time in the absolute sense as being pure duration or continuity. 49 This 
duration depends only upon a thinking mind, and is indefinite. It becomes 
definite only by being measured by motion. Were we not to conceive of it, 
there would be no time. Hearkening back to Aristotle's original query 
whether time would exist if there were no souls, it is clear that Crescas' 
answer is negative: without cognizing, there can be no time.so 

It is in this context that Crescas comes closest to reflecting his scholastic 
predecessor Augustine as well as his near contemporaries Scotus and Ock
ham. As we have already seen, Augustine regarded time as a subjective 
feature of the cognizing intellect. Fourteenth-century philosophers devel
oped this subjective view of time further. According to Peter Aureol, for 
example, time exists only in the mind.s1 And William Ockham develops an 
even more subjective view, according to which time is a "cosmic clock" 
which measures the duration of temporal events and things. Like Crescas, 
who denies the real existence of time as an accident of substance, Ockham 
claims that time and instants of time are not really existent Aristotelian acci
dents.s2 

47 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 289. 
48 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 289. 
49 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 657. 
5° For a comparison of Crescas' analysis with that of Albo and Maimonides on this 

point, see Harvey, "Albo' s Discussion," and Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 658. 
51 Peter Aureol' s discussion can be found in his Commentariorum in secundum 

librum Sententiarum Pars Secundus, dist. 2, quaest. 1, art. 1, quoted in Duhem, 
Medieval Cosmology 300 ff. 

52 For a sustained discussion of William Ockham' s theory of time, see Marilyn 
McCord Adams, William Ockham (Notre Dame, 1987) 853 ff.; Duhem, Medieval 
Cosmology 305 ff. In his influential article "Scholasticism and the Teachings of 
Hasdai Crescas and His Predecessors," Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences 
and Humanities 1.10.15, Shlomo Pines notes the marked similarity between Crescas' 
theory of time and that of Peter Aureol, Peter Olivi, and William Ockham, but he does 
not explore the similarity. 
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Returning, finally, to the original four premises upon which Aristotle's 
conception of time was based, Crescas is able to refute all four. That time is 
an accident (4.1) is only true, he maintains, if we mean by it that time is not a 
substance; it should not be taken to mean, however, that time is an accident 
outside of the soul: 

for time depends as much upon rest as upon motion, and rest is the privation of 
motion and privation has no existence. It thus follows that time depends upon 
our supposition of the measure of the duration of either motion or rest inasmuch 
as either of them may be described as great and small. 53 

With respect to (4.2) he claims that time may exist without motion, i.e., that 
time is measured by rest or by the supposition of motion without its actual 
existence. With respect to (4.3) he again claims that "to say that the idea of 
time cannot be conceived except it be connected with motion must be 
denied."54 And finally, with respect (4.4) Crescas wants to argue that "the 
Intelligences, though immovable, may still have existence in time, inasmuch 
as it can be demonstrated that time existed prior to their creation on the 
ground that time does not require the actual existence of motion, but only the 
supposition of the measure of motion or rest" .55 Thus, Crescas argues that on 
his theory creation and time are two separate issues. Inasmuch as time is 
separate from motion, time can exist prio~ to the actual existence of motion. 
The importance of this point will emerge as we turn to our finai issue, name
ly, the status of the temporal instant in Maimonides and Crescas. 

Time and the Instant: Aristotle, Maimonides, and Crescas 

In both the Physics and the Metaphysics Aristotle develops the notion of 
the instant, or "now" ( nl vov ), as a basic feature of time. The instant is 
defined as the middle point between the beginning and the end of time. 
Since it is a boundary or limit, it has no size and hence cannot be considered 
to exist. This characterization of time leads Aristotle to ask whether time is 
real. Since instants do not in and of themselves exist, it might be argued that 
time itself does not exist. That is, the past and the future do not now exist, 

53 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 291. 
54 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 291. 
55 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 291. 
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and the present instant is not a part of time, since, as we have already noted, 
it is sizeless. In Physics 8.1 Aristotle claims that because the extremity, or 
limit, of time resides in the instant, time must exist on both sides of the 
instant.56 And in Metaphysics 12.6 Aristotle claims that there can be no 
"before" or" after" if time does not exist, for both terms imply the existence 

of relative time. 57 

Aristotle's basic argument, centered on his definition of the "instant" as 
the midpoint between "before" and "after," can be summarized as follows: 

8.1 If time came to be, there would have to be an actual instant at which it 
came to be. 

8.2 But this would entail there being a potential instant before the present 
instant was actualized. 

8.3 But every part of time has only potential existence, and so no such instant 
could exist. 

8.4 Hence time cannot come to be. 

The main thrust of this argument is that in order to account for the coming 
into existence of any present instant, there must exist a prior actual instant; 
but in the case of the first instant, there could be no prior instant, actual or 

potential. 58 

Against the backdrop of these Aristotelian considerations, Maimonides 
examines three arguments which support the doctrine of eternal creation. 
These arguments were directed by the post-Aristotelians against the sup
porters of creation of the universe in time. First, the post-Aristotelians argue 
that those who claim that God created the world in time "are obliged to 
admit that the deity passed from potentiality to actuality inasmuch as He 
acted at a certain time and did not act at another time". 59 The thrust of this 
post-Aristotelian contention (as stated by Maimonides) can be formulated as 
follows: 

56 See Physics 8.1.2516 ff.: "Since the instant (rci 11011) is both a beginning and end, 
there must always be time on both sides of it." 

57 See Metaphysics 12.6:10716 ff.:" For there could not be a before or after if time 
did not exist." 

58 See Malino, "Maimonides' Guide" 64ff., and Sorabji, Time 210 ff., for further 
discussion of this argument in Aristotle. 

59 Guide 2.18:299. 
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[9] 
9.1 Suppose that God created the world in time. 
9.2 Then the world was created at an instant t1. 

9.3 Then God acted at t 1 and not at t 1-n. 
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9.4 But this implies that at t 1-n God was in a state of potentiality to create, 
and that at t 1 this potentiality was actualized. 

9.5 But this move from potentiality to actuality implies change on the part of 
God. 

9.6 God, however, is unchanging. 
9. 7 Hence, God does not create the world in time. 60 

The thrust of the argument depends upon the Aristotelian conception of 
action as change from potentiality to actuality. If God is construed as Pure 
Act, however, He cannot be said to act at an instant. 

Secondly, the post-Aristotelians claim that" eternity is shown to be neces
sary because there do not subsist for Him, may He be exalted, any incentives, 
supervening accidents, and impediments." 6 1 This argument actually com
prises two main subarguments, which, following Sorabji, we can term ver
sions of the "why not sooner" argument and the "willing a change vs. 
changing one's will" argument. 62 Maimonides' version of the first sub
argument can be characterizes as follows: 

[10] 
10 l Suppose that God willed the world at a particular instant t 1. 

10.2 Then we are saying that God did not will the world at a previous instant 
11-11, 

10.3 Then there must have been some incentive or purpose to explain God's 
willing at t, and not at t1 -n• 

10.4 But in the case of God there can be no incentive or purpose external to 
His will. 

10.5 Hence there is no rationale for His having willed at t, rather than at 

t•-n· 
10.6 Hence God did not will the world at t1. 

60 See Malino, "Maimonides' Guide" 72, for further elaboration of this argument. 
61 Guide 2.18:300. 
62 Sorabji, Time 269 ff. 
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The second subargument is really a restatement of [9), but this time in terms 
of will, and can be summarized as follows: 

[ll) 
ll.l Suppose that God willed the world at a particular instant t 1. 

11.2 Then we are saying that God did not will the world at a previous instant 

t•-n· 
ll .3 But this implies that at t 1 God willed and that at t 1 -n God did not will. 
ll.4 But this implies a change in God's willing, i.e., a change in God's 

nature. 
11.5 But God is unchanging. 
ll.6 Hence God did not will the world at t 1• 

There is an additional subargument which is drawn from the nature of 
God's wisdom, but since it is primarily a restatement of [9) in terms of knowl
edge, I shall not elaborate upon it here. 

Maimonides' reaction to all three arguments draws upon the equivocal 
nature of God, as well as upon the homonymous nature of divine predicates. 
In response to [9) he distinguishes two senses of the term "act": only with 
respect to material beings does "act" imply a move from potentiality to 
actuality; with God, or an immaterial being, "act" does not imply such a 
move, and hence does not imply change. Similarly, his response to both [10) 
and [ll) is to specify the ways in which divine will is unlike human will. With 
respect to [10), he argues that God has no need of special incentives to will; 
that is, God's will does not function like human will, in that it is not activated 
at a particular instant. With respect to [ll], Maimonides' point is that, unlike 
human acts of willing, when God wills a change there is no change in His 
willing nature. 63 

Crescas' reaction to Maimonides is contained in Light of the Lord 3.1. 
Without entering into the intricacies of this technical discussion, several brief 
points can be made. Crescas first summarizes various arguments which were 
given in support of eternal creation. Of those which are based on the eternity 
of time, the second argument pertains to the nature of the instant. It claims 
that if time came into existence, it would follow that the instant would have 

63 Guide 2.18:300-01. 
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no "before," which is an absurdity. Just as a point divides a line into " prior" 
and "posterior," so too the instant divides time into "before" and "after."64 

In response to this argument, Crescas follows the precedent of Ger
sonides, who distinguished two types of instant. Not every instant divides 
past from future: just as a point can serve as the beginning of a line, Ger
sonides argued that an "initial instant" can serve as the absolute beginning of 
time without implying a prior temporal unit.65 On the basis of this distinc
tion, Crescas is able to posit an initial instant which marks the creation of 
time. In fact, he goes on to argue that God created the universe at this initial 

instant. 66 

This argument is not meant to suggest that Crescas rejects the doctrine of 
eternity altogether. In 3.4 he rejects Maimonides' contention that the world 
has a temporal beginning, claiming that it is based on the mistaken Aristo
telian equation of time and motion. Because he has already abandoned this 
Aristotelian conception, Crescas is able to argue that the notion of creation of 
the world does not refer to a temporal beginning. Rather, for Crescas, the 
world is both eternal and created: because time and motion are not intercon
nected, Crescas is able to adopt a position which on Aristotelian grounds 

appears to be self-contradictory.67 

Implications with Respect to Biblical Commentary · 

Finally, let us turn to the implications of both discussions with respect to 
creation. We have seen that Maimonides is wary of positing a domain of 
temporality prior to creation. How then does he interpret those rabbis who 

64 See Light 3.l.l:62b. For further discussion of this version of the argument, see 
Herbert A. Davidson, Proofs for Eternity, Creation and the Existence of God in 
Medieval Islamic and Jewish Philosophy (New York, 1987) 24. 

65 Gersonides, The Wars of the Lord (MillJamot Hashem ) (Leipzig, 1866) 6.1.21. 
For further discussion of Gersonides' argument, see Davidson, Proofs 44 ; T. M. 
Rudavsky, "Creation, Time and Infinity in Gersonides," journal of the History of 
Philosophy 26.1 (1988): 25-44. 

66 Light 3.l.5:70a. 
67 Commentators have tried to make sense of Crescas' apparently contradictory 

theory. For further discussion of this theory of creation, see Seymour Feldman, "The 
Theory of Eternal Creation in Hasdai Crescas and Some of his Predecessors," Viator 
11 (1980): 289--320; Schweid, "Dibrei Mabo'" 44. 
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understood the creation account in Genesis to postulate a domain of tempora
lity before the creation event? For example, how there can be "one day" at 
the beginning of creation when the temporal indicators, i.e., sun and moon, 
were not created until the fourth day? In Guide 2.30 Maimonides quotes two 
rabbinic authorities, Judah ben Simon and Abahu, both of whom imply that 
"time existed prior to the existence of this sun."68 Even though he recognizes 
that their statements support an eternity thesis, Maimonides does not 
respond directly to them. Rather, he adopts two separate strategies. The first 
is simply to admit that their comments imply that "the order of time neces
sarily exists eternally a parte ante. That, however, is the belief in the eternity 
a parte ante of the world, and all who adhere to the Law should reject it."69 In 
other words, one strategy is simply to recognize that these Sages were sup
porting a version of the Platonic theory of creation and hence to reject their 
interpretation. 

Maimonides' second strategy is to subsume their comments as corollaries 
of those of Rabbi Eliezer. In 2.13 Maimonides refers to Rabbi Eliezer, whose 
commentary on creation postulates creation by means of preexistent matter. 
Maimonides depicts this commentary as admitting "the eternity of the world, 
if only as it is conceived according to Plato's opinion."70 Interestingly 
enough, Maimonides is speechless in the face of Eliezer' s statement, and his 
only response to it is to claim that it may "confuse very much indeed the 
belief of a learned man who adheres to the Law. No persuasive figurative 
interpretation with regard to it has become clear to me."71 Uttered by an 
individual who is generally not at a loss for interpretative prowess, for whom 
the "gates of interpretation" are rarely if ever closed, Maimonides' stance 
suggests that he is not as uncomfortable with Eliezer' s statements as one 
might expect. 72 

If so, then Maimonides' second strategy with respect to Rabbis Judah and 
Abahu is similar to his attitude toward Eliezer. Maimonides claims that their 
comments are "only the counterpart of the passage in which R. Eliezer says, 
'Wherefrom were the heavens created?' " 73 Inasmuch as Maimonides is not 

68 Guide 2.30:349. 
69 Guide 2.30:349 
10 Guide 2.26:331. 
71 Guide 2.26:331. 
72 See Klein-Braslavy, Maimonides' Interpretation 235-38 for further discussion. 
73 Guide 2.30:349. 
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bothered by the latter, it can be inferred that he is not bothered by the 
former. 

It should be noted that Maimonides seemingly discredits these rabbinic 
comments altogether by questioning the authority of the speakers: "To sum 
up: you should not, in considering these points, take into account the state
ments made by this or that one."74 Here Maimonides seems to be suggesting 
that in considering the issues of time and creation, one ought not to be misled 

by the opinions of sundry rabbis. 
Crescas, on the other hand, has no problem interpreting these passages. 

We have seen that for Maimonides time as well as the Intelligences were 
created. If, however, as Crescas believes, time is independent of motion, and 
exists prior to the creation of the world, then the Intelligences can be in time 
even before the creation. 75 This is the import of Crescas' interpretation of R. 
Judah's statement. In contradiction to Maimonides, who had to interpret this 
statement figuratively, Crescas is able to adopt its literal meaning: " ... the 
passage of Rabbi Judah, son of Rabbi Simon, which reads:' It teaches us that 
the order of time had existed previous to that,' may be taken in its literal 

sense." 76 

Conclusion 

In summary, we have seen that Maimonides and Crescas developed strik
ingly different theories of time. Maimonides adheres fairly closely to Aristo
tle's characterization of time as the measure of motion. Because of this equa
tion, Maimonides must explain how God can be said to create a universe in 
time without thereby positing a preexistent temporal sphere. In contra
distinction, Crescas deviates from the Aristotelian depiction of time in terms 
of motion. Employing elements which are implicitly embedded in Aristotle, 
he emphasizes the discontinuity of time and motion. From this discontinuity 
Crescas develops two implications: the first has to do with the subjectivity of 
time, while the second emphasizes the dissociation of time from creation. 
Hence Crescas, drawing upon Gersonides, is able to claim that God did 
create the universe at an instant, without positing a pretemporal sphere. The 

74 Guide 2.30:349. 
75 See Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 633. 
76 Wolfson, Crescas' Critique 291. 
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Neoplatonic undercurrents to Crescas' discussions have their counterpart in 
his scholastic contemporaries, who emphasize as well the subjective element 
of time. But as Harvey has pointed out, the primary ingredients for Crescas' 
subjective theory of time were already to be found in Aristotle and Mai
monides. 
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RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY: 
THE SCHOLARLY-THEOLOGICAL DEBATE 

BETWEEN JULIUS GUTTMANN 
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by 

ELIEZER SCHWEID 

Julius Guttmann' s classic work, Die Philosophie des Judentums, was first 
published in 1933; 1 two years later, the slender volume by Leo Strauss, Philo
sophie und Gesetz, was published for the first time. 2 The latter, while written 
as an independent study, included a chapter offering a fundamental critique 
of Guttmann' s book. 3 Guttmann apparently accepted Strauss' s challenge, 
even though he did not take it up quickly. Surprisingly, he himself never 
actually published his response; his profound and interesting essay, "Philo
sophie der Religion oder Philosophie des Gesetzes ?", while written in 
1940-45, was only published from his Nachlass.4 The formulation of Gutt-

1 Julius Guttmann, Die Philosophie des Judentums (Munich, 1933). The Hebrew 
version, which contains corrections and additions, was translated by Y. L. Barukh 
(Jerusalem, 1951 ). The English version appeared under the title Philosophies of 
Judaism, trans. David W. Silverman (New York, 1964). The citations in the body of 
the article are taken from this translation. It should be noted, however, that the 
English translator, by translating the singular Philosophie into the plural Philoso
phies, lost the programmatic nature of the German title. 

2 Leo Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz; Beitriige zum Verstiindniss Maimunis und 
seiner Vorliiufer (Berlin, 1935). English version: Philosophy and Law: Essay Toward 
the Understanding of Maimonides and His Predecessors, trans. Fred Bauman (Phila
delphia, 1987). 

3 "Der Streit der Alten und der Neueren in der Philosophie des Judentums 
(Bemerkungen zu Julius Guttmann, Die Philosophie des judentums)," Phiiosophie 
und Gesetz 30-67 (English : Philosophy and Law 21-58). 

4 Julius Guttmann, "Philosophie der Religion oder Philosophie des Gesetzes?" 
Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities 5.6 (Jerusalem, 1976) 
146-73 (Hebrew: Divrei ha-Aqademiyah ha-Yisra' elit la-Madda'iyim 5.9 [Jerusalem, 
1975-75] 188-207). 
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mann' s views on the philosophy of religion, as they were expressed in his lec
tures devoted to the subject at the Hebrew University,5 would also seem to 
have been the product of the debate with Strauss. In·the course of defending 
his original stance, a certain intellectual development took place within Gutt
mann, which may have been the reason for the protracted fruition of his 
response. Strauss' s views, too, did not remain static, and his well-known 
English work, Persecution and the Art of Writing, is indicative of an interest
ing development regarding this same subject. 6 

I 

In terms of the history of research in medieval Jewish, Muslim , and 
Christian philosophy, and particularly in terms of the history of Maimoni
dean studies, one may see the appearance of the two works mentioned at the 
beginning of this paper as marking the founding of two "schools" of critical 
interpretation, which struggle with one another to this very day, particularly 
concerning the interpretation of the "secret" of Maimonides' Guide of the 
Perplexed. In the same exegetical context, one may view this debate as a 
direct descendant of the debate which broke out between the disciples of 
Maimonides and those who were severe critics of his thought around the 
question of the study of philosophy in general, and of the Guide in particular. 
It should suffice to note that interest in the religious philosophy of the Mid
dle Ages, and in the thought of Maimonides in particular, is not only the 
result of scholarly concerns and motivations, but is also an expression of the 
continued confrontations, from one generation to another, with the ongoing 
problem of the relationship between religion and philosophy. But whatever 
may have motivated the disciples of Guttmann and Strauss to study medieval 
religious philosophy, it is absolutely clear that for these two great teachers 
this was not merely a scholarly disagreement over the proper historical 
interpretation of ancient texts, but also, and primarily, a debate of great signi
ficance for philosophy and religious faith, which each one understood in his 
own way. Both of them entered their scientific pursuits, directly and openly, 

5 Yiibaq Julius Guttmann, On the Philosophy of Religion [Heb.] (Jerusalem, 
1958-59) (English: trans. David V. Herman Jerusalem, 1976). This volume is an 
edited version of Guttmann' s lectures at the Hebrew University given during the 
academic year 1947. 

6 Leo Strauss, Penecution and the Art of Writing (Glencoe, Ill., 1952). 
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as engaged scholars and thinkers, each with a philosophical world-view of his 
own. 

As we have noted, the controversy between Strauss and Guttmann was a 
kind of sequel to the great debate concerning the study of philosophy, and 
particularly about Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed, which started at the 
beginning of the thirteenth century and was later renewed, "battle" after 
"battle."7 ln order to emphasize the degree of persistence and continuity of 
this debate in the history of Jewish religious thought, and to determine the 
full context of its renewal in the twentieth century, one must mention here 
Maimonides' status as a religious philosopher, and the debate regarding the 
Jewish authenticity of his activity from the period of the Haskalah onwards. 8 

In the eyes of the majority of the Maskilim, Maimonides' halakhic and philo
sophic works were not only seen as providing religious-halakhic legitimation 
for acquiring a general scientific education and for intellectual reflection 
upon the issues of metaphysics and religion; but were also cited as an ideal 
"model" of the method by which one ought to harmonize beliefs and opin
ions revealed by the prophets and authoritatively interpreted by the sages 
with truths apprehended and proven by means of human intellect, i.e. , philo
sophical truth. True, Maimonides' medieval-Aristotelian philosophy was not 
considered valid philosophy by the Jewish philosophers of the Enlighten
ment, such as Moses Mendelssohn, Solomon Maimon, Nachman Krochmal, 
and his son Abraham Krochmal, and certainly not by the Jewish philo
sophers of the subsequent period, which was characterized by religious 

7 In this connection, one ought to note the polemic among the numerous inter
preters of the Guide of the Perplexed, whose numbers increased from one generation 
to the next. Among these, some formulated their positions in the text-centered com
mentaries and others wrote independent philosophic works in which they relied on 
Maimonides or criticized him. The polemic was continuous and constant, and more 
than any other factor shaped the history of Jewish philosophy from the beginning of 
the thirteenth century until the period of the Haskalah, when it was renewed. Gutt
mann describes this process, in his typically succinct manner, in Die Philosophie des 
Judentums 2.4. ("Aristotelianism and Its Opponents"). 

8 Fischel Lachower, "Maimonides and the Hebrew Haskalah in Its Beginnings" 
[Heb.], 'Al Gevul ha-Yashan we-ha-fladash (Jerusalem, 1951 ), is a study of this 
subject which is still of interest today. Scholars of the Haskalah have written on the 
relationship of different aspects of this period to Maimonides. See, for example, 
Eliezer Schweid, "From 'The True Wisdom of the Torah' and 'The Secret of the Unity 
of Faith' to' Philosophy of Religion'," 'Iyyun 20 (1969): 29-60. The subject, however, 
requires further study. 
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reforms designed to facilitate the full integration of Jews into the cultural and 
political life of European society, such as Saul Asher, Solomon Formstecher, 
and Samuel Hirsch. As disciples of Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant, Hegel, or 
Schelling-each Jewish philosopher in his own particular time and in his own 
way-they could not see themselves as followers of Maimonides' substantive 
philosophic views. Methodologically, however, insofar as they were con
cerned with the task of harmonizing the apparent conflict between the truths 
revealed in the Sacred Writings, and particularly in the Bible, with those of 
philosophy, they were able, not only to rely upon Maimonides, but also to 
utilize his model, with certain adjustments and alterations. 9 

It seemed self-evident to these modern philosophers that the harmoniza
tion of the revealed truths of Scripture with the truths attained through the 
" natural light of reason" was a central task for believing Jews who sought to 
participate in the general culture of their European surroundings, Hnd that 
this was also the supreme challenge undertaken by Maimonides-for which 
reason they were his disciples. We must stress this point, because it is the very 
assumption against which Leo Strauss directed his devastating criticism. To 
Haskalah philosophers, and particularly to philosophers of the movement for 
religious reform, it was clear that synthesis of Judaism as a "universal reli
gion" intended for all mankind with universalist humanist culture might be 
created by harmonizing the revealed truth of the prophets with truth as 
understood by man through his intellect. By this means, both Jewish religion 
and general culture come to their fulfillment and perfection, in such a way as 
to require the adjustment of the particularist limitations of Judaism, 
expressed in halakhah, to the cultural reality of modern times. In this, they 
failed to take into account the fact that Maimonides himself based his views 
as a religious philosopher upon a very strict model of halakhic authority. 10 

9 This is particularly striking in Nachman Krochmal's Moreh Nevukhei ha-Zeman 
(" Guide of the Perplexed of Our Time"). One should note in this connection that the 
idea of writing a new Guide of the Perplexed was by no means a unique occurrence in 
the literature of the Haskalah or in the medieval Jewish philosophic literature. On the 
contrary, many of the Jewish philosophers of the Haskalah thought along this line and 
gave expression to the idea in the introductions to their works. However, an extra
ordinary measure of authority was required to use the same title as that used by the 
"Great Eagle," as Maimonides was called. 

'° Most nineteenth-century Jewish philosophers who relied on Maimonides pre
ferred to ignore the strictly halakhic dimension of his teachings, or, if not, explained 
them in a historicist manner. Herman Cohen's discussion of this subject in Die 
Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des Judentums (Berlin, 1919), chap. 16, "The 
Law," is of particular interest in this respect. The emphasis upon the halakhic basis of 
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The use of Maimonides as a model for a movement which tended toward 
the integration of Judaism as a universalist religion within general culture, 
and thereafter toward the reform of halakhah as well, clearly made him once 
again the subject and focus of a fierce contemporary debate-not only 
between the supporters of Haskalah and Emancipation and their opponents 
in the Orthodox camp, but also within the Haskalah camp (note in particular 
the polemics of Samuel David Luzzatto) and even within the movement of 
those who had a positive attitude toward Emancipation, particularly in the 
confrontation between Reform, Neo-Orthodoxy, and Conservatism. 11 

Indeed, the division between the different camps, and thus the place of Mai
monides and his philosophic-halakhic enterprise within this polemic, was not 
entirely unambiguous even at this stage. 12 This was so, it would seem, 
because of the striking tension, from the perspective of the new age, between 
the view of Maimonides as a philosopher tending to "accept the truth from 
whoever has said it," 13 at least in the scientific and philosophic realms, and 
his strict position as a man of halakhah, who required complete identification 
between religious law and the law of the state, and advocated an allegorical 
method diametrically opposed to the historical-philological method of 
modern humanistic studies. 

the religion of reason seemed to Cohen both essential and central, si~ce the rational 
life is one led according to law. It is clear, nevertheless, that Cohen advocated the 
adjustment of the "law" of the Torah to the realities of modern life. The English 
version of Cohen's work is: Religion of Reason Out of the Sources of Judaism, trans. 
Simon Kaplan (New York, 1972). 

11 Opposition to Maimonides' philosophic approach on the grounds that it intro
duced foreign, pagan elements into Judaism was most characteristic of the spiritual 
leaders of Neo-Orthodoxy, such as S. D. Luzzatto and Samson Raphael Hirsch, even 
though their opposition to his philosophy did not prevent their enthusiastic reliance 
on his great halakhic work, the Mishneh Torah. The same approach is also found to a 
great extent among the founders of the "positive-historical" school, especially 
Zacharias Frankel and Heinrich Gratz, who preferred the philosophical approach of 
Judah Halevi. By contrast, many Reform thinkers advocated Maimonides' approach. 

12 Solomon Ludwig Steinheim, whose theological approach (as distinguished from 
his approach to haskalah) was Orthodox-fundamentalist, relied considerably upon 
Maimonides' philosophy, while the reformer Abraham Geiger, who identified with 
the approach of S. D. Luzzatto, rejected Maimonides' approach, preferring that of 
Judah Halevi. Concerning what is stated in this and the previous note, see Eliezer 
Schweid, The History of Jewish Thought in Modem Time [Heb.] (Jerusalem, 1978), 
chaps. 4, 5, 7, 8. 

13 See Maimonides, Commentary on the Mishnah, Eight Chapters (Introduction 
to Avot), trans. Joseph Kafab, Seder Neziqin (Jerusalem, 1965) 247. 
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In this context, one should also take note of the complex, multilayered 
influence of Spinoza's teaching upon this debate: as a philosopher who was 
critical of religion in general and Judaism in particular; as one who laid the 
philosophical and methodological foundations for biblical criticism; as one 
who proposed a national-political definition of Judaism; as one who leveled a 
severe criticism against the theological-political views of Maimonides and 
against his method as a philosophical exegete of the Bible; and as one who 
followed in Maimonides' footsteps by identifying the philosophical ideal 
( amor dei intellectualis) with the highest ideal of man. 14 Both the parallels 
and the contradictions between Spinoza and Maimonides led to a situation in 
which both were considered, by nearly all of the influential modern Jewish 
thinkers, as primary sources and as challenges to be addressed. As a result, 
the teachings of these two philosophers were repeatedly invoked in the 
course of the clarification of those problems debated among the various spiri
tual movements which arose among the Jewish people in modern times. 
Representatives of these movements relied upon or, as the case might be, cri
ticized the respective opinions of Maimonides and Spinoza on certain philo
sophic or theological issues, and the attitude toward one often determined, to 
a very great extent, the attitude toward the other. It was clear, however, that 
there were various different possible combinations of agreement and criti
cism: to polemicize against both of them as philosophers, who, as such, re
presented thought that was alien to authentic Judaism; to agree with both of 
them as philosophers who represented the Jewish heritage in philosophy ; to 
reject Maimonides and accept Spinoza, or to accept Maimonides and reject 
Spinoza, or to accept and reject selectively ideas from both-all this in the 
context of an intense and multifaceted debate concerning the proper under
standing of the teachings of both of these philosophers and of the relation 
between them. The debate concerning the relationship between philosophy 
and religion, which in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance focused upon 
the writings of Maimonides, was split into several additional foci of debate 
from the Enlightenment onward thanks to the dual challenge of Spinoza. 
This fact is clearly seen in the scholarly-theological confrontation between 

14 On the place of Spinoza in modern Jewish thought, see Fischel Lachower, 
"Spinoza in the Literature of the Hebrew Haskalah" [Heb.] Al Gevul ha-Yashan 
109-23; Julius Guttmann, "Mendelssohns Jerusalem und Spinozas theologisch
politischer Traktat," Bericht der Hochschule fur die Wissenschaft des Judentums 
(Berlin, 1931) 31-67 (Hebrew version in Dat u-Madda', trans. Saul Esh [Jerusalem, 
1955] 192-218); Schweid, History of Jewish Thought in Modem Time, l :28-63. 
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Julius Guttmann and Leo Strauss, who, because they disagreed in their 
understanding and evaluation of the meaning of Maimonides' work, were 
likewise divided in their evaluation and understanding of the significance of 
Spinoza's thought. 15 

Guttmann's views were influenced to a great extent by the work of Her
mann Cohen's old age: Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des Juden
tums (" The Religion of Reason Out of the Sources of J udsiam" ). 16 This book, 
in fact, summarized and expressed the German Jewish idealist theological 
tradition of the nineteenth century. At the same time, it marked a turning 
point in that tradition, in that it provided a basis for a new movement
dialogical-existential theology. According to Cohen's understanding, the 
Jewish philosophical literature of the Middle Ages, and first and foremost the 
writings of Maimonides, was a central link in the chain of development of the 
"Sources of Judaism," and only through this link could a modern philosopher 
be connected with this chain. 

It is self-evident that Hermann Cohen found in Maimonides' work a 
suitable imprimatur from an important and recognized Jewish authority for 
his own investigations. In this respect, he was no different from most philo
sophers of Judaism from the Haskalah on. But from Cohen's standpoint, 
reliance upon Maimonides' authority was only possible because he was able 
to identify with Maimonides' basic positions in the understanding of 
Judaism, of philosophy, and of the relation between the two, both in sub
stance and in content. Retrospectively, Herman Cohen interpreted Mai
monides' teachings in a manner which presented them as an ancient" arche
type" 0f his own philosophy. The limited scope of the present article does not 
allow me to discuss this question in detail and to document it, but on the 

15 It should be mentioned that, prior to Philosophie und Gesetz, Strauss published 
an important book devoted lo Spinoza's critique of religion, Die Religionskritik 
Spinozas (Berlin, 1930; rpt. Hildesheim, 1981) (English: Spinoza's Critique of 
Religion, trans. E. M. Sinclair [New York, 1965]). Spinoza's critique of religion is like
wise emphasized in the two works discussed in this study, particularly in Persecution 
and the Art of Writing. The study of Spinoza was less important for Guttmann, as is 
seen, among other things, from the fact that in Die Philosophie des Judentums, he 
discusses Spinoza at the end of the part of the book devoted to medieval Jewish philo
sophy rather than at the beginning of the section devoted to modern Jewish philo
sophy. Nevertheless, he wrote the important article mentioned in note 14. In any 
event, the difference between Guttmann' s and Strauss' s evaluations of Spinoza 
requires a separate study and cannot be undertaken within the confines of this article. 

16 See above, n. 10. 
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basis of another study, 17 it may be affirmed that Cohen saw in medieval 
Jewish philosophy, and particularly in the work of Maimonides, who in his 
eyes marked the peak of that philosophy's accomplishments, not only the 
incorporation of external Hellenistic influences, but also an organic develop
ment which stemmed from the methodological-structural and substantive 
logic of the pre-philosophic sources of Judaism. Put another way, Mai
monides' work was for Cohen the most decisive proof of the existence of a 
"philosophy of Judaism," which is an original and autonomous expression of 
Jewish religiosity on the level of "pure reason." The religious philosophy of 
Maimonides, in fact, interpreted the biblical and rabbinic sources faithfully 
and embodied an exemplary specimen of Jewish philosophy, which Hermann 
Cohen continued and developed in the spirit of the accomplishments of 
philosophical idealism in modern times. 

Cohen's relation to Maimonides, quite obviously, also necessitated a 
severe criticism of Spinoza's philosophy. Cohen saw in Spinoza a philosopher 
who represented pagan pantheism with logical consistency, that is to say, a 
philosopher whose teachings represented the absolute antithesis to the fun
damental beliefs and ethics of the Jewish religion. Spinoza's critique of 
Maimonides was required, in Cohen's opinion, by his overall philosophic and 
religious outlook, not only from a political or exegetical point of view. 
Accordingly, we find here an unbridgeable confrontation between coherent 
pagan philosophy and coherent Jewish philosophy. 18 We find, therefore, that 
Cohen supports Maimonides against Spinoza. 

II 

Julius Guttmann, as has been noted, was influenced by the later philo
sophy of religion of Hermann Cohen. But it is also clear that his outlook as a 
scholar and theologian had already absorbed other influences. As a result, his 
philosophic views are complex and ambivalent. As a professional historian 

17 See Eliezer Schweid, "Maimonides' Influence on 20th century Jewish Philo
sophy," [Heb.), Shlomo Pines Jubilee Volume 2, Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 
7 (forthcoming). 

18 Concerning Cohen's attitude toward Spinoza, see Yosef Ben Shelomo, "The 
Philosophy of Religion and the Understanding of Judaism According to Cohen" 
[Heb.], addendum to the Hebrew translation of Die Religion der Vernunft, trans. Zevi 
Wislavsky (Jerusalem, 1971-72) 505-10. 
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and philologist, he noted the "external" status of philosophy in the history of 
Jewish religious thought with greater exactness and precision than Cohen. 
He was also more sensitive to and critical of the arbitrary and forced nature of 
Maimonides' philosophical interpretations of the Bible and rabbinic sayings. 
As an independent philosopher, whose views were in no small measure, also 
influenced by Schleiermacher, William James, and Rudolph Otto, and to a 
certain extent by Rosenzweig, Guttmann was unable to agree with the ideal
ism of Hermann Cohen, for whom religious truth did not go beyond the 
realm of "pure reason." Guttmann' s theology saw in religion, not only an 
element derived from ethics, but also an autonomous element which was 
transrational, going beyond the limited realm of philosophy. However, we 
must stress that an interesting development took place in Guttmann' s 
thought on this topic between the writing of Die Philosophie des Judentums 
and the ideological formulations expressed in his lectures on the philosophy 
of religion. During the first stage, following Kant and Schleiermacher, Gutt
mann still seems to have adhered to the view that it was possible to develop a 
"religious philosophy" which could interpret the "religious consciousness" in 
relation to its divine subject through the methodological tools of philosophy. 
It is in this context that one ought to understand his remarks in an extremely 
interesting scholarly-philosophical essay entitled "Religion und Wissen
schaft im mittelalterlichen und im modernen Denken" (Religion and Science 
in Medieval and Modern Thought), published in 1922, long before Die Philo
sophie des Judentums. 19 This essay became a focus for Strauss' s critical 
comments. 

We see, therefore, that a certain conflict took shape during the period in 
which Guttmann was formulating his outlook as a scholar and philosopher of 
religion: careful study of his first scholarly book reveals that this conflict had 
not yet been resolved and that it was expressed in an ambivalent message. 
The name of the book, Philosophie des Judentums, in itself indicates both a 
unified conception of "Judaism" as well as the existence of a philosophy 
which understands and develops this unified conception of Judaism, a philo
sophy "indigenous" to Judaism as a defined idea. This attitude reflects the 
spirit of the Jewish idealistic philosophy of religion of the nineteenth century 

19 "Religion und Wissenschaft im mittelalterlichen und im modernen Denken," 
Festschrift zum 50 jahrigen Beste hen der Hochschule fur die Wissenschaft des Juden
tums in Berlin (Berlin, 1922) 147-216; rpt. in Selected Writings of Julius Guttmann, 
ed. Steven T. Katz (New York, 1980); W.ebrew: in Dat u-Madda' 1-65. 
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and of Hermann Cohen. Yet when one studies Guttmann's introduction, one 
gains the impression that he is not entirely happy with the signification of the 
title which he had given the book. As a historian, he states: 

The Jewish people did not begin to philosophize because of an irresistible urge 
to do so. They received philosophy from outside sources, and the history of 
Jewish philosophy is a history of the successive absorptions of foreign ideas 
which were then transformed and adapted according to specific Jewish points 
of view. 20 

It should be noted, however, that Guttmann, in the spirit of idealism and the 
spirit of Cohen, does speak of Jewish philosophy as a creation of the Jewish 
people, and following the same line of thought, he softens the severe, almost 
caustic opening sentence by noting that the Jewish people gave something of 
its own spirit to the philosophy which it created. Nevertheless, the opening 
sentence is unambiguous: the Judaism of the prophets and the Judaism of the 
sages is not only nonphilosophical, it does not even constitute a source for the 
development of philosophy. Had Judaism remained within its own cultural 
milieu without encountering external challenges, it would have never 
developed a philosophy from within itself. Indeed, further on Guttmann 
states explicitly that it was only external encounters with the Greek philoso
phical tradition that caused Jews to encounter the world of philosophy. The 
result of this encounter was far from being a true synthesis, for the philosophy 
created by these Jews remained Greek and foreign, "thoroughly imbued with 
the Greek spirit."21 Only with regard to one central area, that of metaphysics, 
was there some contact between philosophy and religion, and with respect to 
this area an original philosophic creation was both sought and produced. 

In spite of these strictures, one cannot deny or ignore the close relation
ship to Cohen displayed by Guttmann in the body of the book. This is par
ticularly striking in the first section of the book, devoted to "Fundamentals 
and First Influences," and especially so in the first and third chapters, 
devoted respectively to "The Basic Ideas of Biblical Religion" and "The Reli
gious Ideas of Talmudic Judaism." We will first of all stress the position of 
these two chapters at the beginning of Guttmann' s book, which, reminiscent 
of Cohen, is "historical" not only in the chronological sense, but "historical'' 

20 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 9 (English: 3, Hebrew: 9). 
21 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 9 (English: 3, Hebrew: 9). 
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also in the systematic sense. In these two chapters, and particularly in that on 
"Biblical Religion" Guttmann presents the original contents of Judaism, 
unencumbered by the philosophic speculations. The Bible is thus the first 
(both in chronological and systematic sense) autonomous and original em
bodiment of the unique idea of Judaism, and is the supreme reflection of the 
spirit of the people. In his remarks on "Biblical Religion" and on "The Reli
gious Ideas of Talmudic Judaism," Guttmann stresses the fact that, both in 
biblical monotheism and also in the monotheism of the rabbis, "the decisive 
feature of monotheism is that it is not grounded in an abstract idea of God, 
but in an intensely powerful divine will which rules history."22 He goes on to 
say that 

Jewish thought is not oriented towards metaphysical questions. The sloughing 
off of mythological cosmogonies eliminated all potential starting points for the 
growth of metaphysics. The notion of a Creator provides no occasion for a 
theoretical interpretation of the world. This may well be part of the answer to 
the question: Why did Judaism not develop its own philosophic system ?23 

Whatever the differences, Guttmann' s phenomenological description in 
these two chapters is almost identical with that of Cohen in Die Religion der 
Vernunft. In this connection it should be stressed that Cohen also noted that 
in biblical and rabbinic Judaism there is a certain resistance tQ the specu
lative-metaphysical approach of philosophy, whose earliest source is, not by 
accident, pagan.24 In any event, Guttmann is in complete agreement with 
Cohen's understanding of biblical religion when he holds that "the God of 
the prophets is exemplified by his moral will; he is demanding, commanding, 
promising and threatening,"25 In Jewish monotheism it is not God's meta
physical unity that is important, but His unity as a supernatural ethical will; 
God is a unity distinct from nature and one with which man cannot be con
joined, yet He is also the Creator who has a relation to nature and man, and 
who is close to them by His presence, guidance, and commandments; God is 
a personal God who places before Himself man, who was created in His 
image and likeness, as a person of independent value) Guttmann also agrees 
with Cohen in affirming: Judaism's opposition to pantheism, with all its 

22 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 13 (English: 5, Hebrew: 13). 
23 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 23-24 (English: 15, Hebrew: 21). 
24 Cohen, Die Religion der Vernunft, Introduction, A.8. 
25 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 12 (English: 5, Hebrew: 13). 
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mythological, magical, and mystical implications; the historical-messianic 
character of the Jewish religion; and the ethical nature of the relation 

between God and man. 
Not surprisingly, when Guttmann wishes to develop the consequences of 

the ideas of the prophets on theodicy, he also states that 

The premise underlying such thought is the notion that God's moral will is 
accessible to human comprehension. The theoretical question, whether ethics 
as such was independent of God or dependent upon him, was completely 
beyond the intellectual horizon of the prophets. They were all the more con
scious of the inner evidence of the moral claim as something proceeding from 
God. Every man apprehends intuitively what is good or evil. The intelligibility 
of moral obligation implied the rationality of the divine will. ... At the same 
time there existed also the opposite recognition that God was incomprehensi
ble, and that his ways were higher than the ways of man, even as the heavens 
were higher than the earth. All this, however, did not detract from the belief in 
the moral reasonableness of the divine will. ... The problem of theodicy is not 
settled for Job by saying that God is above all ethical criteria, but rather by the 
recognition of God's utter incomprehensibility paradoxically becoming a 
ground for trust in the meaningfulness of his providence, a providence of love 
and justice which is no less meaningful for remaining impenetrable to human 
understanding. Thus, even where biblical religion seems to verge most on an 
irrational conception of the divine will, it never relinquishes the basic convic
tion of an essential meaningfulness. Even the intelligibility of the divine will is 
merely limited, not nullified, by our deficient human understanding. 26 

According to Guttmann' s ethical interpretation, the religion of Israel as the 
way of life of the individual and the people before God is fundamentally 

rational. 
Guttmann' s proximity to Cohen also emerges when we examine his 

approach to" Jewish Religious Philosophy in the Middle Ages," in the second 
and major part of the book. In the introduction to the second part, we again 
find the claim that Jewish philosophy arose within the sphere of influence of 
Islamic culture, that is, as the result of the meeting of Judaism with an exter
nal philosophy. But even at the outset, Guttmann points out the unique 
character of this meeting, which demanded internalization and synthesis. He 
says of philosophic knowledge that it was "not only the highest form of 

2s Guttmann, Die Philosophie 24-25 (English: 16-17, Hebrew: 22). 
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knowledge to which the secular sciences were subordinate, but as the highest 
form of religious knowledge it was also superior to the study of religious 
law." 27 Moreover, the confrontation with Islam and Christianity was one 
which took place before the rational-universal judgment seat of philosophy. 
Therefore, Guttmann directs his detailed analysis of the historical back
ground toward the conclusion that the Jewish sages of the Middle Ages inter
nalized philosophy, and that Jewish philosophy took shape as the satisfaction 
of an autonomous religious need. However, Jewish philosophy did not in
novate much in the broad domain of philosophy, but with respect to most 
philosophic disciplines remained attached to the classical Greek schools. But 
he adds: 

It was in the philosophic explanation of religion that medieval philosophy was 
at its most original. Dependent in many respects upon ancient traditions, and 
productive only in so far as it reworked and continued traditional speculations, 
it found here a new sphere of problems for investigation. Its recasting of tradi
tional metaphysical ideas was due to the necessity of adapting traditional meta
physics to the personal is tic religion of the Bible. 28 

It follows from all this, despite the fact that we are speaking about an 
external pressure, that there came into being in the Middle Ages a religious
philosophical creation which, by virtue of its being a true original synthesis, 
was deserving of being called "a philosophy of Judaism." Upon e~amination, 
one finds that this phrase is indeed the key to understanding Guttmann' s pre
sentation of the opinions of the great Jewish philosophers of the Middle Ages. 
In practice, Guttmann' s scholarly tendency is expressed in uncovering the 
indigenously Jewish elements of that religious philosophy, whose elements 
are stressed in the opening chapters of the book, dealing with the biblical and 
rabbinic foundations of Judaism. If this is true in his anafyses of all of the 
major medieval religious philosophers, it is even more so in his analysis of the 
philosophy of religion of Maimonides. He writes: "Maimonides endeavored 

to effect an inner reconciliation between the spiritual worlds whose opposi
tion had been blurred and obscured by lbn Daud. The wide sweep and 
penetrating power of his philosophical thinking were bent to this task of 
planting Aristotelianism in the soil of Judaism" -and not by obscuring the 

27 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 55 (English: 47, Hebrew: 49). 
28 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 63-64 (English: 56, Hebrew: 57). 
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substantive differences between philosophy and revealed religion. To the 
contrary, it was specifically in this that Guttmann found the great philo
sophical originality of Maimonides, who "threw the opposition between 
Aristotelianism and biblical revelation into bold relief in order to overcome it 
by a genuine synthesis."29 Further on, he again stresses that "The greatness 
of Maimonides does not lie in his introduction of completely new motives 
into philosophical speculation ... there is also such a thing as originality of 
creative synthesis, and Maimonides had this to a very high degree."30 

The relatively long chapter that Guttmann devotes to Maimonides' teach
ing is intended to establish this claim in detail. He sets out to show that 
Maimonides faithfully presented the divinely willed ethical personalism of 
the teaching of the prophets, the idea of the absolute unity of God, who 
relates to the world as Creator, guide, and lawgiver, and the ethical-religious 
values of the halakhah, all in philosophical language-at the same time 
accepting the scientific and logical elements of Aristotelian philosophy 
unqualifiedly and with absolute consistency. In this way, Maimonides suc
ceeded, on the one hand, in providing biblical and rabbinic Judaism with a 
scientific-philosophic basis which strongly brings out the rational elements 
within the Torah and, on the other hand, in bringing about a "profound 
change" in the religious content of the Torah by impregnating it with ration
alist" philosophical spirituality."31 It would seem that, from Maimonides on, 
we have, according to Guttmann, a "philosophy of Judaism" in the same 
synthetic sense as proposed by Hermann Cohen. 

It is clear that the conclusive and explicit confirmation of Guttmann' s 
relationship to Cohen must be sought in his direct references to him: that is, 
in the chapter of Guttmann' s book devoted to Cohen's thought. But in order 
to fully understand the philosophic context of Strauss' s critique, we must first 
say something about the programmatic conclusions of "Religion und Wis
senschaft im mittelalterlichen und modernen Denken," the lenghty essay 
which preceded Die Philosophie des Judentums. While Hermann Cohen is 
not directly mentioned in the essay, his influence is clearly felt. Holding that 
Schleiermacher did not arrive at a valid philosophy of religion, because of 
certain methodological difficulties in his thought, Guttmann advocates that 
these difficulties can be overcome by turning to certain conclusions derived 
from Kant's epistemology. Guttmann writes: 

29 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 174 (English: 152, Hebrew: 142). 
30 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 174-75 (English: 152-53, Hebrew: 143). 
31 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 205 (English: 182, Hebrew: 168-69). 
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The question of the relation of religious truth and speculative truth maintains 
its concrete importance even today. However, this old problem appears today 
in a new form. First, because a new concept of religion lies at the basis of the 
formulation of the question. The philosophical analysis of religion goes deeper 
than the principles of religion and the descriptions of its beliefs, to the religious 
motifs and contents which lie at the basis of the latter. This analysis is thereby 
able to bring out, with a completely new exactness, the central points in which 
religion touches the domain of speculative consciousness. But in addition, reli
gion now confronts a completely different philosophical realm; while in the 
past metaphysics was the fundamental philosophic discipline by which religion 
was measured, that role is fulfilled today by epistemology. It determines the 
concepts both of religious and of reflective consciousness, thereby laying the 
foundation upon which one must build any substantive debate. Not even the 
metaphysical tendency within contemporary philosophy can avoid basing itself 
upon epistemology, if it does not wish to be considered a withdrawal to a level 
of thought which it has already overcome. The general theory of truth, whose 
broadest development is the primary task of today's philosophy, is also the 
domain which determines the place of religion within overall consciousness. 
The future of philosophy of religion is necessarily linked with the fundamental 
understanding of truth, and it is entirely dependent upon the posing of the 
problem of philosophical truth in general and its solution. The question of the 
relation of religious truth and scientific truth must necessarily accompany 
philosophy through all the stages of its development. Like all the central prob
lems of philosophy, this question is simultaneously constant, and constantly 
developing in depth and clarity, becoming ever deeper and clearer.32 

This optimistic conclusion concerning the future development of the 
philosophy of religion on a Kantian basis is of great significance to our ques
tion, for two reasons. First, on the basis of the continuity surveyed through
out his article, Guttmann assumes that the task imposed upon the philosophy 
of religion throughout the generations has always been the same. We find a 
development, which presents the same problem over and over in order to 
propose progressively profounder solutions on the basis of constant progress 
in scientific and philosophic thought, in such a way that there is a continuity 
and even unity between medieval philosophy of religion (including Mai
monides) and contemporary philosophy of religion with respect to the defini
tion of the problem and of the philosophical task. From this point of view, 
one can say that general philosophy of religion and modern Jewish philo-

32 Guttmann, "Religion und Wissenschaft'' 216 (Hebrew: 65). 
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sophy, in particular, are based upon the accumulated accomplishments of 
ancient and medieval philosophy of religion and of that of the period of the 
Enlightenment, and that they learn from all of these. There is, of course, also 
a profound difference between them, because philosophic speculation 
becomes progressively more profound, and therefore the solutions change 
and advance; from this point of view, the earlier solutions can no longer be 
relevant to a modern philosophy of religion. Secondly, in the formulation of 
the challenge in the modern period, the programmatic approach of Gutt
mann is virtually identical with that of Cohen, even though it is also already 
clear that Guttmann cannot be totally satisfied with Cohen's solution, and is 
not able to accept Cohen's reliance upon Maimonides as such. Guttmann 
attempted to develop Cohen's impressive accomplishments beyond the limits 
of Neo-Kantian idealism, in order to arrive at a philosophy by means of 
which he will be able to attain an existential-personalistic understanding of 
God. 

This contention is indeed confirmed by his explicit comments in the 
chapter on Hermann Cohen in Die Philosophie des judentums. Guttmann 
first describes the central importance of Cohen's philosophical endeavor as 
one whose "great achievement ... will remain in the center of Jewish reli
gious philosophy, despite many adverse criticisms."33 He surveys Cohen's 
work while identifying with Cohen's phenomenological description of the 
religious essence of Judaism, and confirms Cohen's basic direction to dis
cover, on the basis of Kant's epistemology, the unique essence of the religious 
consciousness and its unique contents. Guttmann' s one critical reservation, 
albeit of serious weight, is Cohen's lack of success in overcoming the limita
tion of his idealist method. He writes: "Even in this, the final reach of 
Cohen's thought, God remains an idea."34 Therefore: "His book is full of the 
spirit of living religion, and he bends all of his conceptual, form-giving power 
to the task of integrating religion within the circle of his concepts; but in his 
most characteristic formulations he is still bound to this limitation. In his 
wonderfully religious structure, there remains an unbridgeable gap between 
the content of religion and the philosophic creation of concepts."35 It would 

33 Guttmann, Philosophies 367 (Hebrew: 329). This evaluation of Cohen appears 
at the beginning of the chapter on Franz Rosenzweig. This chapter does not appear in 
the German original; it was written for the Hebrew version and also appears in the 
English version. 

34 Guttmann, Die Philosophie 361 (English: 366, Hebrew: 328). 
35 Guttmann Die Philosophie 361-62 (English: 328-29, Hebrew: 328-29). 
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appear that Guttmann explicitly identified with the understanding of the reli
gious content of Judaism in Cohen's teaching, and with the challenge of 
developing a philosophy of religion which matches this content, as a con
tinuation of his enterprise of Jewish religious philosophy, and as the full con
temporary realization thereof. This was intended to lay the basis for his own 
work, both as a scholar and as a philosopher of religion in his own right. 

III 

It is no accident that Guttmann' s personal philosophic-religious position, 
which he openly articulated, was presented in the course of a historical lec
ture on the development of the problem, and finally in its summation. Not by 
accident, because this fact is one of the striking characteristics of that same 
position, and possibly even the key to understanding it. Guttmann saw him
self as participating in a religious and philosophical tradition which already 
had a tradition of ongoing interrelationship, developed and still developing 
from one generation to another. He defines his own relationship to the prob
lem as a task anchored in the same development, that is to say, in accumulat
ed accomplishments which nourished one another, and in limitations or dif
ficulties which were discovered and which by right ought to be overcome at 
the next stage. While Guttmann' s statements do not support the optimistic 
nineteenth-century view that the history of human culture as a whole is 
marked by progress toward a goal, they provide support for an optimistic out
look concerning scientific and philosophic progress, including development 
toward perfection in the philosophy of religion. 

This may be the correct point of departure for understanding the 
empathetic criticism directed against Guttmann by Leo Strauss, from a posi
tion of both distance and closeness. Strauss' s position may already be seen in 
the methodology and structure of his presentation. Strauss begins his book 
with an introduction in which he defines his personal philosophic-religious 
viewpoint in the context of a severe critique of contemporary philosophy of 
religion. 36 On the basis of this critique, he turns to an analysis of the historical 
perspective of Guttmann's approach,37 and only in the third chapter does he 
turn to his own historical presentation of medieval Muslim and Jewish philo-

36 Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz 9-29 (English: 3-20). 
37 Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz 30-67 (English: 21-58). 
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sophy. 38 It is not surprising that Strauss arrives at conclusions rather different 
from those of Guttmann. 

Strauss' s critique of contemporary philosophy of religion reconstructs the 
full background of the debate from the point of view of a religious approach 
totally different from the philosophic tradition within which Guttmann found 
himself. Strauss holds that Hermann Cohen was more correct than he rea
lized when he stated that Maimonides is the classical rationalist in Judaism. It 
is precisely through comparison with the rationalism of Maimonides that the 
great failure of rationalism in contemporary philosophy of religion becomes 
clear. How can this failure be recognized? The answer to this question is in 
the tendency to harmonize religion with rationalistic philosophy (in its ideal
ist form ) by means of "internalization," or by "removing" to the realm of 
reason the contents of religion which were initially understood as "external" 
revelations originating in a divine source. Strauss' s radical claim is that har
monization via "internalization" is nothing but a concealed abrogation of 
those contents, which thereby lose their reality-that is, their authentic reli
gious meaning-and become transforrmed into human "ideas" lacking in 
vitality. 

Strauss' s firm and unequivocal judgment applies equally well to those 
philosophers of religion who represented the process of "return" to tradition 
at the beginning of the twentieth century: Herman Cohen in the work of his 
old age; Franz Rosenzweig; and, though he was critical of Cohen, possibly 
Julius Guttmann as well. Despite their impressive empathy and understand
ing for the "sources of Judaism" and the authentic religious contents of these 
sources, they failed because their philosophical attitude toward these sources 
was not essentially different from that of nineteenth-century idealism. Julius 
Guttmann had already rightly stated that Hermann Cohen, despite his 
empathy for the faith of the prophets, never even attempted to overcome the 
limits implied by his understanding of God as an idea of reason, and not as a 
concrete reality outside of the "religious consciousness." Together with this 
went Cohen's understanding of revelation as a rational insight, creation as 
man's self-understanding within the world, providence as an act of man's 
ethical will, and similar explanations of the concepts of religion. Despite the 
attempts of these philosophers to overcome the overly simplified and naive 

38 Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz 68-86 (English : 59-78), "Die gesetzliche 
Begriindung der Philosophie"; 87-122 (English: 79-110), "Die philosophische 
Begriindung des Gesetzes." 
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critique of religion prevalent during the Enlightenment, according to Strauss 
they remained, unknown even to themselves, its disciples and the continuers 
of the same critique, and their sophistication was a means of self
concealment. It is clear that Strauss respects the rationalism of such philo
sophers as Spinoza and Voltaire in regard to religion, since it is open and 
consequent. They reached decisions that were legitimate from a philosophic 
perspective, even if, in Strauss' s view, they are very far from the intellectual 
victory which they and their students, open and concealed, claimed for them
selves in their battle against authentic religion. 

On this point, Strauss' s positive claim is formulated in a direct and un
equivocal manner. In his opinion, it is impossible to refute authentic religious 
faith, that is, orthodoxy, through rational means. No rational argumentation 
against the personalist conception of God as a concrete reality, or against the 
conceptions of creation, revelation, providence, and miracle, can be effective 
when the believer adheres to the view that God is omnipotent. The belief in 
an omnipotent God is subject to neither proof nor refutation by any rational 
means; it is ultimately a decision beyond philosophy. 

How then did there arise the impression that the ideas of the Enlighten
ment had "defeated" orthodox religion? Strauss' s answer is simple: the 
impressive success of rationalism in the natural sciences and in the shaping of 
modern civilization. While orthodox religion was able to successfully protect 
itself against direct attacks upon the belief in a Creator God, in mhacles, and 
in revealed Torah, it was unable to apply its beliefs and opinions-and there
fore its way of life (i.e., halakhah)-to those broad realms of science and cul
ture which had developed on the basis of a world-view which was antagonis
tic to religious faith. Orthodoxy therefore remained isolated from science, 
from civilization, and from culture, so that it appeared that the success of the 
Enlightenment in creating a complete and all-encompassing scientific
philosophic approach to life without needing religion and its contents was 
tantamount to a full victory of rationalism over religion. However, in this 
context the crisis of rationalism in the Enlightenment period becomes clear: 
it did not succeed in its goal over and beyond the realm of the natural 
sciences. lt remained deficient in terms of man's understanding of himself as 
part of nature, and in terms of guiding man in the moral and political realms. 
Thus, over and above the rationalistic rejection of religion as a factor disturb
ing man's happiness and success (during the period of the Enlightement), 
there arose a rationalistic rejection of religion based upon the recognition of 
its enormous power as a solution to man's existential problems in the world 
on the basis of faith. In other words: a rejection which dares man to bear 

ii 
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truth, rather than attain a happiness whose source is in religious illusions. It 
appears that, according to Strauss, the attempts to approach religion without 
cutting oneself off from rationalism, and to arrive at a solution on the basis of 
harmonization, ought to be understood in terms of such a background, even 
though it is clear that in his opinion such a harmony was imaginary. 

In contrast with Guttmann, who in his first two works offered an optimis
tic view of the progress toward a solution of the problem of the relationship 
between philosophic rationalism and religion, Strauss has a pessimistic view. 
He is pessimistic about progress in terms of philosophic sophistication, and he 
sees a decline in the real influence of authentic religion over human life in 
modern European civilization, and the weakening of its vital contents-in 
other words: a deepening of the spiritual, ethical, and political crisis of man 
(and of the Jewish people) in modern European civilization. If there is indeed 
a decline, there is no other solution then to return to a point prior to the 
beginning of this decline. In Strauss' s opinion, that point is the same one 
which, in Guttmann's view, marked the beginning of a fuller and more cor
rect solution of the problem of the relationship between philosophy and reli
gion, namely, the Renaissance. To go back to a time before the Renaissance 
means to return to medieval philosophy. This philosophy justified the exis
tence of both frameworks-the scientific-philosophic on the one hand, and 
the religious-political on the other-without harm being done to the authen
tic vitality of religion by scientific thought. According lo Strauss, Mai
monides' philosophy of religion is then, not only a stage within an ongoing 
process of progress toward the solution of the problem of the relation of reli
gion and philosophy, but in itself contains the key to the correct solution. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that this solution needs to be formulated anew 
beyond the mistaken rationalism of our own day and beyond the orthodoxy 
which withdraws behind its own boundaries. The slogan in any event is: 
return to Maimonides. 

Let us now turn to Strauss' s critique of Guttmann' s book, noting first its 
composite nature. Strauss went out of his way to express, not only his respect 
for Guttmann' s extraordinary erudition and learning, but also the closeness 
he felt toward Guttmann on questions of the relationship between philosophy 
and religion in Judaism. In several respects, it appears that Strauss wished to 
build upon the scientific and philosophic work of Guttmann, both as a posi
tive source and as a foil for his polemic. For this reason, it sometimes seems to 
the superficial reader, at least until the middle of the first chapter of Philo
sophie und Gesetz, that Strauss' s intention is only to find support for his own 
views in Guttmann' s exposition. Thus, he demonstrates that Guttmann him-
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self criticizes the post-Kantian philosophy of religion as sapping religion of 
its vitality, a vitality rooted in the faith in a real personal God, in revealed 
law, and in providence, which disclose the direct intervention of the living 
God in historical events. He further shows that Guttmann devoted nearly all 
of his book to medieval Jewish philosophy, indicating thereby that, in retro
spect, Guttmann saw its superiority to contemporary Jewish philosophy and 
understood the important lessons for our own time that can still be derived 
from it. It is only later on that it becomes clear that, despite Strauss' s close
ness, there is substantial disagreement between Guttmann and him. 

The difference between them is reflected first of all in method. As has 
been noted, Guttmann refrained from placing his personal views at the 
beginning of his first major article or at the beginning of his book. He pre
sented himself as a scholar and historian, whose own opinion only becomes 
clear through the critical perspective which takes him from the past to the 
present. It is therefore only when Guttmann comes to describe the present 
situation and the challenges of the future that the reader finds his views expli
citly stated. One need not add that, for Guttmann, this is a programmatic 
position, based upon the assumption that the history of philosophy, in its 
relation to religion, embodies a developmental methodology in such a way 
that we find before us a continuous progress toward a complete solution of 
the problem of the relation of religion and philosophy. Thus, at least from a 
methodological point of view, Guttmann based his outlook on the·accummu
lated positive achievements of all his predecessors, in order to advance one 
step further in the realization of the common historical challenge. Against 
this background, the opening comment of Strauss' s critical chapter, which is, 
on the face of it, an entirely "innocent" programmatic declaration, would 
seem to constitute the beginning of a critique: "There is no investigation into 
the history of philosophy that is not at the same time a philosophical investi
gation."39 The definition proposed by Strauss immediately thereafter, con
cerning Guttmann's outlook on the relation between religion and philosophy, 
is a kind of critical demand in which is concealed a certain controversy. From 
a methodological viewpoint, Strauss thought, Guttmann ought to have pro
ceeded as he (Strauss) did, and not have concealed his views behind a facade 
of historical research. Guttmann would have, perhaps, arrived at a more cor
rect historical evaluation. In any event, Strauss does not accept the optimistic 
assumption of a continuous progress of philosophy of religion toward its goal. 

39 Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz 30 (English: 23). 
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Strauss held that the new philosophy of religion had failed, and that the 
"original sin" which was the source of its failure was its turning away from 
the central accomplishment of medieval philosophy of religion. Guttmann 
may himself have intuitively felt this when he devoted so much space to the 
Middle Ages and so little to the modern period. And yet it is impossible not to 
see, in the basic philosophical-historical assumptions adopted by Guttmann, 
the same view that was typical of Kantian and post-Kantian idealism, which 
was rooted in the same "original sin." 

It follows that, in terms of his "strategy of the debate," Strauss not only 
sought to base his opinions on Guttmann' s findings, but also to challenge 
Guttmann' s views on the basis . of these findings. Parallel to the opinion 
expressed in the introduction to his Philosophie und Gesetz, Strauss under
takes to show, on the basis of Guttmann's own findings as a philosopher and 
historian, that the proper solution of the problem of the relation between 
philosophy (and science) and religion cannot be achieved by following the 
failing path of the "moderns," but that one must return to the classical 
rationalist philosophy of the Middle Ages. At the same time Strauss is critical 
of Guttmann for erroneously understanding medieval Jewish philosophy in 
its relation to religion. 

In what, then, consisted the superiority of medieval Muslim and Jewish 
rationalist philosophy, according to Strauss and in opposition to Guttmann? 
The following is a concise summary of Strauss' s lengthy presentation: 

l. Medieval philosophers accepted revelation as a factual event, estab
lished by reliable testimony, and not as a "condition of human conscious
ness." According to Strauss, this acceptance embodied the fundamental 
honesty of the medieval philosophers. Their concept of religion is suitable to 
the manner in which religion presents itself, even if they were thereafter 
drawn to interpretations which went far afield from the literal meaning of 
Scripture. By contrast, the modern philosophers, even if they enjoy many 
advantages in their phenomenological description of the sources of religion 
and their penetration to the depths of the literal meaning of the biblical 
sources, do not accept religion as it presents itself. They draw their picture 
well, but they afterwards tell us that religion is no more than a pretty picture. 

2. Medieval philosophers did not assume, nor did they seek, a correspon
dence between the truth of revelation and the truth of philosophy. According 
to Strauss, they recognized that through revelation one attains something 
which in principle cannot be attained in any other way. This is not how Gutt
mann interpreted the philosophic position of the medieval period. In his 
opinion, most of the medieval philosophers, from Saadiah Gaon onwards, 
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posited an essential identity between philosophical truth and revealed truth. 
The difference between a philosophic statement and a revelatory statement is 
"methodological," and is justified by functional considerations. Strauss 
thought that this was an incorrect interpretation: the assumption of identity 
makes revelation entirely superfluous for the philosophers, something which 
was never claimed by the medieval rationalist philosophers. On the contrary, 
they saw religion as providing a vital and necessary truth for man's happiness 
and the fulfillment of his destiny. 

3. According to Guttmann, the problem of the medieval philosophers is 
fundamentally an exegetical one: how to bridge the gaps between the literal 
meaning of prophetic sayings and philosophical truth. According to Strauss, 
the problem is concentrated on a different area and formulated in a com
pletely different manner: since revelation is indicative of truths which are 
beyond philosophy (even if not opposed to it ), there are two questions which 
must be asked. One is asked from the vantage point of religion: does it per
mit, require, or prohibit philosophical speculation? The other is asked by 
philosophy: does it confirm the legislative authority of religion, on the basis 
of its own assumptions and considerations? These are essentially two sides of 
the same problem, namely, the authority and content of religious law. The 
title of Strauss's book, Philosophie und Gesetz, which summarizes the essence 
of his message, clearly follows from this. 

4. According to Strauss, the medieval rationalist philosophers reached a 
satisfactory solution. They were able to prove that religion commands us to 
examine the truth within the limits of our intellectual understanding, and 
they were likewise able to prove the validity of religious law, as anchored in 
revelation. In this way, the truths of religion and of philosophy were found to 
be both consistent and complementary, without one trespassing upon the 
domain of the other. Against this, Guttmann found that the medieval philo
sophers, who in his opinion sought an identity between the two truths, were 
unsuccessful in their attempts to bridge the gaps and overcome contradic
tions. For this reason, the more moderate among them arrived at a kind of 
uneasy synthesis, while the more extreme arrived at the Averroistic solution, 
namely, the theory of the " double truth." In his Philosophie und Gesetz, 
Strauss vehemently rejected the thesis that the theory of the double truth was 
an inevitable conclusion of the axioms of rigorous rationalistic philosophy 
with regard to religion. It only follows necessarily for those who assume that 
man possesses only philosophical truths and deny the factual nature of revela
tion. 

5. Strauss nevertheless acknowledged that his interpretation of the solu-
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tion of the medieval rationalists raises a perplexing question: how did they 
succeed in assuming the validity of revelation and of the laws of religion 
rooted in it, as a topic which lies at least at the margins of the philosophic dis
cussion, if not in its center, and yet avoid a confrontation between the truth 
taught by the fundamental disciplines of philosophy (physics and meta
physics) and the truth taught by revelation (knowledge of God and the rela
tion between God, man and the world)? The very asking of the question in 
this manner indicates that Strauss did not deny the existing basis for the 
interpretation proposed by Guttmann, who in fact, posed this question as a 
crucial one in the medieval philosophy of religion. Strauss at least admits that 
there was reason to expect that the rationalist philosophers would see it as 
their obligation, both as philosophers and as men of faith, to test one truth 
against another. But his answer closes the breach with a wall of arguments. In 
his opinion, the philosophers were satisfied to pose the question of the vali
dity of revelation as an issue in political theory, and their discussion cen
tered around the phenomenon of prophecy and the personality and mission 
of the prophet. The problem was resolved for them by the theory that in his 
personality the prophet unites philosophy and religion in order to fulfill his 
political and educational task. From a philosophical perspective, it was suffi
cient for Strauss to overcome this problem by presenting a philosophic proof 
of the limited nature of human intellect, and to demonstrate that revelation 
pertains to a truth which is, in principle, beyond the limits of the ability of 
human intellect. 

Is this indeed so? Strauss himself would seem to have changed his mind 
regarding this question. In the first stage of the debate, he was to summarize 
his argument by saying that we have before us the correct (and only) model 
which allows philosophers to be completely consistent within the realm of 
scientific and philosopic speculation, and at the same time to be believers, 
worshippers of God and observers of His commandments. 

Just as Strauss based his position upon the findings of Guttmann, Gutt
mann was influenced by Strauss' s conclusions in the area of medieval Muslim 
and Jewish philosophy as basis his own (later) positions. This becomes clear in 
analyzing the contents of the last two chapters of Philosophie und Gesetz: the 
third deals with philosophy from the viewpoint of religious law, while the 
fourth deals with religious law from the viewpoint of philosophy. It can easily 
be argued that, together with accepting revelation and its authority as an 
established fact, the statement that religious law requires philosophical 
speculation was one based upon philosophic consideration, which the philo-

--
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sophers, and they alone, assume to be essential to religion itself; it was not 
necessarily a halakhic-Torah statement in the normative religious sense as 
accepted among religious sages in the Jewish-Talmudic tradition, that is, a 
legal decision based upon considerations of the authority of the Torah and the 
tradition ... Philosophy" (thus Strauss summarizes the opinion of Averroes, 
which afterwards he also attributes to Maimonides) "stands under the law, 
but in such a way that it is commanded by the Law. And indeed, it is not 
commanded as one among many human activities; rather its characteristic 
purpose is identical with the purpose of the Law."40 

It can easily be seen that this philosophic assumption, that philosophy 
"penetrates" religion, is the basis for the way in which the philosophers (and 
they alone) interpret what is written in the Bible, including the view, just 
mentioned, that religious law requires philosophic speculation. From this 
opinion it also follows that: one ought to learn the general principles of philo
sophic speculation from every person and every source, whatever his religion; 
wherever the literal meaning of the words of Torah are contradicted by philo
sophic truth, we are required to understand them in a non-literal way, and to 
interpret them on the basis of philosophic truth; that the law does not restrict 
philosophic speculation in those areas which are defined by philosophy itself; 
and finally, the philosophic understanding of the purpose of religion must 
remain esoteric, because teaching it to someone who is not fit for philosophic 
understanding involves great danger either to religion or to the freedom of 
philosophic inquiry.4 1 

We must therefore ask the simple question: is it possible to make all of 
these statements without assuming that, from a philosophical viewpoint
which is the philosopher's point of departure even when they, so-to-speak, 
discuss religion from within-there is an identity between philosophic truth 
and religious truth, not only in the realms of ethics and politics, but first and 
foremost in physics and mataphysics, which were the central fields of interest 
of ancient philosophy? True, Strauss convincingly argues that medieval 
philosophy, which recognizes the limits of the capability of the human intel
lect in relation to the Divine Intellect, was able to recognize that the prophets 
through revelation and only through it, acquire metaphysical truths in the 
realm of religion which are beyond the grasp of philosophy. But if what is 

40 Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz 70 (English: 63). 
41 Strauss, Philosophie und Gesetz 71-75 (English: 63~8). 
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said above is the fundamental axiom, then it is clear that even these prophetic 
truths are a continuation of philosophy, so that it is impossible for prophetic 
truths to contradict those of philosophy. Concerning the truths of philosophy, 
one must say that they are completely identical with religious truth, even if 
they do not exhaust it completely. In any event apprehension of philosophic 
truth is included in the supreme goal which believers are commanded to 
attain, including the prophets. 

The same conclusion follows from the discussion in the fourth chapter of 
Philosophie und Gesetz, focused upon Maimonides' doctrine of prophecy as 
confirming the validity of religious law from a philosophic point of view. The 
assumption that philosophy is able to explain the phenomenon of prophecy 
by means of its own tools, and that the prophets were perfect philosophers 
whose intellectual and other perfections made them fit for divine revelation, 
as well as the related argument that the philosophic explanation of prophecy 
and its functions confirms the validity of religion from a philosophic point of 
view, is no more than an application of what was said in the third chapter of 
Strauss's book. This being so, it can be asked: is it possible to argue as Strauss 
does, that medieval philosophy did not place the question of the relation 
between philosophic truth and revealed religious truth in the center of its 
interests, and that the gap between religious and philosophic truth, particu
larly in physics and metaphysics, was not in fact the central challenge of 
religious philosophy in the Middle Ages? On the contrary: it is precisely on 
the basis of Strauss' s argument that one sees that the creation of a synthesis 
between religious truth and philosophic truth was the main task, the main 
problem, and the main difficulty of philosophic rationalism of the Middle 
Ages,.as Guttmann indeed argues. The essential inability to overcome these 
gaps by means of the philosophic tools of the Middle Ages was, in effect, the 
source of the difficulties and internal contradictions in the various philosophi
cal doctrines which sought a positive solution, as well as the source of the 
esoteric tendency and even Averroism on the part of extreme rationalists. 

It would seem that Strauss, in order to defend his basic claim that the 
question of the relation of religion and philosophy in the medieval discussion 
was focused upon the problem of the relation of philosophy to religious law 
anchored in revelation, which was accepted as a given fact, needed to move 
beyond the arguments contained in his first book. This brought about a 
dramatic turn in his views. He needed to confirm the statement that the dis
cussion of philosophy, even from the vantage point of religion, was really 
done from the viewpoint of philosophy-including the recognition of the 
factual certainty of revelation, and of a truth beyond the limits of human per-
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ception known by means of revelation. If knowledge of God is the most exalt
ed goal concerning which we are commanded by revelation, it can only be 
attained by means of what we know as philosophers, and what we can receive 
from revelation as philosophers. It is not within our power (and therefore we 
have no need to) resolve contradictions between philosophic truth in realms 
of physics and metaphysics and the literal meaning of revelation, as the truth 
is, in any event, what we know with certainty from philosophy. Therefore, if 
in the final analysis we accept the factual reality of revelation, and its trans
philosophic implications, we do so because we have a decisive philosophic 
reason, even though one derived, not from the central realm of philosophic 
inquiry, but from the secondary area: the theory of politics and society, in 
which the absolute authority of law is in the center. 

In sum: philosophic-political considerations require us to accept the 
authority of religious law and to subscribe to the assumption that philosophy 
is under law and commanded by it, even if what the law argues on behalf of 
the absolute observance of its authority-at least in terms of its literal under
standing intended for the masses of people-contradicts the conclusions 
necessarily derived from the reflections of the philosophers in their main 
subjects. We may then assume as philosophers that the prophets, who were 
the supreme authorities of the religion of revelation, and who were also philo
sophers, understood equally well this contradiction and accepted it, and that 
they were not called upon as philosophers to "harmonize" thes·e truths or to 
create a "synthesis" between them. They were called upon to justify the 
contradiction and to defend it under a veil of esotericism, which conceals the 
philosophic truth from the masses and only reveals it to those individuals for 
whom it is intended. It is only under the veil of esotericism that rationalist 
philosophy can protect its position as the true inner foundation of religion, in 
the sense of absolute law, and at the same time to demonstrate that it is itself 
subordinate to that same law. As is well known, this was the decisive step 
taken by Strauss in his exegesis of medieval philosophy, and in particular that 
of Maimonides, in the articles assembled in his Persecution and the Art of 
Writing. 42 

Did this approach allow Strauss to present medieval religious philosophy 
as the model to be followed in the modern period in order to em brace an 
authentic religiosity alongside a consistent philosophic rationalism? The 
question is a difficult one to answer, as in his Persecution and the Art of Writ-

42 See above, n. 6. 
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ing it appears that Strauss himself has accepted a commitment to an esoteric 
form of expression, a factor which in itself may be interpreted in either direc
tion. 43 But if a scholar is required to express his opinion clearly (as Strauss 
argues), it seems that it would be very difficult to find a convincing justifica
tion for the esoteric method, from the viewpoint of religion as well as that of 
philosophy. 

IV 

It would be both interesting and enlightening to know what Guttmann 
thought of Strauss' s critique in his Philosophie und Gesetz and how he react
ed to it. However, Guttmann' s response was only written after the appear
ance of two further articles expressing a certain development within Strauss' s 
thought,44 and therefore takes into account not only Strauss' s initial claims, 
but also the development which followed. Most of Guttmann' s "Philosophie 
der Religion oder Philosophie des Gesetzes?" is devoted to a meticulous and 
precise analysis of Strauss' s arguments and their development, in the course 
of which a more explicit definition of Strauss' s opinions is given. While Gutt
mann meets Strauss' s challenge, he accepts his main claim that philological
historical research is grounded in a developed world-view that ought to be 
articulated at the beginning of the research. 

Like Strauss, Guttmann thinks that religion is based upon the recognition 

43 Strauss' s identification with the religious and political forms of thought of the 
Middle Ages, from a point of view which he understood as essentially postmodern, 
appears as a consistent line in his thought, one which withstood the changes in his 
interpretation of the religious philosophy of the Middle Ages. While in Philosophie 
und Gesetz his outlook is formulated clearly and explicitly, this is not the case in 
Persecution and the Art of Writing. The change seems to be the result of his deepen
ing identification with the literary (esoteric) form of the sources he analyzed. 

44 Guttmann, at the beginning of "Philosophie der Religion oder Philosophie des 
Gcsetzes?" states that he was aware of the change which had taken place in Strauss's 
views. Nevertheless, he organized his reply in accordance with the order of Philoso
phie und Gesetz. Guttmann addressed, however, the development which had taken 
place in Strauss' s understanding of esotericism in medieval religious philosophy. Gutt
mann could have learned about the changes in Strauss' s views from "The Literary 
Character of the Guide for the Perplexed," which appeared in Essays on Maimonides, 
ed. Salo W. Baron (New York, 1941) 37-91. This essay became a chapter in Persecu
tion and the Art of Writing. See also Guttmann, "Philosophie der Religion," n. 1. 
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of eternal, absolute truth anchored in revelation, which is absolutely certain 
to those who receive it, whether themselves or through a living tradition, and 
as such is not subject to changes in different cultural contexts, nor even to the 
changing contexts of philosophy, as it presents itself to them without being 
dependent upon them as its source. It is clear that Guttmann still adheres to 
his critique of the idealistic philosophy of religion of Hermann Cohen, while 
agreeing with Strauss that his interest as a scholar of medieval philosophy is 
not purely scientific-historical, but rooted in the contemporary lessons still to 
be derived from it. 

There is, however, a "but," and this "but" is the watershed dividing 
them. According to Guttmann, contemporary relevance may be found in the 
words of Hermann Cohen no less than in those of Maimonides, even though 
one cannot accept the solution of either the former or the latter as wholly 
satisfactory. Both philosophers are interesting, but both also have numerous 
deficiencies. There is contemporary relevance in the history of the philosophy 
of religion, each chapter of which represents a new contribution against the 
background of an important cultural development. It constitutes an extreme
ly important framework, not only for religion, which is essentially rooted in 
tradition, but also for the new philosophic confrontation which became, from 
a certain cultural-historic stage, an inseparable part of the religious tradition 
itself. This statement already indicates a certain development in Guttmann' s 
thought; we shall return to this matter further on, because it embodies, in 
summary fashion, the essence of Guttmann' s fully developed and final view 
of the function of the philosophy of religion. In his opinion, philosophy of 
religion, upon its emergence, becomes an important component of the reli
gious life, even though it does not, and cannot, exhaust it. 

In any event, this is the lesson that Guttmann derived both from the 
words of Maimonides and from Herman Cohen. In his eyes, the attempt to 
create a synthesis between revealed truth and rational truth stands at the 
center of their essential activity as believing philosophers. It is, therefore, 
clear that Guttmann rejects both Strauss' s critique and his interpretation of 
the religious philosophy of the Middle Ages. At the basis of his statement that 
religion demands philosophic inquiry lies his effort to discover a synthesis 
between philosophic truth and the truth of revelation . Whoever reads the 
Guide of the Perplexed and the Mishneh Torah and does not assume at the 
outset that Maimonides is playing a game of intellectual hide-and-seek, 
must confront the fact that the comparison of religious and philosophic truths 
is the subject under discussion, not only apparently, but in actuality. 

In spite of these differences from Strauss, the problem of esotericism in 
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medieval religious philosophy, and especially in that of Maimonides, now 
becomes the key problem in Maimonidean exegesis for Guttmann as well. 
One might say, on this point, that Guttmann remains quite close to Strauss' s 
view prior to Persecution and the Art of Writing. Without ignoring the 
declared esoteric element in Maimonides, or the internal contradictions with
in Maimonides' writings which become apparent as a result of close reading, 
Guttmann adhered to the view that Maimonides was straightforward, and 
that he stood behind his declared belief in the creation of the universe ex 
nihilo, in the prophecy of Moses, and in the Revelation on Sinai as miracles 
revealing God in His attribute of absolute will, which is directed toward abso
lute perfection and goodness. According to Guttmann, it is this divine attri
bute which, for Maimonides, sustains the unique personalistic element of 
biblical and rabbinic faith. 45 

Maimonides' esotericism, as it is presented and explained by Maimonides' 
intellectual elitism, supports these assumptions. In seeking a synthesis 
between revealed truth and philosophic truth, he knew that its understand
ing was restricted to philosophers, and their disclosure to the public was 
liable to confuse those who did not have the proper intellectual and ethical 
training. As for the contradictions, these are in part only apparent, forcing 
the reader to engage in profound examination in order to penetrate to the 
depths of the author's views. In part, however, they emanate from Mai
monides ' failure to develop the assumptions of revelation, on the one hand, 
and of reason, on the other, in order to arrive at a synthesis, or at least the 
maximal proximity to one. It is therefore possible to learn from these contra
dictions, interpreted as innocent failures, that in light of the philosophic tools 
available to Maimonides, it was impossible for him to fully carry out the task 
of philosophy of religion. Perhaps even more: there may be a certain degree 
of justice in Strauss' s argument that it is impossible to fully carry out this task 
by means of any philosophy, even though the task itself remains a vital one. 
In any event, according to Guttmann it was Maimonides' great accomplish
ment that, insofar as was possible with the tools of Aristotelian philosophy 
mingled with Neoplatonic elements, he indeed created a synthesis between 
the ethical-religious values and ideals of biblical monotheism and the 
scientific-intellectual values and ideals of philosophy. But there remained 
great gaps, and these remained as a challenge to those who followed him. 

45 Guttmann devoted a separate study to this question: "The Religious Motifs in 
Maimonides' Philosophy" [Heb.], Dat u-Madda' 86-102. 

,....,..-
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At the center of this discussion there remains the concrete question raised 
by Strauss concerning the relationship between philosophy and religion and 
the task of philosophy of religion. Guttmann was asked to express his view on 
this subject as a prelude to any scholarly study, and he took up the challenge. 
In his opinion, philosophy of religion is a necessary pursuit both for philo
sophy and for a monotheistic-ethical religion which seeks to influence and to 
act within the framework of a scientific-philosophic culture. It is demanded 
of philosophy in its classical sense, because philosophy is essentially an all
inclusive world-view whose obligation it is to give account of all the contents 
and aspects of human consciousness. For this reason, it cannot be complete as 
philosophy without including the area of philosophy of religion. It is likewise 
demanded of ethical-monotheistic religion, as a religion which by its nature 
seeks to establish a general stance of man toward himself and his environ
ment, and to form an encompassing way of life. It is impossible to realize this 
essential goal in the framework of a scientific-philosophic culture without 
relating to the truth judgments and value judgments of the sciences and of 
philosophy. In this way religion becomes an inseparable part of an all
encompassing philosophic world-view, just as the philosophic world-view is 
required, from the religious point of view, as part of the application of faith 
and the religious way of life to all aspects of the cultural activity of the believ
ing human being. 

It was this truth which took shape and was formulated in the c)earest way 
in the later religious philosophy of Herman Cohen. More than any of his 
predecessors, Cohen succeeded in overcoming idealistic reductionism, 
acknowledging religion as a special field of philosophic research, and even 
noting in detail its unique contents. There followed from this Guttmann' s 
profound respect for Cohen's philosophic-religious enterprise, even though 
Cohen was also unsuccessful in his primary goal of overcoming the reduction
istic tendency of nineteenth-century philosophy of religion. To overcome this 
tendency, one indeed needed to recognize revelation as an absolute, in
dependent source, which as such stands over and beyond all philosophy. 

V 

We have described above the development in Strauss' s thought between 
Philosophie und Gesetz and Persecution and the Art of Writing. We must 
now note a parallel development in Guttmann which, it appears, is largely 
due to the challenge of Strauss. If there was a certain lack of clarity in the first 
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essay and Die Philosophie des Judentums concerning the relationship of 
philosophy and religion, and if in both of these works he was attracted to the 
idea of a historical development tending toward the full solution of the prob
lem, in his later reaction to the challenge posed by Strauss he freed himself 
both from his lack of clarity and from his historicist naivete. Regarding the 
first issue, it was clear to Guttmann (in this he partly accepted the opinion of 
Strauss) that it is impossible to achieve a full and complete synthesis between 
philosophy and religion and therefore, even from the beginning one should 
not strive for one. In its substantive, fixed, and absolute core, which consists 
of a belief in revelation as a historical event and of an awareness of the divine 
presence with all its awesome power, demanding man's submission and love, 
religion is beyond all philosophy, and no philosophy can take its place, nor 
can any philosophy explain the fundamental core of religion through its con
cepts. As philosophers, we can only point in silence to religion as an event; we 
can live it only as believers. But since religion as a revelational event relates 
to that same reality which is studied in science and in philosophy, and strives 
to apply to it its own values and assumptions, it must relate to the sciences 
and to philosophy, i.e., it must internalize the accomplishments of the 
sciences and of philosophy and accept them in truth, while science and philo
sophy, in turn, are expected to relate to it. Synthesis is required in those 
realms in which the religious event is transformed into the guiding factor of 
an overall world-view and way of life, for which reasons this event penetrates 
historical life and the changes taking place therein. This is the vital challenge 
of religious philosophy as the inner dimension of a religious world-view and 
way of life. Without this enterprise, the believing human being cannot fully 
express his sense of religious commitment in his thought and his way of life, 
acting out of a full and responsible relationship to the social-cultural reality 
of his time. 

This, then, is the religious and philosophic commitment which, according 
to Guttmann, underlies Maimonides' life work. The same commitment 
underlies the lifework of Herman Cohen; and in the final analysis, it is Gutt
mann's own commitment as well. It is his desire to be a believing human 
being who fulfills his full responsibility in contemporary society and culture. 
But here we encounter the second development which took place in Gutt
mann' s stance. Now he no longer presents the history of philosophy of 
religion as a path which brings us closer, step by step, to a full solution; 
instead he now recognizes that it is, in principle, impossible to overcome the 
tension between religion as a revelational event and the scientific and philo
sophic forms of understanding nature, society, and culture. This is, in his 
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opinion, an ongoing task whose solution we may at best approach from time 
to time, and we must be satisfied with this. But as this is the situation, and all 
of philosophy is an ongoing task within a culture which is continually in flux 
and developing, we must recognize that the philosophy of religion also pre
sents an original task, in which we learn a great deal from the religious and 
philosophical traditions which constitute part of our cultural and spiritual 
heritage, but in which we are also required to confront its tasks anew in every 
generation and in every cultural circumstance. In every generation, we must 
therefore find once again the greatest possible closeness between our faith, 
rooted in a religious tradition, and the contemporary accomplishments of 
philosophy and science. 

* * * 
These ideas are developed no further in Guttmann' s written response to 

Strauss. They were only fully developed in On the Philosophy of Religion, 
the important book that summarizes his lectures on the subject at the 
Hebrew University. 46 This book goes beyond the initial debate with Strauss, 
and as such is outside the framework of our discussion. It is nevertheless clear 
to us, from examination of the ideological continuum, that the stimulus to 
develop an independent philosophy of religion by Guttmann came from the 
acute and fascinating challenge of Strauss. If Strauss was correct in his 
demand that a scholar of the history of philosophy of religion most articulate 
his own stand, if not at the beginning of his work, at least at its conclusion, it 
would seem that Strauss' s main contribution to the philosophy of religion in 
our day, as reflected in the two works under discussion, was not so much his 
thesis itself, which is unconvincing despite his acuteness and profundity, but 
his challenge, both positive and negative, which fructified the philosophic
religious thought of Guttmann, and the stimulus he gave to its development 
and formation. 

Hebrew University 
(Translated from the Hebrew by Rabbi Jonathan Chipman) 

46 See above, n. 5. 
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(A bibliography of Hebrew articles will appear in volume 2 of Maimonidean 
Studies.) 

ENGLISH SUMMARIES OF HEBREW ARTICLES 

MENSTRUAL IMPURITY AND SECTARIANISM 

IN THE WRITINGS OF THE GEONIM 

AND OF MOSES AND ABRAHAM MAIMONIDES 

by 

MORDECHAI A. FRIEDMAN 

Various stringent regulations and practices concerning menstrual im
purity and the separation of menstrual women, found over extended periods 
in many Jewish communities, often caused the complete isolation of these 
women from society. Their touch, their beds and chairs were considered 
defiling. They were not permitted to prepare food, do other household 
chores, or enter the synagogue. Some thought that the soil on which 'they had 
tread was contaminated, that their breath was harmful and similar beliefs. 
The origin of these beliefs and the practices which resulted from them are 
traceable to superstitions concerning the danger emanating from the menses. 
Undoubtedly they had a profound effect on the status of women, on family 
life, and on society in general. 

Certain Jewish sages associated these superstitious practices with sec
tarianism. They affirmed the normative halakhah that husband and wife 
could not have marital relations until she had immersed herself in a mikveh 
(ritual bath) seven days after the cessation of menstruation. Concerning other 
restrictions before her immersion, they followed R. Huna's teaching (TB 
Ketubbut 46 and 61a) that "all chores a wife performs for her husband are per
formed by her during menstruation, except for pouring him drink, making 
the bed and washing his face." Defilement, however, was not the reason for 
these restrictions, but rather that they were likely to encourage intimacy 
between husband and wife. In the Book of Differences between Babylonian 
and Palestinian Jewry (composed, it seems, in Eretz Israel ca. 700 CE), R. 
Huna's ruling was confirmed for Babylonian Jews, while in Palestine "she 
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does not touch anything moist or household utensils; and they hardly agreed 
to allow her to nurse her baby." 

The Palestinian restriction were increased manifold in a strange work 
(apparently composed in the early Middle Ages by sectarian Jews), the so
called Baraita of Tractate Niddah, which in turn influenced various Jewish 
communities. 

In the present article, sources from the Cairo Geniza which relate to 
menstrual impurity are published and discussed. Some of these follow the 
strict separation practiced by the Palestinians, others follow the more lenient 
practices of the Babylonians. Palestinian-style marriage contracts, for exam
ple, assert that the wife will perform her duties "in purity," apparently 
intending that she would refrain from chores when impure, an implication 
confirmed by other sources. By contrast, R. Judah b . Joseph ha-Kohen, the 
"Rav" of mid-eleventh century Egypt, is reported to have told Abraham the 
Son of the Scholar, "if your mother does not immerse herself, I will come to 
your house; if not, I will not eat in your home." It is suggested that this enig
matic remark is to be understood as an attempt to abolish the strict separation 
practices. 

A community questioned R. Sherira Gaon (ca. 906-1006) concerning the 
attempts of some scholars (talmidim) to abrogate its time-hollowed stringent 
customs concerning menstrual impurity. In support of their lenient view, 
these scholars had advanced three arguments: (1) There is no state of half 
purity. Impurity from contact with the dead and other unclean things defiles 
all Jews and, in our time, defies cleansing. Consequently there is no point in 
attempting to achieve a state of purity by refraining from casual contact with 
a menstrual woman. (2) R. Huna's talmudic ruling restricting only three 
chores during menstrual impurity is binding. (3) A responsum formerly sent 
from the Yeshiva confirmed that during menstrual impurity, a woman may 
attend synagogue services, her husband may share clothes with her and 
"anyone who refrains from these things is tainted by sectarianism, and the 
elders are required to remonstrate him." 

Maimonides undertook by forceful means, including the ban of excom
munication, to rid Egyptian Jewry of a practice which he considered sec
tarian. According to this practice, women cleansed themselves after men
struation with a shower rite (sakb) rather than the prescribed ritual bath in a 
mikveh. When questioned about separating women before purification from 
contact with food, drink, vessels, clothing and preventing them from per
forming household chores, he confirmed that this was not required by law. 
He further informed his correspondent that in his own home this separation 
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was not observed. He also ruled that if the separation is undertaken because 
of cleanliness or as precaution against intimacy between husband and wife, 
the practice was permitted; but if it was based on the belief that casual con
tact with a menstruating woman was actually forbidden by law, it was pro
hibited. 

Maimonides' son, it appears, followed the practice of hb father. Some 
twenty years after the Maimonidean responsum that has been discussed, 
Abraham Maimonides was questioned by Solomon b. Elijah, a prominent 
figure in his court, about the supposedly horrible sin that abounded in Fustat 
(Egypt) of failing to separate women during menstrual impurity from house
hold chores and similar activities. In following the lenient practice, writes 
Solomon, people followed the example "of the scholars of our generation," 
apparently an allusion to Abraham Maimonides himself. The Nagid' s 
response, if preserved, has not yet been identified. 

Tel-Aviv University 



MAIMONIDES' RESPONSUM PERMITTING 

TRAVEL BY BOAT ON THE NILE 

AND OTHER LARGE RIVERS ON SHABBAT 

by 

ISRAEL TA-SHMA 

Maimonides is credited with revolutionizing halakhic norms in Egypt 
when he permitted travel by boat on the Nile or any other large river on 
Shabbat. In making this ruling Maimonides went against an old and accepted 
Egyptian custom according to which such travel was strictly prohibited. The 
Egyptian practice relied on the authority of the Geonim who had also pro
hibited travel by boat on the Euphrates and Nile on Shabbat. Maimonides 
had to defend his ruling against the severe attack of Rabbi Samuel hen Ali, 
the respected head of the prestigious Yeshiva of Baghdad, and the correspon
dence between the two sages was widely known and discussed by many 
scholars throughout the ages. 

The present article shows that: 1. The basic halakhic problem is an old 
controversy between the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmud, the Babylonian 
Talmud clearly permitting travel by boat on Shabbat. 2. The geonic prohibi
tion contradicted the Babylonian Talmud. It was hardly explained by the 
Geonim, was very untypical of them and was, probably, motivated by extra
halakhic considerations. 3 . Maimonides' "revolutionary" ruling was not 
entirely new for Egyptain Jews and was the standard and unanimous view of 
all rabbinic authorities in Europe at the very beginning of the rabbinic (post
geonic) period early in the eleventh century. 4. Maimonides' ruling, though 
in complete harmony with the Babylonian Talmud, was based on an explana
tion which was entirely original, novel and surprising. His explanation had 
never been offered before nor was it accepted after him. 5. The early authori
ties who permitted travel by boat on large rivers included the three famous 
and legendary captives mentioned by Abraham ibn Daud in his Book of 
Tradition: Rabbi I:Iushiel who settled in North Africa, Rabbi Shemariah ben 
Ell:ianan who settled in Egypt and Rabbi Moses hen l;Ianokh who settled in 
Spain. 6. These early authorities also included Rabbi Meshullam hen Kalony
mos who, toward the end of the tenth century, was the first rabbinic immi-
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grant to Germany. 7. This unanimous " European" halakhic perm1ss1on 
seems to have drawn on the Italian tradition as taught by Rabbi I:Iushiel as a 
common source. 8. The sources discussed in this article provide, the refore, a 
rare example of a case in which the decision of Babylonian Geonim was 
influenced by Palestinian halakhah and the parallel case in which the deci
sion of Italian and other European sages was influenced by (pre-geonic) 
Babylonian halakhah. 

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
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c:i, :,wp• c•:, n:i•:>iw M?M :,i•n• illYt, c:i, T'M ioit Y"l np!:>il l'JO'' ,,, .ilT? cyi, T'M 

nitn .n:iw:i 1illi1 n:i•:>i ,,oit p ?Yi ,iillil yo p M?W :,o ,:,w:i•:, ?Y •w•w:, ci•:i nM::l? 

,,,:i, .'?::lit w,n Miil C'il nl?!:>il ,n,:,, ynu iti:,w cyi,:, .(l"' pi!:>) " ... CYt, M?:I i1lYt,i1 

.C'liMlil '1:21 n,:,:, ?Y c•oo,:io np!:>il l'JO,, ?W 
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,,o,poJ iMIVl ,nJIV JiYJ ,ill'!:10 ?:>J ,ill?!:lilil in•il ?IV n nJnil niuw!:lnil 11, 

?Ol? ilY'lillV ill'!)Cil 10 ,,,, p•nYil ,,c'Mil ,?Miw• n,11!:ln ?:>J ,,n,, ,1Jm l'jM1 

rmo ?I( '0"1:>Y ,mM'l1i11V '0' ?IV 1'1 YOUil ?Y 1?'MillV 'l!:10 nMT ?:> ,c,nn, y,no 

il?YO? cl romn 1•1 IV' •:> n•?1<iw•1i1<·n•1<lnil ilMlilil ?Y n1ci•o n il:>?il .c,nn, 

,,poi! . T?il? ilMi ;il::l1!:lilil n•?JJil ilMlilil '!:I? ilO"P' iw!:IM 'MIV uyo:i, ,il,wYo 

- 'YO,, :?"n ,7,01pi1 '?MilV' y,M 'lJ? C'IVYOil i!:IC'J Mm ilT 7'lY? ,nrJ c,1pi1 

,illOO ,,, I(? ilT •iii 70?? ilOl:>li Jiu 01'J [C'il n]l'100 ill'!:IOJ l(JIV ?Miw•o 011( 

10 [IVJ:> =] 'lj'!:11( CIV il'il' CM mo ?Y 1?Y' ,r.,,y ?i:>M? 1?11( n,';,y1, ,wp•J 01( ?JI( 

illVO 'Ji :'1(1'? Jiip - "11Ml illVO Ji,, nJilVnJ 1(1il 7" 31 
.,,,, " ••• yiM? ill'!)Cil 

1MJ1 ,J1U 01'J 11( nJIVJ ill'!:IOJ MJIV '0,, 'Jl? - 24 'Yil ,?'Y? ilMi i7UM i"J 

1M'~1illV 1(?1 ,iillil n!:IIV ?Y 11( C'il n!:IIV 1,y il?IV 1'l1YJ ill'!)Oil nM 11'0Yil1 C'M?Oil 

1'?liJ c,po ,niM ?Y 1'0Y? ?1:>' 011( T'MIV pioY c,poJ ... l(?I( •iol? illVJ'J iln11( 

ill'!:10 iln11( ?I( i•YJ c•,1 CillV 011( 'lJ 10l:l'IV mo ... C'Oil 'l!) ?Y U11V' p Cl( l(?I( 

i!Mi ,ilMilil ?:>:> ,i'li110 TJ] 1'1 'iii ?Y C'1Y 11'Yil •:> ... 101?1VJ 1?MIV'IV '1:> ... 

'1:> MIViu,,u ?iii' 1'?1( 1MJ1 illViu,,u ?IV iillJ ill'!:IOJ nJ'IV 01'J l(J'IV [C'IV l'jCM niYil 

C'YlOl cnM ilO? Oil? ,01<, Oil? ili1illV ,,01<, ,,,,M Cl:>'il? 0•1,, 1'il M?1 ,i:>,J? 

1'01 ,ill'!:ICJ '?I( Ol:>'? CnM 7'in,o ,f1Mi? '1Mi 01j'Oil M1illV inMO ':> '?M Ol:>'?0 

?Ol? ill'!)Cil ilY'lillV ,nMO 'j ,J'IVOil Oil? i•JCO ilJ11Vnil 71VOilJ . ,, ... 1'?1( 1Cl:>l 

.illOO ,,,, il'YCU 0'?1:>' M? (il?MIVil •iJ1J ilT u,!:I w,,!) M?IV !)"YM) c,nn, y,no 

,nJIV c,nnJ ?Ol? ilY'lil 7:>M cn•ll('IV ,,•,Jn, ?M'?Ol p, ?IV ilipoJ Cl ,p 1,y ,n, 

,il'?I( n,1,y';, ymJO C'IVlM? ,•nil? nY1il 1,y il?Y' M? ,illOO on,,,, iliniil Cl p ?Yi 

,Yn!:I? n11Vlinoil iliYc n,n,, no•Mo nm!:lil 0'? nMl? ill'!)Oil f?M'n MOW IVIVMO 

?Y J11VM? c•:i•,1 1'il ':) ,Clil(J M?IV c,nn, y,no 0'1(11' il'?Y 0'?1Yil 11(10"1 

'1:> ,,;y ,,JY? 0'?1Yil 1l?M"IV ,C'OJ U'IVil ,,o•M 1J?O nMT .'!VMiO H nn'IV!:11( 

il'il Cl( '''!)I( ':) ,o,, J'Mlil '1'01il 1'Y1 .illVJ'? ill'!)Oil T'JIV ,1pi1 pn,oil nM n11VY? 

M?W !)"YMi .14 'OY ,f"in ,('l) 'M f'Jin ",?Milt'' fiM 'l:I? 0'1VYOi1 i!:>0,, ,TMO ·' 31 

illwo:, ili'nil ninM '=> ,c,nn, y,no :,n•:,w iii:i ,n:iw:, no'l:> CY i1l'!:>Oi1 :in•:, p•:, i':>Til 

iOMOil,, :3 'Yil ,cw TMO ?W il?i1li1 ,n:i•on iliO M?'OO .,, ,wY C'Mlnil ,,,,l, ,TI'? ilO::lY 

i11VYO ;?Milt'' i•inM ,,,, ,,:i ,,,, w:i:> ,,l i11VY' M'il nw,i!:>O ill1VO Mi?il ,:, ,:,,on ilTil 

?Yi , 7'0inn iiO'M:I nYlil il?M1Vi1 TM=> 1M .'i:>i "'ill'!:>0::1 7'M:I ,,:,w C'lpn ?M'?1'.:'l J:li:I 

n:iw:, 7,n:i ill'!:>Oil ilY'lilW ,, i,iw!:> '=> , i•i:ii:i c•o,nn:, T'lY i':iT:i M?W 1,y :ionn 

Cl i:ii:, 7:> woo .c•,po:, ,w Y'i:>Oil :iii:i:> ,,om c,nn:i :,1,,1,:i :,n•:, it,, ,c•pnioo 

.:i:i,wn:, 7,no y•i,i1,n1, T'lYil n:,io cw, ,1,,y1, •nit:i:iw Y,Ml :,wo Ji n:i,wn:i 



37 n:nv:::i m,m:::i i1l?Di1i1 l'lY::J C"::JIJiil n:::ii1Vn 

ni'Tl nM ,u,:i 7::,:1, ,mnmn nMmvnn me ,ciY i,c,nn 7iy ,,,M 1Vp:incn •i,c,nn 

U':J1 ?lt' i':JM ,?M'lt'in U':J1 28 .c,,,iln niiill:Ji C':J n'?Mc,un i1l?!:lnn 1c nmonn 
,,::,nll) 7,m ,:i,, n'1C11) ':J1 ?11) c,:in - n'n C"i:Jlt'n nY:J1MD Min f]M ,?Mlln 

nM:J n'?U'M 'D:Jn ,n,, i':JM n,,occ ?Mlln U':J1 ?11) mM,in ,::, n'lD 'lMi - ?'Y? 

TI!:lO:J cl, C'1lC:J Cl nUlt'Dnllt' M'n, ,'c,,c,x1V 'C 11)'' ,,l':J:J ,,ix i1TD1li 291? 

n1'lon:im n,,,nMn TM:JD .ci,il n,i,M:i ni,n1V1V ,c,,nMn 'C"i:::i1Vn' n,,oo '"Y 

.in, ,;;n C'pn,,on n,o,pcil ';,::,:i C'C'n nw,,w ni'll nl'1!:l:J1V 7::, ';,::, nY'noon 

,,l n'D"l':J n,in' ?lt' CMn-ni,,c X'nll) ,n'?U'MC 7'11V'C:J n n,,oc nY'ln Tl:Jll)M? 

,'ni,,il ni:J?il' 1DO:J ,,,:i ,,pc n, Ml0]11) c,wo ,n,,:J Cll) il1l:Jnli ;,pmm, 

JO. 1n1':J il?iil nn'il nc,ip;, Tl:Jlt'M n,i;,, ?Y inY!:llVilll) 

mi ill '::Jl? 'llC ,n,;, i''Oil? il'il 1n•l [n"iil ?IV = l ilt IV1iDIJ,, :(27 'IJY) f":l ,,:::i, 28 

CY illO'l ?ICllM 1l'::Ji CIC .ilt ,n•;,:::i C'l"l1YO 1'i11V ,c•,mlCIJ ,,,y ,:i1Jnoi1 Cl011C1 ,0'?11l 
,ni•nn IC?i ,,nm:, ip•Y IC'i11 ,n,,,:::i 1ViiDo i1T ·,nw ,:, ,11Co c•inl:l - ,,,,,:::i IC? il?IC 

,IV,,,!) nlC C"OIJ IC1il 1:JIV,, ,,nm:, ,p,y 1:JIC 'i11t f":l nYi? ."C'::J i1l?!:>i1? pi1'? IC1llJ?,, 

nlVIJM c•,on ,,;, ,nm:, it CIC C?11C ". ?11lil C'::J l'?!:>iT? ilill ':lil C11VIJ1 :C'?'IJ::J Cl1Jl1Ji1 

ip•Y •:, n•:im, 1Vp:::io n"iil !ci•oit 1'!:>IVOIJ 'n::JIV 'lD? c•o• 'lo nmD' :ni•ip'Yil c•,•o;, 

n::JIV::J l'?!:>il? il'iT Jn'l IC? 7::, IC? CIC1V C11VIJ , l'IJ1Mn ,,o•IC IC1i1 i1pnii1i1 ,,,nlCIJ 101Yi1 CY1'i1 

,n 1l'IC IC?'IJIJ ,l'IJ1Mn ,,o'ICIJ Y::JU l'lYiT ?:llV 1i•:i1J, .,:i,:i ,,,:iiT rlJinn ,,o•IC C11VO ,,;:, 

i,:io:i ,:ii;, IC1i1 7::, ",T'Y? '1?l ,pnw,, n"i w,,,D ?Y :in:i1V i11Ji .c•nDi, ''IJ nmD ,y IC?IC 

n"l10? 1ln"l10 nlC ,itp'nlV:i ,?ICllM 1l'::Ji i1111VIJ 11V1i'D::J ,:, 7::,, :i, C'IVl i1VIC 1Y ,7,tv1Ci 

CIV Cl ".pp,:::i n:i?iTOil ill'!:>0::J,, :il::JIV 1Cno•p11Ci1 ,nlC p,,,:::i :::ip,Y, ,?"lil l"IJ p,,,y 

,it ICMIJ'j,11C IC?:11 iT1'11VD:l ,7:i,1J:, ,nlViDnlJ iTIJlY i1llVIJi1 .C"l'Y? ,,,l ;,pm, it 1Cn1J•pi1C 

i,7J?Mi11 C"IClniT n,iipl:li1 ?:l niOY IC'iT 7::,1 ,ililVYIJ il?YIJ? Cl l'IJmn IV'IV i1MliT 7,n1J 

,'iTilVYO il?YO? roinn l'IC' •:, ,Cil'?Y n?::J1j'Oi1 ilnliliT 7ino pi . ?'Y? ililJICIV io:, ,'O?IV1i'i1 

it 1Cr10'j'11C::J IVOO .''0 ill,7.)? C'IClniT Ml'!:>0 nlC i11'1JYIJiT , it 1Cno•pi1C, ,:i:i '1Ci11JIC ,:i,i,;, 

?IV n•,:i:iil i1'l10i1 ?IC i10'1Cni1? IVj''::JIV ,C'O' 'l nln1Ji1 ?IV 1Cn",::Ji1 nlC Cl ?ICllM u•:::i, i•IJYil 

ilCIV:l ,''0 il?YO? Cl roinn i10'IC 1Cn"i::Ji1 i1M'l0 ,i1n11'1VD::J1 ,i1i1j'IJ::J .n::JIV::J i1l?Di1i1 'l'1 

,CIV 31 i1iYi1::J :in:ilV i11J Cl - .Ci11V C'IJ ,:,:i ill'Ml ICiln i1ln1Ji1i11 ,?"lil C""ICil n,,,poi1 

oil IC? 10::iY IC1i11V IC?IC "?Y 1:i ?IC101V ,,, ,n:i,1Vn:i C"::JIJiiT ,:::io [i'IT in•;,:, :1l"i1 =] 7:,,,IV 

. i1T ,n'il::J 10Y1'1 ,,;:, ,01V:i i,,:itiT IC?1 M"iil ?Y 7onoil IC? C"::JOiiT ,:, ,7:::i,1J ,, l'IC ",ilt CY!, 

, J?iT? i11Ci :'iOl? i1l11V 

,omn:i i1?1:l i1Y1::J1' ?"lil ·:iii, ?:llV' iDO::J it il:l?iT ?1V iTnYDiil ,,,tv ,7::,, 7:i, C'IV1 29 

,c•o,nnil l'lY IC?IC c•o:i ill?!:>il? 'OlY ,,o•IC C11V OM"IJ i1ti1 iDOil l'ICIV ,?IClln il•:::i, ?IV 

,:, ,,,:i, !ilJlY n::JIVil ci•:i 'llC iTl'!:>0? n1?Y? ,,:,, illJIC C"!:>?ICIJ mnD l'?!:>il? mi, CIC, 

. U'lD? n'i''"'IC ;,:,;;, ni,ol:l 
tl:llVIC::Ji nDit:i ·m,,,l n,:,;;,,, .,,,,, ,n", ,,Do ?IV cni,•,p,, ,YIJIV-ICn ·' :i11Ci JO 
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iTl'?!:lil ex, ,iln':Jll) Cll) illi' n:J'1Vn ci,p ill'DO:J Ol:Jl CM ?:JM . . . ilDM C"!:l?MD 

·"'Ci 1'!:llt' .,,,::, ci'il ,::, C':J :J"nM ill'!:lOn 

•o,1Vi,,;i i,o,nm - n,xmn il:J?nn :7::, n n::,,;, ?IV nn,nnonn 7'?iln MlDl 

111)!:)M p ?Yi ,?'l1 ro,nn ,,o,M (1ill:Ji) C':J ill?Dn:J ,,n - ilM1l:J ,Min Cl 

?IV illnon pn,o, ,m,':Jln n,non ;::,;, (9-10 il1Yil ,,, ,?'Y? ilM1) ,,,::, ,m,oMw 

;,::,';,n ,,pw ,M:J1 ,,:ii n,:ipY:J ,'"M 'M1iCM .n:J1Vil c,,o C'D' (ilY:J1M iM) illV?lt' 

il1VYDC ,,o,x ';,::, ,o,n p,p,yn ?:Jj'nl1VCi ,'n11VYD n?YD? ro,nn l'M' il'!:l? ,illVin 

rin 1j''YD ,Min Y?:JiD n:Jlt':J C'?iilil ni1ill:J l'?Dn? ,n,nn ,::, ,7::, 7,no iii:J .ill 

,i::, i1T:J il'il 'i ;,iiM:J? .m;)D Min TIDl ,n,:i, ,,ilil C':J ill?!:lilil ,n'il:J ,,,,o,nil 

i,o,n:Jlt' M?M ,C'l'?DCn TC illnCnil n1'Tl nx Cl ,'UMc,u,M 70,M:Ji M?'DD ,?U:J? 

,,:io ,n:JIV n::,oc:i ,illncnn n:i,n:i npo,Yil ,n""M-n'Mlnil Mn"i:Jn nY:Ji'l ,,:i:lil 

no"ipo ;,,,un n,n,l p ,Yi ,n,w,,,n cY ilnix ncY,, r:ii,,y n"lio cY nniilVil? 

?1V n,:iw ,,o'M:J m,n C'liMlil .'n::,,n,, m:i,c ,n,:i, noYuio ,n,:i 7M - illVYD? 

n,i, ?:J:J:Ji C'1lD:J CYn 7,cn ?Y c::,o,c n'n ClDl:Ji ,ill':J nllt'D:J 1:JTlil ,il'nlt' 

n:JIV? 7,00 il'?M n,';,y';, M?lt' ,c,n, 'i' - n:J1V? ,,co ?Cl? nY'lil CM 1illil nl'!:lOD 

,,,,::,,c, nM 7::, ,,ODC YOUnlt' 'lDD ,n'lt'YD n ilX11i1 l'M il:Jll) C'il nl'!:lO:J M?IV -

n iMo n,pn,io nii,M:ii ,YnD? iYiYm c•liMln no,pn riio:::i .,ion nno, Y'lil? 

,•Mi,i:J C"nil •:,iii fn? 'lDC ,C'C'n nlt'i?lt' npniil 7'i ,il'lC1li TI!:lO ,C'1lD:J HD 

n,1,M:J Cl in,;, 7:::, 7,n:i .ucc 'lt'YCn ,ip,Y nM i?t,]11) C'IVin C'DYU ,, ,m•li 

,,co ,inl:Jlt' n p, C':Jlt' n lil ,ill'DO ,::, ?Y n,';,y';, ,n,l:J1? 7i1Vx, ,,i imM:J ,il?M 

,n,,, C'llt' ,:i,,:::, illnonn n1'll il?U:Jnl C'1lD:J Cl . lt'CC n:Jll) :J1Y:J f]Mi n:Jll)? 

,,,n il,,n, ':J1 ?lt' nmnMn ,nY'OlD u, lt'' 7::,, illCXl n,iy .C":JD1il lDl 'lD? 

;ii,;,, •:ii ,::, 27UM c•rn• i1T'llil 7c ,ooMllt' ni1Vinn n,y,,,;, 10 ,::, ,?M11V' f1M? 

,T,D'Oil ?Y nnn1Vl11) M?X ,7,,0 wi,n wx, ,('i c,,:i 111)!:lMi) 'il ci':J ill'!:lO? il?Y ,,,;, 

7::, illt'Y M? 'M,,,:i, .n,Yi:Jlt'il ln c,•:i l'?Dm ,C'C' nlt'1V ,n':J1YD m,, il"!:l'l:J 

il'n 11t'DM 'X :i,w ,illncnn n:i,n n?U:JnllV 7,,::,0, . ,:i,pDil •o,poil lillD? ,,l'l:J 

';,::, n,p ill':, :M•n n?Mlt'm - .n:JIV :J1Y:J illDD ,,,, 1illil nl'!:)0 'YOil nM :J"n? 

.Min ,:ii Mi,n ?lt'DD ?':Jj'D:J n,pm,o n,1,M no::,:i, ,nnM n:J:J ,Yn!:l? ill 

U':J1 ,,, ?Y nlt'Yl i1T 7,i,::,:i y,i::,on iYin ,::, T"YCil nM,, ?"li1 un,•poo 

m U"' n:iw n"lio 1':J - '?:J:J:J n,onn - ;,x,ilVilil nM illi1VM1? 71Y1V ,?Mlln 

y,,,n::, lt'CC ,i:J?:J C':J,cl niiill:J i!pn1ilil nn"1:J nM i•DYil ,l"D 1•:ii,•Y:JIV 

,t"?tvn ,i"o ,y,:i,n "?1Ci,v• Y,IC 'lm ?IC ,,,;, ;ii,;,, •, Y'lil CICil,, ,l""'U i"tv 21 
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35 n::1111::i ni1ill:J ill?!lilil t'lll:J C":J7J1il n::i,117n 

.,,n:iiv :,r., ,,n:, n :,:i,ivn 7r.,0 ?Y'I o,,,l:::i i,•iv:, mt ci,p:, ,,nr.,:, Ni:, :,•ir.,iv :ii:, 

ill il'illV U"il ",c:,', ,,nillV 'I:) C?lN N::llV iY" ?NilVil ?IV ,,,N•n', C'Nnr., ill ,:::i, 

c:,', pm,r., il'illV ,:::i, il'lVlN? ,,nm yiN? illiMI:) c•,ir.,', N:::llV ,c,,ir.,', y,nr., c:::,n 

.c,r.,,,p C'll:)TI:) ,,o•N:::i 

['T] 

',y Cl ilT:::I Nli'::l UN C'Yl:)ilV ,c•,ir.,:::i illil iv,n:, in•:,:, c,o,,!:) CY ,:::i:::i ,:::i 

,ni,yr., ir.,',) ill ,:::i, .CID c•',iilil ni,m:::i n:::iiv:::i ilY'Olil nN il'lir.,,p ,,•nillV ,TI!:)0 

co,,!:)r.,, Nm Y,,,,,, ::in:, ,,',y y:::i ?Nir.,iv CY ,:in:, ,o,r.,',i!:l:::i ilVN ,C":::11:)i:, ?IV 

C'lYit,i nil'!:lOil i:::i iNi:::i•i ,C'?'I:) C'lil:)tD ni',r.,:, C'il r:::ii il':::I N'?':::llVN iilllV C?lN 

?Nitv•, ,,,r.,n :,,,,lo::l?N? C'N:::I cm ,n,',r.,:, C'? ,m:, yr., c:,:::i C'N:::i, ,yr.,iv yniN 

u•:::i, :Cil c:,r., ,::i,t 'lNlV :,r.,, .ctv lV'lV C'liNlil ',:::, 'l!:)? c:,•i•r.,',n, c•r.,:::,n :,:::i C'N:::I 

yr., ,ilT'llil yr., '"::l:::li] ,,,:::i y:::i pnl' il•:::i,, nN'l p pni• u:::i,, 24U:::I illVI:) u•:::i,, 7un 

ni:::,',:,:, ',y:::i pni• u•:::i,, 25 ,[1':::IN , ,,,:::i •:ii ',u, ,r.,w Cl YN::l ~OU , •:::iiy:, ,,pr.,:, 

,, .c,,ir., 'lVlN ',:::, p, ,,,o,N ill:::I Cill:) Yl:)lVl N? c',,yr.,, ,,,,r.,',n ?"T ,,,:, ~o,, u•:::i,, 

~N u', :,,,ir., :,r.,,, ni,Y .c:, 'C"i:::llVil' yr., Cil ~N ,yN::i c•,::itlil :,ivr.,, 7un u•:::i, 

ilNl:)il ?IV il'llVil n•inr.,:::i i?Y!:)tv ,,,:::,r., 'l:::I '!:)I:) ,:,r.,i,p:, n'Tl::llVNil :,:::,',:,:, c,nnr., 

T'T T'N'lir., UN NT"l:)i,i', Nlll7JI:) n:::itv:::i ill'!:)0:::1 y•:::,',i:, UNlV::l ,'MN? 'lY•i,r.,,, :N "'il 

'1:)Y ,:::I "?lVn ,c,,iv,,, ,:,r.,',u, u•:::i, ,,,o) " ... ilNlim ilOl::lil ,,n:,', ill'!:)Oil yr., 

n:::iiv :::i,Y:::i c,, i,y:::ir., c,nn:, 7,n:::i ill'!:)0 :inN:::itv Nllll:):::I illVYI:) :,,:, p,,, ,26(t,"li 

Nli'::l i,yi (ClV) ,, . .. n:::iiv:::i nNl? c:,', ,,,nm ,,,y:, iY ,nr.,', m:::,•',i:,, ,il'li,,pr., 

ri (p', ci,p i,y 'Ni,i:::ii) :::l"'il ilN7Jil n'lVNi:::I iYiYm i:::i:::, il'?t,'N:::I Cl .ilT:::I 

ntvi!:l) 'p?t,'Nil :,r.,',iv ,,,:::i Cnll:) :::i,, ·:iii, ?::ltv' i!:lO:::I tvii!:l7JlV ir.,:::, ,C'7J' 'l mnr.,:, 

,n,, iill:::I iN C':::I iv,,!:)', ,,:::, :,',•nn:::,', ill'!:)0:::1 T'Ol::ll T'N,, :(283 '7JY ,n',u,:::i 

C'lllilil c•::i1 c•i,1D::i ,ilN1lil ;::,::, ,ill p7Jip c::,n ?117 ,n::i,117n il? il17Jnll7l ;,1p1J 71, 24 

T'IC 7,1ic;i m•, ,::i::i ,::, ~I( ,C" :J7J1il mill nic ,?'?ll:J illl7'n7J7J ;,::i,wn;, .1illil nl'!)O r,, 
.n::i117::i n,1m::i ill?!lilil 1n•;, nic C'nl7Jil C"n::>?ilil nm1pll::i T'1117'7J:J nil :J''IV7Jil c::,n;, 

,T?il? ;,ic1 .l " ::> ''O ,i" 7J ' 7Jl7 ,T" !l1n ,C'?ll711' ,c•liNlil n,::ii117n .~oic .117 ' " ll ilO!l1l ;,::i,wn;, 

J.L. Teicher, " The Arabic Original of Maimonides' Rejoinder to Samue l :illC1 25 

.Ben Ali ," ]JS 4.4 (1953): 41-42 
• 1 77 'Oll ,I( " Oll7n ,C'?ll7i1• ,C'l11171C1il Tl:J'IVI( •o::,n , T0011l .I( ;,ic1, 26 

l77Jll7-icn .7J ,ic1117• 34 

:yitv',:::i il'?N 'li,i,:::i:, :,i,:,, •:ii tr.,i ,n :,:::iitvn c,pr., 'l!:l? n,inN ni,,iv ,c•ny:, 

ill'!:)O [ilN:::ltv] ni,m ,:::,,,m ,N? n,,m:::i ?:IN ,ill?!:)il N::l'Ni Niil C':::I ivi!:ll:)lV 'I:) iv•,,, 

',',:::,:::i ni,m T'NlV ,,:, ".n:::iiv :::i,Y:::i nNl? c:,', u,,, ,,:i,til? c,:::,,,i Cil ,iillil n!:llV ',y 

'l npn,:i:::i Cl ,Y,Nl 'Nil :::i, nn '!:)? ,:::, ,p CN ,Nll:)l .,T :i:::i,ivn ',y:::i nn', C'il nl?!:)il 

- ,r.,,yr., ?NilVil Cli yiNl 'Nil :::i, Cl ,n,r.,:::,nn:, '?:I ,,p•tnil N:::ltv- n:::iiv 'l!:)? C'I:)' 

',:::,:, ,:::, ~N , iillil nl'!:)01:) :,,,,, N'il il::l'il7J ,C'il nl'!:)07J n:::itv:::i :,,,,, il::l'il7J ill'NlV 

U'N ,,:,iv ,,NI:) ,,r.,n ilTil ,,o'Nil Y'NlV ~N, .Cil7J :::l"nnr.,m rr.,inn 'l'i? CNnil:::i Nm 

:,r.,:::, iY i:::i i•r.,n:,', IV' cipr., ',:::,r., , p:::iii T'r.,,nn 'l'i 'l!:l7J iii•:::i:::i ilnili n,:::iiv N?N 

,n,:, ',y UYl:)lV nNT CY .c•r.,:::,n ,:::i ,,,r.,n:, lV!:ll nip!:l p!:lo ?IV c•,pr.,:::i ~NlV ,itv!:lNlV 

'l npn,:i:::i ilN1l::l - o,,,l:::i ill'!:lO:::I l'?!:lil? , yiNl 'Nil :ii ,r.,,:::i i,y ,c•iir., 'l:::I? yn'llV 

nN ilT:::I c•,pm ,7:::, illVYlV Niil 'I:) ilNil ,,r.,, - ?NilVil Y,lV? nir.,',r.,iv '!:)::) ,C'I:)' 

il'lNil yr., nn', CYil lilll:) ,:, , ,:::i,:, Y"lYI:) . ,n,,, illtv C'lV'l:)n, ilNl:)::l:::I C " :::11:)i:, 

:it:::i :iN, 22y"t,'U ,,,tv, ,ill'llil n,i,yn:::i i::itl :,•inN? ilY'Ol:::i 7•ivr.,:,',i n:::iiv nNip', 

illl:)1:) n,,, 7iliil N? iillil ',y inY'Ol:::I :,,:, ,:::i::iiv '7J •:::, :,,:, ,,:::ioiv 'l!:)1:) ,'inr.,' lilll:) 

illil ,:ii:, :,,:, ,i,r.,',:::i,,!:), ,nr., •n',:::i :,r.,:::, iY U'Ni ,:::i::i, .,,,,,Nr.,-pir.,:::,• n:::iiv:::i 

.c•,ir.,:::i 

. ,,w 'Nl'iYO':::I ii,:::,iv 0'!:liil , Y,Nl 'Nil :::i, ?lV7J N? CY!:lili ,nyi,ipr., yiNl n::nivn 

. .. ill'!:lO:::i Nim n:::iiv :inN:::ii ,ill'!:lO:::i ,m o,,,l:::i 7',:,r.,:, ':::ll?i,, :?"n ,(127 '7JY) 

,, itv!:l'NlV ,,, ... :::i,,p c,pr.,', .. . 11:::,,',,:, ,,,:::i ,,,:,, iN :::i,u,,', ill'!:lOi'.1 yr., nNl? 

,r.,,,:::i c,pr., ,niN? Y'lil? , • . !:), n:::iiv :::11Y:::I ,,,!:)N, ill'!:)0:::1 Ol::l'il? ,,:::,, ,,r.,,,:::i ,,,, 

,n:::iiv', ci,p C'7J' :,iv',ivr., [n,n!:l] ill'!:lO:::i Ol::l'? ,, ,,oN ,pin, cipr.,', ,,,, :ii,,, 

ill'!:)0:::1 Ol::ll CNi .n:::itv', [ci,p] C'7J' illV?tvl:) nin!:l ill'!:)0:::1 T'l'?!:)1:) Y'N' Nl'ln, 

7,n:::i Nm, ,,',y n:::iiv nN:::i, ... [:::i,1,p c,pr.,', ,,,:, CN iN ,n:::itv', ci,p C'7J' illV?lV 

U'Ni ni:::itv', mr., ',y ,r.,,y po,!:), Nl'ln, ,,:::,,',,:, ,,,:::i ... nNl? pipt U'N ,ill'!:)Oil 

". 7•il U'N '1:)iN ?N'?l:)l y:::i Y,Yl:)lV [y:::ii] . . . n:::iiiv 

,pn?N ,,,:::i :,•ir.,iv :ii:, Niil Ni',:, ,illYI:) Y,,, c?iN ,:,:in:, 'I:) y,,, N? n :i:::i,ivn 

iwN ,c•r.,o,i!:lr.,:, 'C"i:::itv:i :,y:::iiwr., :,•m ,n,,•u,y:, ilNl:)il ~,o:::i c•,ir.,:::i •n itvN 

,il'!:)::l:::I N?i ,mi,r., c•,ir.,', :,•ir.,iv :ii:, Y'lil 23Yi,,:::, .c,,ir.,', :,•',t,•N-c,,,r., Y'lil 

:ii:, Nm yN::i :::i•ivr.,:, ,:::, ,,:::io ,Yt,p:, ,,,:,r., , ii,:::,u, . yN::i m"lYI:) n :,ivi!:l rNi 

,:::, ,,N,,,, :::i,,p ilNil .ill Yt,p', iNi:::ir.,:::i ilNi ,yiNl 'Nil :::i, ?IV ,o•l ,'l!:lin y:::i ?Nir.,iv 

.Shlomo D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, vol. 1 (Berkeley, 1967) 299 22 

Gerson D. Cohen, " The Story of the Four Captives," PAAJR 29 (1960-61): 23 
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33 n::iw::i niiill::i ill?!lilil T'lY::i c"::i1.J1i1 n::i,wn 

~•pc;, ,,o•N ,, "' ;,1•:2 niclc l1Nlil i•:,mw i,w ,,o•N cyi, N1i11V ,i,•iv •',:i 7,p•n 

Hm:J ,,;,iv ,piv-,:i TN::l T'N i111N::l?IV ~N, .'plV ?::>'~ ill'!:>0:J t,'IV Cl 11Nlil nl71? 

,:i ;,iviY Niil l'N m•oo:2 ,,,N, ,c•~:2 ,~ill Y'lCi ,,Y,o:J ;,n,iv Niil 1•1.,••iv ,iv n•:2n:2, 

. 'l't,"IV ?IV n•:Jn' ??::l:J ill ~NIV Y,Nlil ,,:20 ,i101NC 

;,n•;,iv ,;,•n,ci,p~ nl"ll7C1 ;,i,,:2 ,ni,,,o~ ,'Nil :2,, Moil ;,:2,ivn u•i•:2 iv• 

:ipnYl ewe, (1':i :2n:i 7,nc ill ~, ,on C1'::> 7N) c•ny:, ,00:2 N'i1 ~N :i,,,:i 

:?"Ti ,(3 'CY) c•ny:, ,oo ?N :iiloim ;,im, ,(N "O ''O) i''' c•nNlil m:2,wn:2 

,:ic ,'n:JIV ci,p c•c• 'lC n,no ill'!:>0:J l'l'?!:>C l'N' p:2, ,,cN, Nil ,11Nl ?NIVl1,, 

ill'!:>0:J C1N 0l::l'?1 ,c•,i~ ?IV 01?'l1 o,i, n?l1 l1l::l ,m,,,l m,m:2 ill lillC l1i1l? 

m•i,o', c•:, m•oo :ic,, u•N iN :n:i',:,c N'i11V::> :,:2 :2w•,, ,n:2iv, c,,p c•c• :,iv',iv 

,m:2, ,;,ii•iv l~T ',:i moo nNt? ,,,, 1l'N1 :iiv:2•:, 1~ npn,nc c•:2iv •i,', ,im:, 

c•,ic 'l:21 .Nl•inN NCYt, n•N 1N ,Nl1' IVj':JCIV TOT ,:i, i11V:J'? :2,,p n:i',:,nc 

:2,Y:2 mJ•i,o:, 10 nNt? 1•,:icc ,,:,, ,Cil?IV 01',•3:2 ,,~n ,,o•N l'li1U ,,:, :,•ii,:i, 

,,N, 7'Ni1 :i,o•N ,:2 C'li11l cnip 1"1l71 ,c:,', ,,n:,iv •c C?lN N:JIV 1l7 ,n:JIV 

:JIV'? ,,n:,iv '0 C?1l7C m:J'IV' •nw •c:inc N?1 1l'm:JN~ Ul7CIV N? UN - ?n11Vl7? 

•c, .ill ,:2,:2 l'li1U c:, ,,o•Ni ,cn,n:2 N?i nii,:2 N?i n?l1:J N? ,m,:il:i ml'!:>O:J 

:,c:i', N'i1 nni, ,,me Ni1' 17'!:>N •:i ,:,ivy :,o• N? c•,1~:2 ill ,:2, i•n:i, N:JIV 

:inN 'N ,,o•N Cil:J l'li11l c•inN, c•imc:, c•i:2,, (:J"Y ,'l c•noi,) p•icN, ,m,p,p 

•i:2,:2 l"YC :inNiv:i, . in•;, c:,', 13•10 N?IV c•i:2, piv ',:i ,'Ci1'l!:>:J 7,•n:,', 'NIVi 

l'N' ,,,cNIV N'i1 'i1l?!:>i1'1 ,:2, C':J [N?N] ill ,:2, Nli~ i1nN 'N ,c,,:i c•c:in 

,c,, ~•o,m . " ... C':J N1i11V::l l?!:>1~ N1i11V ,,,:i m,m:2 N'i1 [1N?] l?!:>101 ,'l'l'?!:>C 

7N ,''1NC ri:in ?Niiv• 'ln'N •~:m, N~?Yi Nnm, ... n1'n ,,,,l c,pc:2,, ~NIV 

.C1N ?::l iNIV? 1T n1'l1l'i' ?l7 y,',c:,', l'N 
,mYic ,c•ny:, ii,o ,,,:,c ,,,iv ,,,, 00•3:i:, m•:2', 'Ntn:2 miloic:, c•',•c:, 

1T i1:J11Vn N':Ji11V ,r,, C":J ill:J ,,;y p,m .p•ny:, CilCIV i''' C'l1Nlil m:2,ivn:2 Cl'N1 

Y,Nli1 nm::> nN mp•n:J ,,,:,c:, 70:, 1'1? ?IV mYi? .?"l::l ,18 'CY n:JIV? l"i1l1N:J 

?IV mp•n ,,:2, , 7,,pc:2 7'l!:>? li11V ,c:i C'?'Ci1 nN Nipn CN ,:,,ip:, ?N i1lj'il 10 

icNl :,•',yw i1l?!:>i1 ??::>:J ',:im ,c•', ,m T':J ,,:2:, ,:i l'N •:i 7:,:2 :2m:i Ntcn ,,,iv 

m•n:20 ,:2,:, •iivoN 7N cN ,n:2iv:2 ,:im m•ooc ni,', C':J"n p ',yi :7'l'?!:>C l'N' 

l'N :J11V n:JIV 'l!:>? ,m,, c•c• i11V?IV i1l?!:>i1i1 :,n•:, CN ,ill '!:>? ?:JN .n•n:i,:i, n•IVYC 

,,;,iv ,',IV!:>N •n',:2 :,n ,(?Cl ,, 1~,T• CN ,ill'!:>00 Cl ni,', :J"nn• ninN) ni,, ,,,i 
,Y,Nl 'Ni1 :2, ,:2•11m i1T ?l71 ,,n,•NIV 111V?:J iv,,i,c:2 c•c• 'l nmc;, i•::>Ti1 ?N11Vil 

i•n;,iv N1i1 ill ?l.'1 ,?N11Vi1 ,,:2,, 01?'l:J l'?!:>i1? N?IV c•,ic 'l101i' 1li1l ill 'Nln:21 

icNJ:, 7i,•:, ,,•no:, CY c•:io:,iv ,,:, ill? c•:ioc 'Ni1 :2, cN, ,p mlVY? i•nc;, c:,', 

7i,:ic, ,ri,,,n, •m,,,iv :iNil 7,p•n:,iv m,c, •:i ri,i',n', ,,,:2 p ',y !:i:2,ivn:2 

i!lO:J 2 'Cl.':J ,,,l,', nNT .,,iv ,,,, nl.'i::> ,,n,:i:,, Niil p::>l nNT ?::l:J ,:,ip:, 70 ;,m:i;, 

YI.JlV-l•tn .I.J ?M1lV' 32 

•ii1 ,ililVl.'C il?l.'C? rcinn 7'NIV !:>"l.'N1 .n:JIVi1 nO'l::l CY ?Cli1 c,nn:2 i1l'!:>0i1 :,n•;, 

.1'm~N ,, N?N ,, l'NIV ,c,nn, yin c•i::>l ,mN'lii11V '0 ri:i ill'!:>0:J l70Ui1 7•, 

[l] 

7i,1N:J m,m:i niNili ,7:, 7',•Ni N"'i1 ilNCil 10 ,i1::> iY iJi:,mw mi,•iv:, ',:i 

nN ~•pc;, ,ill ~•,n ,,l'l .n'IVl.'Ci1 cnN,ii1 nN, 7,0,piv ?:J:J 'liNl n,yi nN '?Nt,1t, 

Ni:i - 7',:,', ,,:iT"IV c:,•i:2m ,,:in ,:2:,iv i1?N - :,p•ioN-7ii,1, ;,i,ii•N •c:in ,:i 

N1i11 ,C":JC1il Cl.' ,illlV'il ill71:J t,p1lil ,'?l.' T:J ?N1CIV ?IV ,np,,nc l.'j'1:J 11.J1l.'il 

n,nni,n;,;, ',iv n•ni:2nm n•,ii,o•;,;, ilmYcivc nN pn:2', f"::> .' 'o,,o nN ,,,Yiv 

N'il ,nN ,,Ye CN i1N1l1 ,cn!:>j'IVil ?l.' i,cl.'n C'l1Nlil nt,'IV nN 7n:2n il:Jil .N?1j'? 

.(f"::l il? 7"llV1 ?'l.'? i11l1::lTillV ,Y,Nl ':)TIC 1:2 :Jj'l.'' :J1il ?IV ;,r,nil ,nt,'IV? t,1!)) 

,iv ;,iip;, ,n:2,ivn N'il ,ilNii 'lNIV ;,c:i iY ,ilT l'll.':J im•:2 ;,c,,p;, ;,:2,wn;, 

1?'NIV •:i;, ,mp,00:2 1n:iivNi ,, :52 'Cl.' ,c•nYil ,oo:i i1N:J1i11V •o:i ,pNl 'N,,il' :2, 

C"O?NC mno TN::l01 TN::lC illV:J'i ,:J,IV':J 03:,3;, C'il 7,iv, :yiNl ,N,,il' :2, •ope 

m,m:i ill?!)il ??::> 10NIV ,, ,,;, .,,,,oN - 1CN1 ?n:JIV:J ,:2 l'?!)il? i;,c ,ilCN 

,,;y miv m•i,0:2 Yoilm .7:ic mno, ''C ;,',y~', p ??::> ,,,:2;, N?i ,7;,', ;,0,,:2, 

.n:JIV:J l'?!)' N?IV ,,, (l?il? ilNi ,;,:i,n:J iN) n:JIVil 'l!)? illCC n,,, 

,oo:i N'i1 ~N ilN:JiillV ,T,Nl 'Nil :2, n:2,ivn:2 ill 7'll.' iv,om i,ii•o:2, ,,,,:2:2 

N? nnN Cl.'!) pn, Nil ,cn?NIVIVi,, :(33 'Cl.' ,p,i•Y l"iltiN = 57 'Cl.')· c•nl.'il 

'l.':J'C Ni' '::l . ,, N'l.':J'C Ni' N? C':J nw,oc;, i1l'!)01 n:JIV:J - il::l'IVnlV 1l.' ?Cl? iol::ll 

n;ic ... mic ,:2, il'il cN, ?t,"i•:2 ,,,, i;,c m,m;, inN:J ilN:Jil ;,3•00, :2,i, c,•:i ,,, 

ill':J) pm .,,o•N:J 1•,w [t,"i•, n:2iv,1 n,:2,Y N'illV::l ill'!)O:J 11:Jl.'? ,,o•NIV :p•tn '::lil 

,110N 7't,"IV ?IV m•:Jn ?l.' t,IV 7':Ji i!:>il:Ji ii•:J t,IV 7':J C'Cil 'l!) ?l.' 7'!.,IV N? (:J "l.' ,, "? 

,,;, CNIV ,Niil n:JIV c,nn l'll.'? 'Nil i?•Ni ,?N'?Cl p,,, •c, N?1 ... ill'!:>0:J pw ,:i, 

,m,m;, 10 inN:J ,,•oN •cl •:im .illV:J'? ,,,, ,,;, rime ;,:i•ivn N?IV iY c,nn;, 7m:i 

,,,, U'N cN, ,m?l.'? :J"n ,c,nnil 7,n:2, illV:J'? ni',y', Niil ,,,,, mlVCIVil r:2 l.''lil CN 

,,:i m',y', Niil ,,:i•w ?Cl? il.''lil ::>"nN, ,i1l'!)0:J ilw•, ci•;, ,,,y ivi•p, illV:J'? ni',y', 

. ,, ... mw,;, i:2,, ''!:>Ni ?Cl? ni',y', Niil ,me ,c,•;, IV1'i' N?IV 1l.' c,nn', Ol::lllV 1i•:i 

:J1l7:J ill'!:>Oil 10 ,,,, ;,,,m ,n:JIV:J ,mil nl?!)il ?l.' pNl 'Nil :2, ,oNIV w,,i,c ,, ,,;, 

ni•Tl c,wc ,,iN iv,om ,:2,;, Cl.'t,i 21.n:JIV:J i1C'l7 l'?!)' N?IV ,,, ,,,,, CN ,n:JIV 

?1.Jl? ill'!lOil ilY'lillV i11j;,I.J::I Cl 1illi1 nl'!lOIJ n,i, YOilil ::i,,n CM mlV?IJ ,,,::i IC? 2 1 

p CM M?M nTI? ::i,,n il'MlV ,m, i1M1l .n::iw ::iiy::i ?IJ)il c,nn::i ilnillVlV ,nM? ,n::ll!.!il 7,n::i 
. 7;;,; ;,1e,, .n::iw;, 'l!l? p mw11, ;,•;, ,,::,, 
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29 nJlllJ "11illJ ill?!:>i1i1 J'l:PJ C"Jl:)1i1 nJillln 

1'!)1V 7:,',,;, ,n::iiv', C11j? C'D' i11V1?1V ,, ilD 01' 11Y:lD ,, ilD , "1l01 Nn::iiv::i 
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,c,, J'M C?iM) ,::2 npo,Y n?Mtvntv , T"lY:J mr,cl n?iYD m, uipl'lV ,n1'D'l? ,,u,:J 
M? CM ,,1ncn n,c,n,, m'D'l TmM? ,nM ']'1n ,,u,:J .(:J i,cY:JlV n?NlVn ':Jl? 7:::i 

'1Y?l:J J'M ,,in' :,,n,nou •ntv:J it n?MlV ?YClV :J:::l:n '01'7:JlV pioD:J ,,::21 ntvY" 
54 :,:::i, 

YlC T"lY:J n,,n, n,,c,n TmM:J c•,ic ,,,n, c•:::i•tvcc T"1Ytv ,,,,::2 n?Mtvn TC 

.nYlC? C':J"ntv ,n,,cn ni•:JY cn•tvYC:J nM,, ?Mitvn, ,C'?'pCn C':J1lV M?M .n1'ln 

TC ']M iYlCllV ,CYn TC lV'lV ,UM C'M,, i1l7:J7:JlV ,nDom ('ltvn noU:J) n?MlVn 'JiO:J 
.(?'Y? i11itvn) n?':Jt,n 

?lV :J i,cy:J m,, ni?llni1 :Jn:::ic 17:J?Cn nc?tv :Jm:::l ,??:::ln TC M?i' TD,M:J 
nM tvp::20 nc,tv .,,,M tvlmtv ,,,,pen 7cocn nTtv ,Ycntvc ucc, ,'ltvn noun 

n?MlVn nM ?iMtv? Min tYClV 7:::i ?Y (M ,icy nl'D:J n,Yn:J ,,l'p:J pi) 1'lln nn•,o 

C'?t?tcn .CY:J nt,tv!)lV ,n,,cnn n,•:2Yn n:::iu, i,y pintv? ,,:::i, n,n M?lV M?M ,nMTn 

'M,,,:2 .,';,';,n C'1:J1:J C'lnU Cl'M cntv ,'met '7:J:::ln' ?Y C':::lCnoc ']M m,cin:J 
M?n .i•:JM lnlC nM ,n,:J:J 7•tvcntv ,,ciY cn,:JM u:2,, nTn ,,,:::iYn 11::2'1':J nm:::in 

?lV mi't,!) ,nM? niuyc C'llV ,n i1lYt, TYU' 1'lln ?lV ,,in:J 'T:::)11.J lV'NlV ,Min ,::21 
?i1:J nY,,, nn•n ,n•:J 'lVlM ncl,,, t,Mt,OiD:J nMl' inMiintv ,c ":Jc,n 

?IV n,u1n ,m•tv•M ?lV ,,,:2n n1.Jn,n nM Mile? n"D'ln TC nY:J1l 1T nn'Cn 
inM,,n, n'i:Jn iYCtv"tv ,n:J :Jtv•tv ,n,,npn ?tv C"n1n c,,-c,,n "n ?Y c ":Jcin 

,C'l'1n C'YlCM ?lV Mi,, ?YiD nn•ntv ,n?•:Jt,n nlpn 1:J?C C?1M .umc:::i unl', 

nMT p•on, 1lVDMi ,'17:J? n?:Jlic nn•n i1T c,nn:J n•tv•Mn inYDtvntv ,,:2noc ,t,plW 
wen, c•tvi?tv:::l n?MlVl'll) ,t,Mt,OiD lV'M m:::i,:2 p n•1yo ?IV ?"ln n?MlVn TC 1:J:::l 
J'M ,1li1l7:J nutv? ni,, M?lV ,c, :in:Jitvm) 1T 1'Y:J C":Jc,n :Jtv"nntv inM? nltv 

.(7:::l ?Y imM J'Di:::l 
C':::lOn M?lV ,t,Mt,OiD 'li1l7:J? C":Jc,n ?lV ,m1llnn ,,p ,c,,nM c•c,nn:2 ']M 

n•MD:::l ' ,,Do:J :Jm:::l cn,:JM u:2, .1:J?:J t,Yi7:J cw,, ntvY Mini ,n,n pnc ,cn, 

'7:J?tvii•n nol:::in n•:J:JlV n?•Dni11 n,,nn nM•ip 'li1l7:J nM i1l'l 1':JMlV ,'Y,1:JMY?M 

Y'IV1n' ?lV) n•i,n•n n';,•npn 'lVM1 ?lV 'U"?iD yn';,';, Mm Yl:::ll C?iM ,t,Mt,Oi!l:J'll) 
,,nM 1:J?:J C'llV lVlV ,c,,:::i ,1211 mtv:J .'np•ntv 1'?Y ,,uw' ,(c•,nM, 'C'YlV1:JlV 

'i:::icn'tv ,c•c:::inn T':J ictv nM nol:::in n':J ,n,M:J C'??Dmm ,:2n:::i ,C":Jcin ?tv ,n,,uD 
,mnD? ,,M ,m1lmn nM nn,:::itvn ,,1ln :2,n ?tv ,np'ntvtv ,n•m, Tn'l 55.cn,,Dn ,10::2 

.nlCC C?Yni1? n';,•np';, nitvDM 

,,ic,111, 'l'1 ; "i11i1icp,ic:i T'M icD,, cic c,,:iir.,:i T'M •iii;,,; ,,i;,icr., ,nic T"lY? m,111;, 54 

.221-205 ' t,Y ,(i " ',tvn) i1 

c•',tvii• ,i1T'lli1 nDipn::l C"?IC11V'"f11C il?'Dn 'lilll;)i il?'Dn ,11V"?D ' l,! i11(1 55 

T7J1'1D IC:l'j:'Y '::lTII::) 14 

n,,Do ,,nM n,•:2un ,:21:J ,mpn inM? n,1nM C'llV .,::2 c•po,Y UM'IV ,nT T"lY ,,,:::i 

nDoin •1•·';,y ,c,,ic:2 Tnnncn ,m ,:::i n:2 :J"n,, nco,D? ,,,nnn ,c"pl '7:J' nY:Jtv 

c,w,, i:2tv ,']1 ,,,w:2 .';,,y';, niiMincn ,mYDmn ,,u:2 M? c?iM .n:2,n:::i:2 1n1'c 'Mm 
cn•M,tv'l 1::21:J ,C":JCin T:J cn,:JM ,, ?lV ,n,1'll TCTC ,c,,:::i ,1229 mwc J'1 n':J 

:n,,::2u M?:J nlM:::li' :nMti1 n,ncn n,Ynn nM UN C'MliC ,tvilnntv lH ?lV C"lWn 
C":Jc,n Y':Jt,ntv ,cw,,n ?Y 7,co:2 T?n? i,y nM,, 51 .q,n, m,tvn) :,',,:it, "?:J nn•m 

.c•,ic •1,n• "n ';,y 
p,n) T,n, i•1mtv ,c"::21.Jin p cn,:2M ,,, ntvlintv ,(n•mnou •ntv ?Y) n,Mwn 
,,n,,:J nD?MC ,(i•',y c•1p,tv ilMlV ,i1T'lln TClV ,,,1 'l:Ji C":JNin n"itv ',y ,pncc 

U'l'Y nM M'n ni•Mc 1Mtvn J':l .C":JMin ?lV m:2,tvn nM UM?C M?lV 'D-?Y-']M 
,cn,:JM ,, il:Ji ntvc u:2, ?lV ClCt:J C'1l7:J ,,,n, ?lV cn"n ni,M:J n,•:::itvcnn 1::21:J 
'l:J ',y C ":Jcin nYDlVi11 cn cn•n:J 7,n:2 ,,,nM cn,:JM ,,, ntvc ,, ?lV Cn"n n,,N 

.,,,1 
u:2, ?lV ,,in:J 'T:::)17:J lV'M ,n,,M ,,,::2 1c,cn nc,tv '1':J n:2,n:::i n?MWn 
cn ,ii11TlV ,C'litvMin ,,:2n:::i) C":J1.J1n ?lV ,n,•t,!) •inM 1nM ,,1 ?YD 1lVM ,cn,:JM 

TC m:2, .'uMuoiD ?tv T"1n' ,n•,:::it p n•',M ,, ?tv U:J n•n nc,w 52.(1224 mwo 
-';,y (i:Jn:::ll iM) ,pnY,n ,U'1 n•:Jc iNl''IV ,C'::21 C'1nM c•:2n:::i ,c:::i C":JN1? m?M'll.'n 

.,1, 
.c,,:2,pc i,:2:::i ,,Min ?lV n,,tv nM:J n?MlVn nn•nD:JlV u:2,, ni•tv•ry n"l!):J 
,, M1pl ,nu,,u ,,,M ntvC'tv, n?MlV nmM? ninM ptv? M'ntv ,ptvMin nom C?iM 

ClV'll) ,Minn ']1? 1:JYC nc,w, T,tv, nn,M !'U'l':J n•,,tv i1l':::llV' ,1Mtvn J':l ,cni:JM 
,,,u,:J ?lV mcli1 ?"tn ,,::21:J Miic', 1lVDM ClCM .,nM T"lY:J n?MlV ?lV nou lV' 

.inM c,pc:2 TM:::l :2,n:::i:2 Mli':::l ,n,Ni M? ?:JM ,c,pcn i,:2:::i', ,n,M C'itvcn ,::2,, i,:2:::i 

,, Tmnn M? 'M,,i:Jtv n1.J) [!] n":JPn CY ']m'tv '1:::l 1Y ni,M:::l? ?:JUn ,nT l'1n iM,n 

TN:::l lV'lV ,pn" C?iM 53.il:J1 nM ,i,,Yntv ,nl?Dicn ni,Ynn nM f]ptvc ,(:Jm:::in 

.231 ·230 ' t,Y ,c " :ir.,i;n c•,:iii;,:i ;,i:in ,yr.>,,,D ;,ic, ,;,i,yn;,, •icm;, ',y 51 

S. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society-The Jewish Communities of the i11C1 52 

Arab World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, Berkeley, Los 

Angeles and London 1972, II, p. 597, n. 39 
S. D. Goitein, ' Abraham Maimonides and his Pietist Circle', Jewish mitvi1 53 

Medieval and Renaissance Studies, ed. A. Altmann, Cambridge, Mass. 1967, p. 164. 
c•i,:i•:i ' tvi1' ;:I' :1 n,:iic m,tvm ,l(" l,! 'i' Y,11i1lO?i l( " l,! 10 m:i,:i', Mm l"ll::) ,58 i11Yi1::l ,CIV 

1'i1?1( 'i1 nM' :::l"Y ::l:) c•noD ;'i:i ' 1TY? 1::l pn:ii• ,, Mil ,,tvip ?:)'i1::l ' in' :1" Y i10 ,l"i1 l "D 

,i, " :itvn c•',111,,, ,n,yi, nmi;,ic •piD - ? "Tn ,7::2,, ic ic " IC i1M1) 'c•r.,:in •1•r.,',n m::2,, ,ic,,n 

.(569 ' l::)l,! 
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11 nil'r.>:i, :,i,l:i npn,:i 

Cl ,(nn,pD r'YD) ':J:JO'il ,,;,,i,:::i 7'lVDntv iN ,,;,u ilij't.):J c;,•inN ,,:::iun, C"i'l 'D' 
40.;,,;,n ;,i,,N, ;,n:::i,n::i 110::i nN i•ot>n ,,,,nN ,,:::iun c~ 

nNDiu ,:::i,:::i n,it.),n? r-itv•t.):J c•,itvp Cl'N C":Jt.)iil mpn, 'i1j''ll'' i1 lillD 

.,,n,:::iitvnD C"ntv:::i nmil Ti1i1 ni,Din;, c,,N 41 .i11'li1 

,1t.)?Di1 ni::i,:::i ,, T:J i1'1YO ,1200/1 mtv:::i ,i?Ntvtv ,il?Ntv? il:Jitvn N'il i1lill)Nii1 

TN:J Tn'l ;,:::i,, .C":Jt.)iil ?11) ,:::itv,t.) cipD 42,(ilp•mm i•;,p) UNUOit> N'il .'TY,ll':J :::itv,'il 
43:n•:::iiYil Tt.) cu,n:::i 

,c,pt.) ,::i:::i, U?llN C'tvlil Uilltv ilt.) ,:::i,:::i inY, ilt.) ,,ri,,:, p Cl uw, .i1?Nll)i1 

ilj'll)D, ,::i,N ,:::i,:::i Yln N?i ;in,, iN i1n1'l nYtvD i1lVNi1 pn,nnll) ,,,;y ilYDlZ,111) 

itvN:Ji .ill:J Nlli':Ji yniD:J i;,un, :in1'lt.) Nlln itvN 13.' ,Cn?m 0'1l:Ji C'?:Ji 

TnNtv inNt.)' Til? c•iDiN, l)illt.) ?Y iY,Y? ,,,nnil ,c,,;, 0'1't.)?ni1 il?N iDp 

't.)' ,::i ,:::i,D iiDtv'n N?i ,,p,y;, ,m ,0"?l 'b' m,:w •inN ,,:::iu, ni:::i"n 

0'b::in:, ,,:::i, ?Y C':JDio Cilll):J , 'ilj'tvD:::i, ,::i,N:::i ,poYnm iYl N?N ,pnNDiU 

'"' 0'mCli1 up•mv i1D ,:::i,:::i ,n,,;, iDiN i1Di .'Oi::i:, M!l'Tbi :,t,t):, r,yJ:,t)' ,,,, 

, Tn1'l 't.)' ?:J ,:::i, ?:JD pn,nil? l)illD iD"p', ,ill:J C'Wlil ,p,p1' CN ,p'l'il ,ill:J 

'D CY ,n•:::i:::i p li1U :,u,iir:, ir,ii:,u, ?Y i:JDO c•:::iii ... ?n,,pli1 1:::lD i?i 

ii::itvi .lilil Niil 1l':Ji ill:J inn i1D :,u.,iir:, ir,ii:, ilii• 44.C'tvlil TD i?llNlZ,I 

.,,?>::i 

?IV :i1V1n :i,,,:ir., ,444-434 ' r.>l.' ,:::ir.,, yr.>'C ,:::i ,nt,:::i ,, nin:,r., ,c ":::ir.>i:i n"itV 40 

' r.>l.' OTVi) 7,•1ti :,yp ' r.>l.' ,, yr.,,c ,T"r.>TVn C'?TVi,, ,It ,c ":::ir.,i:, niil'lt ,n?'IV '' ?tit :,:::iiTVn:i 

230 ' r.>l.' ,(19 :,iy:, ,?'l.'?) C":::ir.>i:ii c•,ir.,:::i :i,:::in ,yr.>,,,!l :iit,, .(7'i1tn:i ?l.' iyp·:,yp 

,mpn:, niitim, l.'r.>IV" it?IV ,r, n•:::i ?l.' p, c,n ,:in ?"l:i yr.>'C:JIV :ilpn:, ncil:::i .7,,1t, 
•n:::i·:::i :,,;y ,,n:ii mpn:, nit ir.>ci!lTV ,c!V :::iin::, p, .y:,; ,,l'l:l :,n:::i,n::, nit :i1V1t? :i:::il•i 

n,i,n 'i!lC:l ilr.>in:i!V' ,il:::i, !Vi!lr.> (SO :,iy:, , y,:i,) n,nit :,:::iitVn:::i c,,it .'C':::i,:::i ni'Cl::l 
yit::, n,c!)i,r.,:, ,o,,r.,:, :,::, •mr.,n lt?IV ,:i1V1t ;::, :i,i,1t1V ,c,n:, :,,:,, .. . ni'Cl::l 'n:::i ,::i:i 

. •:iiy:, ,,pr.,:i yn,,i::, nil.''!lir.> ,cu,n:i n,i,;,:i n,,n,it:i 

.c,,:i,:i 'llV y•:i mn:i:,:, •iiti::, m,,i It? ,c!V ,c ":::ir.>i:ii c,,ir.,:::i :i,:::in ,yr.>,,,!l ?tit 41 

.96 ' 1:)l,) ,:i ,' " lt:l ritilV'l ,yr.,,,,!) :iit, ,t,1ti,0i!l Cl.' (:iT'll:i ':Jn::,:::i) Tl.lilt n,:,T ?l.' 42 

,n ,C'liitl:i i?iit :iiti ;198"197 ' r.>l.' ,,,p yr.>'C ,It ,,it,:::i n,,,:ir., ,c ":ir.>i:i n"iTV 43 

.7,,1t, itl.lpn ' r.>l.' ,i,; yr.,•c ,:i ,n?'IV ;185"184 ' r.>l.' ,en ,Tr.>'c ,n,:::iiTVn:i 

,i?ltlt i!Vlt C'!Vl:i Cl.' :Olin iit?:l .:i?r.>:l :,;r., •nr.>lini : yit,cl?lt yr., :,ill.' yr.>' , ,pr.,:i 44 

,ltl.lp ' r.>l.' ,It ,CIV) n?'IV ?IV nl,,Cr.>:i inil.'TV:i? cipr.> T'lt 7::, T':li 7::, T':l .,n,:i 'l:l Cl.' :n?'!Vi 
. ?ltlV'r.> ,, n:i nit lt!Vl!V yr.>t:::i ninit :i1V1t u:::i,, :,n,:, ,,,1t1V ,(,nN T"ll.':J npc,y:, , 18 :,iy:, 

yr.,,,,!) IC:l'Pl.l ,::,i,r., 10 

,n,tv, 36:,',n :,', :,Ji? :i,, ac,,:ac, 'bK ll',bK ,,,, N; 10 

Mbl::i:, r,,:', ,,,; r,ir,,b :iillt' :,u.,iir:, acr,:,r,bb 11 

,:,:, :,,,:i: w:,, :,',»:, :,',»: ,,:i: r,w:,,, 37;',t>[r,:,',] 12 

:,y:, lbY: :,i:,i, i,; l'KW 380, 1:i: ac:,, N,w ,:i,r,w 13 

l'="n, ri,,,b ,,,, K,ac ,,,ac ,;;:, 0,,:,b wii!l:i ,::i, 14 

:,y:, ,:,:, i:mw, ,,;:,? iNiw::i, ,: r,inb, 0'l?t:i 1s 
rim: 1:,,,, Ulim lMJ?b C'bYt,i r,,::,;:,, 391'?,o!l: 16 

ac,, 11tvaci:, 0:i:ilb ',y iib» ,acw:i, 1ri,ac ,,,r,:i, 17 

m,,ac iri:,wr, 0:,,;K ac,:r,w ,,., 0:i:ilb r,mv, ,i, 1 s 

,,or,, ,,,,,,., ,,acr,, 0r,ac 0::i:i:ilb 1:i: ,,, ,ac:r,, 19 

:,::,',:, 1'1lb »btvltv 0,n,i,: ,,ac ,::, ,,,:,b ?!lO:i 20 

0,,,1';)',r,:, ,,:, ,::, 0,i,.,i,, ,,:, 'l'Ob :,lt)t)', 21 

* * * 
fiN ?:J:J' C',,il'il ?tv Clillt.) ?Y inn nN Tnl ,c•,llt.)? C":Jt.)iil Y'lil ilVN:J 

. . . ,,:,i:, :,,: t,lV!) ,,,:i 11,,.,, .ilpn, ,,,itv ,n,iYD ,:::i i1Ni, ,i11'li1 ,,;,,u:::i 'C'illD 

Mil'b !l:ilb ,:i:,li ,0"rl 'b' r,i,.,:u, r,i,Do:i :,irb 'b: :,,,, r,',,:t, i:::ii:::i i?ll)inlll) 

i,yi .:,',i,.,:; :,,,, ,n,n, ;,i;,u;, Ni:::in m:::itv ,,,:::io, ,0,:,acw 0'b: illl•ni;, ?Y 7,De, 

np•niv Nim ,•:, ,,:,, ac, itvac ,:,:,, :,iib:i ri,,,b ?Y ni::iDie T:::i,,11) ,Niil ;,m ,,Dn 

N'il i1?iY!li1 nNTi ... ilni:::io '!)? c•ii;,t, C't.) il'?Y pill'? ,:,,,, ill'NlV ,nlVN :,,,lil 

l'= il'ilntv ,nNTil ilj''ll':J nil•nt.)Dil Tilt.) u,,,, ,("i1i''ll'i1,,) :::io,ac T?llN nN,pli1 

.. ,,,,,,,., ,,,,:i, Mil'b ,:::i,p:::i ,nNDil ,i1mDi1 li1lt.)i1 .. . 0'l'b:, nnDN '£>? ,ri,tvbtv:i 

',::,w ,',ii:i l,.!tv!) M»Wi!li :,i,.,u,ii :,i,.,i r,i:ir, N'il •i;, ,7:J inN :,irb 'b: :,',:t, i?'t>Ni 

' .1,,:it,b ,,ac, ,,ac ib,; ,,,n,, :,',,:i,: ,,,,,, n ri,,,b: l'?'TMbW lb' 

'D:JM nN 11i•ll ,n ;,i•:::iy 'lt>D n,Y,n N?? C " :Jt.)iil ,,m;, Til:JIV ,0')11) ,,nN 

nY:::iiv iit>en N?tv ,i11VN ?:Jll) ,c,m mpn Ti''n ,1176 p•e:::i, ,n•i,:::i•i ilt.)t,,, c•iiD 

.It " l,l T::l n,ii::,:i 36 

.(6 :,:,y:, ,?'l.'?) '!V1ip:i ,,,,n· ,',l'i :iit, :,,,l:i n?'!ln ,:::i, :i 37 

TN::l? y,,, niy:, :iit, ,(•y:,,;y T'lt r:i c, y:i•?l,l IV' T':l') yiitl ci?IV itV n:::iitVn? ,,l'l:l 38 

.It :,iy:, , 183 ' r.>l.' ,n ,C'liNl:i itiN:l 
,,-:in::,:::i) ,,,r.,; ni,,,:i n,,n,it:, i1t1V ,:iit ,c,,,it ,,-:::in::,:i Cl) nTVi,tVii,r., 7 "r.>0:i 39 

:?i::ltVN:i:i, ,(24 :,ir:, ,?'l.'? :iNi) ''pi!l:::i ::iil.'r.>i niTr.> 'liNl:l ,:,it,,p:::i p!l0 T'Ni ,('l'i:::ir.>p 
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